
To: Charles E. Samuels, Jr. and Warden

Letter: Greetings,

I urge the Bureau of Prisons to file the appropriate motion for Compassionate

Release for Lynne Stewart #53504-054.

Lynne Stewart has devoted her life to the oppressed – a constant advocate for the

countless many deprived in the United States of their freedom and their rights.

Unjustly charged and convicted for the “crime” of providing her client with a

fearless defense, the prosecution of Lynne Stewart is an assault upon the basic

freedoms of us all.

After years of post-conviction freedom, her bail was revoked arbitrarily and her

imprisonment ordered, precluding surgery she had scheduled in a major New York

hospital. 

The sinister meaning of the relentless persecution of Lynne Stewart is

unmistakably clear. Given her age and precarious health, the ten-year sentence

she is serving is a virtual death sentence.

Since her imprisonment in the Federal Prison in Carswell, Texas her urgent need

for surgery was delayed 18 months – so long, that the operating physician

pronounced the condition as “the worst he had seen.”

Now, breast cancer, which had been in remission prior to her imprisonment, has

reached Stage Four. It has appeared in her lymph nodes, on her shoulder, in her

bones and her lungs. 

Her daughter, a physician, has sounded the alarm: “Under the best of

circumstances, Lynne would be in a battle of the most serious consequences with

dangerous odds. With cancer and cancer treatment, the complications can be as

debilitating and as dangerous as the cancer itself.”

In her current setting, where trips to physicians involve attempting to walk with 10

pounds of shackles on her wrists and ankles, with connecting chains, Lynne

Stewart has lacked ready access to physicians and specialists under conditions



compatible with medical success.

It can take weeks to see a medical provider in prison conditions. It can take weeks

to report physical changes and learn the results of treatment; and when held in the

hospital, Lynne has been shackled wrist and ankle to the bed.

This medieval “shackling” has little to do with any appropriate prison control. She is

obviously not an escape risk.

I join with others to demand abolition of this practice for all prisoners, let alone

those facing surgery and the urgent necessity of care and recovery.

It amounts to cruel and unusual punishment, in violation of human rights.

There is immediate remedy available for Lynne Stewart. Under the 1984

Sentencing Act, after a prisoner request, the Bureau of Prisons can file a motion

with the Court to reduce sentences “for extraordinary and compelling reasons.” Life

threatening illness is foremost among these and Lynne Stewart meets every

rational and humane criterion for compassionate release.

To misconstrue the gravamen of this compassionate release by conditioning such

upon being at death’s door – released, if at all, solely to die – is a cruel mockery

converting a prison sentence, wholly undeserved, into a death sentence.

The New York Times, in an editorial (2/12), has excoriated the Bureau of Prisons

for their restrictive crippling of this program. In a 20-year period, the Bureau

released a scant 492 persons – an average of 24 a year out of a population that

exceeds 220,000.

I join with others to cry out against the bureaucratic murder of Lynne Stewart.

I join with others to demand Lynne Stewart’s immediate release to receive urgent

medical care in a supportive environment indispensable to the prospect of her

survival and call upon the Bureau of Prisons to act immediately.

If Lynne’s original sentence of 28 months had not been unreasonably, punitively

increased to 10 years, she would be home now — where her medical care would

be by her choice and where those who love her best would care for her. Her

isolation from this loving care would end. 

Prevent this cruelty to Lynne Stewart whose lifelong commitment to justice is now

a struggle for her life.

I urge you to take action and call upon the Bureau of Prisons to act immediately for



Lynne Stewart’s Compassionate Release.



Comments

Name Location Date Comment

mehdi najari Victoria, British

Columbia, Canada

2013-03-11 If American people wants to remain free and value their democracy then they

have to stop their government to act like a fascist state and unjustly prosecute

a principled lawyer like Lynne Stewart. She is suffering from cancer and what

American government is doing to her is very cruel.

Omau Bey Ali ny, NY 2013-03-11 Lynn Stewart has been a Fighter for Human Rights and Justice all of her Legal

Professional Life. Her unfair and unjust imprisonment is a result of her being

successful in her Dedication to this effort, She must be released from prison for

her declining health!!

s a NY, NY 2013-03-11 Lynne Stewart received a sentence that was time limited, but without

compassionate release her sentence becomes a death sentence.

Tony Greenstein Brighton, United

Kingdom

2013-03-11 It is an outrage to convict someone's lawyer for defending a client.  That is what

the 'free' society of the United States is in practice.

Jeanie  Shaterian Berkeley, CA 2013-03-11 This is a matter of simple decency. Given Lynne Stewart's medical condition,

imposition of a ten-year sentence amounted to sentencing her to death. A

lawyer sentence to death for conscientiously representing a client---what a sad

emblem of American justice!

Donald Goddard New York, NY 2013-03-11 Might might be wrong?

Juanita thomas New York, NY 2013-03-11 Humanitarian Reasons!!!!!!!!!!!

Bonnie Weinstein San Francisco, CA 2013-03-11 Lynne is innocent of any crime. She was only doing her best to defend her

client. This is not justice, her incarceration is a crime!

Roger McClanahan Staten Island, N.YC, NY 2013-03-11 She has been a spokesperson for many who no one else would defend. I feel

she has been sentenced unjustly.

tom cunningham Ks, KS 2013-03-11 She is a political prisoner, not a criminal!

Les Levidow London, AK 2013-03-11 Defenders of civil liberties should be celebrated and honoured, not punished.

sheila hamanaka New York, NY 2013-03-11 Lynne Stewart has dedicated her life to helping others.  Common decency

demands compassionate release of one of the world's leading defenders of

civil liberties.

Sanda Everette San Mateo, CA 2013-03-11 Her treatment is criminal....I feel great sadness for her unjust incarceration.

Has our country sunk this low?

Russell Dale New York, NY 2013-03-11 Free Lynne Stewart and ALL political prisoners!

Julia Livingston Bloomington, IN 2013-03-11 It's a matter of respect.

Bill Koehnlein New York, NY 2013-03-11 In the interests of justice this great fighter for positive social change and a fair

and caring society *must* be giveen her freedom immediately.

Maggie Phair Van Nuys, CA 2013-03-11 I am a citizen. Not in  my name should anyone be punished for being sick or

defending another

human being.

Mary Adams Rochester, NY 2013-03-11 In the interest of justice release Lynne Stewart now.

Stephen  Lendman Chicago, IL 2013-03-11 Freeing Lynne reflects much more than about her. It's about democratic values,

rule of law principles and justice denied so many in America.

Lynne deserves praise, not prison. Free her now.



Name Location Date Comment

Chris Brandt New York, NY 2013-03-11 Our government, in several recent cases, has been pursuing excessive and

vindictive sentences for "crimes" that are not really crimes at all.  As gl;ad as I

am that Bush and Cheney are gone, Obama's "Justice" Dept. has been

downright mean, especially in the cases of Stewart and Manning.  It is time for

this to stop - we are on a slippery slope toward just the kind of tyranny our

Founders struggled to free us from.

Carole Seligman S.F., CA 2013-03-11 Lynne has done nothing wrong. Nothing deserving punishment. Jailing the

lawyers means that our rights to legal representation are gone. Free her now.

Carol Thompson Chateaugay, NY 2013-03-11 The original case against Lynne in the 1990s was dismissed. Her subsequent

prosecution was nothing more than the Bush administration's frantic search for

scapegoats following 9/11, which, to its shame, the Obama administration

continued. This entire case is a travesty and an indelible black mark on the

U.S. "justice" system.

Andrea Bauer Seattle, WA 2013-03-11 Lynne Stewart has done nothing except to uphold the principles of the legal

system as they exist ideally and exercise her right to free speech. Let her get

the care she needs -- release her!

Eileen Joy Cincinnati, OH 2013-03-11 A shameful black mark on our justice system and the complete lack of

compassion and disregard for civil liberties is stunning.

Vicki Legion San Francisco, CA 2013-03-11 I have heard Lynne Stewart speak, and think she is a courageous and

principled human rights advocate who should not have been imprisoned in the

first instance.  This travesty of justice must be ended.

Larry Pinkney Mullica Hill, NJ 2013-03-11 Lynne Stewart is the people's lawyer and her dedication, in both word and

deed, to the needs of everyday struggling people represents the very best of

the human condition. Notwithstanding her unjust imprisonment, at bare

minimum, it is time (indeed past time) for her to be released on compassionate

/ medical grounds so that she can seriously and adequately address the life-

threatening cancer that she is enduring. No sane, just, decent, or humane

authority could, in good conscience, keep her imprisoned!

Larry Pinkney

Black Activist Writers Guild

Tom Siracuse New York, NY 2013-03-11 I believe that the government's imprisonment and treatment of Lynne Stewart is

unconstitutional amounting to illegal interference in client-lawyer privilege as

well as cruel and unusual treatment of Lynne herself.  Lynne should be

released from prison immediately.

Tom Siracuse

Chair of the Manhattan Local of the Green Party

E. James Lieberman Potomac, MD 2013-03-11 A retired physician, I urge the powers that be to show they are not pursuing a

de facto death penalty.

Susan Russell Ottawa, Canada 2013-03-11 It is common humanity and Lynne has to right to advocate

terri Lloyd Los Angeles, CA 2013-03-11 Lynne Stewart's imprisonment alone makes a mockery out of the justice

system. The message that is being sent by the prison and the justice system is

"Women are dangerous by simply doing a good job. Women, especially

prisoners, don't deserve to be treated humanely." We are a sick and inhumane

society as evidenced by this alone.

Sharon Kufeldt Palm Springs, CA 2013-03-11 I know Lynne.  She was being the best advocate for her client... she did NO

wrong.  End this tragedy, save her life.

Calvert Stewart High Point, NC 2013-03-11 I think her conviction was a political move to disgrace and discredit a person

that took cases for the politically disadvantaged.



Name Location Date Comment

Adrienne Weller Seattle, WA 2013-03-11 Lynn Stewart is being punished for doing her job by the govt. that used  911

photos to prejudice the jury and the judge allowed them to do it. She has

defended victims of US attacks on the civil rights movement and more. Free

her.

Magdalena algarin nyc, NY 2013-03-11 I believe in justice and humanitarianism....

Merced Barrera Flushing, NY 2013-03-11 I am in law school, and I would not want to be imprisoned by the US

government for fulfilling my duty under the Bar, like Ms. Stewart.

Elsie Dean Burnaby, CA 2013-03-11 Human rights violation to one is a violation to all of us.

Helen Gilbert Seattle, WA 2013-03-11 If there were justice, Lynne Stewart would be publicly celebrated for her

defense of human rights rather than ill and in prison due to a vindictive and

cruel system.

Allen Thompson Renton, WA 2013-03-11 Defense attorneys should not be charged and jailed for doing the job assigned

them.

Maxine Reigel seattle, WA 2013-03-11 Release Lynn now. To continue holding her is a crime against human rights in

the US. Release her!

Henry Noble Freedom

Socialist Party

seattle, WA 2013-03-12 As a courageous Political Prisoner and gifted attorney Lynne Stewart spent her

life defending so many others. She must be free to enjoy her remaining time

with family and friends.

alba zuniga Renton, WA 2013-03-12 She has the right for medical attention

Tom Conroy Beacon, NY 2013-03-12 This is a travesty. Lynn Stewart was simply serving the legitimate legal needs

of her clients and the state went after her, and yet failed to go after the various

war criminals and political criminals who have served their own greed in these

past ten years.

Jeanine Molloff St. Louis, MO 2013-03-12 Lynne Stewart IS A POLITICAL PRISONER.  She has been incarcerated for

the crime of being a lawyer.

Maria Meel Wellington, New Zealand 2013-03-12 Freedom of Speech

virginia jarvis Seattle, WA 2013-03-12 It is NOT a crime to do your job well. The judge unless a crook knows that.

Carl Scariati Westfield, NJ 2013-03-12 The cruel, unusual, and arbitrary punishment inflicted on Lynne Stewart by the

state is a despicable act of oppression. It is clear that its only purpose is to

create a chilling effect on those with the courage to pursue the truth. Unless

justice is extended to everyone, there is no justice for anyone.

Helen Redmond New York, NY 2013-03-12 What is happening to Lynn Stewart is not medical neglect it is murder.

Adam Weiss Astoria, NY 2013-03-12 Because the spirit of, and words in, the Constitution are virtuous.

mary green Taos, NM 2013-03-12 Lynne Stewart is such a rare and awesome human being...and she needs her

surgery.   No reason for her to die from breast cancer because she's helped so

many other human beings (whether they were pc or not).

Daniel Shea Portland, OR 2013-03-12 This is important to me because from the beginning I saw the charges against

Lynne as a right wing witch hunt against a prominent Human Rights Lawyer. 

We are living in a new era of political fanatics in search for an inquisition to

eliminate all opposition to their crimes. 

Lynne is a hero not a criminal, free Lynne Stewart

melanie jackson Issaquah, WA 2013-03-12 Anyone who is dying should be let out of prison!

John Chadwick Bellingham, WA 2013-03-12 I simply wish the justice system would deter evil-doers rather than those who

advocate for Peace and the Common Good.

Alan Geering Gainesville, FL 2013-03-12 supporting the weak and powerless



Name Location Date Comment

Arnie Welber sunrise, FL 2013-03-12 I personally crossed paths with Lynne many moons on Hollywood Beach.

Lynne is a real deal and is of no threat to society.  Currently Lynne is facing a

serious health situation

Nicole LaBrie Seattle, WA 2013-03-12 It is so outrageous that Lynne Stewart is in jail in the first place, and now that

she is struggling with stage four cancer, keeping her under these conditions

really shows the inhumanity of the prison system. Free Lynne Stewart!

Karoline D Minneapolis, MN 2013-03-12 I feel that she was unjustly sentenced due to the political climate at the time. A

compassionate release would help to right this wrong and is most appropriate

in this case. I agree that wrist and ankle shackling with connecting chains is

medieval and inhumane. Please stop it all by releasing her so that her family

can care for her. She deserves to be in an environment where her family and

friends can be by her side. Enough is enough!

Alison Murie Xenia, OH 2013-03-12 Lynne Stewart is far too valuable to society for her to be locked away from us.

Katherine Denison Rochester, NY 2013-03-12 This is a call for sanity and mercy. Failure to allow treatment is murder. No!

Adrienne  Grist New York, NY 2013-03-12 Adrienne Grist

Sharon Dryden Franktown, CO 2013-03-12 Lynn Stewart is a Women who cares.  There are plenty rapists and child killer

free.  Let Lynn out so that she can have her surgery and continue her

humanitarian work...and gather up all the males to commit crimes against

women and kids and get them the hell off the planet....simply these criminals

are are good for nothing!  Save  Lynn Stewart NOW!!!

Carol  W Randolph, VT 2013-03-12 Believe in justice.

Brent Buell New York, NY 2013-03-12 Justice has not been served in the case of Lynne Stewart.  She has been a

fighter for freedom and the forces of repression are punishing her for it.  The

shame is NOT hers.

Jill McLaughlin Chicago, IL 2013-03-12 The political persecution of Lynne Stewart was waged on lies. Lynne should

never have spent a day in jail.

Emma Allen Portland, OR 2013-03-12 People should not go to jail for defending the first amendment.

Christine Hawkes Kent, WA 2013-03-12 Attorneys should not be prosecuted for defending unpopular clients.  This is

against all our democratic principles.

Suzanne Davenport Chicago, IL 2013-03-12 Stop the persecution of advocates for justice, treat prisoners humanely as

people with health needs.

carol isaac seattle, WA 2013-03-12 This is a woman for whom Justice still means justice and not politics.

Dhyanne Green EAST FREMANTLE,

Australia

2013-03-12 WTF - I am stunned to read of this inhumane treatment.  It's almost as though,

keep her away from medical treatment long enough and her 'health problems'

will take care of our problem.  What is happening in the US - it's becoming,

from media coverage - a dictator ruled, police country.

Roger Adams Eastsound,, WA 2013-03-12 Home of the free, land of the brave.

Nikola Trumbo Seattle, WA 2013-03-12 1) Without 1st Amendment rights we have no democracy.  

2) Prisoners must not be denied the civil rights we all should enjoy.

3) Lynne Stewart and all prisoners deserve access to medical care.

4) Lynne Stewart's imprisonment amounts to cruel and unusual punishment.

Her treatment is an embarrassment to us all.

Maxine Daniel Castro Valley, CA 2013-03-12 Release Lynne Stewart and allow her to have the health care that she needs.

She deserves better. How can we call ourselves a free and just society when

we allow this kind of railroading to occur? Free Lynne Now.

Dr. Lana Habash Boston, MA 2013-03-12 Lynne Stewart has dedicated her life to the fight for justice and the fight against

oppression. Please release her now!



Name Location Date Comment

Richard Falk Santa Barbara, CA 2013-03-12 The continued imprisonment of Lynne Stewart, given her medical condition, is a

crime against humanity.

Mary Neal Atlanta, GA 2013-03-12 Lynne Stewart is a great human rights activist who needs us now.

Gabriela Sonam NYC, NY 2013-03-12 This constitutes cruel and unusual punishment. I makes it even more glaringly

obvious that Lynne Stewart is a political prisoner! We can see, we are

watching, we know what this is really all about! Free Lynne Stewart!

Ellen Pascal San Jose, CA 2013-03-12 What has happened to this Country?

William Gibbons Petaluma, CA 2013-03-12 Lynn is one of the most important lawyers in US history. She is a selfless public

defender, one of best citizens the United States every produced in all of history.

Her client Shiek Abdula Rocman was framed by the government. History will

recognize Lynn Stewart, not the least for standing up to authorities in the

corrupt USA.

Leslie Sirag Olympia, United States 2013-03-12 Lynne was jailed for demanding justice, & is fighting cancer without adequate

treatment. Now it's time for not only justice, but mercy for her.

susan massey Bellevue, WA 2013-03-12 Every person has the right to a fair trial and fair sentencing -- Lynne has lived

her life by these tenets.   She herself should be treated likewise.

Isaac Skelton Washington, DC 2013-03-12 Lynne's in jail for being a great lawyer and doing things lawyers do for their

clients. She's in ill health and should be freed or moved to house arrest

immediately.

Debbie Brennan Brunswick, Victoria,

Australia

2013-03-12 U.S. "justice" again showcases barbarism as the world's "best practice."

Around the world, we're watching and saying No and No More!

Natalie Russell Midland Township, MI 2013-03-12 Equality or none at all for anyone.

Charlene Pizzadili Callaway, MD 2013-03-12 Lynne Stewart is a political prisoner. Let her out.

hal charney bardonia, NY 2013-03-12

Unjustly charged and convicted

Joseph Osborne Australia 2013-03-12 Decency and justice

Barbara Wright Bowie, MD 2013-03-12 Lynne Stewart should never have been charged and given a prison sentence.

She was doing her job as a lawyer.  She is now in ill health and should be

released to live out her life in freedom which she has fought for for others all of

her life.  It is a travesty of justice that she has had her rights taken away.

Common criminals are treated better than she is.  What a pox on the US

Government!!

Stanley Walinets Barnard Castle, Co

Durham, United Kingdom

2013-03-12 I sign this because this is an honourable lady whose apparent treatment at the

hands of the US justice system, brings GREAT shame on all who operate and

tolerate that system.

Sue Zerangue Astoria, OR 2013-03-12 The crime is her incarceration.  I'd like to see the US govt. redeem itself in this

respect.

Josie Michel-Brüning Jülich, Germany 2013-03-12 All of us should feel appalled about the unjust treatment of such a brave

woman fighting for justice in an political-motivated atmosphere of Injustice, as

well as about those other, the uS embarrassing cases, as for that of Leonard

Peltier, Mumia Abu Jamal, or the Cuban Five, alst but not least that of Bradley

Manning.

.



Name Location Date Comment

Valerie Shubert Seattle, WA 2013-03-12 The prison system as currently formed is a relentless systematized blood-feud

against anybody who dissents, or who simply can't fit in to the procrustean

society currently extant, particularly the poor.  

Short of abolition, mitigation of the worst abuses is a poor second--but it's a

necessary stopgap.

Andus Brandt Oakland, CA 2013-03-12 This is an example of our government's vindictive overreach in all things they

decide to label "terrorist."  I hope it backfires.

Maggie  Richards Pensacola, FL 2013-03-12 The insane are running this country.  This is too cruel, mean, hateful for words.

jennifer gernes watertown, MA 2013-03-12 She is a wonderful and should not be there. She is my step moms best friend.

She is innocent :((

JOANIE RODRIGUEZ san mateo, CA 2013-03-12 Fiirst they came for the Socialists, and I did not speak out--Because I was not a

Socialist.

Then they came for the Trade Unionists, and I did not speak out-- Because I

was not a Trade Unionist.

Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out-- Because I was not a

Jew.

Then they came for me--and there was no one left to speak for me.f

Patricia Bollin Portland, OR 2013-03-12 Pointless imprisonment of woman working for freedom

Alois MMittermüller Germany 2013-03-12 Um diese schreiende Ungerechtigkeit möglichst bal zu beenden

Christina Lopez Seattle, WA 2013-03-12 Lynne Stewart is a political prisoner and should be released. This is more

urgent now due to her health.

Logan Graf Portland, OR 2013-03-12 No one is free while others are oppressed.  Free this prisoner of conscience

immediately.

Meredith Frost New Freedom, PA 2013-03-12 Although I do not agree with what Ms. Stewart did, she is a citizen of a country

that purports to value freedom of speech. The arbitrary increase of her

sentence and denial of necessary health care are not the actions of the country

we claim to be. Its time we overcome our fear and live up to our hype.

james squire seattle, WA 2013-03-12 In her current physical condition, Lynne is not a threat to the US.  By denying

her proper care and imprisoning her under cruel, unusual and inhumane

conditions the US government has lost any moral authority to lead and is

essentially functioning as a police state, although not yet quite on the level of a

Nazi or Stalanist state. If Scotland could release the Pan Am bomber for

compassionate reasons, the US could certainly release Lynne for the same

reasons.

erica r portland, OR 2013-03-12 Because Lynn should not be incarcerated for keeping her clients' confidences.

Guerry Hoddersen Seattle, WA 2013-03-12 Refusing Lynne Stewart medical care and a compassionate release will be

another extra judicial killing by the Obama administration unless we, the

people, speak out.

Maxine Orris New York, NY 2013-03-12 We need our lawyers to be free to defend ALL the people

Bob Yavits Ithaca, NY 2013-03-12 This is truly chilling. I thought that we were supposed to be the "land of the

free". Does our National Anthem have no meaning anymore?

Pamela  Allee Portland,, OR 2013-03-12 Lynn Stewart is one of my heroines - a woman of great heart and principle.

The least I can do is support her now.  In the name of compassion and justice,

release her!



Name Location Date Comment

Peggy O lsen Monterey, CA 2013-03-12 Lynne in no way deserves to be a scapegoat for the fake "war on terror" and

our injustice system.  This is a terrible tragedy.

Clifford Conner New York, NY 2013-03-12 Lynne Stewart's victimization is a particularly egregious example of how the

"national security state" is assaulting our civil liberties. It was intended to

intimidate courageous lawyers like her. Her incarceration is itself a crime

against humanity because its evil effects are felt far beyond her prison cell.

Brenna Torres New York, NY 2013-03-12 Freedom !

Pleas Lucian Kavanaugh Lexington, KY 2013-03-13 There is nothing more important than liberty and justice.

Jason Estevez Massapequa, NY 2013-03-13 a true proponent of Justice

judy carpenter greensboro bend, VT 2013-03-13 Lynne Stewart is no danger to anyone and is suffering with cancer.  Why are

we incarcerating her at this stage in her life?  Surely better options are

possible.

Barb Hertel Brooklyn, NY 2013-03-13 I don't think she was rightly imprisoned in the first place so the sooner she gets

out the better.

Michael Matcho Lawrenceville, NJ 2013-03-13 Because it's an example of the barbaric judicial system that operates in the

U.S.

Cary Appenzeller Brooklyn, NY 2013-03-13 Yet another political prisoner of the US regime

Lisa Wren Redding, CT 2013-03-13 It's important because medical care is being withheld, it's important because no

one deserves to be treated like this, especially a 73 year old woman who did

nothing wrong and should receive medical care in a country called America.  

DO THE RIGHT THING - NOW

George Markham Little Rock, AR 2013-03-13 There is nothing to gain, and everything to lose politically speaking, from letting

Lynne languish now in prison, this is Realpolitik. Let the poor woman go,

please.

Janet Solomon Coral  Gables, FL 2013-03-13 She has done so much for ALL pf us. And seriously, if you can release a

Manson murderer when SHE had cancer...do you believe Lynne Stewart is

more of a danger to society???

Lemar  Brown Decatur, IL 2013-03-13 I FEEL IT'S WRONG FOR HER TO BE DENIED MEDICAL CARE OR DIE IN

PRISON.

Scott Davis Edgmont, PA 2013-03-13 Shared with PETITIONS to Restore the Constitution and the Rule of Law in the

USA.

Chuck Anderson Anaheim, CA 2013-03-13

Lynne Stewart was unjustly convicted of a common action often taken by

countless lawyers. It has became  a hate frothing campaign  carried out by

Muslim hating fascists because Lynne defended a Muslim clearic.Her case was

an Bush government signal to intimidate lawyers away from representing

Muslim clients.This was a  racist move by the Bush administration to intimidate

lawyers to not represent Muslim accused and to frighten Lawyers from

representing them.. We demand that Lynne Stewart be set free from prison

now.

Mary Bagnaschi Torrington, CT 2013-03-13 One injustice serves as injustice to the entire system which makes a mockery

out of all law and all of the clowns running the 3 ring circus- this is NOT justice

and does not resemble any thing of Our Constitutional rights! Outrageous! I will

fight for the human dignity of all innocents and 'prisoners' for the rest of my life!



Name Location Date Comment

Ingrid Blank Merrivale, South Africa 2013-03-13 The once "land of the free and home to the brave" has become the "land of

barbarians". This is one of the vilest human rights abuse cases imaginable and

constitutes inhuman, cruel and denigrating treatment and punishment not only

under the 8th Amendment but also under the provisions of the UN Convention

Against Torture. In fact the black-robed monsters should be hauled before the

ICC and charged under the Rome Statute.

Nada Khader White Plains, NY 2013-03-13 She has always stood for the downtrodden.  Now we stand for her.

Anne Lazarus New York, NY 2013-03-13 This prison sentence and treatment and tantamount to torture.  It is a bad omen

for justice and democracy.  Let this decent woman, who is dying spend her

days with her family.

Allison Stacey Salem, OR 2013-03-13 Imprisoning a woman for doing her job and then preventing her access to

healthcare is cruel and unnecessary.

Alex Tronolone Brooklyn, NY 2013-03-13 Solidarity

David Evans Onset, MA 2013-03-13 This reminds me of the harsh prosecution of the late Aaron Swartz.

Yvonne Steffen El Cerrito, CA 2013-03-13 If this can be done to someone of Lynn Stewart's renown and her knowledge of

the law, it can be done to any US citizen.

Richard Coshnear Santa Rosa, CA 2013-03-13 Lynne Stewart made our constitution real, gave meaning to the words that offer

us protection from tyrrany.

Foster Fell Bend, OR 2013-03-13 Zealous advocacy for a client, in any other circumstance, would be upheld as

exemplary professional behavior.  Please release this courageous woman to

her home and the love of her family.  A modern Victor Hugo would immortalize

Lynne Stewart.

Abby London New York, NY 2013-03-13 Lynne Stewart's incarceration needs to end now! It constitutes cruel and

unusual punishment.

Chris and Mary Fogarty Chicago, IL 2013-03-13 We must save our legal system from its lurch into political persecutions.

Bill MacKay Chicago, IL 2013-03-13 The oppression of any is the potential oppression of all. This is the unfair

targeting of an individual who has demonstrated their commitment to the

highest ideals.

David Gans Oakland, CA 2013-03-13 I care about human life.

JOHN OLSON Laguna Niguel, CA 2013-03-13 UNJUST

Pauline Ginsberg Utica, NY 2013-03-13 It is a civil rights issue involving freedom of speech.

It is also a matter of urgent humanitarian need given Ms. Stewart's health.

Nancy Cavazos A. J. AZ, AZ 2013-03-13 This is beyond cruel and unusual punishment.  This is a death sentence for

Lynne Stewart for doing her job as an attorney.  Have we really sunk this low?

Eloise Linger Huntington Station, NY 2013-03-13 We are living in the twety-first century, not in medieval times. She should be

immediately released - and should have been much better followed  medically

while under the charge of the prison authorities.

There shoulod be a limit to "cruel and unusual."

John Bovay Toronto, Canada 2013-03-13 Corporatism is the REAL cancer that's killing Lynne Stewart.

Leonard Schwartz Newark, DE 2013-03-13 stop this cruelty!

Kerby  Miller Columbia, MO 2013-03-13 Lynne Stewart is a political prisoner, and her prosecution and imprisonment

comprise one of the most shameful episodes in modern US legal history.

Richard Stark Petaluma, CA 2013-03-13 Lynn is courageous as hell!  I've met her, heard her speak, and she is the top!

Paul Lerman Wyncote, PA 2013-03-13 Her imprisonment is shameful

Tina Beacock Chicago, IL 2013-03-13 This amazing freedom fighter will be condemned to death by delay, if she is not

freed and given necessary medical treatment.



Name Location Date Comment

Ayub Younes Raleigh, NC 2013-03-13 From all the articles I have read, it seems like people in power abused their

power by increasing her sentence. No one should be above the law.

Rael Nidess, M.D. Marshall, TX 2013-03-13 Imprisoning lawyers for representing their client's interests is just downright

unamerican!

Diana Sanderson Lincolnville, ME 2013-03-13 Are we living in the Middle Ages? What exactly is "cruel and unusual

punishment" if no this? Absurd.

vicki leidner san francisco, CA 2013-03-13 everyone has the right to a lawyer.  don't punish the attorney for the crimes of

the client.

Sara Kershnar Berkeley, CA 2013-03-13 Lynn was incarcerated for defending justice in a McCarthy-like witch hunt. Her

release is in protection of all of our civil rights and her immediate release is

required under compassionate release.

Jackie Coleman Chicago, IL 2013-03-13 Lynn is an inspiration to many and has committed no crime. The only crime

here is locking her up and denying her the health care she needs and not

allowing her to continue her valuable and courageous work.

Ellen Luks Mt Vernon, NY 2013-03-13 "The quality of mercy is not strained. . ."

Rosa Peñate SAn Francisco, CA 2013-03-13 It is a matter of justice. The degree of injustice against Lynne is incredible, she

has committed no crime.  Free Lynne Stewart NOW!!!!

Jacob Rosen Harford, PA 2013-03-13 Dear Judge--You've made your point. She is not going to survive Stage 4. Let

her go home to die.

John St Lawrence Johnston,, RI 2013-03-13 One more window into the minds of those who rule.

larry malu jamaica, AL 2013-03-13 jailing without reasons , imprisonment without trials , death is now cheap in

america, women in nd out evryday without reasons,killing them ,her slowly by

us govt

Muriel Tillinghast Brooklyn,, NY 2013-03-13 A mistake, albeit a very serious one, should not be unmitigable in light of Ms.

Stewart's health and her stage 4 cancer.  I ask for the court to be merciful and

allow for her immediate release based on humane considerations.  Thank you.

David Ewing, Esq. San Francisco, CA 2013-03-13 Lynne did exactly what I do every day -- defend alien's in immigration court.

She must be released at once.

Steven Mondel Farmingdale, NJ 2013-03-13 The government has literally pronounced a death sentence on Ms. Stewart with

capricious intent. What happened to the 6th amendment? 

Donald Judd Pittsburg, KS 2013-03-13 The delay on Lynne Stewart's much needed surgery is reprehensible.

Something like this should not happen in a civilized society; it is a mark of

callous disregard for human life.

Ragina Johnson San Francisco, CA 2013-03-13 Mrs. Stewart was unjustly charged and convicted and now suffers from stage 4

cancer. She must be released! We

John Summers Princeton, IN 2013-03-13 Arresting Lynne Steward is an abomination to justice.

Carole winn-smith florence, AL 2013-03-13 Lynn not belong in jail.i believe this is obvious to anyone who is willing to face

the truth.

Roxana Hart Oakland, CA 2013-03-13 The charges against and imprisonment of Lynn Stewart are a travesty of

justice. As a sister breast cancer patient, I know personally what this diagnosis

means to her. If only for humanitarian medical reasons, Lynn Stewart should be

released immediately.

Jed Holtz brooklyn NY, NY 2013-03-13 Lynne Stewart is hero- NOT a terrorist. Free her now!

Denise Romero Elmhurst, NY 2013-03-13 Civil liberties lawyer and feminist Lynne Stewart is battling advanced cancer

while serving an outrageous sentence for following her co radical attorney in

this period of the Patriot Act.

Robert  Gumbs New York, NY 2013-03-13 Because I am an American.



Name Location Date Comment

Bonita Staas Orangeville, IL 2013-03-13 We are all one.  What happens to one, happens to all.

aleshnick mark Naha, Okinawa, Japan 2013-03-13 the fascist states of america brought to you by barack obama!

Faith Schwartz NY, NY 2013-03-13 This is just cruel.

Bob English Vallejo, CA 2013-03-13 The continued persecution and federal imprisonment of attorney Lynne

Stewart, the peoples' attorney, is an astonishing, grave injustice - political and

constitutional - not only to Lynne and all  professionals providing critical

services to clients, but to all of us. If an attorney can in effect be charged and

convicted of the crimes imputed to the  defendant and jailed for 10 years

(original sentence extended by appeal court) as a political prisoner for

providing a strong legal defense and communicating to the defendants'

supporters, the US Constitution, legal and criminal justice systems are

shredded and meaningless, and all professionals, all people are at risk of

serving the same fate and tragedy. 

As explained in the petition, this is also a matter of life and death for Lynne,

who would have been released and treated for cancer under the term of her

original sentence, which was incredibly extended by an appeal court. The

barbaric conditions of her confinement and deprivation of medical treatment

and surgery for late stage cancer are an international shame and mockery of

our health care, legal and political systems.

Lynne Stewart is yet another casualty of the so called "War on Terror" but we

are all the losers and victims.

Toni Mendicino San Francisco, CA 2013-03-13 Lynne is a hero and a political prisoner--free her immediately!

Manuel Barrera St. Paul, MN 2013-03-13 Free Lynne Stewart. Jail the Bankers!

Faith Voigt Friedeburg, Germany 2013-03-13 My faith in the USA as a nation of righteousness and good things is so close to

completely gone. Please take at least this step to restore it.

"The land of unlimited opportunity" took on a whole new meaning under

GWBush.

Obama talked about change - now it seems he meant "for the worse"

NOT an improvement!

Darius paquette ossipee, NH 2013-03-13 are we that inhuman

Norma J F Harrison Berkeley, CA 2013-03-13 Torturing Lynne, as is being done, does not, will not end our resistance.

Elaine Brower Staten Island, NY 2013-03-13 We need attorneys such as Lynne who stand up for the rights of those who do

not receive justice.

Evelyn Zerin Largo, FL 2013-03-13 UNJUST PERSECUTION

Kevin  Breslin Los Angeles, CA 2013-03-13 I'm a lawyer and may end up in a similar situation.

Donna DiBianco Santa Fe, NM 2013-03-13 I am also a stage4 cancer patient, and the disease is limiting enough! Being

behind bars to top it off, is inhumane!

Susan Docekal Seattle, WA 2013-03-13 Lynne Stewart is my hero!

Tom Lacey San Francisco, CA 2013-03-13 Lynne is a political prisoner of the US government, who is being subjected to

barbaric treatment and they are refusing to provide her with the medical care

she needs. Please sign this petition to grant her compassionate release.

Susan Williams New York, NY 2013-03-13 Lynne is a heroic champion for civil liberties.  Please support her

compassionate release so there is a chance to preserve this precious life.

Stephen Fryburg Bellbrook, OH 2013-03-13 As a retired police officer this case disgusts me. Is fairness and justice dead in

this country.



Name Location Date Comment

Linda Hewitt Vallejo, CA 2013-03-13 The conditions of Lynne Stewart's federal imprisonment and deprivation of

medical treatment and surgery for late stage cancer are - besides barbaric,

shameful and a mockery of our health care, legal and political systems -  state

imposed torture of a political prisoner and ailing older woman.

Shannon Koenig Arlington, MA 2013-03-14 What kind of monsters are going to keep this woman imprisoned? She has

done nothing wrong.  Get her out!

Donald Feltham West Linn, OR 2013-03-14 I am Lynne's brother, and I have 2 daughters who barely know her as a result

of her incarceration Lynn's long record of service to the poor and

disadvantaged, often pro bono, along with her advanced age an deteriorating

health, make this request the compassionate, sensible thing to do. I recently

read abouta woman from here in OR that was pardoned from conviction for

selling several ounces of Coacaine, and intent to deliver even more. Lynn's so

called "crime" pales in comparison to this, so why should she not be pardoned

as well?

Gittelman Laurie N.Y., NY 2013-03-14 It is important for many reasons. First of all, here is an honest hard working

attorney who has helped so many people over so many years. Anytime the

government wants to get rid of a person who is a staunch believer in human

rights and is willing to fight for those rights, the powers that be find ways to

silence them. This is so outrageous, especially given the fact that Lynne is

elderly and sick! This is nothing but cruelty and inhumane behavior on the part

of the government. Shame on this militaristic government!!  This is just another

example of the Mcarthy era.......guilt by association!

Rosemarie Sawdon Blacksburg, VA 2013-03-14 I have met and conversed with Lynne who has done nothing but fight for those

who have  be accused unjustly.

Kathleen Merrigan Seattle, WA 2013-03-14 Lynne is a political prisoner. She is not a criminal or any danger to anyone. She

is in need of medical care that she can't get in prison. She needs to be

released NOW!

paul siemering cambridge, MA 2013-03-14 Lynne Stewart should never have been sent to jail in the first place. She was

doing her duty as an attorney.

even if she had been guilty however, te way you have treated her, denying

needed and timely medical care, is beyond unjust: it's inhuman. let her go.

Bill McAfee Austin, TX 2013-03-14 Justice is always important.

Timothy Porges Arlington, VA 2013-03-14 The campaign to jail (and, it seems, to kill) Lynn Stewart is an attack on the

freedom of the Courts and the freedom of Conscience.

Robin Winters New York, NY 2013-03-14 I am of the opinion that every person deserves a strenuous defense. Lynne

Stewart did just that and nothing more.

victor orellana Seattle, WA 2013-03-14 because mymother is a cancer patient and she needs treatment like miss

Steward. It is just humanitarian to free her in her last years in this planet of

ours.

Jill Sheinberg Park City, UT 2013-03-14 I saw Lynne Stewart at a talk she gave at Hofstra Law School, my alma

mater,and she has done much good in her life.  This punitive treatment Ms.

Stewart is subjected to has nothing to do with criminal justice.  The goals of our

system are ill served by her barbaric treatment.  She should be released.

Schuyler Kempton Poughkeepsie, NY 2013-03-14 I demand freedom for one of the most courageous lawyers and freedom

fighters in our nation, and vow not to let the United States commit murder by

negligence. Solidarity!

Lois Danks Port Angeles, WA 2013-03-14 If there was ever a reason to release someone - this is the case for Lynne

Stewart!  She was not sentenced to death, yet that is what is happening.

Release her so she can be with her family and get treatment!
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Bettina Barbier Northport, NY 2013-03-14 A US citizen is being pilloried for having done her job. This country was

founded on better ideas than this entire mess from start to finish. I care about

what is done in my name as a citizen and this kind of treatment is shameful.

kim cisneros bainbridge is, WA 2013-03-14 I feel she was unjustly accused and especially due to health reasons, besides a

right to liberty, released immediately.

Juliette Mondot Trinidad, CO 2013-03-14 Lynne Stewart is a political prisoner. Why else shackle a sick old woman?

Carol Rozier Louisville, KY 2013-03-14 She is not guilty of a crime!

e genevieve williams new york city, NY 2013-03-14 i believe every living thing is entitled to a full life. if contemporary medicine can

offer that, it's a win/win proposition.

bart ziegler del mar, CA 2013-03-14 this woman has given her life

Kate Raphael Oakland, CA 2013-03-14 First of all, Lynne Stewart should never have been imprisoned because she

was only doing her job.  And second, as a breast cancer survivor, I know how

difficult it is to survive even if you're not in prison.

charles philp new york, NY 2013-03-14 no one should receive a death penalty, especially if they are one of our national

heroes.  

c wil

Christopher Patterson Moorpark, CA 2013-03-14 Absolute power does nothing for our country.

Madeleine Aikenhead Australia 2013-03-14 It is profoundly unjust and cruel and barbaric. How hypocritical of the US.

margaret barstow clifton beach, Australia 2013-03-14 compassion and fairness equality for all being the issue

Gil  Raviv Portland, ME 2013-03-14 justice

Alan W. Moore Lost Nation, Spain 2013-03-14 Ms. Stewart should be recognized for her lifetime achievement in defending the

voiceless and powerless, and not relentlessly mercilessly punished for her one

misstep. If she were part of the power structure in the USA, she would not be

punished like this. She would be in quiet retirement... Enough!

William Visscher Oakland, CA 2013-03-14 Injustice to one, is injustice to all.  We will loose what is left of our democracy if

we don't stop crimes done in our name.

Rob Nelson Islay, United Kingdom 2013-03-14 Because i believe in justice not dictatorship.

Henriette Beigh Hillsboro, OR 2013-03-14 Freedom is important! The 1st Ammendment is important!

mary lou bonk McKees Rocks, PA 2013-03-14 You have a notorious record of prisoner abuse, some of which I know of

personally, none of which is conscionable. You have become power drunken

cruel thugs. Karma to you!

Bunny Daubner Bristol, VT 2013-03-14 This is unjust, inhumane treatment of Lynne Stewart!!!

We all are Lynne Stewart!!!

Free her NOW!!!

Antonia Perez Long Island City, NY 2013-03-14 This is a question of ending a great injustice. Free Lynne Stewart.

Linda Sherwood Florence, OR 2013-03-14 Lynne Stewart meets every rational and humane criterion for compassionate

release.

David Makofsky Oakland, CA 2013-03-14 She has fought for great causes for as long as I can remember, and I am 75

years old

Bella August Montclair, NJ 2013-03-14 I am a breast cancer survivor and that adds to my concern about the terrible

condiitons under which Ms. Stewart is being held.
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Jim Quinn Phila, PA 2013-03-14 I bought my Support Lynne Stewart tshirt years ago, thinking that the case

against her was so inane and vindictive it would be thrown out immediately. All

Stewart did was read a statement from a client. The judge declared that it could

have included a secret coded message endorsing terrorism. This was silly and

proved false. Nothing happened. Except that stewart was caught in the vicious

web of American justice. This case is an outrage. Defend our right to free

speech. Defend our right to counsel. Sign this petition.

Mary Jo Ballator Hereford, AZ 2013-03-14 Lynne Stewart speaks Truth to Power for justice for all.  She should never have

gone to jail for her acts of compassion and truth.  Free her NOW!

elvin torres new york city, NY 2013-03-14 its important to me because lynne has a passion for helping people in need that

cant afford help or dont know how to get help themself.  the women is an angel

willing to put others in need first and herself second

Jonathan Nack Oakland, CA 2013-03-14 Lynne Stewart was reresenting her client.  A very difficult and demanding client

being prosecuted by the full weight of the U.S. justice system and government.

If she stepped beyond proper relations with her client, surely she has been

punished and suffered enough.  She is ederly and in poor health and has

absolutely no history of involvement in any violence, and does not advocate

violence.  To the extent she advocates for reforms to our government, she does

so exclusively in the excercise of her rights of free speach.  Please stop

persecuting her and grant her release on humanitarian grounds.

Ronald Crenshaw Brooklyn, NY 2013-03-14 -She has been charge wrongfully by a law that was written after she may or

may not have committed.  Her phone line was wire tapped illegally.  There is

evidence that the Sheik is a patsy for the 1993 bombing of the WTC.  The

license plate found at the scene was barely marked, while the van that it

belonged to was torned apart.  Just as the second attempt on the WTC is lied

about as to who really did the act so too who did the first is a lie.

www911truth.org reveals the forensic evidence of what happened at the WTC

on 9/11/2001.

-Ronald

<a href="http://911truth.org" rel="nofollow">911truth.org</a>

Michael Ratner New York, NY 2013-03-14 A punitve prosecution, a punitive punishment and now a need for compassion!

Brian Gregor Daphne, AL 2013-03-14 FOR FREEDOM!!!

Jeffrey May Edmonds, WA 2013-03-14 Enough is enough, it is time to let her free.  She has championed the

"underdog" most of her life and never should have been jailed to begin with.

Lynne Favreau Haverhill, MA 2013-03-14 I am a breast cancer survivor and I don't like bullies.

Dane Bowen Mint Hill, NC 2013-03-14 The people responsible for imprisoning her need to do her time.

Anthony Johnson New York, NY 2013-03-14 Lynne Stewart has devoted her life to freedom and justice. That she is

imprisoned at all is an injustice.

Elizabeth Uzzo Dix Hills, NY 2013-03-14 Lynne dedicated her life to defending the rights of many and was unjustly

convicted.  She should not spend another moment incarcerated!!!!

Dean Taylor Las Vegas, NV 2013-03-14 Stewart is a political prisoner in a time of rife corruption inside the Beltway--the

investor class-configured status quo has eclipsed any possibility of a moral

compass here at Empire...in sum: she is yet another casualty of class warfare

belied by state/corporate/media assertions of "our ethics"...

Fiona Haines Blackburn, Australia 2013-03-14 Security is important to us all. Lynne Stewart protected that security by

upholding the democratic spirit of the law. This is essential to preserve security

for the future. Further, cruel punishment such as this exacerbates insecurity,

creates resentment and anger. Such treatment harks back to the middle ages,

if not time before the Magna Carta. It has no place in 21st century
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Elizabeth Martinsen West Linn, OR 2013-03-14 I am a breast cancer survivor and would like Lynne to receive the medical care

she needs.

Roberta Van Buskirk Bellerose Village, NY 2013-03-14 Roberta Van Buskirk

Matthew Denney Portland, OR 2013-03-14 Law student and NLG member here...

Lisa Villagomez Beaverton, OR 2013-03-14 Justice needs to prevail!

Ian McCallum Australia 2013-03-14 No one should be denied healthcare that will make their life at least

comfortable especially facing a critical illness. Lynne has done the right and

honorable action providing supporting for those who are oppressed in our

society.

christine matis Northport, NY 2013-03-14 Lynn, I new as a young adult. She believed in her belief in helping others in

ensuring  individual rights. It was her passion even though it was not always

politically correct. And yes, her beliefs got her in trouble because they were not

politically correct. She is a good soul, a wonderful and caring individual who

has always been altruistic for the good of humanity.  That was her life long

work. To punish an individual for having a "voice" is not the American way. How

then do we raise our kids?  I worry for our future, if one woman, with one voice,

could not be heard.

Teresa Allen Spring, TX 2013-03-15 Lynne Stewart has been an inspiration to me.  I believe that she is a political

prisoner to start with-- the fervor of the "war on terror" allowed us to imprison

someone who was merely defending someone that no one else dared to

defend.  let our justice system be fair & compassionate.  Please free Lynne

Stewart now.

Barbara Ida Melbourne, FL 2013-03-15 Our country has turned its principles up side down when we incarcerate a hero

while the real criminals walk free. Lynne Stewart is all about Justice, Freedom,

Caring, Compassion. She must be set free before we lose her to the detriment

of the soul of this land.

Gilma Camargo Panamá, Panama 2013-03-15 A human rights advocate and the people's lawyer is suffering grave human

rights violations. This is not justice this is revenge. Free Lynne Stewart

Melissa Wolf New York City, United

States Minor Outlying

Islands

2013-03-15 Why is Lynne Stewart important? If only each of us had her courage and

conviction!

Gregory Kellogg West Newton, MA 2013-03-15 Not only am I concerned as a lifelong family friend, I believe Lynn was

wrongfully charged.  She should be freed in the name of justice.

Michael K. Lloyd New York, NY 2013-03-15 I know Lynn Stewart as a friend and am honored have been professionally

associated with her and know that she is an American of the truest tradition

with honor, integrity, love of our country and undying adherence to the

principles of justice for all.  As a champion for the rights of the individual,

freedom from tyranny and equal justice for all under Law, rich and poor alike.

She may have transgressed in the performance/delivery of professional legal

services to her client and the administrative regulations governing same but

she is an American of the finest tradition (ala Patrick Henry and countless

others known and less known) and the balance of her life ought not be wasted,

destroyed or short circuited.  She taught me much regards to the profession of

Law and still has much to offer and work to do.  Whilst one may disagree with

her politics of the left, this political circumstance has truly run its course.  She is

a mother, a wife a grandmother she ought be able to share her remaining years

in their company.  Please let her come back to her family.
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Cheryl Uzamere Brooklyn, NY 2013-03-15 I have a lawsuit in which all three Circuit judges committed hate crimes. I have

the means with which to get Ms. Stewart out of jail within a month. My lawsuit is

already prepared. If you want Ms. Stewart out of jail, you must call me.  This is

not a joke. Please call me.

Allan Hill Olympia, WA 2013-03-15 Now is the time to stand up and demand incarceration with compassion .  If not

me, Who?  If not now, When.  The percecution of Lynne Stewart must stop and

I request her immediate medical pardon and release.

Annie McCombs Kalamazoo, MI 2013-03-15 I support the immediate release of Lynne Stewart based upon the concept of

compassion for her medical condition and age.  The delay of medical treatment

for 18 months is despicable.  More hatred of women by this country; the same

one that tolerates rape in the US military.

Asantewaa Nkrumah-

Ture

Washington, DC 2013-03-15 Lynne Stewart, a long time progressive attorney, desperately needs medical

attention.  It's as simple as that.  :)

Terri Miller Toledo, OH 2013-03-15 Lynne's treatment and denial of medical attention are acts of torture. This

should not be happening, and I sincerely hope this is rectified soon.

Norma J F Harrison Berkeley, CA 2013-03-15 The U.S. like all imperia(imperiums) regularly tortures to one and another

degree, whoever rises in favor of us against our Owners, as we struggle wildly

against our enslavement to THEm here on THEir plantation.  Our liberatory

struggles are all we have.  All else is our submission to our survival needs, or

our permission to let our Owners continue the age old persecution of kings'

subjects.

bridget saunders San Francisco, CA 2013-03-15 I am shocked by Lynne's persecution and even more so that she been

SHACKLED!!!!

Marcel Hatch Vancouver, Canada 2013-03-15 It is not right that Lynne Stewart is in jail for defending her client. This is not the

America Obama promised.

Corinne Carey Grand Rapids, MI 2013-03-15 Your courage and continual dedication are a long-time inspiration to me and

others.

Thank you !!!!!

Benjamin Hamblin North Shore City, New

Zealand

2013-03-15 The persecution of Lynne is the persecution of those who defend civil rights

Benjamin Haile Portland, OR 2013-03-15 Lynn Steward cares deeply about doing work for the good of society.

Regardless of whether she made a mistake in the incident for which she is

being punished, she has learned her lesson and she should be released.

Vanessa Stine Van Nuys, CA 2013-03-16 We cannot punish lawyers  because we do not like the cases they are involved

in. That is not how our justice system works.

Joan Leslie Taylor Foresville, CA 2013-03-16 Lynne has spent her life in service to others.  Please let her obtain the

treatment she needs in NYC.

Tess Ewing Cambridge, MA 2013-03-16 This treatment of prisoners is medieval. Luckily, Lynne Stewart and her family

have the resources to bring it to light. Such practices as shackling and

depriving prisoners of timely medical care need to be ended right away.

Margaret Wroten Santa Rosa, CA 2013-03-16 I Love Lynn and her work!  I heard her speak some time ago, and she is

sincere, compassionate, and has helped so many folks who are financially

disadvantaged.  This situation is deplorable--chains and shackles??!!!has

Obama been informed? This is not democracy!! Free Lynn NOW !

Michael Predmore Stanford, CA 2013-03-16 Lynne Stewart is a tireless and courageous defender the oppressed and

deserves everyone's support.
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Ilse Hadda Berkeley, CA 2013-03-16 Keeping Lynn Stewart in prison with her current medical condition is  a virtual

death sentence. I believe that can hardly be considered fair, considering that all

she did to be convicted to this harsh sentence, was, to represent her client to

the best of her ability as a conscientious attorney!

Nancy Fogel Upper Montclair, NJ 2013-03-16 Justice must be served.  Her Lynne Stewart's imprisonment is a blight to the

US DOJ......

marilu delgado

houshmand

los altos, CA 2013-03-16 Lynne Stewart is an advocate for social justice and was unjustly charged and

convicted of a crime for giving her client a diligent defense.

Elisabeth Hagen Lawrenceville, NJ 2013-03-16 Attorneys for unpopular defendants must be free from persecution, and sick

prisoners must be treated humanely. These are both fundamental to a civilized

society. Please release Lynne Stewart!

Andy Thayer Chicago, IL 2013-03-16 Lynne Stewart has stood up for her clients and civil liberties in general, and

been targeted for horrible punishment as a result.  And psychopaths like Dick

Cheney and Henry Kissinger roam free -- wtf?!?

Margo Shafer Berkeley, CA 2013-03-16 Imprisoning Lynne Stewart was a travesty of justice. Free her now!

Christine Thomas Sacramento, CA 2013-03-16 No purpose of public safety is served by continued incarceration.  Release her

so she can receive treatment in peace.

Robert Getsla San Jose, CA 2013-03-16 Ms. Stewart was representing her client in the manner of a responsible

attorney.  For that, she was charged with a crime and sentenced to jail herself.

Her health is failing and appropriate treatment is being denied to her.  What is

wrong with this picture?

Patricia Hartigan Mill Valley, CA 2013-03-16 I am a nurse and attorney and want to see justice upheld. She deserves the

best care available to her  at NY hospital.  To prevent this medical care is a

death sentence in Lynne Stewart's case This would be a travesty .

m mcclure portland, OR 2013-03-16 If we are not allowed to defend everyone, then how do we defend, anyone?

And she is dying now!

Tony Camilleri Bendigo, Australia 2013-03-16 Because this is blatant political imprisonment. 10 years is far too severe a

sentence for the crime. Death from cancer is ridiculous. This will function as a

punishment for providing representation in terms of its deterrence and that's

dangerous.

william cordova miami, FL 2013-03-16 if the US is a first world then why are its standards of state and capital

punishment mid evil and excessive?

Jaime Flaherty oinoin, American Samoa 2013-03-16 This is important to me because Ms. Stewart stands up against violations of

Human Rights and she deserved to be treated well.

David Hucklesby Oakland, CA 2013-03-16 Civil liberties are being eroded. We need champions like Lynne in the courts,

not in jail!

DOROTHEA JOOS OCCIDENTAL, CA 2013-03-16 I oppose inhumane treatment of prisoners by our government.

Mark Sibley-Schreiber New York, NY 2013-03-16 Lynne Stewart's imprisonment is a denial of the very justice and freedom our

country stands for.

Diane E Schindelwig North Dighton, MA 2013-03-16 Compassion and Justice

Helen Shiller Chicago, IL 2013-03-16 justice

Jennifer Beach SF, CA 2013-03-16 She is a kind and compassionate old woman who should be able to manage

her illness in the comfort of her home and family. She has spent her whole life

giving to others. We can do this for her - it will be better for everyone.
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David Spero San Francisco, CA 2013-03-16 Lynne Stewart has been in prison far too long. Her only "crime" was making a

public statement on behalf of her client. This precedent is terribly intimidating to

lawyers. It's also extraordinarily cruel and inhuman punishment, given her life-

threatening illness. Let her go!

chris faatz portland, OR 2013-03-16 This is a basic question of human and democratic rights.

Natalia Palomino OLYMPIA, WA 2013-03-16 The sentence Lynne faces is offensively punitive for a woman that has

dedicated her life to justice for the most oppressed.

Roger Stoll San Rafael, CA 2013-03-16 Lynn is a true American hero, a fighter in the court room for simple justice, a

defender of the US Constitution.

Gary Bills Portland, OR 2013-03-16 Lynn Stewart has been a lifelong defender of civil rights for the oppressed and

underprivileged in this world.  She fights for freedom of us all at great cost to

her self. Now, as a victim of the greedy and powerful, she needs our help to

defend her very life.  Free Lynn Stewart Now!

kay brown los angeles, CA 2013-03-16 No life sentence. Provide appropriate health care and cancer intervention

NOW.

Gary Mueller Brooklyn, NY 2013-03-16 Lynne Stewart is a courageous woman and has been in the front lines of

support without legal help. She needs to be home with her family. This is

nothing short of murder by the Obama justice dept!

Lauren Oliver Redway, CA 2013-03-16 Cruel and unususal punishment -- this must stop!  For Lynne, and everyone!

How violent our system of incarceration has become.  

This is one more story of human rights abuse in the US.  Why are we

terrorizing people?  Are we terrorists?

Javier Torres Huntington Park, CA 2013-03-16 If people are sick they should be able to have care

William Anderson Berkeley, CA 2013-03-16 Please save Lynne Stewart's life.

Robin Donald Eureka, CA 2013-03-16 The unjust nature of the U.S. justice system can be no clearer revealed than by

comparing the onerous 10 year prison sentencing of Lynne Stewart for her

supposed dealings with social forces deemed our enemies; and looking at the

failure of the DOJ to even prosecute the principals or persons responsible for

the financial giant HSBC's violations of sanctions meant to prevent dealings

with terrorist regimes.

If Lynne Stewart's communication prompted aggression against the U.S., 

how more egregious is HSBC's enabling the funneling of money to be used to

buy the weapons which are used in the actual physical attacks themselves?

On top of  that, Lynne Stewart should be released to engage in her cancer

treatment in a manner less onerous and more conducive to a successful

resolution.

Jeanette Jungers Eureka, CA 2013-03-17 Her imprisonment makes no sense, compassion says let her be on home arrest

and able to access the medical care she needs.

William Wolfe Burlingame, CA 2013-03-17 I am signing this petition because Fascism in America needs to be stopped!

NOW!!!!

Shauna Haines Berkeley, CA 2013-03-17 This treatment is unnecessarily punitive verging on barbaric. Release her now

to die in peace.

Dan Spalding San Francisco, CA 2013-03-17 Lynne Stewart was guilty of nothing more than zealous advocacy. She

deserves humane treatment - as do all prisoners.

Dana Bellwether Camp Meeker, CA 2013-03-17 She has done only good things for people. She deserves a medal, not death in

prison.



Name Location Date Comment

Joseph Partansky Concord, CA 2013-03-17 As person trained as a Health

Services Admin and author of

a guide to health services of

elder prison inmates, DOP is

again, not living up to medical

ethic ans social  compassion.

tigidanke makgopela monsey, NY 2013-03-17 this is cruel and unjust treatment.

Peter Broadwell Palo Alto, CA 2013-03-17 A system that doesn't have pressure relief will burst.

Akula Akwabi Dar es Salaam,

Tanzania, United

Republic of

2013-03-17 Every life that breathes on Mother Earth counts.

Brad Smtih New York, NY 2013-03-17 Lynne Stewart> i believe, is a very good person

Bernadette Logue Seattle, WA 2013-03-17 Free Lynne Stewart!

Paul Ross Carbopndale, KS 2013-03-17 First, a free society does not imprison its attorneys for doing their jobs.

Secondly, todeny adequate medical care to a prisoner violates her Eighth

Amendment rights.

Bob Mason McKinleyville, CA 2013-03-17 I'm not pleased with what Ms. Stewart did in relation to Mr. Rahman, but it

seems there are adequate compassionate reasons to lessen the severity of her

punishment and enable her to easily get the medical care she needs.

Lois Ahrens Northampton, MA 2013-03-17 Lynne Stewart is being cruelly punished. She should receive compassionate

release now!

Joseph McCabe Branchburg, NJ 2013-03-17 Cause it's wrong

Jean Braun South Euclid, OH 2013-03-17 That the state haw reduced a courageous woman like Lynne Stewart to a

human being wracked with pain horifies any American who compares the

picture of her in youth to her present one in prison.

Bob Lederer New York, NY 2013-03-17 Lynne Stewart is a fighter for all of us. And like any incarcerated person, she is

entitled to all of her human rights. That means she must be released

immediately so she can recover and heal, and continue her wonerful work on

the outside.

Jean Ross Princeton, NJ 2013-03-17 There is no legitimate interest for keeping Lynn Stewart imprisoned.

russ short Phila, PA 2013-03-17 Lynn Stewart is a freedom fighter!!!!

David Hungerford Newark, NJ 2013-03-17 There is no war on terror, there is no serious threat to US national security. End

the "war on terror", get out of Iraq, get out of Afghanistan, free all victims of

political repression including Lynne Stewart.

Anna Ungaro Jersey City, NJ 2013-03-17 Shame on our government for this unjust ice. I will never forget and I will never

stop to be outraged

Jamila Levasseur Waldo, ME 2013-03-17 Lynne Stewart has devoted her life to fighting for justice. She was convicted on

outrageous charges, and re-sentencing her to 10 years was an obscenity. Now,

with her dire medical condition, she needs to be home with her family.

Angelo Vassos Irvine, CA 2013-03-17 Save Her Life - Release Her Now!

marisa cross arcata, CA 2013-03-17 a prison sentence should not be a death sentence. Why is this important to

me? This should be important to one and all, a statement to the world! Where

is the compassion for this incredible woman?

Bob Mandel Alameda, CA 2013-03-17 this is the true face of American capitalism:  vindictive, premeditated murder

Doris Kelly Hyde Park, NY 2013-03-17 The government's imprisonment of Lynne Stewart, who is now battling breast

cancer, is a death sentence for no more than her attempts to do her job.

Where's the Justice?  Set her free.



Name Location Date Comment

Kirsten Andersen Yonkers, NY 2013-03-17 She is a great woman,  she is sick and needs treatment.

Jody Dodd Philadelphia, PA 2013-03-17 Lynne Stewart needs and deserves our compassion... Please show her

clemency and release her now.

Dorothy Knable Sacramento, CA 2013-03-18 Before this harsh sentence, Lynn was doing public service work. She was not a

terrorist in any sense, just a suspected one's lawyer.

merle easton San Francisco, CA 2013-03-18 Lynne is innocent and this should not be happening to her.  She shouls be free

to enjoy the rest of her life.  she is certainly not a threat to society.

Charles Rachlis El Cerrito, CA 2013-03-18 When the state arrests the defense lawyers we are all in trouble.  Lynne said

she could do the time but this has turned into a death sentence.  Free Lynne

Stewart Now!

Cameron Sturdevant Oakland, United States

Minor Outlying Islands

2013-03-18 Lynn Stewart is a civil rights attorney and we need more people like her

standing up for defendants in the "freedom loving" U.S.

Linda Danz NYC, NY 2013-03-18 It is a gross injustice!

Kip Waldo Hayward, CA 2013-03-18 There can be no justification for this inhumane treatment.

Marissa  l New York, NY 2013-03-18 Lynne has dedicated her life to dedicating those most in need, that she is living

her final years in prison with breast cancer is a stunning act of cruelty.  Free

Lynne Stewart!

Brenda Sandburg New York, NY 2013-03-18 Lynne spent her entire life lovingly fighting for justice for people. She should be

with her family to be at this time when she is suffering and sick so that she can

be comforted and they can have the joy of being with her.

D. Gold Pacifica, CA 2013-03-18 Lynne Stewart is a brave advocate for freedom and justice. She should never

have been sentenced. Free her now!

Mary Day Kent Philadelphia, PA 2013-03-18 I always think I might need a lawyer like her some day, so better defend her. I

also had a flash of wondering if it is a good idea to sign a petition like this-and

that makes me determined to do it.

Christopher Jones EL Cajon, CA 2013-03-18 She has cancer.

Glenn Kirkindall Portland, OR 2013-03-18 Obama's attack on Lynne Stewart is to intimidate any lawyer that wants to

represent the impoverished against the government.

Neil Carman Davis, CA 2013-03-18 Lynne is not receiving the treatment she needs for her breast cancer in prison.

This level of neglect is unconstitutional. If the State of Texas can't provide for

her medical needs, they either need to transfer her to a facility that will or

reduce her sentence so she doesn't die needlessly in behind bars.

Mannie De Saxe Melbourne, Australia 2013-03-18 There is no justice in the US and its time things changed. Lynne Stewart,

Bradley Manning, Guantanamo prisoners  - something needs to be done NOW!

Jadwiga Reinke Redding, CA 2013-03-18 Please release  this prisoner so she can receive the urgent medical treatment

for her cancer.

Tony Buontempo Jersey City, NJ 2013-03-18 Why terrorist of the Corporate State go free, this Work Class Champion and

hero sits in an American Gulag.  

Release her now.

Harry Peerce Bronx, NY 2013-03-18 Injustice sucks

Stephen Shames Brooklyn, NY 2013-03-18 A just society needs to show mercy to those who are sick.

grace van hulsteyn cochecton, NY 2013-03-18 This is a worst-case scenario of shackled democracy.

Ken Handel Salisbury, MD 2013-03-18 Because the "War on Terror" has become Orwellian. I respect Stewart for what

she did.



Name Location Date Comment

Sandra Rivers New York, NY 2013-03-18 Lynne is one of the SUPER, SUPER HEROES for Human Rights, Liberation,

Dignity and Well-being for oppressed Peoples EVERYWHERE!!! WE MUST,

MUST, MUST FREE LYNNE AND SAVE HER LIFE!!!

James Williams Tacoma, WA 2013-03-18 My wife died of Cancer.  I have a good friend who is dying right now of Stat

Four Breast Cancer.

Kriszta Sajber 2013-03-18 Release her. Now.

Dave Luckens Lexington, KY 2013-03-18 her treatment reflects politically driven venality which has crossed from

miscarriage of justice into the area of moral outrage-you have the power before

the worst case occurs-let her go home,as the interest of justice demands.

nancy  saibara-naritomi Houston, TX 2013-03-18 This is actual open state murder of a political prisoner.

Peggie Reyna Los Angeles, CA 2013-03-18 She is unjustly charged with a crime.

William Olin Berkeley, CA 2013-03-18 This is important to me because I thought I was living in a compassionate

caring society and because Lynne Stewart is a hero, not a criminal

Stan Woods Oakland, CA 2013-03-18 Lynn Stewart is a political prisoner in every sense of the word. Why should , for

example, a corporate attorney  never be prosecuted for their zealous attempts

to cover up corporate crimes but a Lynne Stewart should be given what might

become a defacto death sentence ? Stewart is in prison in thinly veiled

retaliation for aggressively defending clients that most $500 an hr attys would

never touch . 

Free her now !!!!

Martin Shap;iro Apache Junction, AZ 2013-03-18 It is a matter of Justice.

Julianne Jensen Daly City, CA 2013-03-18 She is wrongly in jail and should be released.

Steve Miller Eau Claire, WI 2013-03-18 She should never have been sentenced in the first place. She was

unreasonably sentenced after conviction. Now she has a life sentence.  Let her

deal with it on her own terms.

Rayzer Sharp New York, NY 2013-03-18 Because she a a woman of integrity and pusher of justice.

Duane Eareckson Lynchburg, VA 2013-03-18 Lynne has stood for us. I must stand for her.

Georgina Young-Ellis ASTORIA, NY 2013-03-18 Lynne Stewart is an example of how the U.S. seeks to oppress true justice.

This is an outrage!

Roger Walters New York, NY 2013-03-18 Her treatment in prison now represents cruelty and unusual treatment!

Kevin Price Pennsauken, NJ 2013-03-18 I've met Lynne many times and know that she is a wonderful person.

marianne poulos oak lawn, IL 2013-03-18 This type of physical cruelty is outrageous!

Anne-Elizabeth Straub Brooklyn, NY 2013-03-18 The treatment of Lynne Stewart has been unconscionable!

Use the remedy available.  Please file the motion for Compassionate Release.

Jacki La Pointe Berkeley, CA 2013-03-18 This psychotic attempt at a bureaucratic murder of Lynne Stewart will not

prevail. RELEASE LYNNE STEWART, OUR COURAGEOUS PEOPLES'

ADVOCATE IMMEDIATELY!

Doretta Holmes London, United Kingdom 2013-03-18 For justice and compassion  everywhere



Name Location Date Comment

cheryl johnson Asheville, NC 2013-03-18 This is important to me because she was unjustly convicted based on judicial

activism. She was honoring and living up to the letter of the American legal

value that everyone deserves a day in court and a trial by jury.  

The judge seems to have used his power as a personal vendetta against Lynn.

This puts a chilling effect on an attorney's willing to represent a case in which

the judicial system is prejudiced. 

it is like Malcom X who could not find a church, even in death, to have his

funeral and burial. Now he is hailed as one of the most brilliant thinkers of his

time. Yet he was a leper when he lived and spoke the truth. Seems this country

prefers a dead saint to a live truth teller.

larry hourany, PHD McKinleyville, CA 2013-03-19 Oppression and foolish practices should concern everyone.

Barbary Clarke Melbourne AUST, AS 2013-03-19 Speaking out for human rights should NOT be a criminal offence. Have some

human decency and release Lynne Stewart.

Cesar Sanchez West New York, NJ 2013-03-19 I'm reminded of saying from a Greek Philosophy; "A Democracy exists

whenever those who are free and poor

are in sovereign control of the government, an oligarchy when

control lies in the hands of the rich and better born."

- Aristotle

Lynn Stewart is the people's lawyer that gave voice to the voiceless. 

Susmita Barua Lexington, KY 2013-03-19 Too Harsh, Untrue, Unjust, Unnecessary, biased against women's freedom of

speech, right to practice law and be treated with dignity while in prison

Carolyn Byerly Adelphi, MD 2013-03-19 This woman is being persecuted for her political beliefs, and she is dying.

Please release her.

Teresa Barnes Champaign, IL 2013-03-19 Stewart is a courageous woman who should not be victimized for her

principles. Stay strong Lynne!

Evan McCormack pacifica, CA 2013-03-19 This woman fought valiantly for other's, now we have the opportunity to do the

same for her.

Katherine Rose Wichita, KS 2013-03-19 It's unjust. Send her home. Are we such an uncaring society? She poses no

risk to anyone. Quit using her as an example.

Krzysztof Kurzaj Staten Island, NY 2013-03-19 Because tomorrow such injustice can happen to you.

Peter Stickney Santa Rosa, CA 2013-03-19 Silencing a person who stands up for the under represented in our society to

give them due process is wrong; it is just plain wrong.

JOHN ROGERS SAN RAFAEL, CA 2013-03-19 Let Lynne GO!!!

Cheri Lundstrom Wanatah, IN 2013-03-19 This is what happens when you don't make a clean sweep when you change

presidents. This is absurd, they have disbarred her and she will never defend

anyone else. Let her get the surgery and put her on house arrest if it makes

you feel better. When you incarcerate the banksters she can join them.

Lisa Rudman Oakland, CA 2013-03-19 In honor of Marilyn Buck, political prisoner assassinated by medical neglect in

prison.

REGINA Schwartz New York, NY 2013-03-19 ANY INJUSTICE IN THIS COUNTRY MUST BE FOUGHT AGAINST

Marquetta Edwards Cincinnati, OH 2013-03-19 Un ususal and unjust treatment inhumane etc.

Andrew D. Coates, MD

(UAlbany alum)

Delmar, NY 2013-03-19 Unjust. Inhumane. Cruel. Give her

Compassionate Release NOW.



Name Location Date Comment

Leona Kanter Macon, GA 2013-03-19 This unjust sentence undermines the very fabric of our judicial system and

speaks to the increasing effort to assert control over free speech and vigorous

advocacy.  The state and the legal system are forcing an early death upon Ms.

Stewart and, should upon her death, be held legally responsible and liable for

"cruel and unusual" punishment.

Mab Segrest New London, CT 2013-03-19 the state is basically executing this woman without a trial, letting cancer do the

job of lethal injection. Unshackled her and let her go home.

Carol Jacobsen Ann Arbor, MI 2013-03-19 freedom from wrongful incarceration and punishment

Andrea Sande Two Harbors, MN 2013-03-19 We should not allow our fellow humans to suffer in this way, particularly when

her crime is compassion. Allow this woman to go home to her family. The

Texas court system has already sentenced her to death.

Eddie Acosta Silver Spring, MD 2013-03-19 Why are poeple still being punished for standing up to the abuses of the "war

on terror"?  Ms. Stewart should be released after so long on the merits, let

alone her physical challanges.  Besides, why in the world would she be in

shackles?  This is barbaric and should be stopped immediately.  

Shame on our court and justice system that this travesty has gone on for so

long.

Peter Zubek Rockaway Beach, NY 2013-03-19 I believe that Stewart did not commit crime and should not be in prison.

Maura Carey new brunswick, NJ 2013-03-19 Because this tendency to make 'examples' of political/justice activists is a gross

enough manipulation of the criminal 'justice' system, but in this case, with her

medical condition of late-stage cancer, for the US gov/Bureau of Prisons to

hold that line is monstrous, certainly cruel & unusual.

Jo Salas New Paltz, NY 2013-03-19 The hideous inhumanity and sheer barbarism of this woman's treatment has no

place whatever in a civilized system of justice.

frances goldin new York, NY 2013-03-19 Lynne Stewart needs immediate hospitalizaton and urgent care.

She is imprisoned for defending her client, which is the responsibility of ALL

lawyers. She deserved a medal, not incarceration!

Send her at once to y\her New York Doctor and Hospital!

frances goldin

Anne Craig Asheville, NC 2013-03-19 Because Lynne is a human being who has worked for justice her entire life and

her sentence is outrageous! She needs to be with her loved ones now. She has

served 'her time!'

e'Anderson Burgess St Louis, MO 2013-03-19 Justice

Rae Leiner Newburgh, NY 2013-03-19 Lynne Stewart is a solider and that she is now on the other side of the cage lets

me know that anyone of us can end up there!  FREE HER NOW!

Jessi Choe Chicago, IL 2013-03-19 She's a hero, not a criminal!  Stop the political oppression of Attorney Stewart!

Sherri Black Brooklyn, NY 2013-03-19 Lynne Stewart has been a great help to many.  Injustice anywhere breeds

injustice everywhere.  The Bible speaks of a day of reckoning.  Justice is

inevitable either through bowing or breaking.

Al Hunter Daly City, CA 2013-03-19 the erosion of the rule of law in this country is frightening

Suzanne Martindale Oakland, CA 2013-03-19 As a lawyer, I find this situation extremely appalling, shameful and grossly

unconstitutional. disgraceful.   As a human being, I'm utterly heartbroken over

Lynne's unfair treatment.  End this now!!

Karen Ford Chicago, IL 2013-03-19 No one should be imprisoned for expressing an opinion or choosing civil

disobedience when the government is wrong.
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Dorothy McField Kansas City, KS 2013-03-19 It pains my heart to learn of this situation where it appears that this punishment

is done not for an equivocal crime, but just for sending a message.  I hope that

whatever can be done, will be done,  so that Lynne Stewart can receive the

treatment she needs.  It will help restore my faith in the "justice" system.

Dennis Weiser Kansas City, MO 2013-03-19 Lynne Stewart should be freed at once. This is an unpardonable travesty of

justice.

joseph PIETTE Upper Darby, PA 2013-03-19 She should not have to spend her last days in prison, especially over an unjust

conviction.

richard  sprout binghamton, NY 2013-03-19 one word-solidarity!

Tiffany Robbins Chester, PA 2013-03-19 She needs to home!

Russell Woodward Tijeras, NM 2013-03-19 I am shocked! Shocked, I tell you! to hear that this person has suffered under a

sentence that I believe is unjust. By my understanding, her actions were not a

violation of law. She should be freed, especially because of her medical

condition, which will not make her a threat to this mighty nation.

Michael Smith Aptos, CA 2013-03-19 Lynn Stewart should never have been prosecuted, let alone imprisoned.  She is

an American Heroine.

Glenna Elliott Sebastopol, CA 2013-03-19 This looks like a case of vindictiveness by the Court.  Is this so?

Jane Stillwater Berkeley, CA 2013-03-19 Human beings constantly thirst for justice.  And what Lynne Stewart is getting is

dust, painted up to look like the waters of justice.  But people can't be fooled

that easily.

Alan Gregory

Wonderwheel

Santa Rosa, CA 2013-03-19 Ms. Stewart was found guilty in a kangaroo court trial that violated the attorney

client privilege of confidentiality where no evidence of ongoing criminal activity

was proven.

Cyril Epstein Richmond, CA 2013-03-19 Because government treachery is intolerable

Vira Byramji Boonton Twp., NJ 2013-03-19 Too many people stand up for the rights of others and in turn are smashed

under the thumb of big government for speaking out.

Ted Crawford London, United Kingdom 2013-03-19 It seems scarcely possible to do this to a defence lawyer in the USA. In Russia

or China perhaps.

David DePoe Toronto, Canada 2013-03-19 First a wrongful, illgal conviction, then an unconscionable, illegal sentence,

which has turned into a death sentence unless she is not allowed out of

shackles and out of prison for proper medical treatment.

Robert Schmid Comfort, TX 2013-03-19 Lynn's case is travesty of justice.  How can anyone in America ever feel safe if

defense counsel can be jailed for doing her job?

Pia Oste-Alexander Bearsville, NY 2013-03-19 Walking shackled?I have never heard of such treatment of a person who is

very ill!Shame!

Elizabeth Ooms Lake Como, United

Kingdom

2013-03-19 It is important because it exemplifies the persecution of women who "step out

of line".   The Bureau of Prisons has the option of releasing Lynne Stewart

instead of continuing what is just prejudicial persecution.  Let her go home to

hopefully not die.

John Sharkey Toronto, OH 2013-03-19 This is criminal act by the US government

John Gibson Dallas, TX 2013-03-19 It is outrageous that the US government keeps political prisoners as a means

of terrifying the US people.
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Bruce Nestor Minneapolis, MN 2013-03-19 I am an attorney. I am familiar with Lynne's legal work and consider her a

skilled attorney and defender of unpopular clients. Her health is in grave

danger. She deserves to be with her family and out of prison at this stage in her

life. Her actions did not cause harm to any person and were taken in good faith

as being consistent with her legal duty. Similar acts by others, including

Ramsey Clark, have not been prosecuted.

Dylan Tarnoff Davis, CA 2013-03-19 justice now!

Jordan Kushner Minneapolis, MN 2013-03-19 Lynne Steward is a principled and committed criminal defense attorney and

fighter for freedom, who acted on her beliefs.  She does not deserve to spend

the rest of her life in prison.

Chris Ford Los Angeles, CA 2013-03-19 The Lynn Stewart case is an example of a most vicious and unwarranted

governmental surveillance and criminalization of a lawyer who serves the

unpopular

Rainer Bauer Germany 2013-03-19 it is urgent to fight for justice

Janice Brooks Australia 2013-03-19 Australians view US prosecution and sentencing as harsh and cruel. To keep

this woman with Stage 4 cancer is hearless and inhumane.

Rowena Tollitt Plymouth, United

Kingdom

2013-03-19 For a democracy to refuse Lynne Stewart medical care is unbelievable! To

imprison her because she spoke the truth? Is this the USA?? Whatever

happened to freedom of speech? Due process and democratic rights? America

what have you become?

james codray concord, CA 2013-03-19 SHOULD BE IMPORTANT TO EVERYONE THAT VALUES FREEDOM AND

JUSTICE AND DISLIKES OPRESSION AND EXPLOITATION.

alan clarke Spanish Fork, UT 2013-03-19 This is a matter of importance to all criminal defense lawyers and all who care

about civil liberties

Aline Carton Listfjeld Seattle, WA 2013-03-19 I am outraged at the overall prison conditions and the treatment of Lynne

Stewart.

ellis gold richmond, CA 2013-03-20 Lynn is a loving being who has been wronged by a system that is acting in a

heartless manner.  please release her on grounds of compassionate care .

Immediately!!!

Tanya Marseille Eureka, CA 2013-03-20 A positive CHANGE in our society is that average people like me are being

informed about prisoners like Lynne Stewart.  We must preserve attorney-client

privilege to protect the basic freedoms given citizens under our constitution.

Everyone accused has the right to a lawyer.  Lynne Stewart's personal beliefs

should never have been part of the discussion.  It is unthinkable that a woman

with her education and record of service to needy clients should be in prison.

She is another Martha Stewart.  She is being used as an example to women

that they had better not do what men do, that they dare not successfully and

commandingly practice a profession.  Frankly, I had not heard about Lynne

Stewart until recently.  I had to review herstory on the Internet.  It seems to me

that we will look back on this period in our history as another era something like

the McCarthy Era and Lynne Stewart will be one of the prominent figures. Let's

hope that "the powers that be" go on record as having released her from prison

because of her declining physical condition.

R.V. Ginther Seattle, WA 2013-03-20 The USA has turned into a totally lawless nation, where those who try to

promote justice or expose corporate or state crimes are sure to be punished.

It's absolutely intolerable.

Donna Boe Pocatello, ID 2013-03-20 she is being given a "death sentence" by with holding needed  medical care in

a healing environment.
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Louis Wolf Washington, DC 2013-03-20 Lynne Stewart has such profound courage under the boot of fascism! Though

the U.S. justice system has not allowed her innocence to be upheld, this

petition MUST win her release very soon!

Judy Mead Hillsboro, WI 2013-03-20 This dedicated attorney needs cancer surgery NOW; please release her so that

she might save her own life.

Paul Gattone Tucson, AZ 2013-03-20 I know Lynne to be a dedicated advocate for those in need.  She does not

deserve to die in prison.

Anthony  Gronowicz Bronx, NY 2013-03-20 It's a question of life and adequate treatment, or death.

Richard Greve Staten Island, NY 2013-03-20 Our governments action s were egregious.  She was a defense lawyer,

defeding her client.

Miranda Rota stourbridge, United

Kingdom

2013-03-20 Corruption needs all our help to stop it in it's tracks.  Our countries are now run

by criminal mafia.

Mark Bilk Mountain View, CA 2013-03-20 The U.S. government must 

stop lying to the people, 

stop perpetrating false-flag 

terror attacks like 9/11 and 

must restore the Constitution.

fritzi cohen Nahcotta, WA 2013-03-20 i can't believe that this has happened in this country.  And we tout ourselves as

the best.

Daniel Ehrenberg Silver Spring, MD 2013-03-20 Show some mercy!

harold burbank canton, CT 2013-03-20 i am a human rights lawyer, recommended to law school unsolicited by me by

president ghw bush, based on long years of service to his family in my

hometown of kennebunkport, maine.  in law school president bush was

instrumental in the release of a thai monk who had committed the 'crime' of

hailing the thai king in public, something called ' lese' majeste', violating

'majesty'.  it appears that attorney stewart has committed the opposite offense,

of failing to acknowledge the power of certain usa interests in the mid east, but

instead illuminating the highest calling of an attorney, to seek justice for all,

regardless of who or what they might be.  i will pray for lynne stewart, and for

the usa government, which by lynne's case proves it no longer supports these

constitutional and cultural ideals.  i will also render her free legal aid upon

request, as any usa attorney should by conscience alone be compelled to do.

REGINALD

ROBERTSON

CHGO., IL 2013-03-20 justice for all

George Ripley Washington, DC 2013-03-20 Justice is important to me.  Extremely important.  As is the kindness natural to

the human spirit.

Sharon Griffin Allen Chicago, IL 2013-03-20 BECAUSE JUSTICE MUST BE DONE...

Gerald Waller St. Petersburg, FL 2013-03-20 Because Lynne Stewart has been one of the few alwyers that have consistently

fought on the side of the oppressed people.

Mary Currier Jerome, AZ 2013-03-20 Justice is important to me and the treatment of Lynne Stewart has been

incredibly unjust.  The defense legal profession needs to be treated justly other

Jesse Schultz Washington, DC 2013-03-20 If lawyers fear for their lives to defend those who are unpopular with the

government, then we are all living in a totalitarian state.

Pamela  Fadem, MPH Berkeley, CA 2013-03-20 The persecution of Lynne Stewart is pure and simple political

persecution...NOT a legal prosecution. Pres. Obama should be ashamed for

pursuing this, and should immediately release Lynne  back to her family and

community.
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Thomas Wm. Hamilton Staten Island, NY 2013-03-20 Lynne Stewart is a graduate of Wagner College, where I taught for many years.

She graduated before I taught there, but I have met her on her return to Staten

Island.  She is a caring and inspired attorney motivate solely by the need to

secure justice for her clients.

Nicholas Zaleski Medford, NJ 2013-03-20 The justice system in this country is going sour.  Something has to be done

Diana Block San Francisco, CA 2013-03-20 Lynne Stewart cannot be allowed to die in prison.  She needs to be released

now or it will be a terrible violation of human rights.

Margaret Littlefield Bolinas, CA 2013-03-20 I am an attorney who finds the government actions here frightening.  Shame on

you, Obama.

Rachael Moshman Washington, DC 2013-03-20 Lynne Stewart is a political prisoner, imprisoned by the U.S. government more

for her beliefs than for her actions, and should be freed immediately.

Hamdiya Cooks San Francisco, CA 2013-03-20 Lynn Stewat has championed fighting for the rights of other people all her life;

it's time the people fight for hers!

Jeanie Keltner Sacramento, CA 2013-03-20 The DOJ's treatment of Stewart is emblematic of the decline of true justice in

the US, especially since 911. You've TORTURED one of the few people brave

enough to stand up for the :enemies of the US" though the true enemies are

the ones who have perverted our system of justice and destroyed the

Constitution.

Mickey  Ellinger Oakland, CA 2013-03-20 we must not let this courageous defender of human rights die in prison.

Edwin Strain tucson, AZ 2013-03-20 We must resist another assault on constitutional rights and moral decency.Why

is this important to you? (Optional)

Richard Phelps Oakland, CA 2013-03-20 As an attorney for 30 years I  believe that the denial of life saving medical

treatment is essentially cruel and unusual punishment. People who stand up for

justice for the unpopular must not be denied their rights.

sylvia alvarez-lynch san francisco, CA 2013-03-20 Lynne has advocated for the under dog in this legal system and for that I will

continue to advocate for her until the end!

Dr. Will Tuttle Healdsburg, CA 2013-03-20 Lynne Stewart has spent her life defending the exploited and has been

imprisoned by a kangaroo court - we demand her release now.

Roma  Guy San Francisco, CA 2013-03-20 Lynne Stewart advocate for freedom and right to trial needs to find her own

peace, free and at home.

Susan Campbell Montreal, QC, Canada 2013-03-20 Because the accused need lawyers to represent them. Ms. Stewart was doing

her job.

Rosemary  Pritzker New York, NY 2013-03-20 Because even if she were to stay in prison, the ability to address her major

health crisis is a human right.  Not granting her this right is despicable and un-

American.

Barry Fleming Port Moody, Canada 2013-03-20 Cruel punishment but no longer unusual as the US moves relentlessly towards

fascism.

Magdalen Moulton-

Sauve

London, Canada 2013-03-20 I find this insane.

Jeffrey Kaye Novato, CA 2013-03-20 End this punitive attack against a valiant defender of human rights, an

oppressive attack meant to punish her, hype the "war on terror", and chill the

political atmosphere in general in regards to anyone who would challenge the

government.

mark johnson Chicago, IL 2013-03-20 Prosecution for major crimes by the too big to jail seem to go hand in hand with

persecution of those looking to protect our country from those who do it harm

or those who want to keep our American values from deteriorating.



Name Location Date Comment

Linda Jang San Francisco, CA 2013-03-20 Lynne Stewart is being punished for doing the right thing - doing something our

government ought to be doing.

Amy Dillon Ottawa, Canada 2013-03-20 Injustice anywhere threatens justice everywhere.

Kristie Mansfield Alameda, CA 2013-03-21 It's the right thing to do, if we were a civilized nation

Stanislav Viner Owings Mills, MD 2013-03-21 This woman's contribution to the cause of justice stand on its own because it

stands apart from all who've chosen to practice law for the typical selfish

reasons: personal gain or in service of corporations and the state. She is the

rare exception - someone who has stood up for those who seek protection from

the predations of either of those institutions. Now, given that Lynn Stewart is

battling stage 4 breast cancer, as she endures a heinously unjust

imprisonment, to keep her imprisoned would be a sadistic act on the part of

those who put her there. I respectfully demand that she be released

immediately!!

Nancy Mikelsons Oak Park, IL 2013-03-21 If Lynne Stewart is not released or 

permitted the medical treatment required by her illness the Federal

Government will have condemned her to death. That

was not the sentence she was 

given.

Jacqueline Alpert Seattle, WA 2013-03-21 This person is not an escape risk, AND has a life-threatening disease in need

of medical treatment. Please release her now!

Jeanine Maland Asheville, NC 2013-03-21 Lynne is our treasure. We must fight hard for her release!

Margery Parsons Chicago, IL 2013-03-21 In standing with the oppressed and reviled, Lynn Stewart has shown moral

courage we need much more of today.

C. Wright Oakland, CA 2013-03-21 Lynne Stewart has worked hard for democracy and to defend our Constitutional

rights.  She deserves to be treated with kindness, respect, given access to

medical care, and to be with her family.

Rev. F. Mark Mealing,

Ph.D>

Kaslo, Canada 2013-03-21 This woman deserves to be treated lawfully: she is presently kept in barbarous

conditions unworthy of a country that claims to be civilized.

Genevieve Windsor Talent, OR 2013-03-21 INJUSTICE is disgusting

terry robinson citrus heights, CA 2013-03-21 i AM OPPOSED TO CRUEL UNJUST PUNISHMENT

Neil Kelley Chicago, IL 2013-03-21 Lynne is lovely woman and an inspiration to those who stand up for the

silenced.

Robert Poe Chicago, Chile 2013-03-21 Lynne spent her life fighting oppression. She is a true revolutionary hero.

richard sterling Walnut Creek, CA 2013-03-21 why are we imprisoning those who uphold the constitution instead of those who

are shredding it daily?

stephen livingston Chicago, IL 2013-03-21 60625

Douglas Christie Culver city ca, CA 2013-03-21 Because I believe in basic democratic freedoms

Rabbi David Mivasair Vancouver, Canada 2013-03-21 We must stand up for a valient, heroic defender who has stood up for so very

many others.

Frances Griffin Menlo Park, CA 2013-03-21 It could happen to any of us. It is cruel to murder her slowly by denying

treatment and making it unduly stressful.

Sean Reynolds Chicago, IL 2013-03-21 Cease this cowardly attack on the United States, its innocent civilians, and its

most basic freedoms,

Michael  Wong San Francisco, CA 2013-03-21 She stands for all our rights.

David Bradshaw Anderson, IN 2013-03-21 It's time to take a stand against this kind of criminality--she is one of the best

we have--I hope this helps Lynne



Name Location Date Comment

Barbara Hale Hamilton, Canada 2013-03-21 Lynn Styewart in not a crimonal - she is a conscientious objector

Lib Hutchby Cary, NC 2013-03-21 Lynne Stewart's experience makes a mockery of the word "justice," sadly

honoring violence instead of truth.

maureen coakes gloucester, United

Kingdom

2013-03-21 this is abuse and dam right discusting

Mike Connelly Rochester, NY, AL 2013-03-21 This is such an outrage against justice, civility, decency at every point from

Ashcroft to Obama.  Horrible!

K P Kaslo, Canada 2013-03-21 Persons like Lynne deserve protection by her government not prosecution,

since she cares about defending the innocent!

Eileen Farar Penn Yan, NY 2013-03-21 I am a breast cancer survivor and an older woman--this woman's horrible,

unfair treatment may wind up killing her! It's simply abusive and ugly! Let her

get the medical care she needs! Now!

ed kinane syracuse, NY 2013-03-21 lynn is one of the canaries in the mineshaft; all of us are miners.

Emily Mills Ypsilanti, MI 2013-03-21 Cruel and Unusual Punishment at its worst.

Scott Trent Greensboro, NC 2013-03-21 Friends: this is a big issue. The legal community has already shown signs of

the chill that was intended by the persecution and imprisonment of Lynne

Stewart. Without lawyers, the system can harass and neutralize dissidents a lot

more easily. Make sure you use the "Invite Friends" feature to get the

maximum response to this petition...don't just sign it and forget it. 

Michael Kulpa Dearborn Heights, MI 2013-03-21 ACTIVISM IS NOT A CRIME !!!

Robin Wilt Rochester, NY 2013-03-21 The politically-motivated persecution of Lynne Stewart is more than a

miscarriage of justice.  It is a dark stain on the democratic principles we hold

dear and a threat to all who reside in the United States.

Sheila Laursen Pointe-Claire, Canada 2013-03-21 This courageous woman deserves justice, and it has been denied to her.

Marguerite Coyle Chapel Hill, NC 2013-03-21 Hos can a U.S. citizen be put in prison for acting in a legal, ethical, moral way?

Who is next?

Jake McIlravey Kelowna, Canada 2013-03-21 Release her now! Fighting for Justice!

tarak kauff woodstock, NY 2013-03-21 This extreme cruelty must stop or at the very least be exposed for what it is.

Exposed with names of judges, etc. who are involved in this process. Yes, the

system is bad but the people who implement these horrific practices are worse.

Yes, Free Lynne and imprison the real criminals. It's getting very late in the day.

We need more of us who are willing to sacrifice as Lynne has done. No noble

sacrifice is in vain.

Ruth di Giovanni Montreal, Canada 2013-03-21 I believe the facts as presented in Lynne Stewart's defence!!

Robert Keilbach Flushing, NY 2013-03-21 Another Vietnam-era Veteran for Peace & Justice

Dorothy Fairley Vancouver, B.C., Canada 2013-03-21 A bullying governement. Shame on Barack Obama for not stepping in. Has

much really changed?

Amber Fain Shannon, MS 2013-03-21 This is wrong. Plain and simple. It goes against every value and principle this

country was founded on. Lynne Stewart should be free.

Linda Lee Eau Claire, WI 2013-03-21 Anyone with stage 4 breast cancer needs to be released!  It's the humane thing

to do.

Lea Wood Montpelier, VT 2013-03-21 Lynne Stewart is t he victim of a serious miscarriage of justice.

Julia Roberts Nelson, Canada 2013-03-21 Basic rights to free speech and legal appeals must be upheld in all democratic

countries.

Chet Carlin Parksville, NY 2013-03-21 She shouldn't have been jailed in the first place.

Greg Boyd Bethesda, MD 2013-03-21 This is a freedom of speech issue.



Name Location Date Comment

Ellen Vaillancourt BC, Canada 2013-03-21 Because it's wrong.

Marion  Cunningham New york, NY 2013-03-21 Lynne needs quality medical care and is not a danger to anyone...she needs to

be out of prison!!!

Kate  Chung Toronto, Canada 2013-03-21 This brave and conscientious woman does not deserve such torture and death.

Maria Kasstan Toronto Ontario Canada,

Angola

2013-03-21 This is the kind of thing you might have seen in Stalinist Russia!

Emily Good Rochester, NY 2013-03-21 She should not have to die in prison!

BARBARA Riverwoman Santa Cruz, CA 2013-03-21 She has fought all her life for justice and is now being treated SO unjustly and

inhumanely.

Sue Wheaton Takoma Park, MD 2013-03-21 Lynn is brave, honest and good; what happend to her can happen to anyone if

this continues. We owe her our gratitude and support.

jonathan mark Wendell Depot, MA 2013-03-21 Her imprisonment is cruel and unusual from a human rights perspective..

unjust..

Helen Riley Toronto, Canada 2013-03-21 Basic human rights, freedoms and justice

Allen Chase Roy, WA 2013-03-21 If the accompanying article is accurate, this injustice needs correcting.

Jan Ellis Gig Hanbor, WA 2013-03-21 The government is trying to muzzle the voices of anyone who stands for justice

and holds them accountable for their bad behavior in any way!!! This country is

supposed to be a Democracy not a dictaroship of the oligarchs!!!

barbara wenzl seattle, WA 2013-03-21 This wonderful social justice advocate should not be there in the first place.

Rev Edward  Pinkney Benton, MI 2013-03-21 Lynn Stewart Who life long commitment to justice is struggling for life and she

need our help! I need everybody who receive this petition to sign and write

lynn. We love you lynn

Annie Meo Westcliffe, CO 2013-03-21 This is important, not only to this one courageous woman, but to any US citizen

who is watching our Constitutional rights being crushed.

Jack Herbert Portland, OR 2013-03-21 Every prisoner deserves the same expert medical care of their choice that they

would get outside of prison.

US prisons are like Soviet gulags in this respect -- complete violations of our

values.

She was imprisoned because she represented people our government was

suppressing, for doing her duty as a citizen and an attorney.

Her imprisonment is corrupt oppression that endangers all who are genuine

citizens.

LET LYNNE OUT NOW!

Gregory Miles Memphis, TN 2013-03-21 I do not support the death penalty; it is that plain and simple. Besides,  the

charges against Lynn Stewart do not fit the crime.

Julia Giessler Bloomfield, NY 2013-03-21 Justice is being denied.  Shame on the U.S.

Elaine  Babian FarRockaway, NY 2013-03-21 A lawyer carrying out her obligations to a client should not be penalized for

being a dedicated advocate.

Howard Pellett Anacortes, WA 2013-03-21 Because justice is important for all.

Nichola Hall Vancouver, Canada 2013-03-21 I am a friend of the United States and feel that this is an incredible blot on its

copybook.



Name Location Date Comment

Ian Rushton Newbiggin-by-the-Sea,

United Kingdom

2013-03-21 The right to indepent legal representation and humane care of individuals is

important to a free society. Pity the U.S. doesn't think so, Guantanamo Bay

being just one example of its disregard to any claim to be principled.

Deb Hawthorn White River Junction, VT 2013-03-21 It's blatantly unjust to punish someone for having the courage and commitment

to advocate for the human rights of others. There's no justification for keeping

Lynne 

Stewart behind bars when she's harmed no one and urgently needs skilled

medical care. Please release her!

Kris Wal Oakland, CA 2013-03-21 Freedom and justice for the oppressed and all people is worth fighting for.

Susan McLucas Somerville, MA 2013-03-21 Lynne Stewart does not belong in jail and you all will look really bad if she dies

there.  Why not let her out where she can get the medical care she needs?

Rhonda Gibson Kansas City, MO 2013-03-21 Release her! Arrest Bush, Cheney and rumsfield, they deserve prison she

doesn't.

Ixkaj Luna Guatemala, Guatemala 2013-03-21 Justice

Monica Wood Seattle, WA 2013-03-21 She has worked for justice - including the marginalized. Now it's time for her to

receive justice.  It's the right thing.

Hooshmand Kalayeh Pittsford, NY 2013-03-21 silence is a betrayal of justice

Lisa Valanti Pittsburgh, PA 2013-03-21 Lawyers shouldn't be jailed for assisting their clients!

Michael Perry London, United Kingdom 2013-03-21 First and foremost the reason I feel so strongly about this case is because

Lynne Stewart has so obviously devoted her life to defending poor and working

people, and others who have the odds stacked against them. Her impartiality

as a lawyer compelled her to take on the case which led to her imprisonment

and any crime that she committed is incommensurate with the punishment she

is suffering. What has been done to her is shameful

Edward  Wood Santa Cruz, CA 2013-03-21 Sounds to me like she was just doing her job, bravely to make sure all have the

same rights.  In any case, the woman is elderly and has cancer, she should be

released.

richard  starkey New York, NY 2013-03-22 Lynn Stewart has paid a price for the crimes for which she has been convicted.

Surely, at her advanced age, she deserves to be allowed to live out what's left

of her life outside prison.

Doris T. Saunders Portland, OR 2013-03-22 Because I believe in the 8th Amendment.  Her treatment by the government is

obviously cruel and unjust.

Parvin Ashrafi Vancouver, Canada 2013-03-22 US and Iran act the same when it comes to the political prisoner. Lynne is like

Nasrin Sotoodeh who is in jail now because she also fearlessly defended her

clients that got arrested for opposing Islamic Republic of Iran actively.

Sarah B. Meardon Seattle, WA 2013-03-22 True practice of justice & democracy.

Kay Pitts Fresno, CA 2013-03-22 I believe in justice not government revenge.

helena  seamour Washington, DC 2013-03-22 Lynn Stewart is a great and brave lawyer. She represents the best of the legal

profession. The information she shared was harmless. Why is she jailed for a

minor slip-up and accused of aiding a terrorist and old man in a jail cell wanting

to let his friends know his status?

Lyne Stewart has earned the respect to be treated with dignity and she should

be treated as such. Basically, in the eyes of many people, here and around the

world, she is royalty: the best that humankind has to offer.

Please let her receive the treatment she wants and needs. Thank you.

Nick Zedd Brooklyn, Mexico 2013-03-22 freedom of speech  and the legal right to defense were violated by the

government.

joyce lindley Rochester, NY 2013-03-22 I am appalled that this is happening in the US.  Appalled.



Name Location Date Comment

Linda Wheeler seattle, WA 2013-03-22 Stop the post 9/11 HYSTERIA now!!!      Lynne Stewart is paying for the crimes

of Dick Cheney and George Bush. This entire prosecution, extraordinary

sentence, and imprisonment w/o mercy was and is nothing but a "show"  for

the "war on terrorism".  After a lifetime of fighting for those who were not born

with a silver spoon in their mouths, Lynne is being treated with cruel and

unusual punishment.  She more than qualifies for compassionate release.  Let

her go NOW

R.S. Ratner Vancouver, Canada 2013-03-22 If there were no Lynnes, we would all be in chains.

Stephen DiBiase Bothell, WA 2013-03-22 Legal professionals punished and and their lives destroyed for doing their job is

a threat to justice for everyone.  Even if a mistake was made, and I don't see

that in this case, but even if it was the punishment is out of proportion.

Evan Miller Longmont, CO 2013-03-22 Justice can be done if injustice is reversed.  To let her die in prison would be to

allow injustice to prevail.

lila braine new york, NY 2013-03-22 incredible injustice done to a very moral woman

Sharon Clark Cambridge, MA 2013-03-22 Lynne Stewart does NOT belong in jail!!! Get her the medical treatment she so

urgently needs NOW!!!!!

Lynn Evansohn Bronx, NY 2013-03-22 Basic human right for medical care and compassionate justice.

Wilma Ralls Rohnert Park, CA 2013-03-22 We have more people in prison than any country on the planet. We have

absolutely no mechanism to help people in their lives. What a "COMMUNITY"

would do for its members. This is CRAZY! We use to have HUMAN RIGHTS!

Give some to Lynne Stewart and every one like her! There must still be some

level of EQUAL SOCIAL JUSTICE left in this society. We harrass Lynne

Stewart where the masters of the universe who destoyed millions of American

lives with CASINO CAPITALISM, and not one of them has paid by going to jail!

Cherie  Dare Blue Lk., CA 2013-03-22 Justice

Cecelia Byrnes Bronx, NY 2013-03-22 Lynne has not put her self first. She has taken her oath seriously and

represented her clients to the best of her ability.  She deserves to be released .

She stood for her values and the values that are inshrined in our constitution.

Donald Mott Farmingville, NY 2013-03-22 The US governments treatment of Lynne Stewart isn't justice it is a persecution

of a 73 year old woman.  The depraved fractions of human beings responsible

need to be held accountable.

Norma J F Harrison Berkeley, CA 2013-03-22 I oppose torture  - the state's torture of us.

scott maxwell madison, WI 2013-03-22 Because it could happen to any one of us, and that's coming from someone

who has been wrongfully convicted twice.

Erna Lund Seattle, WA 2013-03-22 We Must Stand Up and Speak Out for Justice for Lynne Stewart just as she is

doing and must be Honored Not Condemned in Any Way!

jon fraser Somerville, MA 2013-03-22 the ruling against Lynn Stewart was a serious miscarriage of justice and needs

to be overturned!

Maureen Lines Peshawar, Pakistan 2013-03-22 I believe in the freedom of the individual and against oppression

vanissa chan brooklyn, NY 2013-03-22 FREE LYNNE STEWART!!

Shirley  Romaine Great Neck, NY 2013-03-22 Justice must be done and her life must be saved. Release her now

Annette Klapstein Seattle, WA 2013-03-22 Just an outrage that she was jailed for zealously representing her client, as we

were taught in law school to do.  As another aging female attorney, I know this

could be done to any of us, any time the government is unhappy with our

politics.  Shame on our country.
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Walter Brokx Vancouver, Canada 2013-03-22 Justice sould be for and about the people not the government. The US justice

system no longer serves the people and it is creeping in to Canada. Please

stop it you morons

liz carlton south woodham ferrers,

United Kingdom

2013-03-22 What would happen to civil liberties if lawyers were afraid to defend those who

are supposed to be innocent until proved guilty?

Mark  Kramer Portland, OR 2013-03-22 It is important to protect vigorous advocacy by defense counsel and at the

same time act in a humane and compassion way toward someone who has

been already punished.

JOE VOJTKO New York, NY 2013-03-22 The rights of every American are threatened by the continued incarceration of

this woman who should not have been imprisoned in the first place.  I was

taught that, here in America, even the most heinous of murderers had the right

to be defended in a court of law.

Jim Adamthwaite Brunswick East Australia,

VI

2013-03-22 It should be important to everyone who supports the idea of a just society.

This should be important to everyone who supports the idea of a just society.

Shelia Cassidy Riverside, CA 2013-03-22 She never should have been imprisoned in the first place.  Since when is it a

crime to defend those who are defenseless in this legal system. No money, no

good lawyer, and you get convicted of things you are not guilty of.  I know from

personal experience!

frank scott point richmond, CA 2013-03-22 freedom!

John Flanagan Liverpool, United

Kingdom

2013-03-22 In 1920's America, when lynchings were common, Clarence Darrow defended

Leopold and Loeb and appeared for the defence in the "Monkey Trial" to

defend Darwin, science and the right to think! What has America come to when

defence lawyers are hounded as a deterent to others.

Sandy  Irving Raleigh, NC 2013-03-22 This story is an assault on the human rights of all of us.

Gary Price Thornbury, Australia 2013-03-22 There is no JustUS
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May Ayres London, United Kingdom 2013-03-22 An utter travesty of justice has been committed, a need to stand up and be

counted with all those calling for her release

pam africa phila, PA 2013-03-22 THE FIGHT FOR LYNNE STEWART LIFE IS THE FIGHT FOR MINE JUSTICE

CAN ONLY BE SERVED BY RELEASING LYNNE NOW I JOIN PEOPLE

AROUND THE WORLD CALLING FOR HER RELEASE

Edwin Cosme Brooklyn, NY 2013-03-22 She is meeting the same faith that Luis Pedro Albizu Campos has met. Please

consider her release as it would serve no purpose under her current medical

condition.

Terry Brough St. Helens, United

Kingdom

2013-03-22 I am Trade Unionist and a Socialist. Injustice sucks!

Patricia Salomon Rockville, MD 2013-03-22 Such injustice was meted out. Such cruelty maintained in the face of her illness

and age. Do something!

karen bernath NYC, NY 2013-03-22 It's inhumane, inexcusable and shameful treatment for any country which

values liberty and justice!

paul peller Brooklyn, NY 2013-03-22 Lynne is a terrific human being.

Sue Martin Malmberget, Sweden 2013-03-22 Lynne Stewart should be exalted and not opressed.  She represents all that

America thinks makes it great.

Ira Rabinovitch Tor, Canada 2013-03-22 This is so terrible and scary, what was done to, and is still being suffered by

America from the corrupt, evil  Bush administration who are the real terrorists!?!

Diane Olson Springwater, NY 2013-03-22 to protect human rights and freedom for this woman, and everyone.

Nancy Palandati Guerneville, CA 2013-03-22 Lynne is, was, has been, doing the critical work that at face value would be

praised and honored by a government that truly believed in the fundamentals of

democracy and equality.  It is horrifying, but not totally surprising that she has

instead been turned into the enemy of the state for speaking truth to power.

Patricia Coughlin Squamish, BC, Canada 2013-03-22 BECAUSE IT IS A MATTER OF JUSTICE, OR THE CORRUPTION OF

JUSTICE AND THE CORRUPTION OF DEMOCRACY

Joanna Straughn Salt Lake City, UT 2013-03-22 Lynne Stewart is an innocent person.  She has been unjustly imprisoned for

simply doing her job as a defense attorney.  Her imprisonment is a violation of

her human rights and she should be released at once.  We demand her

immediate access to appropriate medical attention to treat her cancer and a

cessation to the needless shackling or force of any kind. We demand

immediate access for her to adequate space, light, exercise, nutrition, human

company and humane conditions.

Peggy Boyd Baldwinsville, NY 2013-03-22 This woman is one of my heros and I am appalled at the tx that she is

experiencing

Jodi Lasseter Durham, NC 2013-03-22 I'm a feminist, an activist and believe that Lynne has been victimized by the

State.

Mairy Bean Caledon, Canada 2013-03-22 The government and judiciary need to be separate.  Voices of dissent need to

be honoured.

P. Adem Carroll Astoria, NY 2013-03-22 Met Lynne in the past. Sincere and good person. Does not deserve this long

sentance-- possibly a death sentence.

Eleanor Ledogar New York, NY 2013-03-22 What has happened to Lynne is unconstitutional and I care about that, besides

caring about her health situation.

Brandon Blazer McHenry, IL 2013-03-22 Because it is not right what is and has been done to Lynne Stewart!

Melissa Beattie Baltimore, MD 2013-03-22 Justice.

nick velvet thornhill, Canada 2013-03-22 Cut her loose. Her trial was a political vendetta, nothing more.
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Barbara Barton Montello, WI 2013-03-22 I would like to see her release as a sign that sanity has returned to our Justice

System

Suzette Evans-Morgan Port Orange, FL 2013-03-22 Because i am an activist for the people and see this as a death setence for this

woman if she is not released...and also...i am a breast cancer survivor...had i

been in prison and lacked timely and treatments of my choice...surely i would

not be alive to write this now....

Timoxana - France, FM 2013-03-22 I miss the words to say how I feel for this lady facing such an injustice !

Jeffrey  Blankfort Ukiah, CA 2013-03-22 I have met and heard Lynne speak and she is a true champion for justice who

has spent her life fighting the injustice system long prevalent in the USA and

thriving in the Obamanation.

Karen Gordon Sechelt, Canada 2013-03-22 This treatment is not only inhumane, it ought to be illegal.

Stephen Fournier Hartford, CT 2013-03-22 I am an attorney.

Vikki Bishop Pueblo, CO 2013-03-22 She should not even be there.

Judith Solomon NYC, NY 2013-03-22 She is being jailed illegally and persecuted for representing an "unacceptible

person".  She stands for ALL our rights and is very sick now.

Lydia Blanchard Santa Cruz, CA 2013-03-22 Because Lynne Stewart is a lovable person, known by her actions and her

being.

Ken Dresen Vancouver, Canada 2013-03-22 This is an exceptional case, and because of Lynne Stewart's precarious health,

she deserves leniency.

Don  Pearce Cape Town, South Africa 2013-03-22 Is this the actions of a democratic country?

Wynelle Welch Hillsboro, TX 2013-03-22 This respected woman should not be in prison.  She is a warrior for human

rights for all of us.  In addition, how can a nation of people allow this sick,

democratic being waste away in a cell without remorse.

Bill McGrath Northfield, MN 2013-03-22 The neighbor dog is more of a threat than Lynne Stewart.

Rosemary Candelario Denton, TX 2013-03-22 Lynne has stood up for so many people all her life. I'm proud to stand up for her

now.

Thomas Rockriver Chapel Hill, NC 2013-03-22 Reputable lawyers should be up in arms to protest this blatant attempt to

intimidate professionals who are performing their jobs of providing the most

robust defence possible. I hope justice has one good eye. Shameful.

Daniel Hunter Portland, OR 2013-03-23 Keeping Ms Stewart in prison serves none of us well.  It is a travesty of justice

and a waste to taxpayers.  There is absolutely no social, legal or moral benefit

to keeping her incarcerated

liz charles albuquerque, NM 2013-03-23 Land of the free, home of the brave?  Sounds pretty gutless to me.  Let her go

home to die!

Charlotte Koons Northport, NY 2013-03-23 I have met and talked with Lynne and she is truly my SHERO!

Tomas Moran Palo Alto, CA 2013-03-23 It is cruel for us to have this person die in prison.  Her work with the poor for an

entire lifetime should, alone, earn her the decency of a release at this point.

Rosa de la Torre Bronx, NY 2013-03-23 Lynne, is an inspiration and an example of courage.  Thank you Lynne for

being you.

Shaun Deola Helena, MT 2013-03-23 Lynne's imprisonment is wrong and terribly unjust!

Dean Kendall Leesport, PA 2013-03-23 justice requires Lynne Stewart be freed, now!

Karin Brothers Toronto, Canada 2013-03-23 If the government can do this to Lynne Stewart, none of us are safe.

H E Mehernosh  Shroff Mumbai, India 2013-03-23 Free lynee stewart do it now 

I pray to beloved God Avatar Meher Baba to help lynne stewart



Name Location Date Comment

John Shafer Toronto, CA 2013-03-23 Lynne Stewart's persecution masquerading as prosecution, is yet another fresh

step in the transformation of USA into a thoroughly fascist regime.

thalia doukas college park, MD 2013-03-23 s this important to you? (Optional)

Michael Zwerdling Palm Harbor, FL 2013-03-23 As a hospice nurse, I feel this lack of  compassionate care and the obstacles to

proper what is now end of life stage cancer is cruel and unusual punishment.

Susan Lytle Philadelphia, PA 2013-03-23 It is a horrible injustice and must be reversed.

Monica Weis SSJ Rochester, NY 2013-03-23 An advocate for the less fortunate should not be subjected to cruel and unusual

punishment.

Monte Wasch New Lebanon, NY 2013-03-23 Simple justice

Kate Barber Albany, NY 2013-03-23 Retaliation is evil.  People who stand up for justice should be praised, not

condemned.

STEFANO PALMINO WAYNE, NJ 2013-03-23 Why would an injustice not be ?

Barbara Zeller New York, NY 2013-03-23 It's just and compassionate.  She is no danger to the community.

laura thacker Tampa, FL 2013-03-23 Because it's a sign that this criminal outrageousness can happen to anyone.

LET HER GO.

David welch Boise, ID 2013-03-23 The voices of the repressed can only be silenced for so long. Then the

repression and oppression becomes a megaphone.

Kwame Omowale Salisbury, MD 2013-03-23 Justice, morality

joseph dias fall river, MA 2013-03-23 injustice to anyone in the struggle is an attack on us all.

BARBARA WHITE

WHITE

EAST ORANGE, NJ 2013-03-23 Because she is a political prisoner;  she is not receiving adequate medical

care;  her sentence was punitively and arbitrarily increased in reprisal for her

politica beliefs and outspokenness.  Her release would be an act of human

kindness.

Joy Seadeek Worcester, VT 2013-03-23 Cruel and Unusual.

Barb Olson Madison, WI 2013-03-23 This is just a matter of basic human decency.

Vicki Thompson Hayward, CA 2013-03-23 Lynne Stewart never should have been jailed in the first place, and does not

deserve to die behind bars.

erin jacobsen Norwich, VT 2013-03-24 As a fellow attorney and one who fights for the civil and human rights of my

clients, Lynne is a hero, and I cannot stand by while her civil and human rights

are flouted.

Dick Martin Argenta BC, Canada 2013-03-24 We need to defend basic human rights.

Sheri Walsh Crescent Valley, Canada 2013-03-24 Her 10 yr sentence is a travesty.

Jill Hill Bellwood, IL 2013-03-24 We must support those brave enough to tell the truth

Marianne Dugan Eugene, OR 2013-03-24 No good is served by locking Ms. Stewart up.

Pondurenga Das Berkeley, CA 2013-03-24 Blatant injustice is a way of terrorizing the entire population.

Mark Stansbery Columbus, OH 2013-03-24 Dissent is not UnAmerican!!

Richard P. Koch San Francisco, CA 2013-03-24 Her advocacy as an officer of the Court should not be a reason to incarcerate.

Dr.Vikki Hufnagel Los Angeles, United

States

2013-03-24 I have been a victim of silencing through the courts. Lies and take place and

kangaroo courts are common. Women are common victims when they stand up

to speak out. They cause problems and the system sees them as witches to

burn. This does happen all of the time. When ever I stand up on an issue I am

attacked. Being right and having the facts does not matter



Name Location Date Comment

Sandra (Sandy) Hilker Spring, TX 2013-03-24 This is inhumane. She wasn't given a death sentence. If she continues to

remain where she is and is unable to be released early due to her condition,

she will die in Prison. I personally suffer with a serious health issue I can do

nothing about because it has continued to be "swept under the rug". What point

are we trying to prove here by slowly killing an individual? Last I checked, I

lived in America, not Nazi Germany. There can be no good come of this

preventing her from getting the proper humane medical treatment she needs.

lamia alami new york, NY 2013-03-24 Free Lynne Stewart, Save her life!

John Wesley-Barker Blandford Forum, United

Kingdom

2013-03-24 Have mercy and dignify Lynne for her humanity to others. Release her. Thanks.

Bernice Funk Cade Seattle, WA 2013-03-24 Lynne deserves her freedom and family.

Nora Freeman Port Chester, ND 2013-03-24 Lynne was just doing her job: vigorously defending her client's rights. Her

persecution puts the civil liberties of all of us in danger.

John Weber Longville, MN 2013-03-24 When they came for .  .  .

joanne laurence oakland, CA 2013-03-24 Lynne is an amazing human being who must be released!

Luis Torres Baltimore, MD 2013-03-24 Whatever our feelings about the case, it is clear that a person in need of

serious medical treatment, who is obviously not a flight risk or of future crime,

should be released to get that treatment.

Christine Coslett Vernon, British Columbia,

Canada

2013-03-24 Please release Lynne to her family and friends. From her website:

"Now, breast cancer, which had been in remission prior to her imprisonment,

has reached Stage Four. It has appeared in her lymph nodes, on her shoulder,

in her bones and her lungs." We urge compassionate consideration.

T. K. McCranie Irvine, CA 2013-03-24 The Bill of Rights, the Constitution, ...

Ruth Fruchtman Berlin, Germany 2013-03-24 Because Lynne Stewart stands up for what she believes in. I hope in her

situation I would have done so, too.

Jay Shin Los Angeles, CA 2013-03-24 Justice

Barbara    Walker Staten Island, NY 2013-03-24 Lynne Stewart was serving in good faith as lawyer for the defendant.  She was,

nevertheless given a sentence of 28 months, which, monstrously, the judge in

her case was forced to increase.   She has life threatening  cancer. What kind

of country is this?  Abdel Ali Al Megrhi, convicted in the bombing of PA 103,

terminally ill  with cancer, was compassionately freed from a life sentence by

the Scottish authorities (he died 2 and 1/2 years later).  However our

government to intimidate any who will oppose our wrongs or would defend the

accused in 'terrorism' related cases/matters, will now override  humanitarian

considerations and even rights.  It will be an everlasting shame on this

government if it does not free Lynne Stewart.  Shame! Shame!  Please free

Lynne Stewart.

Miriam E. Clark Encinitas, CA 2013-03-24 Lynne is one of our great fighters for justice!

Angela Godfrey-

Goldstein

Jerusalem, Israel 2013-03-24 What sort of a society are we?  We should be on trial for this... and it's our

humanity that we are failing to uphold.

Robon Bloomgarden Portland, OR 2013-03-24 Lynn is  a political prisoner who's very life is threatened by her breast cancer.

She has done nothing wrong, and should not be kept in prison any longer.

STOP the assault on person who's only offense was to provide a fearless

defense of her client! Release her now!

Antara Terry MILWAUKEE, WI 2013-03-25 It is unjust, cruel and inhumane to deprive someone of their fight to live!  It is

also murder!

John Keevert Rochester, NY 2013-03-25 activism for justice is patriotic

Fred Nagel Rhinebeck, NY 2013-03-25 Freedom of speech is always assumed until it is gone.



Name Location Date Comment

Ruth Zalph Chapel HIll, NC 2013-03-25 Lynne did what any competent attorney would do, provide her client a  good

defense and now her prosecution is an assault on all of our basic freedoms.

Revoking bail and ignoring her plans for surgery is inhuman.  Please release

Lynne Stewart now.

Fritzi Ross Carrboro, NC 2013-03-25 Justice, constitutional protections, return to sanity!

Grania Marcus Woodside, NY 2013-03-25 Because our prison system is out of control.

Cathie Bell Portland, OR 2013-03-25 What a travesty of justice Lynne Stewart in jail.  Shameful!

Elizabeth Hawk Berkeley, CA 2013-03-25 it is about common humanity

Natalie Goward Midvale, UT 2013-03-25 I can't believe the shit happening in this country!!

David Bayer Massapequa Park, NY 2013-03-25 Basic rights of free speech

N N.R. Dub, Sweden 2013-03-25 Why should the ones who speak the truth suffer? shouldnt the ones comitting

sins be put behind bars? please make the connection.

Christoph Assheuer Germany 2013-03-25 She needs to be freed immediately so she can get her cancer treated. To put

human rights lawyers in jail is typical of Belarus, but shouldn't be possible in

the Estados Unidos. Wake up everybody!

Nigel Addison Stafford, United Kingdom 2013-03-25 Justice

Jan Brassil Brockton, MA 2013-03-25 I believe in Justice.

Wes & Jane Hare Chapel Hill, NC 2013-03-25 Humanity calls for her  release

Emily Yozell Weston, MA 2013-03-25 Lynne poses no threat to society and should be allowed to live the remaining

months of life with her family and friends without inhumane shackles.

Gary Duell Happy Valley, OR 2013-03-25 The Bush war criminals are free while this innocent citizen is undergoing cruel

and unusual punishment.

Jon Christopher Koch Cabin John, MD 2013-03-25 Outrageous abuse of the legal system to punish a defense lawyer doing her

job.

Ilse Baker Voorheesville, NY 2013-03-25 This is important to all of us, because it is unjust.

Jeremy Smithson Seattle, WA 2013-03-25 Only dictators jail their enemies' lawyers.  Lynne Stewart has been prevented

from doing important work all because a group of war criminals abused the

power that was wrongly given to them.

cindy shapiro Beulah, MI 2013-03-25 Anyone supporting human rights, civil rights, lawyers' rights, and the U.S.

Constitution will hopefully find this to be a petition that ought to be signed. It

doesn't matter what one thinks of the clients she was working with.

frieder bronner Germany 2013-03-26 unjustly charged and convicted is reason enough

Carrie Dulisse Seattle, WA 2013-03-26 This is so sad! This woman spent her life defending individuals and holding true

the roots of our justice system and this is what she gets???? Set her free &

allow her to spend her last days with her family!!!

Francis Belanger Austin, TX 2013-03-26 I have a loved one who is also incarcerated at Carswell

Gordon Glick Bremerton, WA 2013-03-26 All accused deserve legal assistance. Providing that assistance is not abetting

terrorism.

devon S Tesuque, NM 2013-03-26 This injustice is only intensified by Ms. Stewart's illness and age. Our

government is increasing the number of political prisoners. No sunshine here.

Julienne Fisher San Francisco, CA 2013-03-26 one of our citizens is in stage four cancer, let her go  home to be with her family

now.

Francesca Rosa San Francisco, CA 2013-03-26 Stop this cruelty. This is supposed to be a democracy.

Martin McReynolds Santa Rosa, CA 2013-03-26 Justice is important to everyone.



Name Location Date Comment

Denis Mosgofian San Francisco, CA 2013-03-26 Lynne Stewart should never have been charged or convicted of a crime in

defending her client.  Now to penalize her by denying approrpaite urgent

medical care when she needed and still needs it is deliberate criminal behavior

by the state.  Release her!

Michelle Atherton London, United Kingdom 2013-03-26 Becuase it is so clearly unjust, not just for Lynne Stewart but for all that are

treated in such a manner

Laurie Arbeiter Brooklyn, NY 2013-03-26 We are human... we know Lynn should never have been imprisoned. We know

this is "cruel and unusual punishment."  Restore our humanity... release her...

send Lynn home.

Janet Heidenreich Sonoma, CA 2013-03-26 Lynn's sentance is totally out of line. She has worked hard to help the people &

is being punished for her interest in justice for the underclass.

Deborah Hennessy Glen Ellen, CA 2013-03-26 Lynne Stewart should never have been jailed. The patriot act is such a farce.

The true terrorist rule the corporations, banks and the government. Is there no

justice or mercy from the keeper of the keys-the warden? Free Lynne Stewart

and allow her to seek proper treatment for her cancer. Allow her frail body to be

supported by friends and family. Stand up for Lynne Stewart.

Shari Ser Berkeley, CA 2013-03-26 the prison sentence is ludicrous and unjust.

Michael Slaughter Pacifica, CA 2013-03-26 This is State murder. She must be released.

Ravenna Schall Richmond, CA 2013-03-26 It is horrendously unjust , un American and beyond cruel and unusual , sadistic,

punishment!

R Hooker Wayne, NJ 2013-03-26 Humanitarian, as wells as a concern for justice.

John Kesich Millerton, PA 2013-03-26 Justice, and opposing injustice, should be vitally important to us all.

Margaret Wood West Milford, NJ 2013-03-26 From what I've heard, Lynn Stewart was unjustly convicted.  She is a political

prisoner sentenced to die for being moral and ethical.

john anderson garibaldi, OR 2013-03-26 need her out to help others

Mhara  Costello durham, United Kingdom 2013-03-26 isn't it obvious?

gary fox Middletown, CT 2013-03-26 I heard Lynne on the radio years ago and was moved by her dedication to

truth, dignity, honesty and justice.  The powers that be are using her as an

example to any lawyer who might challenge the so called "war on terror".  She

is a political prisoner, and deserves medical treatment and freedom!

Mary Pascoe Costa Mesa, CA 2013-03-26 I do not approve of repression of any form.

Peter Duveen Salem, NY 2013-03-26 Lynne Stewart is guilty of nothing, nor was her client, Rahman, guilty of

anything. They were both shammed by a renegade government bent on

destroying the rights and freedoms of Americans and of the peoples of the

world.

Carol Clethero Melbourne, Australia 2013-03-26 Nobody deserves such injustice, but especially not Lynne Stewart.

Elizabeth Barger Summertown, TN 2013-03-26 That my country would behave in such a cruel and unjust way toward a woman

of courage and integrity breaks my heart. I send love and healing light to Lynn,

and hope this light can heal the dark souls of those who would consent to

hurting her.

Mason Taylor Seattle, WA 2013-03-27 an injury to one is an injury to all

Rosylin

Dean

San Jose, CA 2013-03-27 supporting those who have given their lives to protect our civil liberties.

Arnie Warshaw SF, CA 2013-03-27 Is this this some kind of twisted, backhanded way of carrying out  a death

sentence that neither a judge nor jury ever handed down? Justice.

Compassion. Mercy. Release Lynne Stewart NOW so she can have proper

medical treatment.



Name Location Date Comment

Barbara Goodwin mt. view, CA 2013-03-27 A Hero  to all who have been in

been in her presence...we don't have too many of them these days...our

government has terrorized us from acting fully human

Sharon Strus Saint Clair Shores, MI 2013-03-27 seeking justice for ALL

Mary Ann Ghaffurian Australia 2013-03-27 Fearless Defense is the Mother Elephant protecting her child. It is the Innate

Response of that which has Untrammelled Sovereignty and is Fearless. If this

Freedom to Defend Dies or is Punished, Where will HUman Nature go?

Annie Middleton Franklin, TN 2013-03-27 Lynne's punishment is CRUEL and unusual!

Morten Lindhard kalundborg, Denmark 2013-03-27 We all need a free and just America to lead the world. The perpetrators of 911

are still at large.

Deetje Boler San Francisco, CA 2013-03-27 It's a matter of fairness and justice.

Dorothy Geller Montreal, Canada 2013-03-27 Women's human rights need to be made more visible.

barbara lee san francisco, CA 2013-03-27 Lynne Stewart served justice.  She does not belong in prison.  Let freedom

ring.

Nell Myhand Oakland, CA 2013-03-27 Lynne Stewart devoted her life fighting for justice. She should not have to fight

cancer from inside a cage. Free Lynne Stewart.

Sherry Gendelman San Francisco, CA 2013-03-27 Because the prosecution of Lynne Stewart was the lowest time in the history of

this country and the fantasy of lawyers being able to effectively protect their

clients under the US Constitution

Safi Nairobi Oakland, CA 2013-03-27 For the sake of human rights, and because I love her love.  No justice, no

peace...

George Houser Santa Rosa, CA 2013-03-27 Support for a valiant person resisting injustice

T Jeffries Bend, OK 2013-03-27 Tyrannical empires always fear and hate those who work for social justice. The

good news is that they also always, in the end, fail...and fall.

Will Bandele Oklahoma City, OK 2013-03-28 No one should rot in prison for doing the right things.

Sheila Dugan New York, NY 2013-03-28 Lynne Stewart is one of the bravest women I have ever met.  Her commitment

to her client to whom she was assigned against her will, ironically, was

misinterpreted by a confused jury as a crime against the country she loves and

the legal profession she served impeccably.   Now she is sick and in need of

medical care, and she is in need of her loved ones, who are also suffering

terribly as a result of her unjust sentence.  Compassionate release is available

at this time and there is no one I can think of who is more deserving of it than

Lynne.  Time is of the essence and she must be released immediately.

Pat Montague Toronto, Canada 2013-03-28 No one should be treated like this.

Deborah Cox Los Angeles, CA 2013-03-28 The general trampling of our Constitutional rights these days is disturbing. The

imprisonment and abuse of Ms Stewart is outrageous. She was doing her job

as an attorney. She should never have been tried let alone be imprisoned.

Savas Evsen Istanbul, United States 2013-03-28 She must be able to defend her choice of clients for the safety of democracy.

Luma Nichol San Francisco, CA 2013-03-28 Lynn is a hero for standing up to the US Government terrorism propaganda.

How cruel, but not out of the ordinary, is the treatment of her

LARRY

SKWARCZYNSKI

sanAnton, TX 2013-03-28 HUMAN RIGHTS / MORALITY

Kommy Yazdian, CPA Miami, FL 2013-03-28 Please approve Lynne Stewart's motion for Compassionate Release & stop

persecuting her for exercising her human rights & helping others in need.

Keith Booth 108 Mile Ranch BC,

Canada

2013-03-28 Resisting corrupt power is necessary even when hopeless



Name Location Date Comment

Millie Phillips San Francisco, CA 2013-03-29 Lynne Stewart has done so much to help others - it's essential we help her in

this critical moment.

Eileen  Massey Oakland, CA 2013-03-29 If there is any justice left in this country, Lynne will be released!

JEFFREY SHURTLEFF San Bruno, CA 2013-03-29 Compassion meets Human Rights

equals Justice for Lynne Stewart.

Release this COURAGEOUS WOMAN.

Patricia Gray Burlingame, CA 2013-03-29 This good woman was acting in the interests of  her client.  She did no wrong.

E. W. Browne Ithaca, NY 2013-03-29 She should never have had her sentence appealed and increased. She needs

surgery now.

Cathi  Walkup Oakland, CA 2013-03-29 Injustice should concern us all.  Delaying her surgery is cruel and unusual

punishment.

Ariel Zevon Barre, VT 2013-03-29 The justice system should uphold justice not suppress it!

Lulu Senko New York, NY 2013-03-29 Her even being in jail is unjust!

Karen Socolow NYC, NY 2013-03-29 Dictators have been freed on compassionate release. Let's be civilized here if

we are capable of it in this country.

Amma Poku London, United Kingdom 2013-03-29 People should be able to speaks up for freedom, fairness and justice without

fear of incaceration

Thomas Wanning New Paltz, NY 2013-03-29 Or only hope is a world where the rich and powerful have to abide by the law!

George Francis Urbana, IL 2013-03-29 Terminally ill prisoner, whether political or criminal, should be released from her

Texas penitentiary prison. Not to do so is to make a politically divisive, partisan

statement unworthy of the American legal system under our constitution.

Nancy Murray Cambridge, MA 2013-03-29 Lynne's sentence is purely vindictive. The fact that she is in prison is a sad

reflection on the US 'justice' system.

M. Shane Oakland, CA 2013-03-29 All political prisoners in the U.S. and around the world should be freed

immediately, Lynne Stewart is no exception. Free em all

Reuben Metreger Pinckney, MI 2013-03-29 This is the USA and we are better than this.

Paul Marsh Lansing, MI 2013-03-29 No one should be allowed to die in prison when medical treatment that can

save their life is available.

Merle Kaufman New York, NY 2013-03-29 for fairness and justice

Jeanne Brown Blue Lake, CA 2013-03-29 The Book of Esther, Chapter 10:

King Ahasu-e'rus' Tribute to Land

Taha Shabazz Washington, DC 2013-03-29 sad story

Mitchel Cohen, Brooklyn

Greens/Green Party

Brooklyn, NY 2013-03-29 Lynne is one of my heroes. For so many years she devoted herself to serving

the poor, and our movements. Now let's help get her out of jail!

MALINDA WILSON RALEIGH, NC 2013-03-30 EVERYONE NEED GOOD HEALTH CARE  DON,T YOU.

Eric Brooks SF, CA 2013-03-30 The imprisonment of Lynne Stewart is an egregious breach of civil liberties and

constitutional protections.

Jane Welford Berkeley, CA 2013-03-30 We need more people like Lynne Stewart and more lawyers as courageous as

Lynne Stewart. Release Her Now!

Punam Khosla Toronto, Canada 2013-03-30 I am outraged at the fact that Lynn Stewart is even imprisoned - and the

effective withdrawal  right to medical treatment is evidently murder - both social

and physical.

Baerbel Rothhaar Germany 2013-03-30 A real democracy has to PROTECT not destroy its critics.

Dahoud Andre Jamaica, NY 2013-03-30 I am a witness to Lynn's work on behalf of the disenfranchised.

Claudia MacDonald Vancouver, Canada 2013-03-30 justice and compassion



Name Location Date Comment

Deborah Mutnick Brooklyn, NY 2013-03-30 It's a violation of human rights and an attack on political liberty.

cecile leneman berkeley, CA 2013-03-30 The quality of mercy is not strained...

Judith Bellin Chapel Hill, NC 2013-03-30 Compassion should be motivation enough to secure her release.

Jennifer Ong Alameda, CA 2013-03-30 I support fair justice

Joel Katz Bronx, NY 2013-03-30 The US shouldn't be in the position of prosecuting attorneys. If we do this, we

have no credibility as a democracy.

Donia Mili West Milford, United

States

2013-03-30 Supporting Lynne is the right thing to do, period.

Kelsey Ramage Santa Cruz, CA 2013-03-30 Cruel and unusual punishment, over the top

michael kleinman austin, TX 2013-03-31 because justice matters

Elliot Linzer College Point, NY 2013-03-31 indexer

lisa barr macomb, IL 2013-03-31 The prosecution never should have happened.   The sentence was ridiculously

harsh.

Orlando  Chavez Berkeley, CA 2013-03-31 Just a few little things like human rights, dignity, compassion and justice, things

out "justice" systems seem to know very little about..

Lee Wells New York, NY 2013-03-31 Not letting her get surgery is a crime and the people responsible should be

punished not her. So your conscience is ok with letting her die in prison.

You suck if you dont help her. Why are all the politicians these day so evil :\

Melissa O'Brien Jersey City, NJ 2013-03-31 Please free Lynne Stewart now!

Diana Scalera New York, NY 2013-03-31 We demand Lynne Stewart’s immediate release to receive urgent medical care

in a supportive environment indispensable to the prospect of her survival.

Stewart was incarcerated under the most repressive government actions that

amount to cruel and unusual punishment. Release and reprieve her now.

Kate Yavenditti San Diego, CA 2013-03-31 Lynne Stewart is a person of the highest quality and principles. She deserves

to be home with her family during her illness.

Moises Delgado Bronx, NY 2013-03-31 Lynne Stewart is a highly respected and beloved activist who has devoted her

life to oppressed and marginalized people, and now that her life is threatened

we owe her our full efforts in this extremely difficult situation.

Jeeni Criscenzo San diego, CA 2013-03-31 As a breast cancer survivor, I am connected to Lynne by this disease as well as

my life-long struggle for human rights. Please extend to this couageous woman

basic human rights to get the quality of health care she needs and the support

of family and friends every cancer patient needs.

Anita Simons La Jolla, CA 2013-03-31 Lynne Stewart needs to be out of prison NOW. It's the humane and right thing

to do.

Adriane  Bracciale San Diego, CA 2013-03-31 Lynne Stewart is a political prisoner.  As a criminal defense attorney, I am

appalled by her unlawful imprisonment under the Patriot Act.  This is a threat to

everyone in the defense community - Lynne Stewart's persecution is a

message to everyone who dares stand up for the rights of those declared

"terrorists" by our government.

Charlie Brover N ew York, NY 2013-03-31 Lynne represents the oppressed and despised. She has been mercilessly

punished for that.

Arto Artinian NYC, Sweden 2013-03-31 Make sure Lynne gets appropriate medical care!  Otherwise, her death will be

on your hands.

Jose Prado Miami, FL 2013-03-31 Because Lynne Stewart should never have been in jail in the first place, but

holding her there with a disease this dangerous killing her even as we speak?

That is BEYOND a travesty



Name Location Date Comment

Richard Bucci Brooklyn, NY 2013-03-31 I think it is an outrage that Lynne Stewart, civil rights lawyer, who has helped so

many poor and oppressed people, has been locked up at all. These are ugly

times we live in, when a lawyer can be put in jail for defending a client. The

prosecutors (who are never in danger of being put in jail for defending unjust

laws) even intimidated the judge into giving Lynne a longer sentence. But now

Lynne's life is in danger and she must be released as soon as possible, to

receive the medical treatment that she desperately needs.

Prof. Stephen Whittle,

OBE, PHd

Stockport, United

Kingdom

2013-04-01 The liberty of all is under threat if lawyer/client privilege is removed by the state

Gerald Singleton Encinitas, CA 2013-04-01 What happened to Lynne is a travesty.  The government should not have been

able to appeal and get a higher sentence.  If her original sentence had stood,

she would be out now.  President Obama needs to act now to end this outrage.

As a civil rights lawyer, I believe his war on civil liberties has been a stain on his

administration and the United States of America.

Dennis Connolly Cobden, IL 2013-04-01 AN INJUSTICE to the likes of LYNNE STEWART is an insult to US ALL!

Stephanie Jennings San Diego, CA 2013-04-01 because our govt. can't really be threatened by this sick lawyer can they?

Human rights people - it's international law

Mary L. Sanders Hartford, CT 2013-04-01 It's a shame that in a country like ours that Lynne Stewardt would land in

lockup for serving her client well.  Enough already ... you made  your point!  Let

this poor woman out so that she can get her treatment and maybe extend her

life for a while!.

Leslie Marcos Bronx, NY 2013-04-01 We must fight against the abuses being committed by the capitalist system.

You have my support Lynn, thanks for so many years of fighting for the

oppressed. My warmest thoughts are with you.

Claudia Schrobsdorff France 2013-04-01 I find the American system of 'justice' revolting.

Marty Goodman new york, NY 2013-04-01 Lynne Stewart is wonderful. Her health requires that the state do the

humanitarian thing - free her now!

J Ruhland Seattle, WA 2013-04-01 We should honor those who tirelessly support the downtrodden and oppressed,

not torture them. Release Lynne if you have any shred of humanity in you.

Actually, release her whether or not you have even a glimmer of any humanity

left in you.

Alex Madonik Berkeley, CA 2013-04-01 Continued imprisonment of Lynn Stewart is a senseless violation of human

rights.

sankofa bey corona, NY 2013-04-01 to save her life

Christopher Lang Chicago, IL 2013-04-01 Murder, torture, PROFIT prisons, Patriot ACT, ALEC and ever changing laws

and new laws, the stock exchange. This is the NAZI model. Lynne whether she

knew it or not was on the front lines fight that. Now the state is trying to kill her.

This is un-American and the work of fascists.

Janice Cox Bloomington, IL 2013-04-01 Compassion and fairness should be central to our criminal justice system -- not

something the people have to demand.

Ruth Neustadter Hackensack, NJ 2013-04-01 Lynne is a wonderful human being...elderly and ill. She needs to go home to

her family.
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John Bernard Ciesielski Yorktown Heights, NY 2013-04-02 9/11 happening is no reason to imprison attorneys on trumped up charges.

America has always been the place where progress can be made through the

courts. The world knows this, that is why America stood out to the rest as the

best. With Lynne in jail, and other political prisoners locked up America has

shown to be as authoritarian, and totalitarian as the forces and countries it

claims to be fighting against. Free Lynne Stewart Now!! Or this really is no

longer America!! For the sake of her health and the sake of human decency

release her NOW!!

m rafi London, United Kingdom 2013-04-02 Defending our rights & those brave souls that help safe-guard them from

oppressers & tyranny is our first & foremost duty to present & future

generations of humanity

herb titze algonqin-highlands,

Canada

2013-04-02 unbelievable

Monica Reedy Berkeley, CA 2013-04-02 My mother has stage four cancer. I cannot even imagine someone going

through what she is going through, but also being incarcerated at the same

time (especially for a non-violent "offense"). I am sickened and horrified that

this woman is having to endure this. Releasing her and allowing her access to

the care of her loved ones and fully adequate hospital care is the only ethical

thing to do.

Lillian Rosengarten Cold Spring, NY 2013-04-02 Lynne's imprisonment is an abomination of justice for she has spent her life

committed to true justice. Please free her for she needs medical care and her

family at her side to heal from her metastisized cancer.

Carol Maddox Oakland, CA 2013-04-02 It is truly appalling that Ms. Stewart has spent even a day in jail, let alone is

facing ending her life there.

Noelene Thompson Portland, OR 2013-04-02 Lynn need urgent medical care

stephen  sims hutchinson, KS 2013-04-02 Unjustly incarcerated!

Tracy P.I Aldershot, Australia 2013-04-02 Texas should be ashamed of itself :-(

Blaine Stevenson Mt Pleasant, MI 2013-04-02 Given the state of her health, her treatment is inhumane.    Everyone deserves

proper medical care!    Her should not have been punished for exercising her

freedom of speech.

Rosemary Longworth Simpon, IL 2013-04-02 I believe that everyone deserves a fair trial with a defense lawyer. Ms. Stewart

does not deserve prison for simply doing her job to defend.

Sylvester Uhaa Abuja, Nigeria 2013-04-02 She is a victim of injustice, a system that punishes those who speak truth to

power

Lorien Fenton San Rafael, CA 2013-04-02 Are you kidding? She is a LAWYER for God sake... she suppose to help her

clients. I shake my head in sadness at what our judicial system has become --

A SHAM.

Jonathan Jeffer Bloomfield, NJ 2013-04-02 Arresting and imprisoning the legal counsel based on the undesirability of their

clients - or because they provide a vigorous defense or work in their clients

best interests should never happen.  IT makes a mockery of the right to

counsel.  Lynne Stewart for all appearances is in Jail because she was a a

thorn in the side of establishment interests.  As such she is a political prisoner.

She has not received the healthcare she needs in prison  I have to conclude,

because authorities want her sick or dead.  I am fundamentally opposed to

political incarceration even when it has the window dressing of criminal

proceedings.  As a child I learned that show trials and political prisoners were

things to expect from Stalinists and Nazis.  We should not tolerate them in the

United States

Linda LeTendre Saratoga Springs, NY 2013-04-02 We are called to act as humanly as possible and this is a way to show it.



Name Location Date Comment

Will Thomas Auburn, NH 2013-04-02 I support human rights. I support justice and Lynne Stewart is being deprived of

justice. Free Lynne Stewart immediately!

Jean Harold Gig Harbor, WA 2013-04-02 This is not only an unbelievable miscarriage of justice but cruel and unusual

punishment to revoke the bail of this champion of the poor therefore precluding

her from getting the possibly life-saving surgery she needed. This is not the

Gulag. This is the United States of America and a public embarrassment.

Amy Madden Chicago, IL 2013-04-02 Please don't allow Lynne Stewart to suffer and die in jail. End this cruel and

unusual punishment for her and for all prisoners.

Brian Willson Portland, OR 2013-04-02 To support official policies of civility and basic justice for those who have been

persecuted for their efforts preserving fairness for everyone

gloria  osborne springwater, NY 2013-04-02 Because this woman is my mother, my grandmother, my sister, my daughter.

This woman is me.

CArol  Spencer Nanaimo, Canada 2013-04-02 Freedom of speech is the First amendment is it not..free this poor suffering

cancer ridden heroine!

Thora Reynolds Minneapolis, MN 2013-04-02 I really do not believe Lynne Stewart received justice at the time of her

conviction, and most certainly her sentencing and incarceration is a terrible

miscarriage of justice.

John Proeller West Branch, IA 2013-04-02 Oppression and Democracy do not mix!

Tes Welborn San Francisco, CA 2013-04-02 Support the right of people like Lynne to life-saving health care. Support her

selfless work.

Theodora Crawford Berkeley, CA 2013-04-02 Can this be America?

Keara O'Dempsey New Paltz, NY 2013-04-02 Lynne Stewart worked heroically in the service of others throughout her life.

Please extend a small degree of compassion to her now.

E. Neville Elkridge, MD 2013-04-02 Everyone deserves to be treated with human dignity.

Minna Virtanen Helsinki, FL 2013-04-02 'Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere.'

Martin Luther King Jr., Letter from Birmingham Jail, April 16, 1963

US black civil rights leader & clergyman (1929 - 1968)

Herman Keizer, Jr. Caledonia, MI 2013-04-02 Justice must be done tempered by mercy.

Robert Tyson Sunderland, United

Kingdom

2013-04-02 If everybody was like Lynne Stewart, what a wonderful world this would to live

in.

Eva Scherb LOS ANGELES, CA 2013-04-02 It's like they wanted to murder her.

Michael E. Kerr Bay Point, CA 2013-04-02 How outrageous the treatment of Lynn Stewart and this is happening under the

watch of ou first Black president who is also a constitutional lawyer.  Shame on

you Obama!  Her arrest and conviction have made a mockery of our judicial

system, an intimidation hanging over lawyers representing the poor &

oppressed and a threat to all of us hoping to have the best in legal

representation.  The new America -Death Sentences if you represent clients

the Government  has chosen to oppress!

Hubertus F Pirson Amersfoort, Netherlands 2013-04-02 For the truth and the facts

Terry Haywoode West Roxbury, MA 2013-04-02 Free this noble woman!  Her main "crime" is to fight for freedom.

caroline wardle glasgow, United Kingdom 2013-04-02 It's unjust.

G. Terry Koch santa clara, CA 2013-04-02 LynneStewart has been unfairly treated

James  Casteris Newton, MA 2013-04-02 It is long past time to free Lynne 

Stewart. Please release her now.

Brian Curdy Uvrier, Switzerland 2013-04-02 In the name of civil liberties and human rights



Name Location Date Comment

Paul Stephens Great Falls, MT 2013-04-02 Free all political prisoners, and quit locking up old, sick, public interest activists.

What kind of country is this, anyway?

Kenneth Scicluna Malta, Malta 2013-04-02 We're human, first and foremost.

Jacqueline Fox Girvan, United Kingdom 2013-04-02 Democracy is the only route to freedom, without it we are all prisoners.

Carol Huhs Kansas City, MO 2013-04-02 Lynne has spent her life bravely helping the less fortunate.  Let her spend her

remaining time on this earth out of jail with her loved ones.  The United States

should be ashamed to continue to hold this great woman in prison.

Sharon Webb Amenia, NY 2013-04-03 I am ashamed of these cruel, unjust practices perpetrated by our "justice"

system

Mehmet Tuzeer Baltimore, MD 2013-04-03 Ethically and morally the right thing to do. Would you want this in your

conscience ? I DO NOT

Ivy McClelland SF, CA 2013-04-03 I am an ally and a freedom fighter, fighting for social justice for all.

Deborah Breed Pawcatuck, CT 2013-04-03 The Eighth Amendment of the Bill of Rights forbids cruel & unusual

punishment. We must make good on the promise of delivering a level of

medical treatment that will prevent needless suffering while incarcerated.

Nadine Peyrucain Martinez, CA 2013-04-03 She devoted her life to the oppressed – a constant advocate for the countless

many deprived in the United States of their freedom and their rights...and I

wonder can my country go any lower. Can't hardly tell who the good guys are

from the bad any more. Free Lynn!!!

Richard Uzzell Houston, TX 2013-04-03 Her punishment far exceeds any wrong for which she is accused.

Rainer Bartel Helfenberg, Austria 2013-04-03 The rule of law must be a just one.

Patricia Sheerin London, United Kingdom 2013-04-03 Stop this cruel and unjust persecution.

howard owens louisville, KY 2013-04-03 when ur only crime is living the constitution of the u s,u should not hav to die in

the u s prison system

Carol Yürür İzmir, Turkey 2013-04-03 Lynne Stewart, like myself is not a so-called terrorist but a freedom-loving

citizen who believes in fairness and justice for all. Wwe are the same age, my

heart goes out to her. She is ill and must be allowed to go home to the arms of

her family.

Carol Board Mishawaka, IN 2013-04-03 <a href="http://www.blogpilgrim.wordpress.com"

rel="nofollow">www.blogpilgrim.wordpress.com</a>

Carol Blecker San Francisco, CA 2013-04-03 She speaks up for the under represented, and is being silenced for it.

Shameful.

TImothy Aquilina El Paso, TX 2013-04-03 It's all about the mercy!

Amy  Pett Jamaica Plain, MA 2013-04-03 I'm opposed to cruel and unusual punishment.

Evan Stark Woodbridge, CT 2013-04-03 I am a forensic social worker who works primarily for the state but also for

defense attorneys primarily on cases where a homicide or serious assault has

occurred. I have been admitted in federal and numerous state courts. I am

quite familiar with the use of illness as a basis for reduced sentence and/.or

early release and believe attorney Stewart meets all the criteria for such a

release. Whatever one may believe about the justice of her sentence, there is

no justice interest in her dying in prison.

Andreas Hartle Germany 2013-04-03 I recall the political trial against Ethel und Julius Rosenberg

Michael Carano Tallmadge, OH 2013-04-03 Lynne's incarceration is another example of the State trying to silence those

who do not support its policies to destroy the rights of citizens, not only in this

country but in others around the world.  A miscarriage of justice meant to quell

dissent and opposition. If you work for peace and justice, you can expect the

Law to do what it can to silence you.



Name Location Date Comment

Shane Sadorski Gatineau, Canada 2013-04-03 Pay attention Charles E. Samuels. The world is watching.

sharon place Springfiled, OR 2013-04-03 it is what is morally right to do

jane sullivan Santa cruz, CA 2013-04-03 We are supposed to be living in a free, albeit civil society, follow the Geneva

Convention and not torture people abroad and citizens of the great USA.

HELLO? Heard of...Civil Rights. Social Justice. FREE SPEECH. The right to a

fair trial? These are the fundamental building blocks and our foundation of the

constitution. The treatment of Lynne Stewart is un-American.

Bonnie Kerness Kenilworth, NJ 2013-04-03 Free Lynne now!

Howard McCay Seattle, WA 2013-04-04 Why are you torturing a woman who has helped so many people?

Michelle Johnson Newquay, United

Kingdom

2013-04-04 Because compassion dictates that she should have been treated for her

condition before she was redetained - her condition has been made worse by

her surgery being sabotaged by a calously timed detention.

Alan Timothy Lunceford New York, NY 2013-04-04 Because the US Government won't let Lynn Stewart get the medical care she

needs or let her out for her Cancer late stage on Compassion.  Compassion is

the understanding or empathy for the suffering of others. It is regarded as a

fundamental part of human love, and a cornerstone of greater social

interconnection and humanism —foundational to the highest principles in

philosophy, society, and personhood. And the US Government and Prison

Personnel are immoral now.

Gilberto de Leon SAN ANTONIO, TX 2013-04-04 Lynne Stewart has defended the most vulnerable, those who have stood up for

the victims of the capitalist status quo and those who are deemed enemies of

the state.  We need to honor and defend champions of the oppressed like

Lynne Stewart.

Donna  Pemmitt Hillsdale, MI 2013-04-04 Why am I not surprised that this barbarism is ongoing in Texas?  Cruel and

unusual doesn't begin to cover this.  Clearly the whole prison system needs to

be completely changed.  Clearly, JUSTICE FOR SOME.

Susan Smith gainesville, FL 2013-04-04 Protesting should not bring a death sentence.

Dylcia Pagan Loiza, PR 2013-04-04 Lynnne is an incredible woman activist dar friend and should be home. she is a

warrior woman

Sania Shagufta Butt Muelheim am main,

Germany

2013-04-04 This woman deserves appropriate treatment, and from what it sounds she may

not survive this cancer! Let her out!

Chris Allen Lilburn, GA 2013-04-04 This is a travesty of Justice: this woman did her job and did it well; she fulfilled

a role Society needs and demands be met in our Justice System... and the

Bush Administration chose to reward her for that by railroading her into jail and

violating our laws? FREE LYNNE STEWART!

Eddie Perez national City, CA 2013-04-04 If an attorney is locked up for defending her client our system is more than just

broken. It's been changed to the detriment of the innocent. This should not

surprise anyone as it has been this way for years. We must not allow Lynne to

be treated unjustly,

Andy Jones Woodside, NY 2013-04-04 Lynne Stewart has done but nothing but provide top-quality legal

representation and exercise her First Amendment rights. The material support

statute is overly broad and totalitarian. Our government claims that it is the

responsibility of our national defense to protected our cherished freedoms

under our Constitution. Let's not be hypocritical. 

wallace nixon Mexico 2013-04-04 Because this case is proof of government abuse of power

lynne tillman fairfield, IA 2013-04-04 If we don't stand up for whats right and each other who will!!!

Deborah Emin Kew Gardens, NY 2013-04-04 Vindictive acts by our government should be fought at all costs.



Name Location Date Comment

Joyce Landry Syracuse, NY 2013-04-04 Because she absolutely should be released.  She never should have been

incarcerated.

D. H. Kerby Philadelphia, PA 2013-04-04 Releasing Lynn Stewart on compassionate grounds could be a step toward the

much needed renormalization of the U. S. after 9/11.

Fraser Bonnell Kensington, CA 2013-04-04 Such cruel treatment offends me.

Dean Peters Hayward, CA 2013-04-04 Seeking to address injustice along with compassion for the sick should be

important to all human beings shouldn't it?

Daniel Meyers New York, NY 2013-04-04 The second sentence is excessive, harsh and unwarranted. Had the first

sentence remained Lynne would be out of prison. Lynne should be at liberty,

with family and friends.

Terrence Burke Pasadena, Costa Rica 2013-04-04 ya basta con el imperialismo, la mentira y la matanza hecho por los

privilegiados en contra de nosotros la/os demás...

Gabriela Pastor Portland, OR 2013-04-04 Injustice is always important to me it reflects the chains we still carry

Peter Casanave Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-04 This is an injustice of the first order.

Robert Sanville Forestville, CA 2013-04-04 freedom mus be defended

Guillermo Jimenez Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-04 It's ridiculous to imprison non-violent offenders on trumped up charges.

Oleh Sydor Glen Ellyn, IL 2013-04-04 if our country is adamant on keeping a Stage Four breast cancer patient in

prison and away from needed medical care, we have no right to lecture other

countries about their record on human rights.

Billy Dee Williams San Fernando, Trinidad

and Tobago, Trinidad and

Tobago

2013-04-04 An injustice anywhere, is an injustice everywhere...i believe this statement still

holds true to this day. Hopefully I can have a positive impact on someone's life.

Nancy Rowe Martinez, CA 2013-04-04 Lynne made a mistake reading a press release, just after the 'law' was changed

that made it 'illegal'.  The state behaved far worse than did Lynne by entrapping

her.  She is ill, an elder, & has learned any lesson one could glean from this

exercise in political witch-hunting.  Let her go home for her end-of-life fight.

This case will be remembered throughout history as an example of McCarthy

Era-like judicial overreach... she has given far more to our society & to Justice

than the next million citizens, she should be given compassion.  

My father, Frank A. Rowe was blacklisted for 20 yrs. during the McCarthy

years, even though he was a much decorated WWII D-Day war hero.  He was

upholding the Constitution, while battling the fear-inspired 'laws' of that

oppressive period.  Lynne Stewart is a similar 'war hero', having battled for the

rights of the underprivileged, the hated & the political heretics during her

lifetime.  End this persecution... she has paid a terrible price for her beliefs &

for the Bill of Rights.  This case will shame our reputation as a just society; this

miscarriage of justice will demean us all for centuries to come.  It is, in the end,

an exercise in pure cruelty.

Sheila Coombes Frome, PA 2013-04-04 There are so few brave and committed people at Lynn. She deserves the

human right of medical care whilst incarcerated that she would have fought for

for others. It is tantamount to murder to refuse this care.

Vicky Casanave Lake Charles, LA 2013-04-04 This is a grave injustice and a mark against humanity. The courts have in

essence sentenced this woman to death for faxing a press release. Show

mercy and let her out!

Dee Sulenski Toano, VA 2013-04-04 justice! Why hasn't she received appropriate medical care in prison?

Stella Goodpasture, OP Oakland, CA 2013-04-04 She is a hero for human rights.

Michael Rice Delmar, NY 2013-04-04 Common decency towards an uncommonly decent lawyer.



Name Location Date Comment

diane wilson seadrift, TX 2013-04-04 The prosecution and persecution of Lynne Steward is an assault and a crime.

Release her now!

Gloria Burd Sunnyvale, CA 2013-04-04 Releasing Lynne is the compassionate and just thing to do.

Bertha Kriegler Schenectady, NY 2013-04-04 What a crying shame to keep this sick woman in prison. Have we lost our

humanity???

Chuck Fuller Berne, NY 2013-04-04 Torture by proxy is still torture; this woman has paid any debt in FULL, she

needs a chance to heal and fulfill her last desires.

David Brown Collingswood, NJ 2013-04-04 Laws should not be altered to make their meaning so ambiguous as to be left

to imagination for interpretation. Lynne Stewart was ensnared in just such a

loosely formed noose. She needs to be freed.

Gary DuTeau Plum Branch, S.C.,

Zimbabwe

2013-04-04 This is proof that we live in a police state run by the North American Zionists

International.

Anna Gregorian Lakeport, CA 2013-04-04 Lynne Steward it an important civil rights leader.  As a young attorney she was

very active and a mentor and wonderful advocate.  I am very concerned about

her health and hope that this court will release her.  I am confident that there

will be no risk to the public with her release.  I urge this court to consider her

petition.

Respectfully, Anna Gregorian, California Attorney

carolyn mccrady Gary, IN 2013-04-04 I am outraged that this brave woman is being used as a pawn to intimidate

others who might choose to follow in her path.

Connie Habern Riverside, TX 2013-04-04 This is America!  Everyone is entitled to a defense in court, even terrorists.

Catherine Callan Feura Bush, NY 2013-04-04 Lynne Stewart is a hero, not a criminal - she should not suffer in prison.

Lindianna Barnes Exeter, United Kingdom 2013-04-04 This is utterly vile. 

Lynne's life has been devoted to righteousness, and, as is often the case, she

has been appallingly persecuted for it.

If she has devoted herself to righteousness, what does that make her

oppressors (including that vindictive judge). they would do well to ponder on

that.

Gwen Gunn Guilford, CT 2013-04-04 Lynne has spent her life seeking justice for the oppressed.

mickie lynn Delmar, NY 2013-04-04 As a cancer survivor I know how important good medical choices and loving

care are in healing the body and the spirit.  Lynne has helped so many others

and deserves the help of her loved ones and her chosen health care providers.

laurie taymor-berry Cambridge, MA 2013-04-04 She speaks for me

Jeanne Finley Albany, NY 2013-04-04 I try not to weep as I read this petition. If I could sign it 100 times, I would. But:

onward!

Joan Davis Bradenton, FL 2013-04-04 What kind of a country do we live in?  Is this a compassionate response to a

woman's health?  Release this woman to receive the care she needs and

deserves now!

Raven Murie Yellow Springs, OH 2013-04-04 I cannot think of any better way to express the urgent reasons Lynne Stewart

should be released than those already stated by Dick Gregory. Lynne should

never have been imprisoned in the first place.

Chad Furman delanson, NY 2013-04-04 The long arm of the law is crooked and broken.  Please, put it in a split and

start the healing process.

Martha Yager S. Attleboro, MA 2013-04-04 I am horrified by the government's undermining of the judicial system with her

prosecution.  Our system is only as good as the defense of the weakest or

most objectionable defendant.



Name Location Date Comment

mike critchley miami, FL 2013-04-04 Her incarceration was and is entirely politically motivated.She should be

recognized for the humanitarian efforts she has dedicated her life to and

released immediately.

Walt Oicle Watsonville, CA 2013-04-04 Our government has gotten out of control and needs to be reined in to serve

the people of this country.  What happens to one person can easily happen to

any of us.

charlene fraizer Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-05 Lynne has promoted her profession with love and empathy throughout her

practice of it and in return she should be given that at the least to honor her

humanity !!!

Linda Hayes Riverton, NJ 2013-04-05 What's happening now to Lynne Stewart in denying her adequate medical care

amounts to cruel and unusual punishment, something that is supposed to be

contrary to our way of life in the United States of America.

David Lucier Santa Cruz, CA 2013-04-05 Putting Lynne Stewart in jail is a crime against the right of an imprisoned

person to an effective defense. The government's action in this case is a crime

in itself. Free Lynne Stewart !

Lois Wilcken Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-05 Nothing surpasses the truth in importance.

Azra Haqqie Albany, NY 2013-04-05 Red tape, inhumanity.

kimberly kennedy saratoga springs, NY 2013-04-05 Free Lynn Stewart Now!

Leslie Wilson Oakland, CA 2013-04-05 Lynne Stewart is a hero for all poor people.  She is a woman of conscience and

love for humanity.  She should be allowed to go home to spend her remaining

days with her beloved family and friends.

Elaine Cook Rohnert Park, CA 2013-04-05 I'm a strong believer in the rights of the accused to have a good defense. I'm

very concerned that we're going down the road of totalitarian regimes which

deny those rights to people with unpopular opinions by imprisoning the lawyers

who represent them. In addition, it is totally wrong in a supposedly humane

society to keep persecuting a dying person and keep them from proper medical

treatment and from family. Lynne Stewart is NOT a danger to society.

Kristen Jensen Berkeley, CA 2013-04-05 I care about Lynn. She should be with her family.

Daniel Williams Van Buren, AR 2013-04-05 I believe our former president wielded too much power, and jailed an attorney

performing her role as assigned.

Ernest Goitein Atherton, CA 2013-04-05 Lynne Stewart is always on the side of the underdog, repressed by the powers

in the government and of the elite establishment

Barbara Dean Great Barrington, MA 2013-04-05 Lynne Stewart's continued imprisonment is a great injustice - she is a political

prisoner!

Julie  Elson Albany, NY 2013-04-05 I have breast cancer too, but I am getting appropriate care. Lynne wasn't

sentenced to death - but that will be the result due to failure of the prison

system to allow her to get the standard of practice of care for her condition

Patricia Beetle Castleton, NY 2013-04-05 No one should have to die in prison because of denial of their basic rights.

Michele Weipert-Winter Ann Arbor, MI 2013-04-05 Whether the sentencing of Lynne Stewart is justified or not, she certainly has

paid her price and it is time to release her, please.  Remember, let he who is

without sin, throw the first stone.

Charles Schoellenbach San Francisco, CA 2013-04-05 The justice and human rights she has fought for are precious to all of us. If

"other" people lose them, the rest of us can lose them as well.

Michele Weipert-Winter Ann Arbor, MI 2013-04-05 For any wrong you think she has done, certainly by now she has "paid the

price."  Please, in the name of the Lord, Jesus Christ, release her immediately!

Erik Landry Colton, WA 2013-04-05 Peace

Patricia  McSweeney Taunton, MA 2013-04-05 I want to once again believe My country strives for "liberty and justice for all".



Name Location Date Comment

Rhonda Neugebauer Riverside, CA 2013-04-05 Lawyers deserve justice too!

Ann Hetzel, Esq. Milwaukee, WI 2013-04-05 Attorneys should not be punished for doing their job.  In addition, her

punishment is cruel and inhumane.

William H Warrick III Gainesville, FL 2013-04-05 No harm no foul.

A. Sen sf, CA 2013-04-05 This sentence and prevention of surgery is a way of "legally" murdering an

advocate for justice. It is a way to intimidate and punish any advocate for

justice.

Teresa Roben Ballston lake, NY 2013-04-05 Because this is persecution of a good citizen who should never have been put

in prison.

Betty Olson-Jones Oakland, CA 2013-04-05 Anyone who devotes her life to the oppressed is a heroine in my book. Please

sign this petition to free Lynne Stewart!

Alexis Callender Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-05 Her health and freedom

Laura Pellegrino Port Orange, FL 2013-04-05 I am a nurse and allowing such horrible treatment or lack of is against

everything that we are taught in giving proper care of a patient treating them

with respect particularly in a time when the body is fragile with ills. Free this

woman for proper treatment!

Annette  Schiffmann Heidelberg, Germany 2013-04-05 WHY on earth would we not support this! It's simply the right thing to do.

Alice Bowland Santa Cruz, CA 2013-04-05 Freedom of speech and concept we are innocent until proven guilty needs to

be upheld as a important value

soraya boyd London, United Kingdom 2013-04-05 Such an upstanding member of society who has selflessly contributed her life

to writing wrongs and who is now subjected to state sanctioned inhuman and

degrading treatment rather than allowed to be in receipt of urgent and constant

medical care and treatment in view of Lynn's stage four breast cancer. Such an

indictment on the American judicial system: what kind of due process is this,

have you no honour, have you not a shred of humanity left?  I, among many

others, urgently call upon the Bureau of Prisons to file a motion with the Court

to reduce Lynn Stewart's unduly disproportionate sentence “for extraordinary

and compelling reasons.” . For this remarkable human being that Lynn Stewart

is, Compassionate Release is a MUST, anything else amounts to extra judicial

killing.

robert braunstein ridgefield Ct., AL 2013-04-05 Dissent is not criminal. everyone deserves a defense. I don't recognize country

DRYBONES

CONNECTION.INC

MIAMI, FL 2013-04-05 TO STOP THE POLICE STATE!

johnnie stevens ny, NY 2013-04-05 Civil  Rights

omali yeshitela St. Petersburg, FL 2013-04-05 The persecution of Attorney Lynne Stewart is an attempt to halt the wheels of

history by attacking those who are dedicated to advancing the interests of

humanity in defiance of an oppressive status quo. I am obliged to stand by her

because I believe in the future that she is attempting to bring into fruition.

Fredrick O'Keefe Tampa, Afghanistan 2013-04-05 "Justice" should not be a joke, but as Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell

Holmes remarked, [paraphrase] Anyone who receives justice in our court

system is lucky. He also said, "This is a court of law, young man, not a court of

justice."

martin gugino Amherst, NY 2013-04-05 why the last drop of blood?

Annette Jacobson Highland Park, IL 2013-04-05 Because such cruel and ruthless, spiteful punishment amounts to torture which

is depraved and inhuman.

Jennifer Laskin Aptos, CA 2013-04-05 I am a law student and believe Lynn Stewart's integrity and history as an

attorney is an inspiration to us all.
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Barbara Murphy Clifton Park, NY 2013-04-05 Lynn Stewart embodies the values we hold in our Constitution to have equal

protection under the law.

Mel Roberts Toronto, Canada 2013-04-05 Please! This is America!

David Walp Easton, PA 2013-04-05 I believe that Lynne was unjustly incarcerated.

M. E. White Durham, NC 2013-04-05 Justice must be done in these United States, because it is only right so to do.

This is a politically-biased imprisonment of an innocent woman attorney at law,

who should be respected for protecting the rights of her client.  Remember: Let

justice run down like waters and righteousness/mercy like a might stream -

paraphrasing an Old Testament  admonition.

jack cook owego, NY 2013-04-05 governmental injustice is a crime

ruth hingston sparwood, Canada 2013-04-05 I am shocked at how the united states prison system treats prisinors. You are

worse than the countries we think are so terrible. how could you keep her in so

long, shakkled and without medical treatment? What has become of America.?

You are no longer a wonderful nation.

gene fritsch ontario, CA 2013-04-05 We need common sense, fairness and empathy to return!

Hortencia Colorado New York, NY 2013-04-05 Where is the compassion in the hearts and souls of those who hold the power

to release Lynne?  Can they not open their eyes, ears and hearts to see the

humaneness in the actions of Lynne?  Blessings and prayers for your release

Lynne.

Kelly Moore Cazadero, CA 2013-04-05 Lynne Stewart is an American hero...she needs to come home!

VS Chochezi Sacramento, CA 2013-04-05 Free Lynne Stewart and ALL political prisoners now! Stop oppression!

Wayne Watkins White Plains, NY 2013-04-05 Lynne has been a courageous and tireless fighter for justice and deserves all

our support !

Carole winn-smith florence, AL 2013-04-05 Lynn Stewart Should not be in prison at all , but to hold her in her medical

condition is criminal.

Paul Shannon Somerville, MA 2013-04-05 i hope you will agree that early release of lynne stewart is quite appropriate

under the law.

Aaree Yan Fort Lee, NJ 2013-04-05 When Hitler attacked the Jews 

I was not a Jew, therefore I was not concerned. 

And when Hitler attacked the Catholics, 

I was not a Catholic, and therefore, I was not concerned. 

And when Hitler attacked the unions and the industrialists, 

I was not a member of the unions and I was not concerned. 

Then Hitler attacked me and the Protestant church -- 

and there was nobody left to be concerned.

Henry  Jones Altadena, CA 2013-04-05 The state must not be allowed to silence or intimidate those who voice dissent,

or those who defend them. Such actions are counter to any notions of freedom

or justice and have no place in a democracy.

tanya marquette new paltz, NY 2013-04-05 If someone with the integrity of Lynne Stewart can be railroaded like this, the

govt can do this to anyone.  This makes the idea of democratic or

Constitutional law and process dead.

Sarah greenberg Tiburon, CA 2013-04-05 This is another example of misjustice in the country.

Marsha Vander Heyden New York, NY 2013-04-05 Lynn represents the best of what this country has to offer the planet !!!

jean willy Mboyo Nottingham, United

Kingdom

2013-04-05 As read she hasdevoted her life to the oppressed that why i do sign this

petition.



Name Location Date Comment

Kathleen Temple Harrisonburg, VA 2013-04-05 I object to the fact that she and her clients were not allowed totally private

conversations.  But also, since she is elderly and ill, she should be released

into medical care that her family chooses in consultation with her.

Connie Rudie Eugene, OR 2013-04-05 Our prisons are for criminals, not advocates of the deprived.  Clearly, Lynne

Stewart has been denied the very freedoms she fought for others to have.

Release her now!

Hugh Gordon ARDMORE, PA 2013-04-05 Vindictive persecution of an attorney who represents the despised, vulnerable,

or pre-convicted, is one of the lowest forms of abuse of power.  This person

should have been released for proper medical treatment months ago.  She

obviously isn't, and never was, a danger to society.  Shameful.

Nilsa Saniel Bronx, NY 2013-04-05 She is innocent.  Ms Stewart was just carrying out her responsibilities as a

lawyer.

Paula Thomson New York, NY 2013-04-05 She is a very decent person, victimized by the politics of the situation. She

didn't even ask to be a lawyer in this case.

Jay Espy New Paltz, NY 2013-04-05 I support all people who fight for social justice, for revolutionaries, for those in

poverty, and for oppressed people. Lynne Stewart is courageous and should be

supported!

Michael Haire Saten Island, NY 2013-04-05 LYNN has always been a champion for the people and now it is time, in deed

past time to have her back and to also have her back in the streets.

Karma Pippin Berkeley, CA 2013-04-05 Apart from my having had immense respect for her, her own health justifies

better last days in humane circumstances near her family and friends

Cathy McGuire Terre Haute, IN 2013-04-05 Many people are wrongly in jail today because of the zealousness of the Bush

Administration and the broad powers of the Patriot Act.  It is a matter of

humane treatment for a woman who was dedicated to making sure all people

get the kind of trial all people deserve.

Mike Eilenfeldt Eilenfeldt Bronx, NY 2013-04-05 The US government reveals its absolute inhumanity in the cruel and unusual

punishment of Lynne Stewart whose heroic life is ending in suffering that's

meant to terrorize all who will survive her sentence of death. The message is

clear "Beware to any and all who dare to stand up for justice and fight to make

another world possible. I love Lynne Stewart as one who has met her and

embraced her in life. Like Hugo Chavez she will always be with us. Death to

imperialism. Long live Lynne Stewart.

E Louise Sunnyvale, CA 2013-04-05 Justice for all

Renee Locks Mill Valley, CA 2013-04-05 I CANNOT BELIEVE THIS IS NOT THE STAZI BUT MY BELOVED COUNTRY.

PLEASE SIGN FOR HER RELEASE.

Jonathan Doff oakland, CA 2013-04-05 Lynne Stewart is a defender of the Constitution and is being savage treated to

cruel punishment. I wish I could say it was unusual. A political prisoner in the

hands of a sadist.

J. F. Jackson Oakland, CA 2013-04-05 Lynne is a human being who deserves humane treatment.  Release her!

Marjorie Larney Emeryville, CA 2013-04-05 Lynne's right to freedom of speech and the right of everyone including Lynne

Stewart's client  to  representation by an attorney

Erika Epps-Horn peachtree city, GA 2013-04-05 Those Who Are Without Sin Cast the First (1st) Stone. JESUS CAME TO

FREE US ALL. DO NOT CONDEMN LYNNE FOR SPEAKING TRUTH. JESUS

IS THE WAY, THE TRUTH, AND THE LIFE John 14:6:-)

Mary Broderick Denver, CO 2013-04-05 Justice and compassionate care which the Warden and the DOC are

responsible to not only consider but to implement and if not are in violation of

the law

Susu Jeffrey Minneapolis, MN 2013-04-06 Lynne Stewart's treatment is the punitive act of an unethical state.



Name Location Date Comment

Joseph Kopnitsky Pgh, PA 2013-04-06 Lynne's jailling has become cruel and unusual

Bob Elmendorf Malden Bridge, NY 2013-04-06 This treatment of a woman lawyer who has worked for the oppressed her entire

life should not be happening in America.

Pierre Turner Upper Darby, PA 2013-04-06 We are supposed to be humane as a people. We must practice what we

preach.

Judith Gips Berkeley, CA 2013-04-06 LLynne Stewart is very ill, and has maintained her inoncence of the charges

that have been levied at her.Her sentence shud NEVER have been enhanced t

ten years.  She is a public interest attorney ho has defended those who have

no other recurse. The presumption of innocence, and the right to a vigorous

defense if accused of crime, are traditions in US law that are a cornersotne of

our freedom. Pease pardon this hardworking, intelligent, ailing woman and

allow her to live with ehr family as a free person and to get the medical care

she needs.

peter white albion, CA 2013-04-06 Her imprisonment is political only

Aaron Good Newtown, PA 2013-04-06 The US is not supposed to have political prisoners.

Jim Tjepkema Clarks Grove, MN 2013-04-06 I understand that Lynne Stewart is well know  as a defender of human rights

and is not being treated fairly.  I support the demands to free her from prison so

that she can get treatment that she needs because she is extremely sick due to

cancer.

Murray Beaver New Rochelle, NY 2013-04-06 Lynne Stewart is with cancer, and in need of help. And Her "crime" is

questionable in the least.

Anita Antonetty Bronx, NY 2013-04-06 Ms. Stewart's experience in prison is the epitome of cruel and unusual

punishment and actually amounts to torture.  At this point, she is no threat to

the US; and the point has been made to all lawyers who would serve their

clients well.  Lynne Stewart should never have been convicted.  Free Lynne

Stewart NOW!

Pebbles Trippet Albion, CA 2013-04-06 The 10year imprisonment of an advocate for the oppressed, who will die of

breast cancer in prison is evidence of a cruel & bankrupt justice system. It does

not get much worse than this!

Patty Jaundzems San Francisco, CA 2013-04-06 Lynn Stewart should never have been prosecuted and jailed.  And having her

in shackles!!  Unbelievable.  Let Lynn Stewart go home.

John Sergeant Elk, CA 2013-04-06 To support truth.  To support the first amendment for ALL.  To oppose

oppression and suppression.  To speak out for what's right.

lucinda manning ossining, NY 2013-04-06 We cry out against the bureaucratic murder of Lynne Stewart.

We demand Lynne Stewart’s immediate release to receive urgent medical care

in a supportive environment indispensable to the prospect of her survival and

call upon the Bureau of Prisons to act immediately.

If Lynne’s original sentence of 28 months had not been unreasonably,

punitively increased to 10 years, she would be home now — where her medical

care would be by her choice and where those who love her best would care for

her. Her isolation from this loving care would end.

Prevent this cruelty to Lynne Stewart whose lifelong commitment to justice is

now a struggle for her life.

Free Lynne Stewart Now!

marga Stuart Amsterdam, Netherlands 2013-04-06 Lynne is a hero, not a criminal



Name Location Date Comment

michael burkart amherst, MA 2013-04-06 This imprisonment is nothing less than a way to intimidate people from

providing legal defense for muslims and anyone the current government deems

unacceptable.

Mardi Crawford Albany, NY 2013-04-06 No one should die in prison for lack of adequate care. Ms Stewart has spent a

lifetime working for justice for others - others must now work for her-- and for

others.

rita addessa philadelphia, PA 2013-04-06 Justice and freedom for Lynne Stewart (and all political prisoners) will require

public officials who are willing to act with integrity and human decency in direct

opposition to what appears a totalitarian regime engaged in multilayered levels

of imprisonment, torture, and murder to maintain its status.

Ellen Becker Albany, NY 2013-04-06 Her treatment is biased and life threatening.

Kathleen Sullivan Richmond, CA 2013-04-06 Justice

Darien De Lu Sacra., CA 2013-04-06 Ten years on highly questionable charges, refusal to allow urgently needed

health care -- I am horrified by what is happening in the U.S.!

Jessica Bernard Emeryville, CA 2013-04-06 This is a political imprisonment of a woman who was only doing her job. Her life

is threatened by cancer and she is entitled to the best possible treatment. Save

her!

Kendyll Stansbury Redwood City, CA 2013-04-06 Lynne Stewart may well have received a death sentence from a higher power.

She has worked tirelessly for the persecuted, and does not deserve to fight

advanced cancer with long waits between seeing the doctor and ten pounds of

shackles. Send her home under compassionate care to get the care that she

needs.

Theresa Dickinson San Francisco, CA 2013-04-06 Everything about Lynne Stewart's imprisonment is deeply wrong. She has

become a martyr instead of being allowed to continue the moral and humane

work that she practised for many years. She deserves a decent and

comfortable old age.

Joshua Stein San Francisco, CA 2013-04-06 Justice

Amy Richardson San Francisco, CA 2013-04-06 The imprisonment of Lynne Stewart is vindictive, punitive murder and an

assault on the civil rights of all. Free her now!

Gary Kettner Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-06 A travesty of justice!

lynne kalmar yOakland, CA 2013-04-06 T

Susan Weeks Greenfield, MA 2013-04-06 Please have some compassion for Lynne's declining health and give credit for

her time served. Release her into the care of her doctors and family. Don't

make her sentence a death sentence.

David  Luce Minneapolis, MN 2013-04-06 reason, fairness, justice & compassion all speak to the immediate release of

Lynne Stewart; most particularly that she not have received a virtual death

sentence from the courts.  Let Lynne Stewart go home.   Thank you.

elizabeth deYoung san francisco, CA 2013-04-06 another case of cruel and unusual punishment

Nancy Brockmon Wyncote, PA 2013-04-06 I believe that no life should be sacrificed or denied the treatment for a disease

that is devastating to the person.  Let her have treatment and then the powers

that be can try her for her supposed crimes.  We are not guilty before being

tried by our peers.

Jay Altobelli San Francisco, CA 2013-04-06 I believe in Justice & I don't believe in torture. The president should free Lynne

Stewart now.

Sara Olson St. Paul, MN 2013-04-06 She is a casualty of Bush's overzealous Justice Department who used the War

on Terror to go after people they considered ideological enemies and Ms.

Stewart is in prison for that.



Name Location Date Comment

Joseph  Ramsey Somerville, MA 2013-04-06 First they come for the progressive and radical lawyers and activists...

ConniePwll Tyler Berkeley, CA 2013-04-06 Justice is always important to me.  This woman has not received justice in this

supposedly just country.

Rev. Sandra Decker San Francisco, CA 2013-04-06 She is a political prisoner. If we don't stop this they will come for us next.

beatrice wallerstein Branford, CT 2013-04-06 she has lived her life for the benefit of so many. Lynne Stewart has more than

earned the right to compassionate release.

mary gaughan colville, WA 2013-04-06 it is so unjust! it is such an obvious frameup and now they are trying to keep

her imprisoned until she dies-suffering great pain i am sure (i am a nurse and

also cared for my father who died of metastatic bone cancer) the prison food

itself is enough to promote illness. she does not belong is jail. this is a power

play by heartless hypocrites! FREE LYNNE NOW. have some integrity and do

what is truly just.

Maria Harris Dobbs Ferry, NY 2013-04-06 Protect our FREEDOM and SAVE HER LIFE since she was convicted unfairly.

Susanna Odry Fish Camp, CA 2013-04-06 The injustice of it all is excruciatingly painful and unfair.

Sheila O'Reilly Guelph, Ontario, Canada 2013-04-06 Where is the compassion here? It seems to me that compassion is what we are

missing in a society so willing to demonize anyone offering fairness. Please

stop persecuting those pursuing justice.

Mary Dosch Duluth, MN 2013-04-06 Because this is supposed to be a

democracy & Lynne should never

have been imprisoned in the

first place!

Cassie Scott Toronto, Canada 2013-04-07 There is no reason for Lynne Stewart in priso

Daniel Stone SAN FRANCISCO, CA 2013-04-07 Rule of law is ignored by the powers-that-be; i can see no evidence of guilt for

wrong-doing on Lynne's part, but i can see that the "authorities" broke the

attorney-client privilege, and are subjecting her to punishments which are, or

should be, illegal in themselves.

“Few cases encapsulate so fundamentally the destruction of democratic rights

in the United States as the persecution and prosecution of Lynne Stewart. Her

conviction and imprisonment destroy the very possibility of legal representation

for those accused falsely by the government. It allows attorneys to be charged

with the very offense for which she or he has defended a client merely by

having provided voice for the evidence of innocence and for advocacy on

behalf of the accused.”  - Ralph Schoenman, An Open Letter to the Center for

Constitutional Rights

Glenn Goldman Portland, OR 2013-04-07 simple human decency

Jeffrey Creque Petaluma, CA 2013-04-07 Lynne's conviction was a miscarriage of justice, her incarceration was an

abomination; her imprisonment in the face of terminal cancer is a crime against

humanity.  

Jack Lieblein Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-07 Lynne Stewart is a heroine, not a criminal.  She has spent her entire life fighting

for justice.  The criminals are the ones running the government.  They are, as

James Baldwin wrote, "bottomlessly cruel."  Words cannot express my outrage

at their  barbarous treatment  of her.  Free Lynne Stewart now!!

Valerie  Niederhoffer Buffalo, AL 2013-04-07 There may be many people who ought to  be in jail but Lynne Stewart is not

supposed to be in prison. She ought to be free to fight for the oppressed as she

has  always done.



Name Location Date Comment

Maxina Ventura San Leandro, CA 2013-04-07 Ms. Stewart's work has been of the conscience, and she is respected for it. As

anyone in jail or prison must be, she must be allowed reasonable healthcare

which appears the only way she won't be killed by the state. It is completely

unconscionable and embarrassing to know that the government of the country

where I was born, and live, would refuse someone needed healthcare and

keep her from surgery already planned and scheduled.

Christopher Hutchinson Hartford, CT 2013-04-07 Free Lynne Stewart Now!



Name Location Date Comment

Araceli Lamoureux Mpls, MN 2013-04-07 Lynne Stewart has devoted her life to the oppressed – a constant advocate for the countless

many deprived in the United States of their freedom and their rights.

Unjustly charged and convicted for the “crime” of providing her client with a fearless defense, the

prosecution of Lynne Stewart is an assault upon the basic freedoms of us all.

After years of post-conviction freedom, her bail was revoked arbitrarily and her imprisonment

ordered, precluding surgery she had scheduled in a major New York hospital.

The sinister meaning of the relentless persecution of Lynne Stewart is unmistakably clear. Given

her age and precarious health, the ten-year sentence she is serving is a virtual death sentence.

Since her imprisonment in the Federal Prison in Carswell, Texas her urgent need for surgery was

delayed 18 months – so long, that the operating physician pronounced the condition as “the worst

he had seen.”

Now, breast cancer, which had been in remission prior to her imprisonment, has reached Stage

Four. It has appeared in her lymph nodes, on her shoulder, in her bones and her lungs.

Her daughter, a physician, has sounded the alarm: “Under the best of circumstances, Lynne

would be in a battle of the most serious consequences with dangerous odds. With cancer and

cancer treatment, the complications can be as debilitating and as dangerous as the cancer itself.”

In her current setting, where trips to physicians involve attempting to walk with 10 pounds of

shackles on her wrists and ankles, with connecting chains, Lynne Stewart has lacked ready

access to physicians and specialists under conditions compatible with medical success.

It can take weeks to see a medical provider in prison conditions. It can take weeks to report

physical changes and learn the results of treatment; and when held in the hospital, Lynne has

been shackled wrist and ankle to the bed.

This medieval “shackling” has little to do with any appropriate prison control. She is obviously not

an escape risk.

We demand abolition of this practice for all prisoners, let alone those facing surgery and the

urgent necessity of care and recovery.

It amounts to cruel and unusual punishment, in violation of human rights. 

There is immediate remedy available for Lynne Stewart. Under the 1984 Sentencing Act, after a

prisoner request, the Bureau of Prisons can file a motion with the Court to reduce sentences “for

extraordinary and compelling reasons.” Life threatening illness is foremost among these and

Lynne Stewart meets every rational and humane criterion for compassionate release.

To misconstrue the gravamen of this compassionate release by conditioning such upon being at

death’s door – released, if at all, solely to die – is a cruel mockery converting a prison sentence,

wholly undeserved, into a death sentence.

Wanda McDonald Toms River, NJ 2013-04-07 a crime against humanity, this woman committed no crime.

Carol Miller Northern, NM 2013-04-07 It is past time to end the United States of Torture, in the US and around the

world.
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MARILYN TOTTEN TRURO, Canada 2013-04-07 JUSTICE FOR EVERYONE IS IMPORTANT

Juliana Barnet mt. rainier, MD 2013-04-07 Compassion and justice.

Helen Rivas Birmingham, AL 2013-04-07 The treatment of Lynne Stewart is inhumane and her political prosecution is

Unamerican.

Rosalie Reynolds Ottawa, Canada 2013-04-07 Outrageous ideology has trumped justice.

Jeffrey Schanzer Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-07 Lynne should not have served 1 hour in prison!

Theresa Cusimano Poinciana, FL 2013-04-07 I met Lynn and she is one of the finest public interest attorneys I know.  Please

allow her access to medical care, she will not get it in Carswell.  The number of

people who die on BOP care will confirm that.  Be humane.  Lynne has.

Joshalyn Lawrence Washington, DC 2013-04-07 Justice in the Courts!

Justino Rodriguez Bronx, NY 2013-04-07 Lynne Stewart is a woman of principal and good heart.

Deborah Dexter-Mendez Fresno, CA 2013-04-07 Lynne is a political prisoner. Give her her freedom now!

Hilary Nicholson Kingston, Jamaica 2013-04-07 Human rights!!!

mujahud barnes atlanta, GA 2013-04-07 Anyone who is willing to risk their life for the movement regardless of color

does deserve recognition.

Howard Ennes Ft. Bragg, CA 2013-04-07 I am 95+ and failing . . . it horrifies me to realize how cruel and unjust treatment

this is –– a trie 'hate crime' on the part of our government.

Bruce Eggum WI, WI 2013-04-07 Real democracy has compassion. Sorrily needed here.

Craig Frey San Diego, CA 2013-04-07 Justice demands the release of Lynne Stewart, who was railroaded into prison

by politically motivated prosecution.

Kasper Rasmussen København, Denmark 2013-04-07 I am worried about civil rights, and hidden dictatorship in the Western World.

Susan Parker San Francisco, CA 2013-04-07 Our criminal system provides that everyone is innocent until proven guilty. It

seems that Ms. Stewart is being punished most cruelly for representing clients

who were judged guilty before trial. If she is allowed to die in prison when she

did nothing but exercise her duty to her client and the Court, it will demonstrate

that our most basic "freedoms" are being taken away by the state, and the USA

is no longer a free country.

Herbert Browne Burton, WA 2013-04-07 Her incarceration is a travesty, and awarped interpretation of the "letter" of the

Law that totally ignores the Spirit thereof. ^..^

Isla Tula-Celestun Seattle, WA 2013-04-07 May all be free, may all be sane, may all be joyous.x

Ann Messner New York, NY 2013-04-07 The US prison system is medieval. Lynne Stewart needs quality urgent medical

care now. Her life is in the hands of the US government, this is the equivalent

of a death sentence. Shame!

Susan Gomez Lexington, KY 2013-04-07 I do not believe in cruel and unusual punishment.

Gary Follrich Bow, WA 2013-04-07 I agree with the stated intent of this petition.

william h  mullen wheeler, OR 2013-04-07 I feel this is a outrage against a decent human being...Where is the Liberty and

Justice for all?

Kurt Thornbladh Dearborn, MI 2013-04-07 To those of us attorneys and legal workers -- who represent criminal

defendants, the injured, social security claimants, civil rights plaintiffs,

prisoners, consumer bankrupts, immigrants, whistle blowers --- Lynne Stewart

is us.  It could have happened to any one of us.   Free Lynne Stewart!

Johanna Fernandez New York, NY 2013-04-08 This warrior is in prison for defending her client. And now she is ill with cancer

and the courts won't let her go. A terrible injustice.

Alan Shafer San Francisco, CA 2013-04-08 Lynne has stood up for the powerless and for activists targeted by the U.S.

state. We need to stand up for her!



Name Location Date Comment

Lisa Duggan Ithaca, NY 2013-04-08 Lynne Stewart has been jailed for doing her job as a lawyer!  She should never

have been jailed in first place.  This is a disgrace to keep her jailed while

cancer spreads in her body.  FREE LYNNE STEWART NOW!

Beverly Mastropolo New York, NY 2013-04-08 I can't imagine a more selfless, authentic, and compassionate human being. If

anyone deserves compassion, freedom, and now the most urgent medical care

it is Lynne Stewart. Please return her compassion and humanity, and allow her

to receive the vital medical care she so desperately needs now!

jeffrey haas Santa Fe, NM 2013-04-08 Lynne has been a fearless fighter for justice for the oppressed

Roy Tuckman Los Angeles, CA 2013-04-08 America shouldn't condone torture and murder especially to American Citizens

within its borders.

Bruce Barket Garden city, NY 2013-04-08 I am lawyer and a Catholic.  This treatment is both unjust and immoral. Jesus

said, when I was naked, you clothed me, hungry you fed me, homeless and

you gave me shelter, in prison and you visited me.  Catholics need to recall that

it was Jesus who put the care of prisoners on a par with feeding the hungry.  If

we ignore Lynne's plight we, we ignore the rights of us all.  If they can do it to

her, they can do it to anyone of us.  And, one day we all will die and stand

before God who will ask if we cared for prisoners.

Mary Ayers Los Altos Hills, CA 2013-04-08 I have met Lynne in Palo Alto CA and know of her great work

Elsie McKee Princeton, NJ 2013-04-08 She has served justice with courage and deserves justice herself.

Mary Baine Campbell Cambridge, MA 2013-04-08 This is one of the saddest and scariest stories about the United States of

American I know.  That a hero and--I hope Ms. Stewart will pardon me for

saying it!--a saint should be in an American prison should grieve and shock us

all, but that she should, under President Obama, be shorne of the very first of

the rights granted us by the Constitution

donald manro tulare, CA 2013-04-08 Lynne has become a victim of US human rights abuse.  I hate to say that this

shocking treatment (or lack of treatment) is what I have learned to expect from

the federal government.

Katha  Pollitt New York, NY 2013-04-08 Lynne Stewart is being held in cruel conditions that impede her medical

treatment. She deserves compassionate release.

Staajabu Staajabu Sicklerville, NJ 2013-04-08 She is very ill needs special care and has been given a sentence much harsher

than just for what she was accused of. She had dedicated her life to helping

poor people and the disenfranchised.

Berta Joubert Philadelphia, PA 2013-04-08 This courageous woman is standing up and imprisoned for upholding human

rights values that are so important for all of us.

Kris Knight Madison, WI 2013-04-08 I don't even have words for how cruel and ridiculous and profoundly insane this

behavior on the part of the government or prison system is.  What the hell does

anyone gain by doing this to Ms. Stewart?

Ann ShIrazi NY, NY 2013-04-08 Lynne Stewart is a beacon of integrity and commitment in an ever-darkening

landscape of racism, cruelty and deception. Her strength and resolve have

sustained so many both within and outside the prison system, and we must do

whatever we can to help secure her release on humanitarian grounds- a

concept little understood by those in charge

jacques saisselin bedford hills, NY 2013-04-08 Because our Constitution still matters.....

kathleen boyd steilacoom, WA 2013-04-08 Because it is!

Nora Roman S.F., CA 2013-04-08 The prosecution and persecution of Lynne Stewart is an outrage. Free her

now....

Charles Brainard New York,, NY 2013-04-08 It’s just decent.  To fight advanced cancer is burden enough.  Must we glorify

brutality?
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Paul Zarembka Buffalo, NY 2013-04-08 Vigorous support for defendants, including those without financial resources, is

a constitutional right!  Lynne Stewart has been exemplary in this regard.

john middleton Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-08 I have cancer i know what know what it can do to you chemo you need the help

of your family just to go to chemo Please if you new what is like it is worst than

anything i have ever know 

Eileen Colligan New York, NY 2013-04-08 Lynne Stewart is a determined, brave, ethical human being who has done so

much to ensure access to justice for people who  have a hard time getting good

legal representation under our system. She doesn't deserve the punitive,

inhumane treatment she has received at the hands of the U.S. judicial system.

Curtis Mullins North Tulsa, OK 2013-04-08 Obama amd Bush should be in jail not Lynne Stewart

william greenwald naalehu, HI 2013-04-08 freedom of speech and freedom to legal defense in court....what can be more

just and right????....

Margaret "Julie"  Finch NY, NY 2013-04-08 It is so cruel to shackle her with iron shackles, and to her bed.

This is torture, and un-necessary,  Please release her.

from a Quaker grandmother.

Antonie Churg Torrance, CA 2013-04-08 The politicians who caused the death of hundreds of thousands by waging 2

wars over the past decade live in splendor.  The attorney who honestly does

her best to defend her clients dies in prison.  We Americans bear the shame.

Colleen Shaw Santa Rosa, CA 2013-04-08 Lynne Stewart meets every rational and humane criterion for compassionate

release.

Joe Marra West Milford, NJ 2013-04-08 Lynne Stewart is one of the most courageous, dedicated freedom fighters this

country has ever known!

Margaret Flowers Baltimore, MD 2013-04-08 She never should have been imprisoned in the first place. But not releasing her

for treatment is cruel and inhumane.

Heidi Snellman Portland, OR 2013-04-08 cruel and unusual punishment should not be a "given" in Texas -

Micki Dickoff Los Angeles, CA 2013-04-08 Mercy and compassion are the cornerstones of justice.

Rolf Wiegand Covington, KY 2013-04-08 I am honored to have the opportunity to add my signature and thereby join

such an august company in pursuit of justice -- and freedom -- for the

wonderful, honorable Lynn Stewart.

Jenny Knight Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-08 Regardless of one's belief in Lynne Stewart's guilt or innocence, this is a clear

case for compassionate release!

Patty J -Campbell Vashon, WA 2013-04-08 This is wrong on every level.

Wahneema Lubiano Durham, NC 2013-04-08 Because I am interested in justice; what is happening to Lynne Stewart is not

only not justice, it is torture.

Barbara Nimri Aziz NYC, NY 2013-04-08 to deminstrate the US practices humane and just principles; to reverse the

injustice metted out to this woman

Timothy Dean Upper Darby, PA 2013-04-08 Justice is always important to me.

Ronald & Ellen Duncan Flushing, NY 2013-04-08 This is a woman with a long history of altruism who now has a very short

window on life. Compassion informs that our better selves should grant her the

opportunity to be with her family.

Gladys Schmitz Mankato, MN 2013-04-08 Because being just and compassionate are important to me and to all of us as

a society.

Patricia Kranish Las Vegas, NV 2013-04-08 I knew Lynne Stewart when she was a young idealistic lawyer who stood with

our community and defended our right to free speech. No matter what the

circumstances, she never quit and never stopped smiling.

Barbara Duhl SAN FRANCISCO, CA 2013-04-08 Release Lynne Stewart from this clearly cruel and unusual punishment!



Name Location Date Comment

Jabari Osaze New York, NY 2013-04-08 This woman is simply a zealous advocate for her legal clients. To subject her to

such to such inhumane treatment under these onerous health conditions is

appalling.

Mary B. Stuart Santa Rosa, CA 2013-04-08 Please consider Ms Stewart for compassionate release. She is very sick and

fits the requirements. 

Thank you

Cari Vallo Portland, OR 2013-04-08 Because of what benefit is it to society to do this?  Injustice is crazy stupid.

Andy Liberman Santa Monica, CA 2013-04-08 It's the right thing to do...

Stuart Davies Ashland, OR 2013-04-08 The American government has become the antithesis of everything we were

taught this country stands for. This is an OUTRAGE! How can this be

happening in America? Where is the justice for all?

Sally Joughin Portland, OR 2013-04-08 A criminal justice system that turns sentences into undeserved death

sentences, by depriving prisoners of life-and-death health care, and which

treats people as dangerous who clearly are not, is a danger to me and

everyone else in the USA.

Don Knutson Sacramento, CA 2013-04-08 Lynne Stewart's case is clear oppression of independent thought

Lois Griffiths Christchurch, New

Zealand

2013-04-08 I find the whole story very disturbing. Our whole commitment to humanity is on

trial. I want to live in a world where justice prevails.

Stephanie McDowall Nanaimo, Canada 2013-04-08 The Government set out to kill this woman.  The U.S. is no better than a tin pot

dictatorship.

Christina Mann Kansas City, MO 2013-04-08 Medical care needs to be given to all human beings.  Lynne is a fighter for

social justice---she should not be in prison.

Shayne O'Neill Perth, Australia 2013-04-08 There is nothing that scares the administrators of liberal democracy more than

people who insist on delivering the human rights and blind-justice fairness

liberal democracy advertises itself as promoting. She was targetted because

she would not allow the bush, and now Obama, administration to simply

trample on people who it doesn't like. It doesn't require we empathize with her

client, we can all agree he was a bad dude, to understand that even the worst

of people deserve fair trials, because its how we treat our most despised that

forms the bottom line to how we deserve to percieve outself if we want to be

considered a humane and wise society. Jesus Christ concerned himself not

with the welfare of the saved, but the sinners. She was merely following this

example, and for that they do this to her. What a travesty.

Karina Cotler Willits, CA 2013-04-08 Sounds like she's in prison for political reasons. Le her go home to her family -

enough already!!

Laura Lee Mistycah Spokane, WA 2013-04-08 This is an outrage!  She should have her attorneys nail them for wrongful

prosecution!

David Schonbrunn Mill Valley, CA 2013-04-08 Lynne Stewart has been an outspoken defender of the powerless. Now she is

the victim of a cruel system of witholding medical treatment. Let her get

treatment outside the prison, since prison officials are clearly unable to provide

adequate treatment there.

Cecilia Galiena San Francisco, CA 2013-04-08 I am for humane treatment of all prisoners

Betty Carr Denver, CO 2013-04-08 She is a fearless advocate for all of us who are determined that everyone world

wide will live in a safe & peaceful democracy.

elena klaver Niwot, CO 2013-04-08 This is cruel and inhumane treatment of a respected lawyer and community

activist.



Name Location Date Comment

John Dolley Austin, TX 2013-04-08 Because I see too much of this day after day, the criminal medical neglect of

prisoners,

and they just don't care once you're trapped in their snare

to do the decent humane thing and treat sick people adequately

Joyce Rybandt Albany, CA 2013-04-08 I want to live in a compassionate country. To keep Lynne in prison is

unconscionable. Free Lynne Stewart now!

Babette Grunow Milwaukee, WI 2013-04-08 I've heard her speak years ago and she seemed to embody justice in her work.

She deserves to have her rights respected.

Michael  Chickey Hermosa beach, CA 2013-04-08 truth and justice now!

marilyn naparst berkeley, CA 2013-04-08 this is not justice - it is a witchhunt,cruel and unnecessary.

Patricia Hendricks San Francisco, CA 2013-04-08 Because I ~ still ~ believe in justice. Do the courts???

Judith Taylor Johannesburg, South

Africa

2013-04-08 No-one should be treated in this way

John Lucas Modesto, CA 2013-04-08 I HAVE ALWAYS THOUGHT THAT HER PROSECUTION AND SENTENCING

WERE VULGAR  MISCARRIAGES OF JUSTICE!

fanta kaba paris, France 2013-04-08 to protect ou vangard is vital

DAVID JOHNSTON HBG., PA 2013-04-08 It is criminal and brutal how this female icon of America's devotion  to providing

justice even to and especially for those disatvantaged  or oppressed in our

culture...it is a travesty that says and reveals something horrible and sad about

the current state of American justice. A woman of her stature deserves

celebration and recognition in her golden years, NOT TO BE BEGGING FOR

SIMPLE DECENT MEDICAL CARE IN JAIL WHILE STRUGGLING TO

SURVIVE CANCER FAR AWAY FROM LOVING FAMILY AND FRIENDS.

Outrageous. The true "HORROR" that Joseph Conrad identified  at the center

of imperialism in HEART OF DARKNESS. THE HORROR!! The absurdity of

torturing such a national treasure in such a shameful way. Let her come home

to house arrest to be with her loving devoted husband during this difficult time

where she can be adequately cared for and treated by a medical team. As

Lynne bravely carried the torch that William Kunstler once held so high, now we

must all raise this light of liberty high and bring her home, as the late Attorney

Kunstler spins  in his grave every second she suffers this cold brutality,

deserving so much more, demanding  the simple decency of adequate medical

attention. Bring her home immediately.

Suzanne Farris Ukiah, Ca, CA 2013-04-08 It's inhumane and barbaric.

Patricia Thomspon Red Deer, Canada 2013-04-08 It's important because I believe in justice and freedom.  I believe in doing what

is right and fair, and this woman does not deserve to be in jail.

Cherie Blackfeather Portland, OR 2013-04-08 "cruel and unusual punishment, in violation of human rights."

gar smith berkeley, CA 2013-04-08 Lynne Stewart should not be in prison in the first place. Given her worsening

health situation, she should have been granted "compassionate release"

months ago. This is a human rights issue. Does the US conspire to murder its

nonviolent enemies by imprisonment and persecution?

Muata Belton Capitol Heights, MD 2013-04-08 It's important that the US Government have passion for it citizens that are weak

and need medical assistance.

Lupe Arellano Gilroy, CA 2013-04-08 It is important that we, the people, speak out against any injustice in our

community, country and world. To think that in the U.S. Lynne Stewart and

others like her are being made to suffer by our own government is shameful.

This is cruel and unusual punishment and I will speak out whenever I see it!

"Let My People Go To Get The Medical Attention The Need and Deserve!".



Name Location Date Comment

Teresa Boze Portland, OR 2013-04-08 "Vindictive State" is spot on. Let freedom ring and justice be served. Thank you

Mr. Gregory, Sir, for  answering the call twice to fight again the battle in a war

already won by men of conscious such as you.

Victor Kane Glendale, CA 2013-04-08 There are scores, perhaps hundreds (the reformist "progressives" can't agree

on how many) of political prisoners in the US, some have been jailed for

decades. We have to get them all out if we are ever going to be able to build a

society based on new social foundations.

Marta Herrero Tempe, AZ 2013-04-08 she needs medical care; she should be treated with compassion.

Susan Estrella San Diego, CA 2013-04-08 Release this woman on the grounds of her health and also because she has

committed no crime!!!

Anthony Gifford Kingston, Jamaica 2013-04-08 As a human rights defender I am appalled at the continued imprisonment of

Lynne Stewart.

Andrew Kahn Flushing, NY 2013-04-08 I had the honor of meeting Ms. Stewart in person and it is clear that she is a

beautiful woman who would not hurt a fly - much less aid a terrorist in

spreading their hate. She is simply a lawyer doing her job - providing legal

counsel to those who nobody cares about. Free Lynne!

Dee Coombes Liverpool, United

Kingdom

2013-04-08 The freedom to defend ourselves from oppression has to be defended by every

one of us.

Mark Cowling Middlesbrough, United

Kingdom

2013-04-08 The American prison system is totally out of hand. Releasing somebody like

Lynne Stewart is an obvious starting point on the road to getting things more in

line with civilised countries – ideally those in Scandinavia.

Kathy Scarbrough East Brunswick, NJ 2013-04-08 This is important for all oppressed people.

pierre nicolas milton, MA 2013-04-08 Human's Rights Violation of any Individual in the World is a Violation of all

people

JUNKO BARROW NEW YORK, NY 2013-04-08 SHE HELPED ME!!!

caryl alexander clinton, MD 2013-04-08 lynne Stewart was doing her job and now she is inprisoned and in poor health.

She needs to be released now.

Ymani Simmons Leicester, NC 2013-04-08 No justice, no peace.

Roger Wareham Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-08 This is important because Lynne Stewart is an invaluable human being and

because the refusal to release her on humanitarian grounds is a violation of her

human rights.

David Weinstein Berkeley, CA 2013-04-08 Professionals in the criminal justice system must be able to proactive within this

system without fear of reprisal if We The People are to have justice.

Carlos Dabezies London, United Kingdom 2013-04-08 If her sentence had not been increased on appeal she would have already had

the treatment which was delayed by her imprisonment.  Together with a long

career of public service, this makes her case exceptional.

melanie douty morrisville, PA 2013-04-08 It is so sad that corruption of our judicial system has truthellers and courageous

people in jail and true scoundrels are free to keep denigrating the world. Please

free Lynne Stewart.

David Butterworth King's Lynn, United

Kingdom

2013-04-08 Having read what is available to me, I am utterley disgusted at both the

increase in sentence length and the shackling and chaining of this very ill

woman when she receives (delayed) treatment for her cancer. Is there no

humanity left in the United States of America, the so called bastion of freedom

and justice. Her treatment is appalling and I, who worked all my life in Criminal

Justice, call on the relevant authorities to permit this lawyer to live her

remaining years in her own home or hospital.

Barbara and Jim Dale Decorah, IA 2013-04-08 A person who has pursued justice for others deserves justice and compassion

herself.



Name Location Date Comment

John Darling Toronto, Canada 2013-04-08 Need to defend simple justice

ann and stan

sprayregen/sperber

nyc, NY 2013-04-08 It is not up to the prison to declare a death sentence.

Dave  Lindorff Maple Glen, PA 2013-04-08 Lynne Stewart was convicted in a trial that was a mockery of justice, railroaded

as part of the government's fraudulent "War on Terror," in part of a campaign to

intimidate lawyers who were doing their Constitutional duty of protecting

defendants. Even so, she was simply sentenced to jail, not to death. Now the

government, by refusing her medical treatment for her cancer, is trying to turn

her jail sentence into a death sentence in practice. This cannot be allowed.

Justice demands that she be released from prison immediately!

Taeva Shefler New York, NY 2013-04-08 Lynne Stewart is dying. We should let her die at home.

marilyn harrison Salisbury, NC 2013-04-08 Justice!

John Robimnson Setauket, NY 2013-04-08 justce

Dave Nelson Minneapolis, MN 2013-04-08 Anyone with the eyes to see knows that 911 was an inside job to promote

terrorism.  As an advocate for peace and justice Lynne was a target for

exposing truth.  Her imprisonment like that of Mumia is a crime against

humanity.

Marc Bidon New City, NY 2013-04-08 Fighting for truth and justice at one time was an honorable pursuit. Cruel and

unusual punishment was once considered un-american. Is there still hope?

Free all political prisoners!

Elizabeth Marnell Glen Ridge, NJ 2013-04-08 Miscarriage of justice!

Gayle Tulipano Chicago, IL 2013-04-08 It goes to the core of freedom in America..this is stunning.

victor ialeggio randolph, VT 2013-04-08 Dear Mr. Samuels,

Kindly file the appropriate motion for the Compassionate Release for Lynne

Stewart #53504-054 to end her perversely lopsided and cynical sentence and

medieval treatment so that she can receive proper medical treatment at once.

Unless, that is, our Administration intends to apply the same sterling standards

of judgement to the bipartisan group of shills -- Dean, Dersh, Rendell,

Townsend, Giuliani, Ridge, Ros-Lehtinen, Mukasey, Jones, Clark & Bolton --

that shamelessly lobbied  for the Mujaheedin el Kalq while that organization

was still on the Foreign Terrorist Organization list.

Thank you.

Johhn Thompson Springfield, MA 2013-04-08 Lynne Stewart is my friend and comrade.

Shannon Bertuch Grosse Pointe Park, MI 2013-04-08 Evil authority will go as far as we the people will allow it to go.   Let us stand up

and stop the infiltration of authoritarianism into our democracy.

randi kristensen Washington, DC 2013-04-08 The prison system does not have the right to convert a 10-year sentence to a

death sentence. Release Lynn and others in her situation from  shackles and

for treatment NOW.

Cyril Innis Jr. bronx, NY 2013-04-08 She need to attend to her health.

Jacqueline Foster Niskayuna, NY 2013-04-08 I am concerned about cruel treatment of all prisoners but particularly horrified

at the treatment of a human rights advocate unjustly imprisoned and treated in

a manner that amounts to torture,  This should not happen in the U.S

mary rose Luceri Washington, DC 2013-04-08 I support the US Constition, which guarantees free speech, free association,

legal representation for all the accused and prohibits cruel and unusual

punishment.   John Adams did the very unpopular act of defending British

soldiers who fired at and killed Americans in Boston.  John Adams defended

the unpopular British soldiers.  And John Adams is one of the most principled

of the founding fathers.  The truly American thing to do is to release Lynne

Stewart today.



Name Location Date Comment

sallie shawl Lakebay, WA 2013-04-08 I've been in federal prison for civil disobedience, and when I was there, I saw

several women's medical treatment postponed to the point of criminal

negligence. This really needs to stop. The vast majority of people in prison are

incarcerated as temporary punishment, NOT death sentences.  But I fear that

many more people die in prison than would if they received timely medical

treatment. This is an outrage.

Nancy Smith San Jose, CA 2013-04-08 Really? This woman is in federal prison? Free Lynne Stewart now!

Noelle Hanrahan Philadelphia, PA 2013-04-08 Imagine, you are 74years old, wearing ten pounds of shackles from ankle to

ankle, up to your hands, and around your waist; while traveling on a prison bus

to get chemotherapy for stage four lung cancer treatment.   The odds of

beating this type of cancer are very bad; they get a whole lot worse in a Texas

prison.  

Lynne Stewart’s spirit is strong but the chemotherapy has made her weak. Her

life is in grave danger, and she needs your help.

Compassion demands that Lynne Stewart be released immediately from prison

so she and her family can fight for her life.  In June while receiving follow up

care from surgery, doctors found evidence that cancer had spread to her lungs.

Critical potentially lifesaving treatment was delayed for seven months.  In April

she started receiving treatment for advanced lung cancer. 

The government has till now not succeeded in silencing Lynne Stewart, but

without your immediate assistance they might succeed in killing her.  As many

of you know in an attempt to silence her, and because she continued to speak

out, the government increased her initial sentence of 28months to TEN years.  

Please take a moment to join Pete Seeger, Desmond Tutu, Dick Gregory and

thousands of others.  Get a hundred of your friends to sign the petition for

compassionate release today.  Write Lynne today and visit <a

href="http://www.lynnestewart.org" rel="nofollow">www.lynnestewart.org</a>.

Geri Kennedy Redwood city, CA 2013-04-08 It seems that this woman has been sufficiently punished for any "crimes" she

may have committee.  If that is the purpose of our criminal "justice" system, it

has been served.

Donia Mili West Milford, NJ 2013-04-08 Lynne walks her talk... She has dedicated her whole life to saving others, and

protecting their freedoms.  Lynne deserves to die in prison about as much as

Anyone of us does... What is happening to her in jail today, has showed me

once and for all the evil deceptive nature of this system.

Emily Woo Yamasaki New York, NY 2013-04-08 The imprisonment of Lynne Stewart was unjust from the beginning and has

reached the point of absolute cruelty and inhumanity. Her medical condition

requires immediate and full care. Lynne must be freed now!

Rosemary Williams Hackensack, NJ 2013-04-08 Lynne has lived a life of service for the good of the people.  Please show

compassion and allow her to come home and get the best treatment and be

with her loved ones at this critical time.  Thank yhou.

Thomas Gardner Amherst, MA 2013-04-08 This is an outrageous miscarriage of justice. Please release her now to get

proper medical care.

Deborah Lysenko Nelson, Canada 2013-04-08 On humanitarian and compassionate grounds I ask you to release Lynne

Stewart.



Name Location Date Comment

joseph  swarns staten island, NY 2013-04-08 Justice in this country should mean everyone is entitled to competent legal

representation. Lynne's life was a struggle in that direction. She should be

allowed to spend her remaining days in freedom as part payment for her life

long work to that end!

Norma Waters Pemberton, NJ 2013-04-08 This is blatant tyranny against any who dare to support the constitution - also

free Bradley Manning!

Jmes Wintner New York, NY 2013-04-08 Justice should be done; injustice should be undone.

Hollis Higgins Spokane, WA 2013-04-08 Release Lynne Now! Her captivity violates any sort of decencey, exposing the

subterrainian rulers of this world as the psychopaths they truely are! This

horrible treatment of Lynne belies the extent that the sadistic overloards require

treatment for their mental illness which is the psychotic, sociopathological

destruction of our caring and cooperative communities across the land. The

most noble cause of our time, represented by Lynne Stewart's amazing

contribution and work, is to expose erroneous activities by decrepit dictators

whose self-righteousness leads them to commit criminal acts against Humanity.

Joyce Kozloff New York, NY 2013-04-08 This is a travesty of justice!

VJ Dharmapuri Maplewood, NJ 2013-04-08 Humantarian Lawyer, who represented the people.

jl keith Providence, RI 2013-04-08 To IMPRISON - AND SHACKLE - an older woman who is mortally ill for

defending her client IS OBSCENE!   SHAME!

George Carroll Jersey City, NJ 2013-04-08 Lynn Stewart is at the forefront of a true peoples democracy.

REGINALD  GUNDY JACKSONVILLE, FL 2013-04-08 As the State President of SCLC Florida this matter and other are of great

importance to me as it relates to equal rights, justice and accountability.

fares kabaha palestine, Palestinian

Territory, Occupied

2013-04-08 nio

Nik wylie new york, NY 2013-04-08 freedom of speech and action!

Don Patterson Charlottesville, VA 2013-04-08 We need more attorneys like Lynne Stewart. Respect for our system depends

on them. Without them, we lose respect.

Mary Singaus Los Angeles, CA 2013-04-08 Lynne Stewart is doing a very fair thing..standing up for the rights of a prisoner.

AND, our government cannot help her when she has cancer?

Rita Carlson Eureka, CA 2013-04-08 We cry out against the bureaucratic murder of Lynne Stewart.

sheila grotzky boulder, CO 2013-04-08 Because it arbitrarily makes a bail revocation into a death sentence.  No one

gave the courts the right to do this to another human being.

Josh Liveright New York, NY 2013-04-08 Lynne is (was) a friend of my grandparents and shares their spirit of activism.

Sharon Gadberry San Francisco, CA 2013-04-08 Preserving constitutional rights.

Diane Lacey New York, NY 2013-04-08 that such cruel and inhuman treatment is meted out to another human being is

shockingly wrong.

Sonia Burguillo Washington, DC 2013-04-08 Please find your compassion and do the human decent thing for this woman,

give her the right to get the best care, as she has given many who she

defended and allow her to live the remaining days o her meaningful life in

peace and with those she loves.

I plead to you on hers and her family's behalf.  Set her Free!

Jane Armbruster Oakland, CA 2013-04-08 No one should be punished for being a fearless lawyer on behalf of the

defense.

Ashlee Albies Portland, OR 2013-04-08 Lynne deserves to be treated with the dignity she has granted others.

Bill Weinberg Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-08 The First Amendment
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Barbara Lelli Durham, ME 2013-04-08 Prisoner's rights to humane treatment, justice for Lynne Stewart in particular

megan Rice Las Vegas, NV 2013-04-08 Most obvious.to all in love with all of Life

LEOLA WILKERSON-

WILLIAMS

Jacksonville, FL 2013-04-08 Attorney Lynn Stewart has the right to adequate medical care,eventhough she

is in prison. Everyday the cancer is growing, she needs surgery and should be

set free!

Judy Wessler New York, NY 2013-04-08 I care about her life and her work.

John Heinle Santa Cruz, CA 2013-04-08 Free this public servant in the name of freedom of speech and helping the

oppressed. Her imprisonment is an affront to the principles of the Constitution.

Michael Crenshaw Portland, OR 2013-04-08 When we look back at this time in history, it will be evident that the State was

waging a brutal and essentially evil war against the freedom of human beings

to have rights to justice and peaceful existence on an level.

Chris McDonald Sr Valrico, FL 2013-04-08 I too have an unjust pending conviction in Hillsborough County, FL.  I was

detained in FRJ for nearly 8 mos. without bail on an circumstantial FTA. From

inside, I have observed the courts arbitrarily abuse their discretion, and violate

the civil and inalienable rights of its citizens.

Sylvia Dellas Santa Rosa, CA 2013-04-08 This is gross injustice for a person who was simply practicing law according to

the Constitution of the United States. Why is a non-violent prisoner in shackles.

This practice is offensive to humanity.

Dahlia Wasfi Wilmington, DE 2013-04-08 No justice, no peace.

Beatrice Codianni East Haven, CT 2013-04-08 I was an inmate at the BOP Medical Center in Carswell. The health care there

is abysmal. Lynne Stewart is NOT a threat to society. She, like many other

women sent to this hell-hole, should be released  immediately.

Krista Hanson Beaverton, OR 2013-04-08 I am so inspired and moved by Lynn Stewart's steadfast, courageous

commitment to justice.  Free Lynn Stewart!

Sandra Holmes Newark, NJ 2013-04-08 She needs medical care and compassion!!!

Jake Rivers Missoula, MT 2013-04-08 Lynn is being targeted and persecuted for her refusal to end her lifelong

challenge to the abuses and vindictiveness of the state and it is imperative on

all of us who have the ability to do so, to help her in her struggle in anyway we

can. This signature is a small way to try and do that.

Robert Slavin Los Angeles, CA 2013-04-08 Lynne Stewart is one of the heroes, resolutely pressing her particular skills to

make a revolution in the betterment of the human condition.



Name Location Date Comment

Cris Andreae Troutdale, OR 2013-04-08 The prison where Stewart is being held in Carswell, Texas is in fact a

Communication Management Unit', a CMU.   These facilities are few and far

between - as yet.  They are designed for the express purpose of silencing

America's growing population of political prisoners. I believe that Marie Mason

is also incarcerated one of these hellholes.  While it is not astonishing that the

government wants very much to censor Lynne Stewart, what is an 'Amazing

Disgrace' is that these places have come into existence in America, beacon of

freedom to the world. People are being tortured  Carswell and places like it, not

to mention supermax penitentiaries where slow death is meted out in the form

of solitary confinement Pelican Bay, Angola... These are the physical conditions

under which Lynne Stewart is serving an absurd, unjust sentence, a sentence

which cannot be explained in civilized terms. Stewart will eventually be

released, sooner or later, dead or alive.  But her 10 year sentence will remain

as testament  to America's fall from the moral jigher ground.  And here's the

paradox: in sentencing Lynne Stewart to serve her time in a CMU, the

government clearly intended to up the ante in the Fear Game.  Instead,  it is the

government that is terrified that Stewart's voice will escape its confines.  It

already has. Every time someone sgns this petition.

Bronislaw Czarnocha NYC, NY 2013-04-08 Cut the bullshit now!

Carole Seligman S.F., CA 2013-04-08 If a dedicated lawyer, like Lynne Stewart, can be jailed for her zealous

advocacy of her clients, none of us are free to be zealously represented when

we are charged with a crime. Lynne's case is important to any and all who

appreciate and support human rights.

betts*  putnam-hidalgo Tucson, AZ 2013-04-08 I am shocked to be reminded that this woman, a lifelong fighter for justice, is

still in prison. I guess I lost track of her case after the first release but this

situation is horrendous and MUST be turned around.

Tim Craine Windsor, CT 2013-04-08 Not only should Ms. Stewart be released on humanitarian grounds, but it

should also be acknowledged that her conviction represents an unconstitutional

attack on attorney-client privilege in violation of the Sixth Amendment to the

U.S. Constitution.

Ella Baccouche Bay Shore, NY 2013-04-08 Because tyranny results from a failed judiciary

Tobi Dragert Los Angeles, CA 2013-04-08 Injustice is always painful to see, let alone experience.  This is a shameful act

on the part of the state.

savannah hawkins chicago, IL 2013-04-08 A lawyer takes an oath to defend clients so they have representation.  This is a

crime to jail someone for representing a client.  

FREE HER NOW AND IMMEDIATELY!!

Earl Staelin Littleton, CO 2013-04-08 I'm an attorney.  This unconscionable action is a threat to the legal rights of all

accused and to the rule of law.

elizaBeth  Simpson Urbana, IL 2013-04-08 It is imperative that people be treated with dignity and respect. This treatment is

cruel and does not serve its proclaimed purpose. Lynne Stewart must be

released to preserve the integrity of what 'justice' means.

Marc Gripman Oakland, CA 2013-04-08 The U.S. pretends to be free and compassionate to the rest of the world while

torturing prisoners and holding people for ridiculous amounts of time. If Lynne

Stewart were an American soldier who'd committed war crimes she'd probably

never even be charged.....
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Thomas Dorsey santa margarita, CA 2013-04-08 She shouldn't be there in the first place. She's getting the death penalty for

being human, I don't know what kind of vindictive monster could have

persecuted & convicted her in the first place, she did nothing wrong to begin

with but represent an unpopular client. She is an American Hero. What's been

done to her is something out of cold-war USSR, absolutely contrary to

American Values. Massive Governmental Over-reach under the guise of

keeping US safe -- Plain Evil.

Laurel Baldwin West Hartford, CT 2013-04-08 Medical treatment should never be denied to any prisoner under any

circumstances

Mary Fox Poughquag, NY 2013-04-08 I am quite accustomed to the total absence of real justice, let alone

compassion, in the context of the American "justice" system -- the worst in the

industrialized world -- the case of Lynne Stewart has been one of the most

appalling throughout its duration.  It breaks my heart that this selfless woman is

apparently to be martyred at the hands of the conservative fearmongers and

their functionaries it the Bureau of Prisons, whose conduct flies in the face of

the most basic elemets of human decency.  President Obama should order that

Lynne Stewart be freed at once.

Kathryn Gray Sechelt, B.C., Canada 2013-04-08 Human Rights issue

Suzanne Young-Mercer Spring Valley, NY 2013-04-08 Lynne Stewart is a champion for the rule of law and for that she was wrongfully

convicted. Free Lynne Stewart

marina urbach new york, NY 2013-04-08 justice

Steve Johnston Tucson, AZ 2013-04-08 Free all political prisoners!

Roy Sharkey NYC, NY 2013-04-08 Human rights are important to everyone - whether they are aware of it or not.

joshua beasley san jose, CA 2013-04-08 I stand for justice  which I was promised as a birthright

Georgeann Hartzog Alto Pass, IL 2013-04-08 Human rights and legal rights are only present if there for everyone

Christina Huggins Mill Valley, CA 2013-04-08 First amendment rights are fundamental to an open and free democracy.

Susan Harman Oakland, CA 2013-04-08 Obama's treatment is another case of his being the Assassin-in-Chief.

William Hallinan Tucson, AZ 2013-04-08 There are too few people standing up for justice and for the poor.

Gene Mage Nashville, TN 2013-04-08 The time has come for mercy to be the greater value than justice.  She has

paid for her crime...time to let her go home and live out her last days in peace.

Carol Jackson New York, NY 2013-04-08 Lynne Stewart is a political prisoner who should not be in jail.

Sheila Casey Reston, VA 2013-04-09 Lynne has done nothing wrong and has essentially received a death sentence.

Andrea Mensch Raleigh, NC 2013-04-09 This is a profound human rights issue that has far reaching implications

nationally and internationally.

Juan Romero Mexico 2013-04-09 Lynne Stewart is clearly punished for her struggle against injustice; she got

cancer and needs treatment to be alive. Please, she´s not an enemy to the US

by the contrary, she makes that place a better one.

Gwen Shannon bronx, NY 2013-04-09 Devoted her profession to justice for the oppressed

Tom Larsen VAdnais HEights, MN 2013-04-09 Liberty!

Susan Simone Carrboro, NC 2013-04-09 Humane treatment should be  cornerstone of justice in our society. Lynne

Stewart is a defender of all, as designated by out constitutional right to just

trials. Her own treatment has been unjust and is now inhumane

Carolyn Stern Philmont, NY 2013-04-09 A true moral leader

Connie Canney Alachua, FL 2013-04-09 If there is "justice for all' in this country no one should ever suffer this cruel and

inhumane treatment.  This is criminal.



Name Location Date Comment

Nakisha Rice Berkeley, CA 2013-04-09 Compassionate medical release is far more important than spending money to

unjustly hold Lynne Stewart. Let her go!

Guillermo  Rodriguez New York, NY 2013-04-09 I feel so sorry for her.

Jean W. McFadden Palo Alto,, CA 2013-04-09 I don't believe justice has been done in this case.

Rosemarie wunsch San Jose, CA 2013-04-09 Lynne Stewart worked for justice and fairness and should never have gone to

prison for her good deeds.  Release Lynne

Heidi Ausbrooks Mesilla Park, NM 2013-04-09 Is the US becoming a police state?

Lisa Moskow San Rafael, CA 2013-04-09 This is an unjust imprisonment.

Gail Smith Chicago, IL 2013-04-09 It is a gross injustice to deny release to Lynne Stewart, thereby hastening her

death. She poses no risk to the community and there is no logical reason to

keep her in prison.

Betsy Wolf-Graves San Jose, CA 2013-04-09 Lynne Stewart is a symbol of what can go wrong when an administration

forgets that it is governed by the Bill of Rights.

Lynne is caught in a brittle, rigid system that interprets her professional

compassion as dangerous.  Lynne is dealing with a system that is losing its

way.  Perhaps our actions will restore its humanity.

natanel edelson venice, CA 2013-04-09 Prosecutor should not be a WEAPONIZED PERSECUTOR

Dina Angress Petaluma, CA 2013-04-09 This woman is being imprisoned because of her lifelong commitment to justice

and is now in a struggle for her life!  I urge whomever reads this to take action

and call upon the Bureau of Prisons to act immediately for Lynne Stewart's

compassionate release!!!

Sincerely,

Dina Angress,

Petaluma, CA 94952

dinaangress@gmail.com

Dina Angress Petaluma, CA 2013-04-09 This is important, because we supposedly live in a "free" country, that needs to

comply with the Law of the Land!  And that is not happening in this case!!

Shame on whomever is preventing this!!!

DINA ANGRESS, Petaluma, CA 94952.

Uli Epple Wasserburg, Germany 2013-04-09 My mother died of cancer last year and it's disgusting to see how the refusal of

medical help is used as additional punishment.

pf soto Cambridge, MA 2013-04-09 US citizens, especially - responsible for the atrocities of an out-of-control

psychopathic regime in DC - have a moral responsible to those who are

tortured and made examples of, our most courageous honest-to-goodness

heroes. Stand up! Vvoice your outrage over US war-and-other crimes!

Birte Weinbecker Germany 2013-04-09 One so devoted and courageous should have all our global support - especially

when dying in shackles from an unjust prison sentence.

Timothy McDonnell New York, NY 2013-04-09 Please show courage and do the right thing. Ms. Stewart has been persecuted

in order to undercut one of the principles of free society--that everyone charged

with a crime is entitled to defend themselves. The entire affair is a shameful

disgrace to our country.

L. Casey New York, NY 2013-04-09 Lynne Steward's case is a miscarriage of juatice!  She was used as a

scapegoat and an example to put fear into others who might oppose the heavy-

handedness of a zealous government.  Free Lynne Steward!

Birgit Breuer Germany 2013-04-09 Right of free speech!

Sujan Khadka Valencia, Spain 2013-04-09 End this injustice! Let Lynne Stewart free!!



Name Location Date Comment

Rev Clare  Overlander Easthampton, MA 2013-04-09 I am both a minister and a human rights attorney, Lynne is being subjected to

cruel and unusual punishment in the face of her perilous health. The behavior

of the Bureau of Prisons in her lack of compassionate care is lacking in all

basic human dignity, as well as justice. This is torture, and we claim to be a

nation which does not torture. Such behavior cannot stand.

Neffritte Larkin Elmhurst, NY 2013-04-09 Standing up for peace, justice, & equality!

Barbara Lyons Evanston, IL 2013-04-09 How can the US "preach" to other countries about moral issues when we don't

practice what we "preach."

Kaja Schellenberg Germany 2013-04-09 Every person that is seriously sick should be released. Every human should be

allowed to get the medical care she needs. Its not fair to leave someone in

prison who obviously will soon die anyways. So please show mercy and set

Lyne Stewart free.

Peggy Luhrs Burlington, VT 2013-04-09 This is not justice. This woman worked her life for the hard cases and she does

not deserve this treatment. Mercy is supposed to be part of Justice.

Randall Koch East Calais, VT 2013-04-09 A.  I think she is completely innocent, in fact a highly moral person.

B.  Of all the hyper-punished non-criminals in the extremist USA, I prize the

lawyers most of all.

John Clements Englewood, NJ 2013-04-09 Not many people make my hero list, and Lynne has clearly been framed for

seeking the truth.

JoAnn Witt kansas City, MO 2013-04-09 She has been mistreated, and even mobsters get out because of illness.

Rochelle Blumenstein Loveland, CO 2013-04-09 Ms. Stewart is purely a political prisoner. Her treatment is appalling.

Barbara Fletcher Barbour Berkeley, CA 2013-04-09 Lynne Stewart is one of the heroines of the 20th & 21st centuries. The

treatment of her by the USA is outrageous & scandalous. It is an obvious

further threat to a broken justice system. And unconstitutional as it is "cruel and

unjust punishment" a threat to anyone who speaks for justice.

Robert Douglas Saint Paul, MN 2013-04-09 this is not punishment for crime but punishment for defending and being

counsel to the unpopular and unrepresented.

Judith Green Teaneck, United States

Minor Outlying Islands

2013-04-09 Justice is a cornerstone of democracy and justice is not being served in this

case.

Desiree LeFrancois Portland, OR 2013-04-09 She is a political prisoner being punished cruelly for doing right - for doing her

job.

David  Krieger Santa Barbara, CA 2013-04-09 Lynne Stewart deserves to be treated with compassion, not punished for her

courage.

Beverly Rolfsmeyer Philadelphia, PA 2013-04-09 Why is she even in jail? This is such a travesty.  Because she helps those who

are oppressed? She has shown more courage, and she did this knowing that

she would be harassed by our government.

Virginia Pratt Jamaica Plain, MA 2013-04-09 She never should have been put in jail in the first place.

Charles Campbell Columbus, OH 2013-04-09 Justice should be important to everyone.  If they can do this to her and get

away with it, then they can do it to you or your love ones.

Lorena Nicardi Sesto San Giovanni, Italy 2013-04-09 Apart from all love, gratitude and respect we all owe to a heroic lawyer like

Lynne Steward, we have to oppose against all fascist regimes such as Us has

openly become after 9.11 and thanks to the disgusting "Patriot Act"

Stuart Simon Chicago, IL 2013-04-09 Because of the Bush v Gore high crime, everything  Bush did was illegitimate

and all his statements were lyzenslyme.

PAUL ALLEN PORTLAND, OR 2013-04-09 It is humane and just.

Mia Hamel Boston, MA 2013-04-09 What Lynn is going through is cruel and unusual punishment. Violation of the

8th amendment.



Name Location Date Comment

Sarah Parker London, United Kingdom 2013-04-10 She is being victimised for having ensured that an unpopular defendant still got

a defence lawyer - as he was entitled to. Her treatment is utterly shocking.

Vic Sadot Berkeley, CA 2013-04-10 This criminal treatment of US lawyers for representing their clients is

unacceptable. Free Lynne Stewart now! Restore the Republic & the Bill of

Rights!

Sabine Dohrn Potomac, MD 2013-04-10 Reading about her inhumane treatment  - one would not think  that this is

happening on today´s US but about some unfortunate poor soul locked away in

a  dungeon during  the Middle Ages.  How low have we sunk?!!!

Judy Mage New Paltz, NY 2013-04-10 What is the point of spending taxpayer money to keep this woman locked up

and shackled?

Wanique Shabazz Atlanta, GA 2013-04-10 Justice for ALL is a concern all people of good-will should aspire and advocate

for. Those who are fearless in challenging and confronting the "Goliath" of this

day are champions in the fight for freedom, Justice and self-determination.

Lynn Stewart epitomizes such attributes and deserves what she herself has

demonstrated over the years in her selfless representation of political prisoners

and the underprivileged of the world. "FREE LYNN STEWART NOW!"

Sharon Poet Mont Vernon, NH 2013-04-10 The multitudes of injustices - of various types of targetings of individuals who

speak out against the darkness that is overcoming the USA is just too horribly

unconstitutional and wrong. I can not help but wonder if Lynne's cancer is being

inflicted by the same remote microwave weapons that many Targeted

Individuals are being harmed by.

janelle barabash brooklyn, NY 2013-04-10 Lynne Stewart is a role model for me. As a teacher, I have learned that it is

crucial to teach about the Bill of Rights and show the students how important it

is to ensure we have a free country. Lynne's Stewart's prison sentence

degrades America.A lawyer should not go to jail for defending a client.

Matthew Frisch Oyster Bay, NY 2013-04-10 Lynne stands for the oppressed.  ?She is a saintly woman.  She richly deserves

to be helped in her time of great need.  Let her spend her final days with her

family and friends.

Sarah Saul Princeton, NJ 2013-04-10 why is this important to me?   Why is this important to anybody?  Same reason.

Because life is important.   Because life and speaking up for life and life's

mission of selfhood and justice and freedom is important.   Actually,  nothing

else is important but that.   Why not speak up for the people,   Lynn,  Dick G.,

and countless others who speak up for life itself?    Set the prisoners free!

Speak up for the freedom of caring spirits NOW!

Carissa Lovelace Potomac, MD 2013-04-10 Because i expect more of my country although this and countless other

unlawful acts should be evidence that America is in fact not a country that

believes in freedom. The fact that Freedom isn't free is an american slogan

proves that lawyers money and violence beat convictions and facts. Freedom is

free. Or at least is should be.

Malika Hassan Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-10 Justice denied anywhere is justice denied everywhere.

Lynne is a human being who has a severe case of cancer. She should be

brought back to NYC for treatment and ultimately freed on compassionate

basis.

Roger Hardesty Portland, OR 2013-04-10 As a society, we are better than this. Our institutions must be able to respond to

justice that sits atop the mechanisms that determine guilt.

Elizabeth Fout Hudson, NY 2013-04-10 because advocacy is what i do

Jacqueline Volant Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-10 Just as Lynne has dedicated her life to obtaining justice for others she also

deserves the same.



Name Location Date Comment

Gloria Jones fremont, CA 2013-04-10 This woman of integrity and justice needs justice done to her.  She has given

her life on behalf of others.

Lily  Marie Rough and Ready, CA 2013-04-10 Lynne Stewart could be an of us that are activist of conscience.  We all need to

support her, Bradley Manning, etc. for release.

sarolta cump oakland, CA 2013-04-10 Lynne Stewart is a tireless activist for justice and worked wholly within the

framework of the law. Please release her to be with her family or her death will

be on your hands.

suus rood amsterdam, Netherlands 2013-04-10 the situation is inhuman,she should be out inmediately !

Clare Fischer Newark, CA 2013-04-10 All have the right to life, and if this will save her life, she should be able to get

the treatment.

Susan Belchamber Bethesda, MD 2013-04-10 Freedom of speech and dissent MUST be honored

patricia reilly Toronto, Canada 2013-04-10 Important because of legal rights and legal defence issues

Amy Shaw Saint Paul, MN 2013-04-10 This is a violation of human rights.  Release her now.

Julia Williams Fraser, MI 2013-04-10 This isn't simply unjust and unlawful prosecution and imprisonment, it is torture

and a de facto death sentence. If our criminal justice system is to retain any

semblance of validity we must ensure that these egregious violations are

recognized and halted. Free Lynne!

Carolyn Monahan Fremont, CA 2013-04-10 Justice for those who work for justice!

Gary Jones Joliet, IL 2013-04-10 We're all terrorists. At anytime now, I could find myself jailed at some

undisclosed location and accused of god-knows-what.

nora  shourd berkeley, CA 2013-04-10 On compassionate grounds. when we throw that out the window as a culture,

we are in big trouble

kathleen Curran Shrewsbury, MA 2013-04-10 This is crue and inhumane treatment.  The justice system is way out of bounds

and barbaric.  Free this poor woman, immediately.

Clare Tobin Chicago, IL 2013-04-10 The wrong people are being jailed in this country.  Where is the justice for all?

Pauine Bouton Fremont, CA 2013-04-10 Someone who is a peacemaker should not be condemned to "death penalty" of

inadequate medical care.

nicole williams san pablo, CA 2013-04-10 Lynne Stewart is a herione to me and my grandchildren. We refuse to not

support individuals, regardless of race, who have the courage and decency to

stand up for what's right. Rosa Parks did that.  Lynn Stewart is certainly as

brave as Rosa was. God's got this.

dallas  mccoy creve coeur, MO 2013-04-10 I am a firm believer in justice which we are very short of hre in the USA. It's

actually murder what they're doing to this woman. Not that they are not doing it

to any number of other people. Even hardenes criminals do't get such killing

treatment.

Stephenie Thioubou Atlanta, GA 2013-04-10 Each voice is critically important to correct against the inequities and injustice

that threaten our ideal of "democracy".

David Urman Sacramento, CA 2013-04-10 Because I'm sick of seeing America slipping into fascism!

Eleanor Wynn West Linn, OR 2013-04-10 her crime was to defend a client? what country are we living in?

Imhotep Wellman Columbus, OH 2013-04-10 The "State" is the criminal and the citizens are the victims

Elizabeth Raintree Beaverton, OR 2013-04-10 I believe Lynne's treatment is judicial murder of an innocent person.  We are

better than this!

Alan Butterworth Birmingham, England.,

United States

2013-04-10 Human rights are indivisable.

Joan Kramer Los Angeles, CA 2013-04-10 Lynne Stewart is a fighter for all of us. Free Lynne Stewart!!



Name Location Date Comment

ARDYS DELU Berkeley, CA 2013-04-10 She needs to be allowed to heal at home.  If she gets sicker or worse, I hope

legally the Prison has to Pay.

Charles Nadler Denver, CO 2013-04-10 Lynne Stewart has been a model for those of us who fight for the poor and

oppressed.  She is dying of terminal breast cancer.  Having represented

numerous Federal prisoners, I know that BOP can give compassionate release,

and this is a case for that, or the system is broken. Do the right thing!

kenneth benoit Auckland, New Zealand 2013-04-10 Her release is a matter of humanity

Robert Armstrong Santa Maria, CA 2013-04-10 Lynne Stewart syimbolizes what is most noble in humanity.  A just government

would praise her, not prosecute her.

Jonathan Cook Brookline, MA 2013-04-10 Please stop this cruel and unusual punishment

William Lynn Oregon City, OR 2013-04-10 She's been railroaded!!!

kim read Vancouver, Canada 2013-04-10 It's really unbelievable. is this what the US has come to?

A S Manchester, United

Kingdom

2013-04-10 Too many human rights defenders are being abused by the US "justice"

system.

Thomas Jones Glen Burnie, MD 2013-04-10 The attack on people not in the elite is unacceptable

Lola Flores Marietta, GA 2013-04-10 Because Lynne Stewart is a human being, a champion of democracy, truth and

justice and a defender of the Constitution.  She is too important to the cause of

the poor and oppressed.  We need more Lynne Stwarts!

Luisa Garza chico, CA 2013-04-10 Land of the free and home of the brave - as long as you toe the government

line? Get out of line and go to jail- A democratic free nation must behave like

one.

Barrack Obama Washinton, DC 2013-04-10 Hope she dies today you fucking commie cunts

Parick Malone Tucson, AZ 2013-04-10 Free her you bastards!

Dirk De Lu Christchurch, New

Zealand

2013-04-10 Guantanamo is a crime. So much of what our elite government does is a crime.

The wrong people are behind bars.

Caroline Kittrell Chico, CA 2013-04-10 Justice was once important in the U.S.  #Justice4Lynne Stewart #CloseGitmo

#HonorWhistleblowers

adrienne mirro commack, NY 2013-04-10 I have long been a fan of Lynne Stewart and I believe her sentence is an

uninformed outrage

Polly  Mann Minneapolis, MN 2013-04-10 Justice and compassion demand that Lynn Stewart be released.

Alan Crocket Glasgow, United

Kingdom

2013-04-10 Lynne Stewart's courage and her devotion to justice are inspiring, and her

persecution by US authorities is an outrage.

David Evans Vancouver, WA 2013-04-10 Injustice should be important to everyone.

Karl Monroe Union City, NJ 2013-04-10 Because we are supposed to be living in a democracy.

Barbara Conn Brooklyn, NV 2013-04-10 Lynne is guilty off providing zealous representation for her clients.  She never

should have been imprisoned.  However, even if that were not the case she

needs effective medical care and the love and support of her family and

friends.  She must be released from prison immediately.

Anne Manning Albuquerque, NM 2013-04-10 My late husband and I have always admired Lynne Stewart.  She needs to be

free so that she can get the treatment that she needs with the least amount of

stress.

Sabreena Kasbati Sacramento, CA 2013-04-11 We need to take a hard look at our judicial system, and what is truly right and

wrong for the world community.  Release people like Lynne Stewart from prison

who have no true harm, only good.  It is wrong for her to pay this price.

Robert  Witanek NJ Town, NJ 2013-04-11 Another victim of police state USA



Name Location Date Comment

Dean Garrett Austin, TX 2013-04-11 Lynne has helped so many people, and she was put in prison solely for

vindictive reasons. The prosecution deliberately increased her prison time

when they found out she had cancer. She should be freed and her prosecutors

should be prosecuted.

Mona Gudbranson Bunnell, FL 2013-04-11 I can't stand any form of gross abuses/negligences, especially at the hands of

our very own Government/Agencies/Courts!

Stanley Rogouski Roselle, NJ 2013-04-11 Lynn Stewart is being punished by the NYC "justice" establishment for having

defended Larry Davis in court and as a "warning" to other lawyers not to defend

Muslims.

brenda dolan sulphur, LA 2013-04-11 cruel & unusual punishment! this should have never have gotten this bad!!!

compassionate release NOW!!!

ann sorocki New Bern, NC 2013-04-11 lynn stewart is a hero in my mind; if she is dying, she should do it with dignity in

a clean, sterilized setting.  She should actually be free!!!

donna roberts clarkston, GA 2013-04-11 human rights...

David Hungerford Bloomfield, NJ 2013-04-11 The imprisonment of Lynne Stewart is a brutal act of political repression and it

must be ended at once.

Gabrielle Jackson Palm Desert, CA 2013-04-11 The rule of law has been turned ass-backwards when heroes are imprisoned

and criminals get off scot-free.

Barbara Raymond San Francisco, CA 2013-04-11 Since she needs more and better care than the prison system can supply

(because cancer is a special disease), She should be given opportunity for it.

Whatever the authorities reason for withholding the care could be valid, or it

could be wrong.  In this case, the case should 

receive the benefit of the doubt and Lynne's request for more care should be

arranged for.       

Sincerely,  Barbara Raymond

should be given the benefit of the doubt.

Richard Taylor Carmichael, CA 2013-04-11 I admire and respect anyone who advocates for the poor and oppressed.

Carole Harper SACRAMENTO, CA 2013-04-11 I also am a senior citizen, lifelong legal services attorney, and I believe this

woman should have outside medical care

fred karlson ferndale, WA 2013-04-11 This lady stands for justice and needs some for herself.

Robert Saunders Sacramento, CA 2013-04-11 As an attorney representing her client, Lynn Stewart is obligated to provide her

client with the best defense she can muster. Unfortunately, when up against an

injustice system, one can do their job too well by providing their client with such

a passionate, moral and ethical defense. Let'

s stop the judicial and governmental tyranny and oppression and FREE Lynn

Stewart.  Not only should she receive a medal of honor for her bold and

patriotic work, but her integrity should be at least rewarded by allowing her to

receive the immediate human medical care she most richly deserves.

Lawrence Forde Long Beach, CA 2013-04-11 She's a lawyer, her crime is an error in judgment, not treason or sedition.

Michelle Marshall Cortland, NY 2013-04-11 I feel that if she spent her life as an advocate that her sentence is more of a

retaliation for her efforts and she should not have to die to oppose injustice.

These are the cases that the humane law was inacted in the first place!



Name Location Date Comment

Ned Kelly london, United Kingdom 2013-04-11 Because the targetting of human rights activists is on the increase.

Mary ellen Marucci Fort Kent, ME 2013-04-11 Challenges the rights of us all to be represented by counsel when and if we are

accused and/or kidnapped by police forces.

Daniel Zitin New York, NY 2013-04-11 Lynne Stewart should be freed immediately.  Her conviction was unjust and her

imprisonment is cruel.

Anne Hirsch Seattle, WA 2013-04-11 She is innocent. That is the main reason she should be freed.  The government

is using her to scare others into not fighting for justice.

Ann Schneider Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-11 It hurts to remember they released Marilyn Buck with only 2 weeks of life left in

her!

Craig  Schamel New York, NY 2013-04-11 It is important to stand up to the Zionist Terror Fraud, its police state, its

suspension of the Constitution, its mendacity, and FOR all of its victims.

Ron Blascoe Madison, WI 2013-04-11 Basic justice should be important to us all.

Barbara Candy Loomis, CA 2013-04-11 Please save Lynne Stewart.

Monique Buckner Cassington, United

Kingdom

2013-04-11 It is outrageous and completely unjust the manner in which Lynne Stewart has

been treated for being a passionate advocate for freedom and rights. The

prison system is being used to violate her human rights to dignity and

compassionate care and the delay in treating her cancer is pure neglect.

Medical attention is a human right- not a privilege. Why she is in prison in the

first place is nothing but a punishment by the imperial power for her struggle

against it. Well done, Lynne, for being an inspiration to people and a pillar of

strength for the oppressed who find it so difficult to realise their rights.

Alan Kopke Oakland, CA 2013-04-11 Worked as trade union lawyer for 20 years; we must serve the CLIENT, not the

police

lydia burke athens, TN 2013-04-11 my sister died of complications of breast cancer that spread to her liver and my

brother just passed from lung cancer caused from agent orange in viet nam he

was wrngfully accused of something he did not do and spend 7 yrs of his life in

prison just to come home to die

Louise Peck Cambridge, MA 2013-04-11 Compassionate justice requires

her release!

william van nortwick Provincetown, MA 2013-04-11 common decency

pamela patrick Bronx NY, NY 2013-04-11 As a passionate believer in the equal rights for Americans, I have know about

Lynee Stewart 's long track record in defending the rights of all of her clients.

Im outraged that she was ever convicted and that now she cannot get

treatment to save her life. I ask that she be allowed compassionate release as

her situation warrants that.

Mark J. Novitsky Fridley, MN 2013-04-11 You can tell ALOT about a society in decline by how they treat / attack

whistleblowers and truth-tellers. MJN

ALICIA BANKS little rock, AR 2013-04-11 FREE ALL POLITICAL PRISONERS!

<a href="http://aliciabanks.xanga.com/732754139/memo-to-eric-holder-free-

mumia-now/" rel="nofollow">http://aliciabanks.xanga.com/732754139/memo-

to-eric-holder-free-mumia-now/</a>

<a href="http://aliciabanks.xanga.com/732757132/move---waco--public-

executions/" rel="nofollow">http://aliciabanks.xanga.com/732757132/move---

waco--public-executions/</a>

Kiyoko Karlsen Battle Ground, WA 2013-04-11 justice must be established



Name Location Date Comment

Lynne Brookes Bronx, NY 2013-04-11 My name is Lynne and I too could have been the cancer victim. She, however,

is also a hero worthy of support.

dianne budd, M.D. San Francisco, CA 2013-04-11 She is wrongly imprisoned and now the remaining days of her life are being

stolen. She needs to be home with her family...NOW!

francis sanker altoona, PA 2013-04-11 when truth speaks.....it`s obvious ...which prompts an automatic knee jerk

reaction to shut down the truth as soon as possible and falsely accuse those

speaking it.These "hero`s" like Lynne need all of our support.

Chris Horton Worcester, MA 2013-04-12 This attack on the right of some defendants to a competent and spirited legal

defense is an attack on the rights of all, a deliberate and knowing attack on the

Constitution itself.  It must end now!

JJ van Kempen Den Haag, Netherlands 2013-04-12 Lynne is a Voice.

Steven Yates Santiago, Chile 2013-04-12 I don't know much about her, don't know how much we would agree on

politically, but this is obviously a cruel injustice that needs to be rectified. (Now

let's free those men being held without due process in Gitmo.)

Linda Nicoletto CorteMadera, CA 2013-04-12 Lynne Stewart is a hero is this age.  I admire her courage and work for the

disadvantaged. Her incarceration is an outrage and a blight on our country's

court system.

Charles Ehlen Alexandria, LA 2013-04-12 Because she did nothing wrong. She is a lawyer who represented her client.

She should never have been in jail.

Gertrude Reagan Palo Alto, CA 2013-04-12 I heard her speak once, so I admire her.

Kieran Kelly Nelson, New Zealand 2013-04-12 Cases such as that of Lynne Stewart put the United States on the same level

as Iran or China. I don't know what Amnesty International has to say about her

case, but she clearly qualifies as being a prisoner of conscience and the

treatment she is receiving would not be out of place in Iran's notorious Evin

prison.

Margaret Carter Beaumont, TX 2013-04-12 Have compassion

marley engvall florence, MA 2013-04-12 a lawyer should not be imprisoned for defending a client.

john brett sligo, Ireland 2013-04-12 anything that can be done to remedy on-going human rights abuses

perpetrated by the united states should be done

R. Teichmann Ireland, Ireland 2013-04-12 Releasing Lynne Steward now is the thing to do if there is any humanity &

justice left.

Neil Mulholland jjslkslsl, Ireland 2013-04-12 Human rights and Dignity Must be Important . .  .

Yajima Keniti Japan 2013-04-12 Free Lynne Stewart! Free Hoshino!

Nathan Bennett Leeds, United Kingdom 2013-04-12 Americas justice system is one of paid prices and corruption. there is more

sense in illusion then found in most courtrooms, and even when right is

obvious, money or pressure from other individuals sways the outcome to an

infuriating and unjust level. It makes me sick.

Neal Dobuler Hartsdale, NY 2013-04-12 saving Lynne's life is very important to everyone

Rai Wild Montreal, Canada 2013-04-12 A stop to American Injustice and bullying

Stephane Eybert Aix en Provence, France 2013-04-12 A matter of principle.

Edward Robinson North Brunswick, NJ 2013-04-12 The question is, why isn't it?...

Robert Beal Eugene, OR 2013-04-12 Judicial malfeance, political prisoner

Rebecca Wilk Woodstock, NY 2013-04-12 Lynne Stewart is an elderly cancer patient who has done NOTHING to deserve

a de facto death sentence!  It is cruel and unusual punishment and the worst

instance of inhumanity to deny her needed medical care!



Name Location Date Comment

adelle lutz los angeles, CA 2013-04-12 its a no brainer - she was a COURT appointed defender doing what was

required of her

colette walczak santa monica, CA 2013-04-12 She is deserving of compassionate release.

Gary Bell Upland, CA 2013-04-12 I believe an injustice has been done. I want to help correct it with Lynne's

freedom.

Dr. Michael Schiffmann Heidelberg, Germany 2013-04-12 This is a scandal of major porportions. Free Lynne Stewart NOW!

Charlie Kellogg Camarillo, CA 2013-04-12 Compassion, it's the right thing to do, and it saves the taxpayers money for

what is most likely overpriced unproductive health care.

Rodray Price Los Angeles, CA 2013-04-12 When anyone is unjustly treated, all owe it to ourselves to have concern and

condemn the miscarriage of justice and denial of compassion.

Michael Adams Tafuna, AS 2013-04-12 I was imprisoned for more than 14 years under atrocious conditions...this

woman should be allowed to die in peace at home.

sandra twang New Berlin, NY 2013-04-12 I live in a country which in my mind is barbaric in its policies towards Middle

Eastern oil rich countries and treatment of its citizens. I believe that our

Constitution demands due process which as far as I can tell most arab and

muslim peoples have been denied in my country. This woman stood up to the

lawlessness being acted out in my country and stood up for my constitution.

Her courage is untouchable. Prayers for her and for her release. Thank you

Lynne Stewart.

Milan Todorovic Lagoa, Portugal 2013-04-12 Ordinary people don't have their representatives in any western country so it is

important to bring it back. Fighting the corrupt system is the way to achieve that

Nicholas Williams Saarbrücken, Germany 2013-04-12 People who fight for the opressed deserve a medal, not jail.

Tracie McClain Van Nuys, CA 2013-04-12 This sounds like a nightmare from the middle ages.

Patricia Brown San Clemente, CA 2013-04-12 Her sentence is outrageous and doesn't make sense to me. She was doing her

job. This threatens all of our freedoms.

DR.  EBERT HINO CYPRESS, CA 2013-04-12 IT IS SIMPLY A MATTER OF JUSTICE, FOR WHICH WE SEE SO LITTLE .

Robin Ray San Jose, CA 2013-04-12 Justice should be important to us all.  Absolute criminal creeps have been

given Presidential pardons.  Ms. Stewart is a fine human being, whose

continued suffering shows the sorry state of affairs in America today.

B B West Camp, NY 2013-04-12 Lynne's imprisonment is an outrageous injustice!

Merlin B. Brinkerhoff East Glacier Park, MT 2013-04-12 Compassion and social justice are two values I hold dearly.

CARLA WILLARD PHILADELPHIA, PA 2013-04-12 I am outraged by the injustice rendered in this case, and we should fight for

Lynne as she fought for others - how can the State refuse the lengthening list of

humanitarians that is following in the wake of this letter from Ralph Poynter and

Family? We need to serve justice and Free Lynne Now!

Ed Brolin Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-12 Lynne Stewart is a hero, being unjustly punished for upholding our judicial

system's assertion of innocence until proven guilty.

Ralph Mandile White Plains, NY 2013-04-12 Lynne is a hero

Daniel Stasio Ridgefield, CT 2013-04-12 JUSTICE!!!!

Zigi Lowenberg New York, NY 2013-04-12 justice!

Chris García East elmhurst, NY 2013-04-12 Lynne Steward is a champion of truth and justice

Tracey Jimenez Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-12 She has done so much to help the poor and the faceless. Remember Larry

Davis? Well the government never forgets. It is a controling body.

Raymond Nat Turner New York, NY 2013-04-12 Lynne is a freedom fighter that has given her life; and provided services for

poor and oppressed peoples!



Name Location Date Comment

Sola Amun Bronx, NY 2013-04-12 fairness is the key to justice

Jon Brown new york, NY 2013-04-12 because this is so clearly unjust

Amanda Honeysucker Kissimmee, FL 2013-04-12 It's my civic responsibility



Name Location Date Comment

LIH YOUNG rockville, MD 2013-04-12 WORK TO BE DONE; SOCIAL JUSTICE IN GREAT DANGER!

PROMOTE FAIRNESS, FREEDOM, JUSTICE, PEACE, HUMANITY, PRODUCTIVITY, WELL-BEING OF GENERAL PUBLIC.

RESOLVE SOCIO- POLITICAL ISSUES,  BALANCING BUDGET. OPPOSE SO CALLED "FAIR ELECTION ACT" PUBLIC

FINANCE MATCHING SMALL DONORS FUND- DO MORE HARM THAN GOOD, RESOUCES BENEFIT "BAD GUYS" AS

USUAL.  TASKS:  TOP PRIORITIES: Society in vicious cycles as in need of revolution, we MUST act: 

(1).  Prosecute, eliminate “MURDER- fraud- crime- injustice networks”= cruel tyranny= robbery machine = ROBBER- ISM;

destroying essences of democracy, capitalism; continuing, on-going; relaying, penetrating every segment of our lives (inc. civic

non- profit organizations); expanding here domestically to overseas- foreign countries; with threat, coercion, victimization,

deprivation, discrimination; unjust practices, manipulation, influence; bad legislative bills; unjust hidden agenda with false/

misleading excuses (inc. private- public partnership, economic development, housing, school construction, transportation,

abandonment of properties, maintenance of “paper roads”, nonsense grants, programs; …, whatever) to benefit/ facilitate

“MURDER-fraud- crime- injustice networks” (inc. officials, judges, developers, lawyers, employees, etc.); expand further unjust

operation; endless unlawful- immoral acts; rob/destruct resources (rights, land, properties, home, buildings, assets, accounts,

income, pension, documents, evidences; public, private; business, civic, political); frivolous litigation, levies, foreclosures,

garnishment, guardianship, power of attorney; improper processing of complaints, procedures, proceedings, docketing,

bookkeeping, accounting; cause vicious cycles: socio- political- election-media- budget- legislative- system problems; civil-

human rights backwards; people-slave. Examples of problems are provided below: **

(2). Restore: principle, fairness, cost-effectiveness, accountability, reliability, capability; fair election, justice, peace (including

civic, non-profit organizations), “check and balance”; Restore: TRUE essence of democracy, fair election process; easy access

to government, files, records, transcripts; not unjustly manipulated, influenced, misled by wrong person, information, or “official

misconduct- government gang- fraud- crime- injustice networks” = serious causes of socio- political – election –media- budget-

legislative problems, which destroy people, families, society, peace, justice, democracy. Based on merits, justification; NO

double standards, improper processing of complaints, procedures, proceedings; falsification, false records, tampering of

evidence, data; harassment, intimidation (complainant, witnesses); false charges, citation, bond, imprisonment; disparities and

improper treatments, etc.; abuse of laws, power, authorities. 

(3). Promote democracy, fair election, quality, competition, people input (policies, issues, officials, judges); televise public

hearings, citizen/candidate forum/debate; maintain, disseminate meaningful accurate information, records, capability,

reasoning, good sense of justice, public interest, endurance.  Objective screening by meaningful rigorous examinations,

evaluations for quality, capability, endurance and public interest.

*  To capture extended serious problems of “MURDER-fraud- crime- injustice networks” with official misconduct- government

gang, please incorporate the following: (A). complaints/ cases: administrative and judicial levels; (B) frequent testimonies

before government bodies, official, legislators, law enforcement, committees, public hearings; local – federal; (C) spin-off

complaints, improper processing of complaints, procedures, proceedings, accounting, bookkeeping, docketing, etc.; (D)

Candidate statements, see Webs and archives.  Urge to re-open and investigate <a href="http://Congress.org"

rel="nofollow">Congress.org</a>, DNet (by League of Women Voters), links, etc.; (E) complaints and reports to police, law

enforcement, consumer affairs, other authorities/agencies against “fraud- crime- injustice networks”; (F). Numerous TV

programs on social issues (Dr. Lih Young: producer, host, speaker). 

(G). Frequent recommendations/petitions to officials,  agencies, law enforcement, local - federal; as individuals or with civic

organizations.  **  EXAMPLES OF PROBLEMS -  “MURDER- FRAUD- CRIME- INJUSTICE NETWORKS”- with official

misconduct, government gang- endless unlawful immoral acts:

(A): OPM, IRS, DHHS, SSA, DOJ, FBI, DOD, USDA, DOC, USCIS (US citizens/ neutralization services), custom services,

various agencies, law enforcement; 3 branches, local – federal- global; National Park Service (Prettyman?), Library of

Congress (Neil Gladd); many financial/brokerage/ accounting/ bill-payment processing/ collection institutions/agencies;

insurance, car related businesses, utilities…, more; dealers Lakeforest Oldsmobile; phone/utilities/cable, judges, legal/court

personnel, detective/ process server/ impersonators, with phony names, or would not provide names even in the court cases

(Complainant could not get access to court files; could not even make copies); Leslie Gradet, Tamera Jones, William D

Roessler; Offices of Treasury, Comptroller, Attorney Gneral: Joel Jacob/Jacobson, Gail Malle-Davis, Sylvia J. Brokos, Mary

Hawse, Linda Tanton, Gerald Langbaum, John Barry, Pamela Porter, Leo F. Partridge, Mark Vulcan, Jamis Riley, James Britt,

Audrey Thomas, Jeanne Lippy, Jesse Rosenburger, Ralph Lepson; transcribers Margaret Bauer, Senators: Walter Baker,

Barbara Hoffman, Thomas Middleton, Trooper: Marty Sealey, Vincent Mass, State Election Board Ross Goldstein; Maryland

DOEd Susan Page, Barbara Smith(?),  SSA employees and supervisors (especially in Rockville, Md), and Bullivant (?,

probably in N. J.; or other states). Lobbysts/ municipal attorneys/lawyers/affiliates, Paul Glasgow, David Venable, Joseph

Stoltz, Jr., Barry Gordon, Stephen Perouka, David Steinberg, Wolpoff & Abramson, Richard D. Mirsky, Poppleton, Garrett &

Polott, P.C., accountant Hilda K. Matijevic; Marc Sliffman (Silver Spring, Wheaton area), Samuel White and his law firm and

lawyers Shawn Bartley, Daniel Pesachowitz, Laura Jolly (phony person, named as "substitute trustee", but can never be found

or contacted even through official agencies); many court personnel and judges (District Court – Court of Special Appeals).

Court Auditor Robert Romero. State, county health services organizations/ agencies, Department of Health and Human

Services, Montgomery County Crisis Center, Jean Burgess (white, female), Marsha Aaron; Department of Aging; Adult

Protective Services, Sherry Davis, Suzanne Lord (?), Odick Esq., Bonnie Klem, etc.; Suburban Hospital, physicians,

emergency staff; social worker Jody Crecensi (?), case manager Patricia Grafferty (?), Robert Rothstein, M. D. (?), Tipp

Woodward; Manor- Care in Potomac Maryland: Cheryl Paulson (?, administrator) and nurses, etc.; forensic services, Maryland

Department of Health and Mental Hygiene:  Jolie Smith; numerous psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers, etc.: Potomac

Ridge Steven Israel, Collin, Gabriel (?); social worker Tracy Lewit; Springfield Hospital Center: forensic services, Kevin Knight,

Dr. Valadez (refused to give full name, despite repeated requests); Carla Craville, Francoise Reynolds, Roxanne Heyman, Amy

True; Judges James Sasfield, Gary Crawford, Cheryl McCally, etc., prosecutors/government attorneys, e.g., John McCarthy,

Nunylny (?), Peter Mitchell (Montgomery County Office of Human Rights); District Court Commission (Rockville, Md) M.

Dickerson; Court Personnel T.M. (only initials, no full name available); many judges, clerk of the courts (Jeffrey Ward, Loretta

Knight, Bettie Skelton, Molly Rhul, etc.), other court personnel, various counties, states; local – federal; law enforcement, FBI;

police e.g.,  in Rockville, Md. Sgt. Cowell (first name not available), C.P. Sadleson; officer Davis (MCPD); Denis Lewis

(Baltimore County); sheriff: R. Lewis (Female, White, Montgomery Countym Md.), K. Naff (white, male, Montgomery County,

Md); fire and rescues (abuse, even no fire; conspiracy).



Name Location Date Comment

Elise Peeples Berkeley, CA 2013-04-12 This imprisonment was unjust from the start and now that Lynne is sick, it is

imperative that she be released.

Kenta Payne south ozone park, NY 2013-04-12 Lynne Stewart has devoted her life to the oppressed – a constant advocate for

the countless many deprived in the United States of their freedom and their

rights.

Unjustly charged and convicted for the “crime” of providing her client with a

fearless defense, the prosecution of Lynne Stewart is an assault upon the basic

freedoms of us all.

Marian Feinberg Bronx, NY 2013-04-12 I, too, have had Breast Cancer and volunteer to do education and advocacy for

other women with cancer. I know that for metastatic cancer, being with loved

ones and getting absolutely top quality medical care, such as you would only

find at a cancer center at major academic medical center, is essential for

extending life. Neither is present in her current situation. Please release her

now.

Scott Trent Greensboro, NC 2013-04-12 Make sure to use the "invite friends" function--click the blue rectangle in the

right hand column and send messages to your friends. A lot more people will

sign if you ask them to.

Frederick Hudson Bronx, NY 2013-04-12 Perhaps the most succinct statement  in summarizing my interest in signing

this petition could be derived from the words of the noted late historian John

Henrik Clark who saw the central concerns of humanity and identity as

searcdhes for answers to central and life enriching questions. These questions

include: how will my people survive on this earth, be schooled, be housed, and

be defended,

Dr. Clark provided these reference points to amplify an ancient Ethiopian

civilization where there were no words for jails, for orphans, for old folks homes

because all contributed, all were cared for. It seems in these times in which

men and women of good intent frequently stumble from crisis to crisis, running

to fires on the hill and ignoring smoke in their own kitchens that Dr. Clark's

words  might be altered to query at the beginning: how will my people best

serve on this earth?

RUTH MCLEAN PLAINSBORO, NJ 2013-04-12 Lynn is ill and dying of cancer.

Scott Koskinen Detroit, MI 2013-04-12 She's a people's hero being treated sadistically. She should be getting real

treatment and out here with us.

george dixon newyork city ny., NY 2013-04-12 as DR.KING SAID,INJUSTED ANY WARE IS INJUSTED, EVERY WARE, AND

ITS TO MUCH INJUSTED, ALL OVER THE WORLD,SO IF i can sing my name

to something, in the name of justed,i welcome it.

Robert Mays Freeport  11520, NY 2013-04-12 I understand that all accused have a right to be represented, even, no

especially,  in unpopular cases. I also understand that the charges against her

were "suspect" and so was the punitive modification to her original sentence.

Sharlee Moore Redondo Beach, CA 2013-04-12 It seems like it has become a crime to speak out about anything.

william doran santa monica, CA 2013-04-12 wallstreet bankers should get treated just like her but she should be free, she is

an American hero.

Marian Cruz Hollister, CA 2013-04-12 I am sick to think she is still in prison.  She must be released and should be

praised for her work with the under served.

william link ellicott, MD 2013-04-12 T HE SACRED RIGHT OF LAWYER CLIENT PRIVACY.

Richard Leyshon Sorrento, Canada 2013-04-13 This is the same mentality that my family went to world war to over.  The Nazi

does not always come with Jack boots on!@



Name Location Date Comment

Anne Nwokoye Greenfield, MA 2013-04-13 No person deserves to be treated this way. If she is not dangerous, then why

shackle her? She deserves medical treatment now!

Padiowei Nemizigha NY, NY 2013-04-13 Please, release her!

Linda Lotus Vashon, WA 2013-04-13 Justice.  Compassion.

Barbara Upton New Paltz, NY 2013-04-13 Lynn Stewart has always been an advocate for the poor and oppressed. She

deserves more in her time of need. Free her and let her be with her family and

receive proper medical care, instead of shackling her to a prison hospital bed.

Bruce Tanner Santa Cruz, CA 2013-04-13 I have see Lynne speak with compassion and common sense. Her prosecution

was senseless, Her medical maltreatment is scandalous and shameful.

Rod Laughridge San Francisco, CA 2013-04-13 Because it's the right thing to do!

Trevor Headrick El Cajon, CA 2013-04-13 Like Bradley Manning, Lynne Stewart is an American Hero. Release them both

NOW!

Daniel Runnels Silver Spring, MD 2013-04-13 Human Rights.

val barnes minneapolis, MN 2013-04-13 because she should not be in prison.

Jesse Schroeter Victoria, Canada 2013-04-13 I believe in Human Rights and more people need to stand up for them because

we are losing them fast. God Bless you Lynne!

Sydney Vilen Berkeley, CA 2013-04-13 Lynne Stewart has fought for justice her entire life.  I believe she was unjustly

convicted.  We have far too much injustice in this country.  The righteous and

just thing to do now is to free Lynne so she can go home and receive the

medical care her cancer requires.

clive Smale Lungsod ng Laoag,

Philippines

2013-04-13 This is a teribble injustice in a modern society

Victoria Bowman Flint, MI 2013-04-13 Compassionate call to action.

Vladimir Sedlacek Dobrany, Czech Republic 2013-04-13 "If bad people join together to create a power, then the honest people must do

the same. It is very plain." (Leo Tolstoy, War and Peace) 

Great idea to be needed to bring into day to day-to-day praxis.

Shulamith Koenig NEw York, NY 2013-04-13 Because justice and the interest of a world we want to live in calls for it.

Martin Wilke Berlin, Germany 2013-04-13 Don't imprison innocent people!

william  sweetling fresno, CA 2013-04-13 Texas:  Where else but the murder capital of Amerika!  Free this woman!

NOW!

William Burke Cambridge, MA 2013-04-13 Decency

A Hamadama Lindenhurst, NY 2013-04-13 Thank You For service to the public. So sorry not being able to do more than

just signing a petition. Injustice for Lynne is a lost of right for us..

Deborah Boe Spokane, WA 2013-04-13 There is simply NO excuse for the way this woman is being treated.

Reginald Johnson Bridgeport, CT 2013-04-13 If we are to have a free society, everyone, no matter how radical or

controversial, is deserving of legal counsel when they are charged.  Lynne

Stewart throughout her career has been willing to defend people that society

and the government don't like.  Now, it seems, the government is trying to

punish her for her work. This sends a chilling message to all other attorneys

who might defend radicals.

Lynne Stewart long since paid the price for a minor offense. She needs to be

freed to obtain badly-needed medical care.

Alejandro Lopez Granada Hills, CA 2013-04-13 Her sentence is actually a death, and given Lynne Stewart's age and grave

health condition its also cruel and unusual punishment.



Name Location Date Comment

Adair Whetstone Homewood, AL 2013-04-14 America stands for Justice. If we fail to preserve these higher moral standards

in America, we will eventually have no moral authority and loose our influence

as a world power.

Grant Gregerson Cincinnati, OH 2013-04-14 Everyone, no matter how despicable, is entitled to their day in court and that

means lawyers.  She should not be imprisoned for conspiracy for doing pro-

bono work.

And prison sucks!  There is no reason to lock up an old woman in a cage.  She

is not a danger to society.

Haydee Rosario New York, NY 2013-04-14 I believe this is an injustice because the penalty should be proportionate to the

crime. This is a death sentence and, given the circumstances of this case, is

simply inhumane.

Kelley Foster Portland, OR 2013-04-14 A lawyer has the right to defend and see her clients.  This is a shocking

injustice

Kareem Ambrose Cerritos, CA 2013-04-14 This seems unbelievable to me but I'm sure that's only because I haven't had

my face in the in all the injustices of the legal system lately.  I'm lucky, for now

that lately I have not had to.  She chooses to dedicate her whole life to looking

at it and defending the vulnerable from it and she gets imprisoned for that, and

as everyone says its a virtual death sentence with her having cancer.  This

legal system is broken.

Bren Overton Luton, United Kingdom 2013-04-14 In any circumstances this treatment of someone suffering from breast cancer

would be cruel but Lynne Stewart is an exceptional person who has devoted

her life to justice for others and she should not be in prison at all.

Sabura Rashid New York, NY 2013-04-14 This is important for humanitarian reasons. Ms. Stewart is NOT a terrorist and

deserves to spend her last remaining months (or years) with her family.

Paul Lockwood Cambridge, United

Kingdom

2013-04-14 I believe in freedom and the rule of law.

stephen&cheryl richter barton, NY 2013-04-14 I believe in a rule of law and of compassion. Our current governmental policies

seem to lack both!

Angelina Carrasco South Gate, CA 2013-04-14 I want to see justice done for Lynne--She should never have been prosecuted

and convicted for doing her job as an attorney.  Free Lynne!  Let her reunite

with her family!

Gloria Welburn Morton, PA 2013-04-14 We need to follow Natural Law!!! LIVE AND LET LIVE

tony ring victoria, Canada 2013-04-14 we need Lynne

kindly regardes

tony ring

Kate Te Rure Porirua, New Zealand 2013-04-15 This is violation of her Human Rights. She should be released immediately.

MIRIAM SNYDER BRONX, NY 2013-04-15 THE EUGENIC  KILLING OF HUMAN RIGHTS ADVOCATES AND WHISTLE

BLOWERS MUST BE STOPPED.

shell sheddy new york, NY 2013-04-15 Lynne Stewart has fought for the rights of All---the oppressed, the

underrepresented, those who's rights have been threatened. NOw that her

health & well-being is threatened, it is our turn to STAND UP for her.  It is a

death sentence, she did not receive from the court of law, to with hold her

necessary. To hold her in this dire condition is a travesty of the legal system---

and a tragedy we must advert.

Victor Weiss New York, NY 2013-04-15 A lawyer is supposed to have the right to defend anyone, I don't believe she is

guilty of anything, but she has been persecuted because our government has

been interested in prosecuting without any trial, presuming guilt first. She is

really now being sentenced to death, which is just horrible.
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Ellen Cunnungham Fremont, CA 2013-04-15 It's just ahd commpassionate

Priscilla Bradley Blodgett, OR 2013-04-15 Lynne Stewart should never have been imprisoned in the first place! She was

just compassionate and doing her job.

Marian Murray Bronx, NY 2013-04-15 I have followed the legal career and sojourn of our sister Lynne Stewart and

have said many prayers for justice to be served and she be released. As the

Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. said "injustice anywhere, is a threat to justice

everywhere". May the peoples voices and actions cause the powers that be

release this stalwart for justice and freedom.

Christina Countryman Shokan, NY 2013-04-15 justice can never be served with cruelty

Silvianna Goldsmith New York, NY 2013-04-15 Anyone with breast cancer who needs surgery must be cared for! It is an

outrage that a country like ours is behaving like one of the countries that

suppress human rights as well as rights for women!

Elizabeth  Fields Wyomissing, PA 2013-04-15 This is our tax dollars at work?  Persecution of a sick woman.  Why?

Judith  Brink Albany, NY 2013-04-15 Lynne is a model of what all citizens should be; involved in and willing to

sacrifice for the protections of our constitution!  Instead she is being punished.

This is unacceptable.

Mary Lou Finn Chicago, IL 2013-04-15 Lynne Stewart has devoted her life to aiding the poor and the powerless.  I do

not understand a Government which cruelly punishes a person by preventing

her/him from obtaining necessary medical care.

Martha Mims Greenville, SC 2013-04-15 I used to know Lynn. She is a good woman with a big heart and should not be

in jail at all.

Martin Edwards New Plymouth, New

Zealand

2013-04-16 Fair is fair, Right is right, Wrong is wrong.

Barbara Parmet Santa Barbara, CA 2013-04-16 Lynne STewart has given her life to fight for others' rights. Free her

Joy Barrett Boulder, CO 2013-04-16 1. Lynne was being a good lawyer, but is being punished as an example. 2.

She is very sick and needs urgent care, better than she is able to receive in

prison. 3. It's immoral to shackle this poor, sick, elderly woman.

Gerard Rozeck Basel, Switzerland 2013-04-16 assault upon the basic freedoms

of us all

Sue Mitrovic Broomfield, CO 2013-04-16

Another example of "justice" absent in the system, prison and control dominate.

leatroy Sarcos Richmond, CA 2013-04-16 Freedom Now for Lynne Stewart, Mohamed Yousry (her interpreter) and Abdel

Sattar (her paralegal)!  They committed no crime and should never have spent

a single day in prison!

American capitalism is now in its second century of decay.  In keeping with

Washington's drive for totalitarian global domination, the machinery of the

imperialist U.S. state more and more repeats the sadistic cruelties of the

slavocracy before the Civil War.  One is reminded of Frederick Douglass-- "For

revolting barbarity and shameless hypocrisy, America reigns without a rival."

("What to the Slave is the Fourth of July?" July 5, 1852)

Martin Brown Atlanta, GA 2013-04-16 Justice and humanity should be of concern to all of us!

Lew Brown Guerneville, CA 2013-04-16 This is important to us all.  If an advocate who has spent her life working for a

more just, equal and free society can be crushed so easily for the slightest

misstep-then so can we all.

Conor Dunphy Woodside, NY 2013-04-16 I know Lynne

Patricia J Hyland Ajijic, Mexico 2013-04-16 Justice!

Joyce Bahr New York, NY 2013-04-17 justice for Lynne is important to me.
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Dorothy Wilk Yorba Linda, CA 2013-04-17 She is ill and needs to be helped and free

helene lee France 2013-04-17 this treatment is a shame to US "justice"

Michelle Gales Paris, France 2013-04-18 Lynne Stewart is an example of courage and solidarity to us all. Now she

needs us to put an end to this unjust and inhuman treatment. Free Lynne

Stewart now !

Ronald Spriestersbach Los Angeles, CA 2013-04-18 I've admired her good works for more than 20 years.

Harold Wilson Philadelphia, PA 2013-04-18 Ben There and Did That,17 Years On Penna. Death Row.

price douglas san clemente, CA 2013-04-18 No justice ,No peace

Michael Zack Richmond, CA 2013-04-18 Lynn is our greatest human rights lawyers and it's a crime against the American

people to put her in prison for representing a client. She is a political prisoner in

every way.

Armin Wright Oakland, CA 2013-04-18 Because the original charges were unjustified, the initial lenient sentencing was

excessive for the "offense," and the augmentation of the sentence by the

appeals court was egregious and obviously imposed as a shot across the bow

of others who may believe that the unpopular deserve legal representation.

The whole ccase is an embarrassment to the nation.

mary woodman san francisco, CA 2013-04-18 There is something seriously wrong with our justus system.

Sheryl Knutson San Rafael, CA 2013-04-18 Justice must be preserved.

Barry Ponneck Cotati, CA 2013-04-18 I have been for a number of reasons cut off from most current events. When I

heard of the inhuman treatment of Lynne Stewaet, I was absolutely outraged

and I cried, which I have not been able to for months. I am not naive to the

injustice and atrocities committed by our government, but hearing about this

was hard to digest.

mohamed nawar fresno, CA 2013-04-18 justice

Lenice Metcalf Brentwood, CA 2013-04-18 She should have her freedom because she is innocent and she has always

helped people.

Gene Dussell richmond, CA 2013-04-18 to honor the question: "why is this important to me?" with anything more than

absurdist judicial logic or democratic functioning through the Bill of Rights, or

any other fallacy taught in civics class, would be tantamount to believing in the

hypocrisy of American Jurisprudence.  History has always revealed that those

who fight for the oppressed, most eventually become silenced. there is no more

evident reflection of someone telling the truth to power than to lock them up.

silence them. the system is corrupt and persons like Lynne Stewart are more

brave and courageous than most of the heartless bastards in Government ,

who talk talk talk, then walk walk walk.  just by the nature of their stratospheric

seperation from US on earth, there is no way to think that things will change for

the better, let alone the legitimate.  we barely care for our neighbors, really, and

they live next door, how is possible those living the elitist life could ever feel

empathy for US below? good effin a luck.  Reality is the Blemish on the Face of

Idealism!  We live in the  "Land of the Fee and the Home of the Paved"!!

Mara Williams Seattle,, WA 2013-04-18 In United States of America, we should not be jailing attorneys for legally

representing suspects that - even those under suspicion by the US Federal

Government.  It's really unconstitutional and punitive.  We are not fascists and

we shouldn't behave like fascists. Enough people had died protecting the Bill of

Rights!

James Stocks Vashon, WA 2013-04-18 Justice has become an openly humorless joke. The innocent are imprisoned for

impertinence and wealthy criminals are free to rape and pillage. What a world!



Name Location Date Comment

stuart sneed manistee, MI 2013-04-18 Of all the crooked rotten war criminal politicians who have murdered millions of

innocents in our lifetime that are walking free-It is absolutely outrageous that

this brave, kind woman is or ever has been incarcerated-

Jut what does this country stand for anymore???

SET HER FREE NOW!!!!

Teya Schaffer Oakland, CA 2013-04-18 Stewart has fought the good fight for freedom and the underdog; she deserves

compassion and freedom now.

Dione Christensen San Rafael, CA 2013-04-18 social justice

Thomas3430 Rossmoor

Pkwy #6 O'Leary

Walnut Creek, CA 2013-04-18 Make American justice really exist in practice.

Lisa Karpinski Sunnyvale, CA 2013-04-18 I have heard Lynne interviewed about her defense of various individuals

unfairly accused and targeted by the state for crimes they did not commit. She

is unwavering in upholding of the truth, thus targeted by Holder.  Her

imprisonment is an abomination.  She should be released immediately and

apologized to for being scapegoated because she had the courage to stand

where others were silent.  May more of us become like she.  She is a heroine.

Toni Burton seattle, WA 2013-04-18 Jeff said as we were listening to her story; "and this is in America?"

Patricia Hilliard Bayonne, NJ 2013-04-18 It's part of the struggle for justice.

Martin Hammer Berkeley, CA 2013-04-18 Lynne Stewart is heroine of justice and should never have been imprisoned at

all.  She should at least be granted her freedom in her dying days.

Azadeh Shahshahani Atlanta, GA 2013-04-18 as a fearless people's lawyer, Lynne is an inspiration to us all.

Hannah Alp Keyport, NJ 2013-04-18 Lynne Stewart has made justice for all her lifelong cause. The injustice our

government has inflicted on her grieves all who know about it.

Shan MacPherson Salt Spring, B.C.,

Canada

2013-04-18 Here was have a disgusting example of the judicial system mistreating

someone to the point of death.

ThomasC SandersJr East Palo Alto, CA 2013-04-18 Because our so called government does not appreciate the lives of people.

And, Lynne Stewart needs to be freed.

Jeanne Mirer Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-18 As a cancer survivor myself I know how important it is to be with family and

friends during treatment.  Lynne never did anything to require such a harsh

penalty

Kevin Sharps Vallejo, CA 2013-04-18 The hypocracy of a country that ridicules human, civil, and political rights

violations around the world is astounding in the face of this persecution.  Lynne

is a champion and it should not have cost her her freedom.

Freeman Z Medford, MA 2013-04-18 I love you Lynne Stewart!

Roger Gelant Cape Town, South Africa 2013-04-18 America, supposedly the bastion of democracy, should uphold the universal

human right of freedom of speech and expression. None should be imprisoned

for holding views contrary to those in power!

Robin Warwick New York, NY 2013-04-18 everyone needs representation

Dana Kalas Alexandria, VA 2013-04-18 Free Lynne Stewart

Alice Gerard Grand Island, NY 2013-04-18 Please give Lynne Stewart compassionate release now so that she can get the

medical care that she needs. I have been in federal prison and I have seen

people pass away because medical care came too late for them. No more

shackles, no more delays... send her home now.

Karen Ahern Bainbridge Island, WA 2013-04-18 She is a hero of human rights and is suffering, needing medical

treatment...RELEASE HER!



Name Location Date Comment

Nancy Hoch Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-18 This treatment of Lynne amounts to torture and my heart goes out to her.  No

one should be subjected to torture.  In Lynne's case she is being tortured for

her political beliefs which include believing that everyone is entitled to a fair trial

and that as a lawyer her duty is to make sure her clients get a fair trial. She is

being tortured to death to,  among other things, set an example that will make

other lawyers and all who support the 6th Amendment back off and give up in

fear.  Shame on the United States for allowing this cruelty.

Pio Celestino San Benito, TX 2013-04-18 Lynne stands for the unwanted, for the rejected of the land. And she never

denies a human being's right to be.

Darlene Dollard Voorheesville, NY 2013-04-18 Please free Lynne immediately. She was just doing her job and doesn't deserve

to be imprisoned even if she didn't have a life-threatening illness. She certainly

deserves to be released and have a chance to receive life-saving treatment

before it's too late.

james linsey New York, NY 2013-04-18 The merits of this case are past.  This is a time to for human beings to treat

another human being with compassion. Our government did that for a foreign

national Libyan who crashed a Pan Am B-747 at Lockerbee, Scotland.  Why

deny compassion to a United States citizen who has undeniably done so much

good in her legal career.  President Obama, Vice President Biden, other

leaders, take a second of your time and answer this three word question:

Why?

Respectfully, 

James Linsey

John Riley New York, NY 2013-04-18 I personally believe she is not guilty and was caught up in a political witchhunt

by the Bush Administration. At worst she might have had an administrative

action taken against her in terms of going to that prison. But to send her to

prison for 10 years, when she has had cancer is effectively the death penalty.

She should be freed immediately especially since she has stage 4 cancer.

julia Willebrand NY, NY 2013-04-18 Lynne has spoken for and fought for justice and peace. She should never have

been imprisoned. But now she especially deserves to be freed.

Peter Mason Portland, OR 2013-04-19 Justice must be tempered with wisdom and compassion.

Kevin Gundlach Madison, WI 2013-04-19 The South Central Federation of Labor represents over 90 Unions in South

Central Wisconsin and delegates voted unanimously to demand immediate

release of Lynne Stewart.

Azu Osaji Plainfield, NJ 2013-04-19 It is important to me because her case was a political prosecution. As a grand-

mother and sick as she is, she should be freed so as to get adequate medical

attention.

Carlo Roman South Africa, South

Africa

2013-04-19 Justice

the Rev. Margaret

Whitaker-Greene

San Francisco, CA 2013-04-19 I believe in the trail system that we have in the United States and that everyone

deserves a competent attorney. I absolutely do not agree with lack of due

process and this kind of intimidation of attorneys who provide defense no

matter whom the attorney chooses to represent in our supposedly fair legal

system. I am apalled at th lack of due process for Lynne Stewart. this is not in

my view the way that our court system is to work. thank you,

Darcy Richardson Jacksonville, FL 2013-04-19 As the chair of the Peace & Freedom Party of Florida, we join with Dick

Gregory and Ed Asner — two of this country's strongest voices for the

downtrodden — in demanding Lynne's release.

iman isamel  al nakhlawy cairo,Egypt, Spain 2013-04-19 Lynne Stewart has devoted her life to the oppressed – a constant advocate for

the countless many deprived in the United States of their freedom and their

rights. Them why shouldn't we stand by her ?!



Name Location Date Comment

Omar Henriquez Long Beach, NY 2013-04-19 I met her and she does not deserve this.

Rachelle Marshall Mill Valley, CA 2013-04-19 Because I've talked with Lynn Stewart and realized she is a brave and

compassionate woman, who cares deeply for the rights and welfare of others.

She is also a much loved wife and grandmother. It is a tragedy that she is

considered a "lawbreaker" when she is upholding the rights of others to a fair

trial.

Teresa Dixon New Paltz, NY 2013-04-19 In the name of God Love and Creation FREE the brave and beautiful soal

John Mizzi Poughkeepsie, NY 2013-04-19 Enough of Death!

Thomas  Riggins New York, NY 2013-04-19 Justice is always important.

Martin Hanson Auckland, New Zealand 2013-04-19 To prevent the loss of the last shred of that the U.S. justice system may still

have

Mary Davies Minneapolis, MN 2013-04-19 Justice and Compassion should be our guideposts.

Renee LeNoble Freeport, NY 2013-04-19 I believe in treating everyone with

humane intent

Anna  Fauzy-Ackroyd Ryde, United Kingdom 2013-04-19 The treatment of Lynne Stewart is shocking and inhumane.  Sadly, not many

surprises there given the USA justice system.  She should be released

immediately.

Rose Fahey Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-20 Lynne defended me when my son's father accused me of being a lesbian

terrorist. If Lynne was not willing to be the legal custodian of my son, I would

have lost custody of my son to his then heroin addict father. Thank you Lynne

and I will do whatever I can to help free you!

Abu Tarleby San Diego, CA 2013-04-20 I do believe that a system that promotes justice is necessary in any civilized

society. In no way can a human system enact absolute justice however. Lynn

was wrong as two left shoes and her punishment of a couple of years was

more than sufficient, plus she was disbarred. I think that her political views

were highly questionable in my opinion, but inconsequential in judging this

case. Ten years after disbarment is way to steep, for the crime done. Hoping

that she dies in jail because she defended Omar (what's his name) is against

the spirit of our justice system. As humans we cannot be absolutely just. But,

as humans we can be absolutely merciful, and we won't be the worse for wear.

God Willing.

Ruby Deygoo UK, United Kingdom 2013-04-20 I am an American who fled the US after I saw what the thugs did to the anti-war

movement. I am a middle aged housewife and my first anti-war protest was the

Iraq war.

Tara Gardner Long Beach, CA 2013-04-20 Lynn requires critical care now.  With the overcrowding in prisons, I am sure

you can see the reason and logic of freeing her so she may recover.

Celia Harrison Soldotna, AK 2013-04-20 Why is she not getting the health care she needs?

Douglas Allam Woonsocket, RI 2013-04-20 This is not the United States  our founding fathers envisioned

Ethel Solano Brownsville, TX 2013-04-20 This woman hurt nobody

Larry Hanson Forestville, CA 2013-04-20 Are we trying to show to the American people and the world how inhumane and

cruel we can be?  We are doing a damn good job of it and there will be hell to

pay for it.

Robert B. Livingston San Francisco, CA 2013-04-21 Lynne Stewart is a good person and conscientious defense attorney who is

being cruelly persecuted.

Becky Karr Garfield Hieghts, OH 2013-04-21 Theirs No Words To Express How Wrong This Is To Treat A Women With A

Great Mind &Soul Then To Have Her Eat And Drink Unhealthy Food While She

Needs A Tender Healing Sphere In Her Own Home



Name Location Date Comment

C K Toronto, Canada 2013-04-21 Against persecution of legal defenders, thorns in the side as they should be, for

justice and advocacy in all cases -- and human decency for a sick woman

Mick Houston fleetwood, United

Kingdom

2013-04-21 Because i see injustice and this lady is being used as a political pawn. She

does not deserve this treatment.

Charlie Welch Brighton, MA 2013-04-21 Lynne has stood up for so many, we need to stand up for her.

Don Harmon San Francisco, CA 2013-04-21 Lynne Stewart is a political prisoner and a hero. She should be released

immediately. As a high school teacher, I firmly believe that she stands as a role

model for all youth.

Katy Johnson Newton, MA 2013-04-21 Because if this is happening to someone who is a person of means and

intellect than we know that it is happening to many others.

G.E. Toonkel Sunny Side, NY 2013-04-21 Her treatment is as close as we can get in our country to a holocaust,

genocide, the inquisition !  At this moment I am so ashamed of where our

country is and where it is headed.   SHAME to all who are responsible having

brought this horrific, cruel and  inhumane death sentence to  Lynne Stewart.

John Kohler Daly City, CA 2013-04-21 Oppression is wrong.

William Waldron Cwmbran, United

Kingdom

2013-04-21 The imprisonment of this brave woman is barbaric.

Benjamin  Evans Pawtucket, RI 2013-04-21 Lynne Stewart is a courageous advocate for the rights of the accused and the

convicted. As Winston Churchill once said to the British Parliament back in

1910:"...the treatment of crime and criminals is one of the most unfailing tests

of the civilisation of any country. A calm and dispassionate recognition of the

rights of the accused against the state, and even of convicted criminals against

the state, a constant heart-searching by all charged with the duty of

punishment, a desire and eagerness to rehabilitate in the world of industry all

those who have paid their dues in the hard coinage of punishment, tireless

efforts towards the discovery of curative and regenerating processes, and an

unfaltering faith that there is a treasure, if you can only find it, in the heart of

every man these are the symbols which in the treatment of crime and criminals

mark and measure the stored-up strength of a nation, and are the sign and

proof of the living virtue in it."

Christopher Herlihy Boston, MA 2013-04-22 This is a blatant case of injustice, both to Ms. Stewart, and the American

people.   We need the Constitutional protections which this outrage assaults.

April Palmieri Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-22 Why was she barred from her surgery?

eric fried fort collins, CO 2013-04-22 Lynn Stewart is a political prisoner, guilt of nothing more than being an

advocate for her clients, a thorn in the side of an imperial president, a lawyer

guilty of "disturbing the war." In a just world, she would be out, and Eric Holder

would be in jail.

roger drew White Plains, NY 2013-04-22 Free Lynne Stewart! Compassionate release now!

Mary Reader Middletown, NY 2013-04-22 Justice matters.  Lynne served the "undesirables" and voiceless -- now she

deserves justice as well.

Peter Franck Oakland, CA 2013-04-22 As an attorney myself, I see this treatment of Lynne as part of an attempt to

deprive activists of all sorts the vigorous legal representation they are entitled

to!

Michael Stewart Wharton, NJ 2013-04-22 Lynnne Stewart (no relation to me) has always been courageous and seeking

justice for the common man (aand woman),  She is being tortured in being

incarcerated in the first place and under her health emergency, they are

addeing insult to injury.  She needs to be taken out of a political vendetta game

and shown some compassion for all the compassion she has shown others.

NOW!



Name Location Date Comment

katherine mcstravick richmond, CA 2013-04-22 What has become of the United States of America??????

john francis lee Corpus Christi, TX 2013-04-22 Because Lynne Stewart should not be in jail in the first place. Damn Clinton,

damn Bush, and damn Obama most of all.

Catherine Weigel East Setauket, NY 2013-04-22 The petition lays out clearly my own feelings.

Floyd Rudmin Tromso, Norway, Canada 2013-04-22 If North Korea, or Iran, or China, or Russia did this, the President and

Congress would call it a human rights violation.

Mark Bernier Waller, TX 2013-04-22 Continued incarceration is wrong.

Graeme Glennie Glasgow, United

Kingdom

2013-04-22 It is important to stand up for the oppressed...but even more so to stand up for

the people who defend the oppressed.

Jarlath Rice Dundalk, Ireland 2013-04-22 Because we must support & defend humanity beyond the prejudices of

ethnicity, religion or social status...

dave leeper Madison, WI 2013-04-22 As a criminal defense attorney, this case is close to home.

Kim Saltarski Toronto, Canada 2013-04-22 Free Lynne now!

Russell Branca Ozone Park, NY 2013-04-22 Lynne Stewart does not deserve the death penalty.

David Lawrence Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-22 It is important that the law favoring compassionate release for the sick be

followed, and not ignored on behalf of a depraved politically motivated vendetta

being pursued by our wretched government. I can hardly add anything

significant to the well-reasoned statements of the luminaries who have signed

before me, but I note here that her original "offense" was at worst an absent-

minded formality of a violation against excessive restraints upon an unjustly

convicted defendant.

Judie Saunders New York, NY 2013-04-22 Protection of civil liberties. Release based on her terminal illness.

Jim LaRegina Westfield, NJ 2013-04-22 Don't let a gallant defender of the defenseless die in prison for political

purposes.

Gunnar Bagge Helsinge, Denmark 2013-04-22 Jailing her in the first place was an obscene crime.

Anne Bowers New York City, NY 2013-04-22 To speak out for one who has spoken out for others

David Risk NEW YORK, NY 2013-04-22 Because justice in this country is so often misused, and abused, and

questionable, as it is in this case.

Tom O'Connell Tucson, AZ 2013-04-22 I am a fan of anyone that stands 

up to the growing power of the 

POWER OF THE STATE!

Sarah Conn Arlington, MA 2013-04-22 Please stop the erosion of civil and human rights in this country!

Mike May Staten Island, NY 2013-04-22 Because justice is.

Mike Golby Cape Town, WY 2013-04-22 Stewart's continued imprisonment on politically-motivated grounds remains as

flagrant and inhumane an abuse of internationally-recognised human rights as

the continued incarceration of 'free-to-go' prisoners at the Guantanamo Bay

concentration and torture camp.

"The trial was a pig-circus, (s)he never had a chance" [Bob Dylan | Hurricane]

Ginger Massie Pierre, SD 2013-04-22 I do not think her sentence should have been increased to ten years which

basically was a death sentence as she had breast cancer when the sentence

was extended. This is a message of intimidation to anyone standing up against

the "establishment".

joe wetherell rocky point, NY 2013-04-22 How could this not be important to all of us?

For sooner than later we'll be in a similar situation in our own arenas.
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ILSE ANDREWS Exeter, NH 2013-04-22 Mainly for humanitarian reasons, but also because I don't think she should ever

have been tried for doing her job.

L. Dugan Hastings, NE 2013-04-22 10 years is unreasonble and inhumane punishment.IOW: the punishment does

not fit the crime

Elaine SharpElaineA Marblehead, MA 2013-04-22 Lynne is sick and should be home with her friends and family.

salvatore cassisi chester, NY 2013-04-22 This is someone who has represented those that have no voice and she is

being punished for it and she is being held with those same folks.  Whether she

is released or not does not diminish her accomplishments.  It only highlights

how far we have fallen.

Herbert Hoffman Ogunquit, ME 2013-04-22 She was doing her job under the Constitution and she did it well.  This should

not be the basis for a criminal complaint.  She has suffered more than she

deserved.  Free her now!

Hector Carosso New York, NY 2013-04-22 How is it possible that in this "Home of the Brave, Land of the Free" we have so

many brave individuals, like Lynne Stewart, who are not free; and so many

cowards, like prison, and government, and political, and "justice" officials, who

trample on the concept of freedom?   

The very fact that Lynne Stewart was sentenced to prison is unconscionable.

But that she was put in prison by the punitive, vindictive US "justice" system,

was not at all surprising.   A system that imprisons 2.3 million of its own citizens

cannot be called a "justice" system.  It is a profit machine, a gulag, an injustice

system, a showcase of expediency and ego flexing by those who presume to

be "tough on crime".... 

Lynne Stewart, whose cancer has spread in prison, whose treatments have

been delayed in prison, whose life is now rapidly ticking away in prison, is a

reflection of the conditions of medical treatment in prisons in general.   How

many states still have in their laws that women in prison who are delivering

babies can still remain shackled up to the point of giving birth? 

"Home of the Brave, Land of the Free"   I call B.S. on this.  Cowards, vultures,

corporatists and their minions prevail in this USofA, and much of America

follows along as a blissfully "bewildered herd."  It is people like Lynne Stewart,

who threaten this status quo, and for this, the wrath of the US government

came down on her to punish her, and to serve as warning for those who might

presume to follow in her footsteps.   

Does President Obama even know who Lynne Stewart is?  Does he even

care?  This man, this presumably peace-championing, noble prize-winning,

community organizing, civil rights attorney cum constitutional law instructor….

Where is he with his presidential pardons?  Oh yes, that's right, he has

pardoned less people during his administration than any recent president - less

than Reagan, less than Bush Sr. and Bush Jr., less than Clinton -- for fear of

looking weak?  for fear of appearing to favor those activists and organizers?

for fear of his own Justice Department?  for fear of his own shadow?

Already a dark stain on the US legal & "justice" & prison systems, if Lynne

Stewart passes away in prison, it will be such a horrendous shame and

bloodstain on all individuals and systems that have and had the power to

release her. 

Lynne Stewart does not deserve to be in prison.  Lynne Stewart must be freed.

Now.  Today.  At this moment.  Yesterday!
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Louise Rolingher Edmonton, Canada 2013-04-22 Ms. Stewart's conviction is yet another and an egregious example of the

deterioration of our democracies.

Whitney Young NARBERTH, PA 2013-04-22 An advocate for justice and transparency- traits what the US allegedly

champions- should not be oppressed for her bravery.

Brad Martin Prescott, AZ 2013-04-22 If our republic is to survive we must rise up and speak out, always, against

social injustice. Lynne's case is at the vanguard of this cause!

Lee Bartell New York, NY 2013-04-22 Lynne Stewart needs to be doing what she's been doing her whole life - using

law to help people.  End of story.

Phyllis Creighton Toronto, Canada 2013-04-22 It's past time to end the barbarity of imprisonment for Lynne Stewart. Life-

threatening cancer calls for compassionate release.

sally kline Reading, PA 2013-04-22 Lynne Stewart doesn't deserve such grossly unfair treatment!  She deserves to

be released!.

David Berger New York, NY 2013-04-22 While there is a soul in prison, I am not free.

Janice Greer Vicksburg, MS 2013-04-22 Because it was wrong to incarcerate her in the first place

Debra Slattery Slate Hill, NY 2013-04-22 Humanitarian grounds, please!

Patricia Jewell Brighton, United

Kingdom

2013-04-22 For a government to call itself democratic, it must abide by the law and support

the judiciary. Jailing Lynne Stewart will not help the terrorist situation.

J R Phoenix, AZ 2013-04-22 In the end, those who feel and act on compassion will be the only survivors of

the human race.

Michelle Winther Albuquerque,N.M.,

United States

2013-04-22 This is a human rights crime.

Jay Arena Berkeley Heights, NJ 2013-04-22 The continued imprisonment of Ms Stewart  is a grave human rights violation.

Her only crime was to represent her client. I call on the authorities to release

her now .

Marjorie Fenner Kew Gardens, NY 2013-04-22 Her crime was simply to defend the poor and the despised.  She has done

nothing to harm America.

Diarmuid Breatnach Baile Atha Cliath, Ireland 2013-04-22 for human rights, to which everyone is entitled, and for solidarity with the

oppressed

Joanne Horlbogen North Kingstown, RI 2013-04-22 The imprisonment of Lynne Stewart is a complete travesty of justice!!! She is

the very type of person who should be leading our once great country. My

prayers are with you and your family, Lynne.

Paul Ady Smithfield, RI 2013-04-22 I believe in the Constitution.

Maxine Linville Johnson City, NY 2013-04-22 because we can't let these assholes win

Tom Shields Roslyn Heights, NY 2013-04-22 Ms. Stewart has worked to secure the rights of unpopular defendants. Let her

die in a free environment.

Eric Bard Denver, CO 2013-04-22 Our prison for profit and paranoid defense hawks deny constitutional  rights

Carolyn Thompson Rio Nido, CA 2013-04-22 Show some compassion.

Gordon Cook Ewing,, NJ 2013-04-22 Human decency for chris sake

Phoebe Love St. Louis, MO 2013-04-22 This is nuts.

Roberta WAll Saugerties, NY 2013-04-22 Compassion for women and families living with breast cancer.

Rebecca Maureen

Friedman

4900-540, Portugal 2013-04-22 I respect and wish for the freedom of Lynne Stewart for all she has contributed

to helping the underdog...we need more people like her in this unequal world.

Irene Leeg Los angeles, CA 2013-04-22 Why this woman is in prison and bush, Cheney, Rumsfeld and Rice are not, is

an abomination.
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Jerry Zeiger Oakland, CA 2013-04-22 Just another drop in the ocean of injustices that are commonplace with this

repressive, prison-happy government.  But each injustice should be addressed.

Sara Bartlett Christiansburg, VA 2013-04-22 Ms. Stewart believes in what I believe in and should be revered for it, not

imprisoned.

Nigel Baldwin Portsmouth, Hampshire,

United Kingdom

2013-04-22 If Lynne Stewart should die in custody, she'll be to authoritarian USA what

Steve Biko was to South Africa in the days of Apartheid.

eleanor vander haegen Keene, NH 2013-04-22 Such persecution is un-American.

Ricky McLeod Wellington, New Zealand 2013-04-22 " Injustice swift, erect and unconfin'd, Sweeps the wide earth, and tramples o'er

mankind "...Alexander Pope, Tr. of Homer: Iliad, ix (c.800 b.c.), 1717

ruth ballalrd hayesville, NC 2013-04-22 this is america! how can we jail advocates for the impoverished and the

disenfranchised?!

Joy Al-Soif Vacouver, Wallis and

Futuna

2013-04-22 Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty. Thank you for your efforts on behalf of

tne oppressed.

Jacob R Clark Columbus, OH 2013-04-22 This woman has done more good waving her pinkie than most of those who put

her away do in a lifetime.... Let her live her last days in peace.

Nancy Murdock Santa Barbara, CA 2013-04-22 Keeping her in prison is WRONG.  She never should have been sent to prison.

IVONNE KEELS NEW YORK, NY 2013-04-22 I feel that Lynne was railroaded because she dared cared for the least of these.

And, at her age and medical condition, considering her great career in trying to

help others, she should pardon and release.

Douglas Bennett Bella Vista, CA 2013-04-22 Justice!!

Castan Comice Freeport, NY 2013-04-22 A government should be loved; and should be able to show love to it's

citizens... Lynne is worth more to the government then realized; free her and

show that you recognize her humanity; compassion.

anneke kalf Delft, Netherlands 2013-04-22 Because its stupid thinking of what prison is supposed to be for and the good

she did for ordinary people and justice.

Linda Fitch Portland, OR 2013-04-22 An injustice to any of us is an injustice to us all.

Gail Taft Coral Gables, FL 2013-04-22 This should be important to all of us.  Our government should serve and protect

and honor those who defend the defenseless.  This is horrendous, cruel,

arbitrary and the government that those on the outside know very little about.

Amrita  Burdick Kansas City, MO 2013-04-22 As one who worked as a medical librarian,  I appreciate her illness and the

desire to inform and protect that has driven her life.

Carolyn Wright Las Vegas, NV 2013-04-22 This woman who has fought long and hard for the outcasts of society should be

at least allowed to be released and to go home and be with her family at the

end of her days.

Brian Christgau Nanuet, NY 2013-04-22 This is a great and terrible injustice that needs to be rectified immediately.

Kristina Cliff-Evans Philadelphia, PA 2013-04-22 She is not any kind of risk to anyone, was most likely wrongly sentenced and

should be able to live what's left of her cancer-compromised life at home with

her family.

Effie French New York, NY 2013-04-22 Free this incredible lady NOW; she is sick, and old and innocent anyway!  Don't

have us, the citizens of this country, lose faith in our Legal System!!

David Humus Eugene, OR 2013-04-22 "Death by legality": "imprisonment ordered, precluding surgery"

Tim Gordon Bellingham, WA 2013-04-22 America's treatment of its political prisoners is a shame and embarrassment.

Nancy Wall Tucson, AZ 2013-04-22 Cancer is a terrible disease. But to have it in prison, when one has been

unjustly sent there, is unthinkable.
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Linda Inness Philadelphia, TN 2013-04-22

The question was: why is this important to you? Justice and fairness should be

important to all Americans. Justice shouldn't be dictated by government might,

nor corporate money, nor trumped up fear mongering. Our collective voice is no

longer heard in our governments. Politicians elected by corporate dollars do the

bidding of the donors. The MIC is all powerful and we are reaping what we

have sown.

Deirdre Balaam Perth, United Kingdom 2013-04-22 This is absolutely shocking.  Right from the start, what kind of justice is being

administered in the US?  Is it run by Idiots?  Is this kind of justice what they

teach at law schools?  God help the US.  Free this dear woman IMMEDIATELY.

NOW.  She shouldn't even be in prison, but to be so evilly and maliciously

neglected is beyond belief.

Ian Schierbeck Salmon Arm, Canada 2013-04-22 justice as well as compassion

Susan Black Cobleskill, NY 2013-04-22 I knew and worked with Lynne Stewart in the mid to late 1990's.  I was - and

am still - proud to think of her as a friend and quite apart from her struggles for

social and criminal justice she is a wife, mother and grandmother...  Continued

incarceration of this heroic and loving woman is unjustified by any benefit to the

People.  Her whole life, with its struggle for an education, the unceasing efforts

on behalf of others, should be sufficient to weigh against any wrong she may

have done.  And the family and community she has been separated from has

suffered from her enforced absence.  The government has acomplished its

jpresumed purpose in  jailing her - she has been neutralized as a voice for

freedom and integrity - If she must lay down this heavy load, let her do it in

peace!

A Knesal portland, or., AL 2013-04-22 This is another Travesty of Justice in a country we once thought upheld justice

for all.

Clearly a political assassination.

Please End it Now

Regards A Knesal

Leanne MacMillan Halifax, Canada 2013-04-22 I am a lawyer in Canada. I read about you in an article by Chris Hedges today

in TRUTHOUT. Unbelievable you are in jail.

Barclay Marie Nj, NJ 2013-04-22 I pray that justice will be served for a lady who has dedicated her life to do

God's work.  My prayers are with you for healing and your prompt release.

Gina Mariposa SAN BERNARDINO, CA 2013-04-22 I well remember the torment and ridicule her client the Sheikr received.  She

has been my heroine since that time and will not be forgotten.

Jean-David Beyer Shrewsbury, NJ 2013-04-22 Imprisoning an ethical attorney for defending her clients is a disgusting travesty

of justice. I am embarrassed to be forced, as a taxpayer, to have anything to do

with this.

Jacqueline Fravel Huntington, WV 2013-04-22 Our forfathers knew what we would be up against if the Government got too

big. She saw injustice and wanted to help this human being who wanted

someone he could trust to represent him. I am very proud of Lynne for standing

her ground. I know it is scarey for her to stand up against such a powerful entity

of which the Government has become. The small voice is still heard amongst

many out here.

Donna Baranski-Walker Palo Alto, CA 2013-04-22 What Lynn Stewart does matters.

Susan Keegan Chicago, IL 2013-04-22 What is going on in this country?!  Enough!!



Name Location Date Comment

Mary Roche FAIRPORT, NY 2013-04-22 Nobody should die in prison from untreated cancer because they were doing

their job as an attorney.

Martin Bring Bellingham, WA 2013-04-22 Another reason to hold the American "Justice System" in contempt.

J. Harrigan Providence, RI 2013-04-22 I may not agree with all, possibly even much, of her politics, but she, in general,

has fought for the people who needed it the most.  With stage IV cancer, it's

time for the feds to let her go home.

Kate Schock Rock Springs, WY 2013-04-22 What kind of country have we become when we can imprison someone for

providing a defense for someone?  Please show some compassion and

release this woman!

judy brody washington, DC 2013-04-22 This woman deserves an award of merit, not punishment.

Elizabeth Raybee Poter Valley, CA 2013-04-22 This should not be a police state!  Lynne Stewart should never have gone to

prison. Keeping her there now is more unfair persecution.

Gay Kramer-Dodd Eugene, OR 2013-04-22 This is so very, very wrong!

Tony Papa NYC, NY 2013-04-22 justice!

Shell Lavender Snowflake, AZ 2013-04-22 Because there are too few who care about their fellow humans and justice for

all equally.

Dianne Faucher New York, NY 2013-04-22 Just like any other American citizen, or even non-citizen, Muslims deserved

legal representation too.

Ann Hawkins Atlanta, GA 2013-04-22 There is cruelty and there is compassion.  There are unthinking callous acts

and there are understanding merciful acts,

Barbara Jane Gaborow Amherst,, VA 2013-04-22 Lynne Stewart is a courageous crusader for the poor and oppressed.  She

should have never been incarcerated in the first place!  Set her free!  Her

freedom is the prayer of untold numbers of honorable people all over the

planet!

David Diamond Dover, NH 2013-04-22 Everyone ought to have the right to legal representation.

Patricia Jackson San Francisco, CA 2013-04-22 Lynne is our heroine who is being punished for standing up for justice -doing

her job as a lawyer - as she has done all through her life. Free her Now!

Iv  Ars Los Angeles, CA 2013-04-23 I urge you to grant Lynne Stewart immediate release because the United

States of America must continue to be a beacon of hope in this world.

Douglas Jack LaSalle-Montreal,

Quebec, Canada, United

States

2013-04-23 Real change is economic 'Swaraj' (Hindi 'self-sufficiency') as advocated by

Mohandas Gandhi & adopted by India.  All disputes can be improved through

'Satyagraha' (H. 'truth-search').  Gandhi asked the question of all parties in

India including British & Canadian state terrorists who had gratuitously

massacred many thousands of picnicking citizens, "What are your best

intentions & how can we help you fulfill these?"  <a

href="https://sites.google.com/site/indigenecommunity/structure/both-sides-

now-equal-time-recorded-dialogues"

rel="nofollow">https://sites.google.com/site/indigenecommunity/structure/both-

sides-now-equal-time-recorded-dialogues</a>   I stand with Nelson Mandela

committed to non-violence in his own assessment of Lynne's judgement.

sha quader New York, NY 2013-04-23 Because we need more people like her!

Leland Wheeler Clearwater, FL 2013-04-23 I've read Orwell as a warning, not a blueprint for the future.

Gary Schmidt Springfield, TN 2013-04-23 For God's sake.  Have a heart and release Ms. Stewart.

judith merit los angeles, CA 2013-04-23 Inhumane treatment of anyone is a cowardly and disgraceful use of power.

Inhumane treatment of Lynne Stewart continues to be needlessly cruel and

unforgiving.  She should have been released long before this.



Name Location Date Comment

Victor Vuyas San Francisco, CA 2013-04-23 This is cruelty carried to an extreme. That a patriot like Ms Steward is in jail and

not lauded is a disgrace.

Asta Wistrand Kaitaia, New Zealand 2013-04-23 Lynne Stewart deserves rewards not punishment. The world needs more like

her to stand up for the rights of those leass fortunate.

Anne Stevens Stevens, VT 2013-04-23 It is unnecessary cruelty to keep her in prison when she is so sick.

Kenneth Clark UNionville, TN 2013-04-23 Lynn Stewart, who DID NOT receive a death sentence by the courts, will

receive it at prison hands unless she is released.  This is murder.

Peter Shaw Portland, OR 2013-04-23 She is everything this country used to stand for.

Kenneth Adler Sylvania, OH 2013-04-23 Justice demands her release!

Melissa Peters Henrico, VA 2013-04-23 As far as I am concerned ALL people who commit crimes in the U.S. are

entitled to a lawyer and a fair trial.  That is one of the most important things

about this country.  Lynne Stewart should not be punished for providing her

clients with the best legal representation she was capable of.  No purpose is

served now by keeping her in prison.  It is petty and vindictive to keep her

incarcerated.

Jane Fehlberg Portland, OR 2013-04-23 Please show compassion to this woman.

Thomas Mitchell Sonoma, CA 2013-04-23 This is a simple matter of justice.

develyn edwards Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-23 Because an injustice to one is an injustice to all.  The lady needs to be

released so she can receive proper, immediate health care.   To sit by and

watch and not help her get the correct medical care is to aide in her demise.

The decision for one to live or die belongs to God and no one else!!!!!

Mary Hamilton Anytown, CA 2013-04-23 Human decency and stop government abuses!

John Daniels Wilmette, IL 2013-04-23 sally daniels

cynthia Hall danielson, CT 2013-04-23 It shows us who the real heros are, and the real terrorists posing as govt.

members

Edith Romeo Largo, FL 2013-04-23 She has served more than enough times, she is  now sick and needs medical

assistance so lets get her released 

ASAP

Carolyn Birden New York, NY 2013-04-23 Lynne is a brave and inspiring woman. She is also the canary in the coal mine:

there will be no legal representation for anyone outside of orthodoxy if the

government can silence Lynne Stewart.  As she will not be silent, so must we

refuse to remain silent.

Debra L Diegoli 05156, VT 2013-04-23 human rights and dignity, and just plain common sense.  Her treatment is

atrocious.

Bruce Johnston BRIGHTWATERS,

Australia

2013-04-23 A comment at the end of a recent story summarizes my thoughts about

America at the moment: "despicable".  and despicable is judging lightly !

marguerita dentino Freehold, NJ 2013-04-23 This petition strikes At the core OF freedom & justice which this country is

supposed to cherish.

Free Lynne Stewart

dennis gwynn salem, OR 2013-04-23 She has served 5 years, far more than originally sentenced.  Compassion  and

a sense of fairness should release her.

Carol Ballou Belmont, VT 2013-04-23 We need to put fewer people in jail and when someone who is not a physical

threat becomes seriously ill, they should be allowed to be with their families.

Compassion is a human trait we need to practice more often.

Bianca Toscano

Michalczak

Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-23 Dolphy Hazel, and the documentary The House that Herman Built



Name Location Date Comment

Susan Cooke Phoenix, AZ 2013-04-23 This treatment of Lynn is unconscionable.

Jeanne Young Sequim, WA 2013-04-23 To keep a human in this condition, and already elderly, is inhumane, and

unwarrented. This isn't USA justice, this is savagery

Ralph Conroy West Chazy, NY 2013-04-23 for justice's Sake

Linda Albertano Venice, CA 2013-04-23 Let's be the America we grew up believing in!  Make us proud again!

Peter Cromer Calgary, Canada 2013-04-23 This appears a petty, vindictive and treacherous assault on freedom,

democracy and justice. A disgrace to humanity.

John and Julie Auer Naples, FL 2013-04-23 those who are willing to bear peaceful nonviolent direct action resistance for

future of world's children, for instance, need assurance they will receive full

entitlement to legal counsel/defense

Penelope Seitler Kingman, AZ 2013-04-23 she has done nothing wrong, and because her story proves we are living in a

police state.

Kevin Jones Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-23 Because she doesn't belong in prison in the first place.

michael zingale santa monica, CA 2013-04-23 Her sentencing and imposed tormenting conditions of her incarceration reveals

a creeping brutality and corruption infecting  "Our State".

John Lewis-Dickerson Smyrna, GA 2013-04-23 George W. Bush and Dick Cheney are the ones who should be in prison, not

Lynne Stewart!

Kate Henke Berkeley, CA 2013-04-23 Show some compassion!

Cuyler Brooks Lilburn, GA 2013-04-23 She never should have been imprisoned! How do we know that the feds didn't

INDUCE her cancer?

Robert Shepherd New York, NY 2013-04-23 We must not allow Journalists, the eyes and ears of the world to be silenced.

We must cry out and stand up for them. We must win their freedom.

Lois Keel Madison, WI 2013-04-23 Our justice system closes it's eyes to the crimes of the wealthy, yet refuses to

release a dying woman who is incarcerated out of spite.

Evan Williams Seabrook, TX 2013-04-23 Stewart is a victim of the fictitious war on terror

cheryl bush brixham, United Kingdom 2013-04-23 Most women of the world are compassionate, I am one, are you serious?!! Are

you going to throw us all in prison?!!! Release Lynn Stewart NOW!!!

Sam Scharff seattle, WA 2013-04-23 Because my father, my wife and I swore to protect and defend the

Constitution...my father an officer in the Engineers in France in WWI and again

in Germany in WWII, my wife a lawyer in court fighting for women's rights,

myself in the Air force -- WWII, Fifth Air Force, Southwest Pacific and Korean

Waf in ARDC....the government's treatment of Lynne Stewart isstupoid and

dispicable...but above all it is flagrantly in defiance of what oure country was

founed for - and what any sane rerading of the Constitution will coinfirm...she

should be set free

Ina van Dijk Zoetermeer, Netherlands 2013-04-23 justice above all profits

Pamela Zuppo San Francisco, CA 2013-04-23 Lynne Stewart's case epitomizes the evolution of the destruction of the United

States justice system. I am terribly ashamed of this country that imprisons its

best people by judges and states with the devolved minds. Shame, shame, on

our judges and our justice system. Have Ms. Stewart's death on your ignorant,

narrow minds. Rest in hell.

Jeanne Oliver France 2013-04-23 I knew Lynn Stewart as a fine, dedicated lawyer and a lovely, kind person. Her

sentence was grotesquely excessive. She does not deserve to die in prison.

DOMHNALL

O'COBHTHAIGH

BELCOO, United

Kingdom

2013-04-23 Human Dignity and Solidarity!

Patrice Cochran Alexandria, VA 2013-04-23 L. Stewart is a standard-bearer for

justice/



Name Location Date Comment

Gail Blasie Massapequa Park, NY 2013-04-23 Lynne is ill and needs to be with her family. The sentence was overkill to begin

with.  Please release her so she can spend her last days getting the medical

and family support she needs.

Stephen Potter Fort Lauderdale, FL 2013-04-23 We can't & don't deserve to live unless we can be actively compassionate

towards those who are suffering. Don't forget,

the person suffering will one day be you, and me. By helping this woman we

are helping ourselves too.

Alan  MacSimoin Dublin, Ireland 2013-04-23 Is the prohibition of "cruel and unusual punishment" just a myth?

William Hill III Santa Fe, NM 2013-04-23 Justice

Albert Henderson Milford, CT 2013-04-23 Let's pledge to defend and uphold the Constitution of the United States.

Charles Lane Lancaster, PA 2013-04-23 When the State becomes the perpetrator of a crime against a citizen, then we

are all in danger of ultimately being imprisoned for saying and doing what is

protected by our Constitution.

Josette  Coupet Chicago, IL 2013-04-23 This is a perfect example of the government's abuse of power. It can happen to

any one of us, so we must all seek out injustice and shine the light on it to

minimize its practice. FREE Lynne Stewart! LONG LIVE JUSTICE & LIBERTY

FOR ALL!!!

Leslie Dack AIken, SC 2013-04-23 Can't believe this denial of basic human decency is being denied in this

country. Barbaric.

Harvey Taylor Milwaukee, WI 2013-04-23 justice... compassion

rachel altork chicago, IL 2013-04-23 When people are punished for respecting the judicial process, justice begins to

die

Brian Koenigsdorf Kansas City, MO 2013-04-23 This cruel and unusual punishment to keep in custody someone dying from

cancer. 

What kind of administration is in charge? What is left of the constitution?

Penny Shultz Gladstone, MO 2013-04-23 I am Human

Mike Pickens Indianola, IA 2013-04-23 Draconian punishments do not make for justice.

Nancy Wagner Overland Park, KS 2013-04-23 I am appalled at the governmental assault on those who wish to see our

democratic ideals be carried out in our lives.  I stand with Lynne Stewart and

what she has stood for.  Free her to die in peace amid her loving family.

Not to do so is to side with the dark side that is seeming to dominate our

beautiful country these days.

John Fish Kansas City, MO 2013-04-23 I am ashamed that my supposedly democratic government would take such

harsh and unreasonable actions against Lynne Stewart. It would be well past

time to free her if she was healthy, but, given her life-threatening condition, it's

vicious and cruel to keep her in prison.

Kerima Cevik Greenbelt, MD 2013-04-23 Because if we punish those who provide all accused with the constitutional

right to legal defense, regardless of the crimes they are accused of, then we

have no Democracy

George McAnanama Bronx, NY 2013-04-23 This is yet another travesty of our perverted justice (?) system.

Johanna Fears Louisville, KY 2013-04-23 I don't like it when justice is denied and extremist super-patriots choose to

shred the constitution.

Susan Anderson Boston, MA 2013-04-23 Let freedom ring!  Oppressing those who speak up for the poor and the

oppressed should be a badge of honor, not a stigma to be hidden in the

darkness of hatred and repression.

Agnes Brien Frankford, DE 2013-04-23 All human life is sacred.



Name Location Date Comment

Carol Silva Willimantic, CT 2013-04-23 We need people like Lynn to help make democracy work. She has worked

tirelessly. She is terribly sick now and needs to be released. Please show her

the compassion she deserves and let her go.

Lisa Prochello San Francisco, CA 2013-04-23 Save her life, release her.

Julie Conover Tahoe City, CA 2013-04-23 She should not be in jail in the first place, this is a sad, sad travesty.

Edwin Strain tucson, AZ 2013-04-23 George Orwell would be proud of our judicial system in America today.  The

framers of the Constitution feared exactly what our judicial system has

become.Why is this important to you?

Gail Hughes Minneapolis, MN 2013-04-23 The circumstances around Lynne's arrest suggest that she is a political

prisoner, rather than a criminal.

M. K.  Brussel Urbana, IL 2013-04-23 Such beastly injustice!

Jim  McKay Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-23 When did the USA become so barbaric?

Have some reason, common sense, and heart - free Lynne Stewart.

Molly Freeman Berkeley, CA 2013-04-23 I have always considered Lynne Stewart to be a model attorney, wrongly

accused and woefully wronged by imprisonment.

Michael Burns Sarasota, FL 2013-04-23 Lynne Stewart is a hero. She is exhibit A as an example of Civil Valor. I wish I

had half her courage. The u. s. government has become a police state and the

worlds cruelest bully.

Ann K Brady St Paul, MN 2013-04-23 Lynne Stewart seems to be a victim of politics. I do not understand how

representing her client violates the law. Her treatment is cruel and vindictive

and she should be released on compassionate and ethical grounds.

musa yusuf Redwood City, CA 2013-04-23 Put yourself in Lynne's place and ask the question: How would you like to be

treated ?

jorge goncalves Ponta Delgada, Portugal 2013-04-23 Muito importante: uma lutadora dos direitos humanos.

Kevin Zeese Baltimore, MD 2013-04-23 Stewart should never have been prosecuted. She has been punished too

severely.  She should not die in jail.  Free Lynne Stewart!

Eleanor Eisenberg Phoenix, AZ 2013-04-23 More than ever we need lawyers with the courage and moral commitment to

defending the unpopular.  The purpose of the defense of the accused is not just

to preserve their rights but also to assure that the government is obeying the

law.

lauren kelley glendale, CA 2013-04-23 This woman never deserved this conviction in the first place. Please release

her immediately.

Robert Follett Oakland, CA 2013-04-23 To do what little I can in supporting justice in this world.

Sherry Bendall Aliso Viejo, CA 2013-04-23 It highly offends me that such a heroine as Lynne Stewart is being persecuted

for standing up for the poor, oppressed, and politically unpopular people in the

country of the Constitution, with its supposed guarantees of the right of speech,

etc.

lesley segedy san francisco, CA 2013-04-23 Lynn Stewart is now fighting for her life; just as she fought for so many others

and for justice.

Michael McDowell Samta Rosa, CA 2013-04-23 freedom and democracy are supposed to prevail and she is innocent. She has

been gravely wronged.

Arthur Holden Berkeley, CA 2013-04-23 great fear and regret that we live in a police state

Ron Peterson Gasquet, CA 2013-04-23 A  courageous human who champions justice now requires human compassion

in final stages of cancer. Be afraid my aching asshole!

Kat Kizr San Francisco, CA 2013-04-23 Lynne Stewart has given so much to others. It's a cruel irony that she hasn't

been released on compassionate leave! Charles E. Samuels, Jr., I implore you

to release Lynne Stewart immediately!



Name Location Date Comment

barbara  fitzpatrick Berkeley, CA 2013-04-23 Justice.  In particular justice for Lynn, whom should be celebrated as a hero.

Steven Sicular Los Gatos, CA 2013-04-23 The criminal US Government is quickly becoming the worst of the world's

human rights violators. From Drone strikes to jailing whistleblowers. we MUST

WAKE UP and do something before it's too late!

Helene Knox Berkeley, CA 2013-04-23 I met Lynne Stewart at a Unitarian Universalist church when she gave us a talk

about her legal situation just BEFORE she was put in prison. I am convinced

she is innocent of any wrongdoing and has in fact courageously devoted her

life to seeing that justice is done for her clients. I think she is a political prisoner

and should be released immediately.  I have a PhD from the University of

California and a Masters Degree in Divinity from the Graduate Theological

Union in Berkeley, CA.

Steven A Spiwak Los Angeles, CA 2013-04-23 Justice

Paul Cunningham san rafael, CA 2013-04-23 Its just compassion.  She is dying.  Let's give her some peace

Friends of WikiLeaks

Chicago FoWL

Chicago, IL 2013-04-23 The US Government's attempt to terrorize lawyers into not defending those

charged with committing "terrorist acts" is an outrageous attack on the rights of

every US worker/activist to obtain effective legal counsel.  Free Lynne Stewart

and Abdel Sattar Now!

Marta Neely Lucerne Valley, CA 2013-04-23 Lynne Stewart is clearly not a danger to the citizens of the United States.

James Armstrong Berkeley, CA 2013-04-23 If they can do this to her, they can do it to you.

Samantha Lopez Riverside, CA 2013-04-23 She deserves justice and compassion.

Geraldine  Gauer Santa Rosa, CA 2013-04-23 Stop All Inhumane Treatment of Lynne Stewart Now...Pardon Her !

Andrea Hughes Roseburg, OR 2013-04-23 Why is this not important to EVERYONE?

Jim  Geraghty San Rafael, CA 2013-04-23 This persecution is unjust and unfair and shakes the foudation of our freedoms

in America. It is perverted justice designed to undermine our justice system and

our basic understandings of freedom.

Carol Kummer Oakland, CA 2013-04-23 Lynne is a dear friend, a true patriot and a woman of great courage and

intelligence. The wrong people are being jailed in this country. Corruption and

lies are rewarded, the truth tellers go to jail. Lynne should be free to seek real

medical treatment. They intend to destroy her for speaking truth to power.

Daniel Rupp Oak view, CA 2013-04-23 Justice

Ellen Hage Pacifica, CA 2013-04-23 The incarcerations of Lynne Stewart is an outrageous miscarriage of justice.

Our government has not pursued the truth and has not held to the principles on

which our country was founded. This has brought shame to our country and

cruelty towards the Lynne Stewart.

Anne Chesterman Sierra Madre, CA 2013-04-23 Take this opportunity to demonstrate that you, too, are a sentient being and are

aware of the perpetuity of life's choices.

Flo Pickett Long Beach, CA 2013-04-23 Advocating for unpopular causes should not be a crime....happens to her it can

happen to ayone

Jacqueline Leavy Oak Park, IL 2013-04-23 Because the gov't is exercising "cruel and unusual punishment'; true justice

must be based on mercy and a proportionate response to whatever offense

may have been committed; and because she should never have been

prosecuted in the 1st place!

Stephen Pope Santa Barbara, CA 2013-04-23 We need to protect and honor people like Lynn.

Nancy Watts San Luis Obispo, CA 2013-04-23 America his abandoning its right to dissent, its protection of civil and popular

governance....in favor of Corporate Rule.

Bill & Marilyn Voorhies West Tremont, ME 2013-04-23 Lynne Stewart should be held up as a true pillar of society! Save her now!!

James Young Berkeley, CA 2013-04-23 What's right is right.Justice.



Name Location Date Comment

Judith Peck CA, CA 2013-04-23 I see no reason for the government to persecute this woman the way they have

done.

JamesEric McGee Buena Park, CA 2013-04-23 Human rights.  Civil rights.

Audrey De Cruz La Puente, CA 2013-04-23 I  first heard about Ms. Stewart on today's KPFK program and realized I had to

sign the petition

Margarita McLarty Livingston, MT 2013-04-23 We need to honor Lynne  Stewart rather than incarcerate her.  Our country is

diminished by inhibiting a lawyers right to fully represent their clients, and all

our civil liberties are threatened when we acquese to squelching any voice.

Tracey Noblette Brookhaven, PA 2013-04-23 We need to keep standing up, no matter how many they trample, there will

continue to be wave upon wave of fighters.  Lynne Stewart is one of the best.

Lisa Dollar San Francisco, CA 2013-04-23 I'm deeply concerned in general about the rising corruption of government and

the courts, the dismantling of our constitutional protections and the jailing of

dissenters.  Specifically I'm distressed by the abysmal treatment of Lynne

Stewart.

tomiyo sasaki cumberland, MD 2013-04-23 Compassion & justice for Lynne Stewart! Please Release Her Immediately.

Thank you Ms. Stewart for fighting for ALL of our rights [while sacrificing your

own life!].  Please Keep Fighting & Showing Us--the Path Forward!  With

gratitude...tsasaki

Slim Midkiff Rankin,Texas, TX 2013-04-23 Right is right and wrong is wring.

Barbara Ross Jefferson City, MO 2013-04-23 This woman is no threat to anyone, except those that have a need to persecute

another who lives their life outside the narrow boundaries of convention and

dares to stand up for the despised.  Have an ounce of decency and free her

now.

David Walkingstick Morgan Hill, CA 2013-04-23 for the free flow of information between client and their attorney

Patrick Ciriello Newbury, VT 2013-04-23 Let her out you miserable trolls.

Lyncoln Trower Philadelphia, PA 2013-04-23 To confirm that we are human.

Abina Manning Chicago, IL 2013-04-23 Lynne Stewart devoted her life to serving the oppressed.  It would be a travesty

for her to die in prison.  SET HER FREE!

Kathleen Park Hackettstown, NJ 2013-04-23 It should be important to every citizen with a heart.

Nancy Ellingham Bellevue, WA 2013-04-23 I have a passionate hatred of every injustice!

Mary McGuire Half Moon Bay, CA 2013-04-23 Brilliant and selfless, Lynne has

spent herself seeking fairness for 

the impoverished and despised. N Now  she is facing a painful end,

unless we succeed in saving her.

Let's expect a miracle

Mary McGuire

Naim Saari Helsinki, Finland 2013-04-23 i am against policecorruption

Stephanie Villani Mattituck, NY 2013-04-23 Please sign....I have known Lynne for many years and she is in dire need of

help.  Thanks.

John Vieira Mount Vernon, WA 2013-04-23 This nation is moving pell mell toward a tyrannical form of government.  And we

must avert this direction.  Free Lynne Stewart.

Jerry Buechler Port St. Lucie, FL 2013-04-23 This is a medieval and cruel travesty of justice.  Is there no justice anymore

only corporate control.

Stephanie DuPont Los Angeles, CA 2013-04-23 Lynne, You are an inspiration, a role model - my hero. I hope that my daughters

and their daughters hear your powerful voice.
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Meryl Steinberg San Francisco, CA 2013-04-23 The woman is unjustly imprisoned and not being treated with basic decency.

Shackling a patient in surgery and not allowing time for healing is ugly behavior

for a society that considers itself civilized.  Think again.   Release her.

Dalin Hale Hemet, CA 2013-04-23 In a time of hysteria in the wake of false flag terrorism and blowback, any one

us is vulnerable to the connivances of a bent justice system of mere

appearances. Who else wants to tear the masque from the masquerade?

Dianne Duncan Austin, TX 2013-04-23 Clearly Lynne Stewart's medical condition can not be managed in prison.

Clearly she is not a threat to society. Justice without mercy is not justice.

Anita Barrows Berkeley, CA 2013-04-23 I have met Lynne and find her an extraordinary representative of truth and

justice.  I am appalled that she is being made an example of by our state,

which is perpetrating war and destruction in many places while she has been a

defender of peace.  Apart from this, if we have any compassion remaining to us

as a nation, it should be exercised in Lynne Stewart's case.

thomas Cole Kelso, United Kingdom 2013-04-23 Lynne deserves all the support we can muster-she's a truly wonderful example

of humanity!

Nancy Wade Chicago, IL 2013-04-23 Just as we condemn Iran for holding lawyers in prison for defending their

clients we must condemn our own government for this practice.

arlene christian arlington, VA 2013-04-23 Because Lynne Stewart has been unduly punished by our legal system and is

not a threat to our country or way of life. She deserves to be able to be close to

her family and to be given decent care to susstain her life.

Liz Fautsch Encinitas, CA 2013-04-23 It's absurd that this woman, who has harmed no one and is a crusader for

justice, should sit in a prison cell, while individuals who have destroyed our

economy and ruined the livelihoods of millions go unpunished. Where is the

justice?

Margaret  Gardiner Glenrothes, United

Kingdom

2013-04-23 It is NOT your duty to treat anyone inhumanely.  This is not merely inhumane

but is, indeed,barbaric

Jesus Ochoa El Paso, TX 2013-04-24 using the law as a weapon will only hasten the downfall of our country. no

nation lasts forever - earl shorris

Mitchell Diamond Sunnyvale, CA 2013-04-24 Don't mess with the Plutocracy.

Emily Lewis Easthampton, MA 2013-04-24 Why are they able to sleep?

Chris Pitzel Simi Valley, CA 2013-04-24 Politically motivated prison sentences are unacceptable!

June Martyn Columbia, MD 2013-04-24 Such brutal cruelty is monstrous.

Merle Lefkoff Santa Fe, NM 2013-04-24 Small acts of reprieve in what is rapidly becoming a police state can make a

difference.

Daniela Reichert Fairfax, VA 2013-04-24 The war on terror creates an increasingly xenophobic environment in the U.S.

As an international resident, I begin to feel anxious and also do not trust the

legal system's unbiased judgement any more. The Lynne Stewart case is

shocking proof of the above.

Efrem Lipkin Berkeley, CA 2013-04-24 Simple human decency.

Michael Burlingame Overland Park, KS 2013-04-24 The United States used to stand for a "just" nation.  But post 9/11 there are too

many examples such as Lynne's that show that we have strayed way off

course.

Dick Bennett Fayetteville, AR 2013-04-24 I have recently read another biography of Jesus that explains the two great

commandments as realized through the nonviolent support of the oppressed.

Joseph Jurich Chestnut Hill, MA 02467,

MA

2013-04-24 For reasons of justice, humanity, recognition of the alleged "creme" and brutal

and irrational conviction; for recognition of the contributions of the convicted,

RELEASE is essential to who Lynne is and who we are.



Name Location Date Comment

Inger Raaby Trotwood, United States 2013-04-24 A country that calls itself civilized cannot treat any human being like this -

especially not someone who has devoted her life to the oppressed. When we

let this go on, the blame falls on us all.

Bonnie  Block Madison, WI 2013-04-24 Because I'm a retired lawyer who took an oath to abide by the US Constitution

and the rule of law.  What has happened since 9/11 is that the government has

gone off the deep end and is violating our civil rights and human rights.  Lynne

Stewart is one of the outrageous examples!   It's got to stop!

Dave Schraeger Hamilton, NJ 2013-04-24 I think the cruel and unjustified punishment of Lynne Stewart is dangerous to us

as a society.  The poor and those who are not favored by the ruling class need

a strong advocate like Lynne Stewart.  The crime is not that Lynne Stewart has

been fearless in defending her clients, but that she is being punished at all for

doing her job.  If they can imprison lawyers who defend the poor and

powerless, they can jail anyone.  Free Lynne Stewart now!

Jeanette Campbell Pender Island BC,

Canada

2013-04-24 A civil rights lawyer unjustly imprisoned because she chose to exercise her

First Amendment Rights to free speech!

sandra morey Oakland, CA 2013-04-24 Ms. Stewart has always been an advocate for those who have been deprived

of their rights under our constitution.  She has always taken stands against

injustice and oppression.  She is courageous and bold.  Right now she is

suffering from breast cancer and as a so far survivor ot that, myself, I can only

advocate for her early relase so that she can fight the disease with gusto.

Being shackled while receiving chemotherapy does not aid in recovery.  Her

ten year sentence amounts to a death sentence.

kira kinney New Paltz, NY 2013-04-24 Because human dignity is more important than our outdated and unjustly levied

penal code. Free this woman now.

Tim Wohlgemuth El Segundo, CA 2013-04-24 The pitiless persecution of Ms. Stewart, a fearless feminist progressive, is an

attack on core First Amendment principles sacred to each of us.

Tariq Ahmed Houston, TX 2013-04-24 Lynne Stewart is an American hero. Her continued imprisonment is an

indictment against "liberty and justice for all."

Laura Kornak Upper Black Eddy, PA 2013-04-24 This is a sin! Let this poor woman out of jail & give her the proper medical

treatment! She has done her job for so many people with serious problems &

this is what she gets in return? Time to do the right thing & release her & give

her the medical treatment she needs NOW! This is unjust on how she is being

treated!

Beata Sierakowska Starachowice, Poland 2013-04-24 Because I am a human being

Carl Butz Downieville, CA 2013-04-24 Free Lynne now!

Katharine Lester Pasadena, CA 2013-04-24 As a breast cancer survivor I know one needs a support system, not shackling

and prison environment

Robert Stevenson Port Townsend, WA 2013-04-24 This is no way to treat anyone, especially a champion of the outcasts.

Lauren Reichelt Espanola, NM 2013-04-24 Our system can't function without defense lawyers. Punish the terrorists, not

their defense attorneys.

Ernest Gusella Cumberland, MD 2013-04-24 The way Lynne Stewart has been treated by the US government is disgusting!

Moti Nissani Argentina 2013-04-24 My heart goes out to her, of course, but there is a larger issue here:  The

psychopaths have finally taken over the USA and UK and are trying to take

over the world, and must be stopped.  They have betrayed every conceivable

value humanity stands for.  See, for example, <a

href="http://www.veteranstoday.com/2012/07/07/strategic-lessons-from-the-

rand-paul-fiasco/"

rel="nofollow">http://www.veteranstoday.com/2012/07/07/strategic-lessons-

from-the-rand-paul-fiasco/</a>



Name Location Date Comment

JoAnne Omar Liberty, NY 2013-04-24 Let Lynn live her final days with dignity. Her conviction was meant to intimidate

lawyers in a fear mongering climate post 9/11. Stop this outrage. Free Lynn!

Susaan  Aram Laguna Beach, CA 2013-04-24 "Justice for all"? American justice used to be some kind of admirable standard.

I am appalled that the heinous war criminals George W. Bush, The Dick

Cheney and Daniel Rumsfield are walking free after condoning torture and

earning millions while American soldiers were sent to fight and die in an illegal

war, and Lynne Stewart and Bradley Manning are prosecuted.  What a travesty.

Carole O'Gara Oroville, CA 2013-04-24 Lynne is a political prisoner.  She speaks for justice and the oppressed. It is

criminal what The STATE is doing in the name of ...what??

Alos she has terminal cancer and should be able to die in peace with her family

and loved ones - for God's Sake!!

Martha Hauer Osceola, MO 2013-04-24 This government, not "We the People" has gone way too far to cover its

tracks.....

Edh Stanley Sacramento, CA 2013-04-24 Mercy!

Sarah Martin Redding, CA 2013-04-24 During this time when corporate executives are raking in bigger and bigger

bonuses and salaries, while fleecing the American people, this woman followed

her passion and has consistently stood up for the most vulnerable in her

community. The idea that she is incarcerated at all is obsurd, but not being able

to be with family during her illness is unfathomable.

Shahryar Borbor Irvine, CA 2013-04-24 She deserves a great deal of support and she should know that she is not

forgotten. She has done nothing wrong. There is no transparency on the

charges against her. She needs to be free to fight the cancer which is killing

her.

Laura Perez San Francisco, CA 2013-04-24 Lynne Stewart is a shining example of attorneys with integrity! Free Lynne

Stewart now!

GINO RAFFO RESEDA, CA 2013-04-24 ALREADY THE COUNTRY WITH THE BIGGEST PRISON POPULATION IN

THE WORLD:

WE DO NOT WANT TO BECOME ALSO THE COUNTRY WITH THE

HIGHEST NUMBER OF POLITICAL PRISONERS IN THE WORLD.

Niloufer  Bhagwat Bombay/ Mumbai, India 2013-04-24 Lynne Stewart has been victimized as a warning to all Attorneys in the United

States that they face victimization if they represent minorities terrorized and

otherwise detained in the Islamophobhia sweeping  the USA as a camouflage

for the occupation and pillage of countries with hydrocarbon and other

resources populated coincidentally by people who are adherents of the Islamic

faith . Lynne Stewart was a soft target for the fascist establishment which has

abolished the privacy and confidentiality of professional -client relationship at

the core of the justice system and the Rule of Law.

Harriet  Katz Forestville, CA 2013-04-24 Compassion and kindness and sanity

David Potter Portland, OR 2013-04-24 The United States should set an example for the world; imprisoning those who

speak for the dissidents is not that example.  Abrogating attorney-client

privilege is not that example.  Holding a hardworking defense attorney as her

cancer metastasizes and denying her proper care is not that example.  Let us

stand for compassion, for freedom of speech, for proper legal representation,

for privacy in legal communications and other communications.  Let us elect

leaders who stand for these things.  Let president obama stand for these things

(it's not too late to turn around mr. president).

Damien Coyle Dublin, Ireland 2013-04-24 I dislike selective prosecution

eric blakeley letchworth, United

Kingdom

2013-04-24 The U.S penal system is barbaric and medieval .



Name Location Date Comment

Patrick Lawhead Tampa, FL 2013-04-24 The US rants against totalitarian regimes, and now we are one.  Where is our

compassion?

Gregory Corby Louisville, KY 2013-04-24 Dissent and protection of the oppressed shouldn't result in imprisonment.

Beverly Kelly Bronx, NY 2013-04-24 I believe the u.s. government over-reacted in her case to make her an example

for other attorneys who care about civil and social justice.

Stefanie Cox Adamstown, MD 2013-04-24 Lynne Stewart has dedicated her life to supporting justice. It is time to return

her gesture.

Jodi Rose Rockville, MD 2013-04-24 Punishment should be in proportion to the crime, and this is not in proportion.

Our country should be better than this!

Greg Popa Bakersfield, VT 2013-04-24 Because what happened to Lynne Stewart is unconscionable.

Bernie Brown Chicago, IL 2013-04-24 Lynne Stewart is a champion for defending the poor, often pro-bono, against

harsh prosecution.

When a judicial system is too afraid to really throw the book at a bank that was

involved in money laundering for a terrorist organization responsible for

thousands of deaths, but has no problem going after lawyers who challenge the

status quo, it makes our claim of being a just society laughable to the rest of

the world.

FREE LYNNE STEWART NOW!

Masani Rankins Jamaica, NY 2013-04-24 Lynn Stewart deserves to be released.  It is time for justice to be given to this

courageous woman.

Tadashi Seto Japan 2013-04-24 Imprisonment of Lynne Stewart is an assault against 99%.

Ariel Nadelberg Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-24 Free speech is important to me. Equal rights for all!

Kathryn Svendsen Prescott, AZ 2013-04-24 Such cruelty is humane and I question the motives of such people who subject

other human beings to such cruelty. Are these people less than human? The

punishment is greater than any crime.

Gwenyth Lewis Frazer, PA 2013-04-24 As a person who attempts to follow Jesus, and a person who works for peace

with justice, I believe that I must support my sister Lynne Stewart, who is living

out support for the oppressed -- at great person al cost.

Aggie Lukaszewski Oakland, CA 2013-04-24 We must ALL participate in guarding our 1st Amendment rights. When the

faucet stops working, get out and pump the well.

PIA MOLLER BETHESDA, MD 2013-04-24 Lynne Stewart was doing her job and a duty to the justice system, representing

clients in court. It is an outrage that she was charged with doing her job.

Leonard J.  Lehrman Valley Stream, NY 2013-04-24 Lynne is a good person who has fought for good causes.  She has made

mistakes, served time, and now deserves compassionate release.

Eugenie Borrelli Assaria, KS 2013-04-24 Her conviction was a miscarriage of justice and should be reversed

immediately!

Andrea Girtz Walker, MN 2013-04-24 Jesus is Lord, and Caesar is not! God bless you Lynne for your integrity and

selfless love.

Joyce Ellwanger Milwaukee, WI 2013-04-24 Lynne Stewart deserves compassionate release and appropriate care.  I have

witnessed first hand prison health care and it has no compassion or adequacy.

Betty Gorman Deerfield Beach, FL 2013-04-24 I have experienced the injustice of the U.S. legal system firsthand.

sandra fern lwxington, NC 2013-04-24 seems like unreasonable way to treat any US  citizen as sick as she is...cancer

cells thrive in a stressful inviroment..she needs medical care and home with her

family now..

Linda Troughton Harrisburg, PA 2013-04-24 Compassion  - this is what it is all about.



Name Location Date Comment

Sulekha Prasad new york, NY 2013-04-24 Ms. Stuart is a defender of truth and she should be in prison. Her cancer is a

serious problem and she should not suffer. Please free this innocent woman

now!

Charlotte Trolinger Livingston, MT 2013-04-24 Stewart has been unjustly charged and convicted for the "crime" of defending

another who was unjustly and illegally charged.  Stewart is a fantastic role

model for all of us.

BONNIE VENTERS JACKSONVILLE, FL 2013-04-24 It's important to me as would be any similar situation...a woman with Stage IV

cancer should be allowed to be freed in order for her to obtain the best

treatment she can.

roger dittmann anaheim, CA 2013-04-24 National honor, American values [as I was taught as a child, and still believe

in[, and national security [Making enemies and losing allies erodes security].

Jeannine Laverty Saratoga Springs, NY 2013-04-24 Lynne Stewart has fought so many good fights for the underprivileged and

unfairly treated people.

Claudia Lefko Northampton, MA 2013-04-24 This is such a human travesty...suffering FOR WHAT?  We have lost our

humanity.

susan bradford san Rafael, CA 2013-04-24 because this was a bogus charge to begin with ...she should have never been

imprisoned.

John Funiciello Sharon Springs, NY 2013-04-24 Simple justice.

Jacob Kjome Maple Grove, MN 2013-04-24 Sounds like the prosecution should be put in prison, not Lynn.  What a travesty

of justice.  Set her free now!

Laurie Hall Oceanside, CA 2013-04-24 Justice for Lynne Stewart

Larry Giddings Seattle, WA 2013-04-24 Lynne: upright and unconditionally helping others in need, including me, her

whole life.

ricky hernandez stratford, CA 2013-04-24 no justice no peace

Judy stufflebeam Oregon City, OR 2013-04-24 It should be most important to every fair minded person on earth.  Our justice

sstem is broken, Lynne Stewart spent her life's work trying to crave out a

corner of fairness.  Now she is dying.  Most of us still have hearts of

compassion that America has always said our nation has.  Now let her die at

home and show that is a stread of decency left in our nation.

Rebecca Gingrich Princeton, Canada 2013-04-24 If this is what happens to people who speak the truth and work for a better

world we are all set for destruction

phil allen berkeley, CA 2013-04-24 JUSTICE

Jim Lieberman Annapolis, CA 2013-04-24 Is our "justice" system turning Nazi? Or what is it afraid of?

kat swift San Antonio, TX 2013-04-24 because I (or any one of us) could be next!

Thelma  Follett Bellingham, WA 2013-04-24 Reverence for life. " 	By having a reverence for life, we enter into a spiritual

relation with the world. By practicing reverence for life we become good, deep,

and alive" (Albert Schweitzer.

Patricia Glenn Florence, AL 2013-04-24 The persecution of Lynn Stewart is sending the world a message.

Debra Van Dusen Sebastopol, CA 2013-04-24 To protect civil liberties.

Paul Smyth London, United Kingdom 2013-04-24 Justice is important to me. Locking this woman away is the opposite of justice.

Terry Habecker Ithaca, NY 2013-04-24 Lynne Stewart's sentence is cruel and unjust punishment. She is nothing but a

"political prisoner"

Kimiko Iwata Long Beach, CA 2013-04-24 Because she represents the best in humanity.

Alison Dingley Klamath Falls, OR 2013-04-24 People like Lynn Sweet are among the ones who make America America.  She

needs to respected and cared for as a true patriot.



Name Location Date Comment

Jonathan Moore Seattle, WA 2013-04-24 Homicide by medical negligence is not acceptable--  for anyone!

Darryl Cherney Garberville, CA 2013-04-24 Lynn never deserved to be behind bars and now she's been given a death

sentence. Free Lynn Stewart now!

Tom Smith Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-25 Lynne Stewart is a great lawyer and the government's case is outrageous. Free

Stewart now!

ulrike clarke thorndon uk, United

Kingdom

2013-04-25 My sense of justice demands it!

Constance McKay Ipswich, MA 2013-04-25 This woman should not have been imprisoned to begin with, and it is shocking

that our government returned to court to increase her sentence.  If we allow her

to die in prison, we will be forever ashamed of what has been done in our

name.

Larry Giddings Seattle, WA 2013-04-25 Lynne: upright and unconditionally helping others in need, including me, her

whole life.

Larry Giddings Seattle, WA 2013-04-25 Lynne: upright and unconditionally helping others in need, including me, her

whole life.

Larry Giddings Seattle, WA 2013-04-25 Lynne: upright and unconditionally helping others in need, including me, her

whole life.

Matthew Moriarty Bumpass, VA 2013-04-25 It's the right thing to do!

John and Karen Wilson Egg Harbor, WI 2013-04-25 The injustice of it is overpowering.

Molly Medvedoff San Luis Obispo, CA 2013-04-25 This is cruel and unusual punishment.

Larry Giddings Seattle, WA 2013-04-25 Lynne: upright and unconditionally helping others in need, including me, her

whole life.

Laurie Hall Oceanside, CA 2013-04-25 Justice for Lynne Stewart

Judy stufflebeam Oregon City, OR 2013-04-25 It should be most important to every fair minded person on earth.  Our justice

sstem is broken, Lynne Stewart spent her life's work trying to crave out a

corner of fairness.  Now she is dying.  Most of us still have hearts of

compassion that America has always said our nation has.  Now let her die at

home and show that is a stread of decency left in our nation.

Judy stufflebeam Oregon City, OR 2013-04-25 It should be most important to every fair minded person on earth.  Our justice

sstem is broken, Lynne Stewart spent her life's work trying to crave out a

corner of fairness.  Now she is dying.  Most of us still have hearts of

compassion that America has always said our nation has.  Now let her die at

home and show that is a stread of decency left in our nation.

Judy stufflebeam Oregon City, OR 2013-04-25 It should be most important to every fair minded person on earth.  Our justice

sstem is broken, Lynne Stewart spent her life's work trying to crave out a

corner of fairness.  Now she is dying.  Most of us still have hearts of

compassion that America has always said our nation has.  Now let her die at

home and show that is a stread of decency left in our nation.

Judy stufflebeam Oregon City, OR 2013-04-25 It should be most important to every fair minded person on earth.  Our justice

sstem is broken, Lynne Stewart spent her life's work trying to crave out a

corner of fairness.  Now she is dying.  Most of us still have hearts of

compassion that America has always said our nation has.  Now let her die at

home and show that is a stread of decency left in our nation.

John Cawley San Francisco, CA 2013-04-25 Lynne Stewart's belief that everyone is entitled to a fair trial has cost her her

freedom and now likely her life.  Our governments hysteric response to any

attempt to seek evenhanded justice for a terrorist suspect is in itself criminal

and an insult  to our core values as Americans



Name Location Date Comment

Vivianne Mosca-Clark Williams, OR 2013-04-25 No one should suffer what Mrs. Stewart is going through.  Give her her

freedom now.

William Russell Falls Church, VA 2013-04-25 I believe we as a people should be compassionate.  To keep Lynne Stewart

with her rapidly advancing cancer in the federal penitentiary system is not

humane.

camille tilley Goodyear, AZ 2013-04-25 Release Lynne Stewart now. She is no harm to society. Prisons were meant for

the non-violent, aging and dying women. They were built for violent men.

Taxpayers' scarce $$$'s are being wasted with these people who do NOT

belong in prison.

Michael Wilson Madison, WI 2013-04-25 Because Lynne Stewart defends the rights of the people who have been

abused by the government.  Because of this, she is now being abused and

harassed by our government.  It is amazing that we can now be sent to jail for

doing our jobs well.

LORETTA LUKE ADELANTO, CA 2013-04-25 I BELIEVE IN THE FIGHT THAT SHE HAS DONE.

Mike Holman Chicago, IL 2013-04-25 She should never have been in jail in the first place. Her conviction and

sentencing were political persecution, part of heightening the repressive

apparatus of the US government..

Gabriel Shaputnic SAN DIEGO, CA 2013-04-25 What is it that happens when good men do nothing?  At the very least I can

sign this petition.

Louis Maripolsky Bangkok, Thailand 2013-04-25 Mr. Samuels, 

It is my heartfelt hope that compassion will move you to act in the case of s.

Stewart.

Thanks you sir.

Barton Bruce Arlington, MA 2013-04-25 Given the circumstances,  this is something any decent government should do

promptly and should have done proactively.

Sam Friedman Highland Park, NJ 2013-04-25 As Shakespeare said, "First we hang all the lawyers..."

Diane Borger Wilmington, United

States

2013-04-25 Witchhunts on religion, again?? Will the Southern Baptists be next?!

Mary Tucker-Pettersen Corpus Christi, TX 2013-04-25 The War on Terror and The War on Drugs are dismal failures for the people of

our world.  Brutal, Greedy, Evil, people like those in the Financial Sector, Big

Oil, Banksters, Mega Corporations are the ones responsible for the human

misery that exists, not this courageous woman, they are trying to silence.

Enough I say, Enough.

christine hanson oakland, CA 2013-04-25 JUSTICE IS IMPORTANT.

Fair treatment to prisoners too. They are being extremely CRUEL to Lynn

Stewart.

Todd Johnson Oak Lawn, IL 2013-04-25 Because Lynne Stewart is for the real freedom that America is supposed to

represent, not the "freedumb" that most Americans believe in.

Joseph Olejak Delmar, NY 2013-04-25 The war on terror and the damage done to our nations freedoms is tragic for us

all - but moreso for those who believed in our legal system. 

Let this woman go!

Susan Ried Cave Creek, AZ 2013-04-25 Because I have seen firsthand how indifferent healthcare is for the incarcerated

Masud Khan Morton Grove, IL 2013-04-25 punishment does not fit the crime, thus injustice

hauwa bello Abuja, Nigeria 2013-04-25 i want justice

Khalid Chaudhry London, United Kingdom 2013-04-25 She has been helping the poor so whatever happens we have to look after her

now.



Name Location Date Comment

mary losey Salem, WI 2013-04-25 Our legal system can not function with advocacy for all and to represent the

most despised is to support ths vety essence of our nation.

Zainib AHmad austin, TX 2013-04-25 Freedom and justice must be available to all.

Elaine Moore Homewood, IL 2013-04-25 Unjust targeting of scapegoats as a warning to others and the for-profit

imprisonment of non-violent offenders is a disgrace and a crime in and of itself

and must end.

michael meyer eureka, CA 2013-04-25 unlawful prosecution for political purposes is domestic terrorism!

Ibrahim Saidy Oslo, Norway 2013-04-25 This is an old, sick woman. At least show some compassion.

Ramsey Emara Pickering, Canada 2013-04-25 Is there no compassion in this world anymore?

Laura Avant Denver, CO 2013-04-25 We need honest, hardworking attorneys to fight for the people.  Plus it is

unconscionable that she should have to suffer from cancer in prison.  She

needs to be let out.

Hamid Rabie Woodbridge, VA 2013-04-25 Injustice

syed iftekaruddin Lake Bluff, IL 2013-04-25 this attorney is compassionte human being that likes to help the helpless.

Mohammed Aleem Culver City, CA 2013-04-25 Compassion!!

Saad Akbar Khan Basildon, United

Kingdom

2013-04-25 Justice and fairness

Naser Mohammed Frederick, MD 2013-04-25 Justice and Freedom for All

Jim Swanson Chicago, IL 2013-04-25 Without open and full defense by attorneys dedicated to serving their clients, as

defined under the Constitution and Western tradition, we become a Fascist

State. Free Lynne NOW>

Omar Bellal Union City, CA 2013-04-25 Lynne should be free and getting her treatment ASAP. Her imprisonment in this

condition is inhuman.

Rafi Ziauddin West Chester, PA 2013-04-25 Providing a strong defense for the accused is not a crime.  Release Lynne

Stewart!

Syed Kamal Houston, United States 2013-04-25 Is this what America has come to, punishing an ailing human rights activist of

sterling reputation.

Farzana Khan Glen Ellyn, IL 2013-04-25 One must be compassionate

Nasir Bakri Hawthorne, CA 2013-04-25 I believe that she needs medical treatment right away at the stage that she's in

. We pry that she makes. IA

William Rothman Belvedere, CA 2013-04-25 As a physician who, himself, has had the terrible experience of  having several

loved ones die metastatic cancer, and who has had numerous patients who

have suffered the same cruel fate, I find it utterly horrifying that Lynne Stewart

has not already, on grounds of compassion, been released.

Jacques Marcille Montreal, Canada 2013-04-25 society needs lawyers willing to defend people who are poor and unjustly

attacked, desparately

riaz khan Pasadena, CA 2013-04-25 Why  is she put in Jail. Is it because she represented some accused of crime. I

urge President Obama to release her. She has defended some one who could

not respond to the charge that is not a crime.Please release her.

Vincent R GIULIANI oceanside, CA 2013-04-25 We cannot allow the continuing deterioration of our civil Liberties. We must

make a stand and fight to keep them or we deserve to lose them. This is not

the American way of justice I  grew to love and admire. Is it fear that drives this

wave of PARANOIA?

Gary Clarke St. Joseph, Trinidad and

Tobago

2013-04-25 I support Lynne Stewart.



Name Location Date Comment

henry lindsay washington, DC 2013-04-25 THIS ATTORNEY HAS BEEN RAILROADED BY THE US FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT

Masood Ahmed East Brunswick, NJ 2013-04-25 For justice

Thomas Beck Princeton, NJ 2013-04-25 Keeping her in prison is a death sentence, which is barbaric.

Leonard Hornby Whangarei, New Zealand 2013-04-25 If the so called democratic and leading country of the western world can do this

with impunity

then the rest of the free? world

will follow them them down their infamous hole into mass

slavery

Meg Rutkowski Towson, MD 2013-04-25 This woman did nothing and shouldn't be incarcerated.

tony gillespie Auckland.NZ, New

Zealand

2013-04-25 This woman has been persecuted because she has had the temerity to

challenge the us the Bush regeme over its treatment of people who disagree

with it.

David Ross Australia 2013-04-25 The right to independent counsel is vital and Ms Stewart appears to be being

punished for providing exactly that fundamental right, sadly the US regime

seems bent on the destruction of human rights and Ms Stewart is a casualty of

that attitude of the regime.

Bilal Yasin El-Amin Richmond, VA 2013-04-25 Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere... Dr. M. L. King, Jr.

Dolores  Flynn-Edge Mount Maunganui, New

Zealand

2013-04-25 freedom of speech

Ellen Schwartz Sacramento, CA 2013-04-25 The arbitrary and cruel treatment of Lynne Stewart is especially disturbing

because it can discourage other attorneys from freely defending their clients, in

what had been and should be a legally permitted manner.

John Robins Springfield Lakes,

Australia

2013-04-25 to see justice done

Jack  Foley Tavares, FL 2013-04-25 Be free or die.

Anne Marie Whelan Ithaca, NY 2013-04-25 She is a victim of the over-reach of the post-9/11 Islamophobic hysteria.  She is

a lawyer with the utmost integrity, who believes that all should have legal

representation.  Her sentence and treatment are cruel and vindictive.

Mary Binette St. Albert, Canada 2013-04-25 Incredible story. What has happened to the USA?

Abdullah  Wakeely Dublin, CA 2013-04-25 It is the right thing to do.

Arnie Lerma Sylvania, GA 2013-04-25 without truth you have nothing

Peter Rogers San Clemente, CA 2013-04-26 I want the un-informed people of this nation and the world to understand the

evil-doings of our tyrannical Government.

Jamshed Abbas Surrey, Canada 2013-04-26 What is happening to Lynn and others in the U.S. will slowly extend to all

American people. We must wake up.

Steve Ilievski Millbrook, Ontario,

Canada

2013-04-26 I must stand up for what is right.

abd al rashid cayongcat Shah Alam, Selangor,

Malaysia, Malaysia

2013-04-26 All people of the world regardless of religion, race, color, love justice, freedom

and liberty

Mehboob Virani Richmond, TX 2013-04-26 Health condition



Name Location Date Comment

curt clay coos bay, OR 2013-04-26

Her imprisonment amounts to cruel and unusual punishment, in violation of

human rights.

There is immediate remedy available for Lynne Stewart. Under the 1984

Sentencing Act, after a prisoner request, the Bureau of Prisons can file a

motion with the Court to reduce sentences “for extraordinary and compelling

reasons.” Life threatening illness is foremost among these and Lynne Stewart

meets every rational and humane criterion for compassionate release.

Jihad Abdulmumit Richmond, VA 2013-04-26 Where is the humanity that the United States advocates for around the world?

Everywhere except here!

Abdul Kabir KL, Malaysia 2013-04-26 for fairness

Bill Sanders New Bedford, MA 2013-04-26 For JUSTICE!

Kerry Mackenzie Glenwood Landing, NY 2013-04-26 The government is increasingly evil.  I think there are evil and insane people at

the highest levels.

BRUCE WICK AVON, OH 2013-04-26 I met and spoke with Lynne Stewart in Cleveland, Ohio, in June 2008, I believe,

while she was still free; and I'm convinced of her rectitude.

David Schonfeld West Hartford, CT 2013-04-26 As if the imprisonment of Ms. Stewart for representing her client were not

medieval enough, she is now effectively being allowed to die in prison. Shame

on the Bureau of Prisons! Shame on Obama! Shame on the U.S.!

Faraz Choudhry Sheffield, United

Kingdom

2013-04-26 World revolution against tyranny must live on

Eva Millette Coombs Camano Island, WA 2013-04-26 Having survived Nazi Germany as a Jew, I know injustice when I see it. She did

nothing but good, may we all be Lynn Stewart

Krystal Cain-Gebara Ottawa, Canada 2013-04-26 Humanity and compassion!

En cinias Vincent Rio Rancho, NM 2013-04-26 She is a human rights hero. God bless her.

Neil Piccinin Australia 2013-04-26 Preservation of a man's rights, titles and interests in a commercial world.

Christine Murphy West Hollywood, CA 2013-04-26 It's the humane and just thing to do.

Phyllis Coelho Belfast, ME 2013-04-26 Her incarceration is another American atrocity!!!!

Geoffrey Abrams NYC, NY 2013-04-26 A brief period of overzealousness in violation of court rules should in no way

trump a life devoted to defending the oppressed.

Paul Seebeck Louisville, KY 2013-04-26 This is an injustice

doug mackenzie fairfax, CA 2013-04-26 we must defeat the enemy

mack sacco Gilroy, CA 2013-04-26 Lynne Stewart has defended the weak and vulnerable...against evil and vicious

governmental power.

nadirah rasheed montgomery village, MD 2013-04-26 i support this effort because it is a matter of justice and compassion. because

she had the nerve to defend a Muslim who the government has determined to

be a terrorist, whether he is or not, she is being punished.

Catherine Levey Australia 2013-04-26 Over the years I have come to have little respect for the American Govt., They

have invaded the rights of many countries, and their own people. I have strong

views about there invasion of Iraq Afganistan and many other peoples in the

name of thier DEMOCRACY. Their own people and jailed for having a say and

their believes rubbished by their so called Government.,  Put in Jail to die for

having the courage to say what is needed to be said.  Free Lynne Stewart,

Mohammad  Azhar Ras Tanura, Saudi

Arabia

2013-04-26 I feel that she deserve to be treated and respected on the basis of humanity.



Name Location Date Comment

Russell Ziemba Troy, NY 2013-04-26 Lynne Stewart should not be in prison.  Her offense did not warrant a long

prison term.  Her health is very poor and her life is very fragile.  She should be

released immediately.

Leo Kurtembach Saskatchewan, AL 2013-04-26 This appears to be a terrible injustice to a lawyer who apparently did not use

violence. Is this taking place in the land of the so-called, "brave and the free?"

Rafeeq Zaman Mississauga, Canada 2013-04-26 humanity

Gwen Mugliston Glen Campbell, PA 2013-04-26 Lynne has done more to enrich our freedoms than any human in recent

memory.  Her life makes a mockery of our fascist government.  She must be

freed.  It is time to stop this barbarism.

Will P Wilson Seattle, WA 2013-04-26 WillPWilson, (Producer) AllDayLive & Call4Investigation, Truth vs New, All

Ways Pursuing Truth, MIRSTV, weekly broadcast and archived at:  <a

href="http://www.SeattleCommunityMedia.com"

rel="nofollow">www.SeattleCommunityMedia.com</a>, Thereof, because if we

do not circle the wagons now, and prepare our community for Political

Armageddon then we all fail each other and our community, that is all of us,

Just us.

Phyllis J. Jackson, PhD Claremont, CA 2013-04-26 Failure to provide Lynne Stewarts adequate medical treatment transforms her

sentence to a capital punishment.

Ousainou Keita Iowa City, IA 2013-04-26 She is terminally sick and should be release on humanitarian  crown.

rob hux auckland, New Zealand 2013-04-26 She has only exercised a right to speak what her client asked-She was not

advocating violence--com on USA--your doin the same as Sth Africa did to

Desmond Tutu---RIP

Kari Mayberry Indian Hills, CO 2013-04-26 Because freeing Lynne Stewart is the right thing to do.

Yasir Rajput Karachi, Pakistan 2013-04-26 Being a muslim, I am an advocate of peace, Allah has gifted us a same mind,

we should deliver peace and justice to all in our society. Lynne, is an advocate

of peace and a devoted individual.

Marion Schneider Bad Sulza, Germany 2013-04-26 I am shocked to read about the situation of Lynee Steward. Hopefully, my

action will help her to get help.

GORDON CAMERON DOVER, DE 2013-04-26 no freedom speech, no right to vigorous defense = no America

Andrea Lea O'Brien, FL 2013-04-26 Because I am a believer in human rights.

vernon oneill abbotsford bc, Canada 2013-04-26 justice must be heard

David Kennedy Stonehaven, United

Kingdom

2013-04-26 “Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. "

chris preston london, United Kingdom 2013-04-26 justice for those seeking the truth

William Graham Glasgow, United

Kingdom

2013-04-26 "The best laid plans of mice and men......." Every good human being can

succeed against the scunners that our our ruling elites. Lynne your love,

thoughts and actions will carry your soul everywhere and to everyone. Free this

woman of spirit, morality and honour, Dare to keep her incarcerated. Make no

mistake we will make sure you will reap what you sew. Hold Fast Lynne, Jim

Graham.

John Walker St Andrews, United

Kingdom

2013-04-26 A champion amongst rouges

Mahmoud Oriqat Spring Valley, CA 2013-04-26 Justice to All

Gregory Markowski Altadena, CA 2013-04-26 I have faced this kind of problem too.



Name Location Date Comment

Paul Proffit Hawera, New Zealand 2013-04-26 Because its wrong, its despicable and if we don't take a stand now, there's little

hope for humanity. Stay strong.

Gordon McDonald Chirnside, United

Kingdom

2013-04-26 Justice is justice and were there is no justice, justice must prevail

john curtin Bangkok, Thailand 2013-04-26 this is a person of decency being persecuted by a rotten government for

exposing the truth .It is wrong .

Garry and Linda  Jensen Ecuador, MN 2013-04-26 ¨LET JUSTICE ROLL¨, the Rule and JUDGE of all Creation spoke through his

Prophet.  We petition because mankind has been endowed by his Creator with

certain inalienable rights, LIFE, LIBERTY and pursuit of HAPPINESS... Justice

and Liberty for all.  Thank God for Lynne Stewart and those who have gone

before her and follow after her.  May the POWER OF THE ALMIGHTY GOD

ON HIGH RISE UP AND LEVEL THE PLAYING FIELD HERE IN A MIGHTY

WAY AND SET THIS CAPTIVE FREE!

Gaurapada das Radha Kunda, India 2013-04-26 When a civilization is jailing its Saints, something terrible is wrong. The only

means to eradicate the demoniac mentality in society is to teach the science of

Krishna Consciousness. The atheistic education imparted to the young in

modern universities is simply producing a bunch of demons with titles.

Simon Wood Auckland, New Zealand 2013-04-26 Because beautiful people such as Lynne Stewart, who fight for genuine justice

from a heartfelt compassion for  society's downtrodden poor & needy who

suffer endlessly from predatory capitalism, are the true hero's & patriots of any

country.

Karen munro Greer, SC 2013-04-26 Because this woman is a Saint and this govt needs impeachment

bennie bunsee caoe town, South Africa 2013-04-26 Its disgraceful persecution of an individual in the first place but moreso when

she is sick and needs treatment badly. The Us goes on and on with media

prostitues who criticise dissident persecution inother countries like Cuba and

China but it itself is the worst persecutor of its own dissidents which it keeps

quiet abot with the acoomplice of its media, a media controlled by US

corporations.

phillip goins new port richey, FL 2013-04-26 she stood up for what she thought was right

Khadeejah Anderson Australia 2013-04-26 Nobody should be imprisoned for defending others, even if the person they

represent is found guilty.

Kassim S.A. Malaysia, Malaysia 2013-04-26 No human being deserves to be punished for standing up against injustice and

evil acts by fellow human beings.

Helen Malpas Boyle, Ireland 2013-04-26 Free speech and human rights

Tamara Hamideh Irvine, CA 2013-04-26 humane ground.

Samira Kanji Markham, Canada 2013-04-26 Her work is crucial for the maintenance of a free and democratic society based

on the rule of law.

imad sayeed karachi, Pakistan 2013-04-26 Tomorrow it may be me

nadine siracusa franklinville, NJ 2013-04-26 i am signing this petition because my mother, sister and any undue influence

have committed major crimes that I do need to prove. I would not like her to go

to jail because of vindictive attitude. To cause harm to me.Here is some things I

need help to prove in order for  them to get rid of them without a major

sentence. PLEASE I NEED HELP to find justice of the no touch torcher to me

to try and mess with my head in order to claim me mentally unstable in order to

take my kids.

Sonia Torres Bogotá, Colombia 2013-04-26 Justice for those whoe strive to help others

Edith Rubinstein Brussel, Belgium 2013-04-26 Because I wonder where is US democracie?



Name Location Date Comment

Kyle Jessiman Thunder Bay, Canada 2013-04-26 Asner continued: “Lynne Stewart must be freed. The law requires her

compassionate release and the medical care that can save her life. We must

deny the US state a death sentence aimed at the freedom of us all. The state

power that torments Lynne Stewart invades countries at will, murders hundreds

of thousands with impunity and creates a climate of fear and repression to

prevent the people of this country from calling those in power to account.”

George Brewer Newton Center, MA 2013-04-26 Where are the strict constitutionalists now that we need them???

David Kenyon Australia 2013-04-26 A brave woman who has done so much for others.

Dwight Lawton St, Petersburg, FL 2013-04-26 Lynne Stewart is not a criminal and is deathly ill and is not getting her health

care needs met inside prison.

sonia morales bklyn, NY 2013-04-26 Lynne Stewart horrendous treatment shows me that is country will go to any

extend to instill fear in its citizens.

raqueeb albaari columbia, MD 2013-04-26 Justice and compassion are complimentary and both creates a civilized

humanity

Ubaid Khan Silver Spring, MD 2013-04-26 She should be released based on her health condition.

Bradley Gilliland Brisbane, Australia 2013-04-26 this will happen here in Australia before long.

Morna Chidlers Asheville, NC 2013-04-26 How can hold our heads us as US citizens while we hold this brave woman in

jail, old and sick. She is no danger to society! She has served her sentence!

Let justice be served and release Lynne Stewart.

KARLA LINDQUIST salem, OR 2013-04-26 Because truth and compassion still matter to me.

Elizabeth Alvarez Haddonfield, NJ 2013-04-26 Lawyers must be able to defend unpopular clients fully without government

threat or intimidation.

Larry Wartel Riverdale, NY 2013-04-26 "Any society that would give up a little libertyy to gain a little security will

deserve neither and lose both." --Benjamin Franklin, during a time of "terror"

Joanne Dwyer NY, NY 2013-04-26 Life is precious.  Lynne is precious.  Freedom is precious.  Lynne has

dedicated her life to doing good, not to doing harm.  

I firmly believe she deserves to be released on compassionate grounds and in

the true interests of justice.  Let it be so.

Maureen Elwin Birmingham, United

Kingdom

2013-04-26 The whole world is terrified of America's politicians every single one of them

keep flip flopping to let in the smoke of satan.  The evil they and their

international friends spread has to be stopped.  Lynne Stewart if she dies will

assist us in overthrowing you, so let her go now. Whatever you do in the end

you will not win this war.  We hate you more than you hate us and our pains will

crush you.  Disappear Already

Bente Petersen Odense, Denmark 2013-04-26 Her imprisonment is unjust - wrong and inhumane and label the USA as such -

Fi Milne newtown, Australia 2013-04-26 This is a tragic breech of Human Rights!

bryan steele oakland, CA 2013-04-26 repression of one is repression of all.

Pippa Mettawa Reading, United

Kingdom

2013-04-26 She is someone we should all look up to and follow as an example in this

world.

Helen Scott Australia 2013-04-26 why is Freedom important - der

David Bedell Stamford, CT 2013-04-26 Her harsh treatment appears to be politically motivated persecution.

Robina  Niaz Briarwood, NY 2013-04-26 Lynne has fearlessly fought to get justice to those most deprived of it and she

has given of herself unconditionally.  She deserves better!

Rick Arnold Australia 2013-04-26 This is injustice at its worse.

James Reid Brakel, Belgium 2013-04-26 An injury to one is an injury to all



Name Location Date Comment

Evelyne Clark Australia 2013-04-27 To give justice and support the people who are Ethical on this planet if we want

to continue to have a sane environment in order to survive

Lynda Crawford West Hurley, NY 2013-04-27 She is suffering from advanced cancer in prison and is without the kind of care

that anyone in that position needs and deserves

florence tate tate sarasota, FL 2013-04-27 justice and compassion

Vicki Fox Beaocn, NY 2013-04-27 She should never have been given a prison sentence for defending her client.

Now that her life is threatened, her continued incarceration is a human rights

issue.

jeanne shaw croton on hudson, NY 2013-04-27 Injustice for one is injustice for all.  Lynne Stewart is being punished because

she worked to enhance justice for all.  She should be free and home.

Arla Ertz San Francisco, CA 2013-04-27 Anything other than granting Lynne Stewart immediate compassionate release

would be unconscionable.

Robert MacDiarmid Kingston, Canada 2013-04-27 Justice

Christina Hebert Pearl City, HI 2013-04-27 How could it not be?

Leonard Carrier Treasure Island, FL 2013-04-27 You can't overturn our Constitution in the name of security. Free Lynne Stewart

immediately or be branded a fascist state.

John Chase Palm Harbor, FL 2013-04-27 The United States has no reason to fear this woman and would enhance its

image by granting her a compassionate release.

Linda Koran Olympia, WA 2013-04-27 “Give me your tired, your poor,

Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free,

The wretched refuse of your teeming shore.

Send these, the homeless, tempest-tossed, to me:

I lift my lamp beside the golden door. 

Lynne Stewart has dedicated her life to these ideals.

A. Valk Sedona, AZ 2013-04-27 My mother was imprisoned by the Nazis during WWII as her political opinion

was adverse to their totalitarian agenda.  I never would have imagined such

persecution to be run of the mill in the USA....

bruno BARRERE France 2013-04-27 I STILL HOPE AMERICAN PEOPLE ARE NOT STUPID AND VERY SOON

PUT DICK CHENEY AT HER PLACE

Karen Wolf Bowling Green, OH 2013-04-27 Silencing those who work for justice is a crime against us all.

James Mansfield New York, NY 2013-04-27 Lynne Stewart cares!

Naelah Rehman Bradford, United

Kingdom

2013-04-27 We are all equal in Gods world and people have a God given right to speak

against evil.  It is not for the u.s government to dictate to the world what they

are and are not allowed to say!

Meg MacDonald San Antonio, TX 2013-04-27 Too few people truly defend the rights of others. She is a hero, not a criminal.

Sally Elesby Oakland, CA 2013-04-27 The following issues which are under attack:civil rights and liberties, rule of law,

peace and justice, due process. Lynne got the rawest deal by overzealous

prosecutors.

Marie Vasta Toms River, NJ 2013-04-27 It upsets me to think of a Citizen of the USA being treated ( or in this case  un

treated ) so unfairly , when terrorists are cared for with kid gloves ... What is

happening to our Judicial System ?  Some how things need to be set straight ,

so we can once again claim that America is One Nation, Under God ,

Indivisible, with  Liberty & Justice for all !

Alan Baxter New York, New York, NY 2013-04-27 This is so important to protect  our freedom of speech.  Lynne Stewart needs

immediate medical treatment

cheryl greenwood kailua-kona, HI 2013-04-27 justice & peace on earth
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Claudia Wilson Fort Worth, TX 2013-04-27 Cases handled like this make me wonder why this punishment is not "cruel and

unusual". Hasten her release, please.

Toby Blome El Cerrito, CA 2013-04-27 Injustice against one is injustice against all!  FREE LYNNE NOW!

Richard Ward Albuquerque, NM 2013-04-27 Please demonstrate that the US is not the heartless monster I think it is

becoming.  Free Lynne Stewart

Thomas Muhammad Dallas, TX 2013-04-27 Lynne is innocent and should never had been incarcerated in the first damn

place. The call is the right call Free Lynne Now!

Alicia English San Francisco, CA 2013-04-27 She is a champion of marginalized, oppresed and persecuted people. She is

being unfairly punished for upholding the ideals of democracy.

Douglas McBride Scottsdale, AZ 2013-04-27 This is inhumane and vindictive treatment.

Catherine Cameron Kingston, Canada 2013-04-27 It is the right thing to do.

Caitlin Berrigan Cambridge, MA 2013-04-27 Lynne Stewart has devoted her life to being a civil servant to the United States.

She is a political prisoner. She should be released immediately for her own

health and dignity— as well as to uphold the Constitution which her

imprisonment betrays.

Joanie Fritz Zosike New York, NY 2013-04-27 The persecution of Lynne Stewart is one of the ugliest, unjustifiable

miscarriages of justice EVER. Free Lynne Stewart NOW!

Sean Sweeney Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-27 because Lynne is no public danger and was doing her job.....and I am a

humanitarian

Teresa Sitz LA, CA 2013-04-27 Because it's bullshit that the US prosecutes attorneys for defending their

clients, and for basically killing this woman. Total bullshit.

Andrew Conte New York, NY 2013-04-27 because she is a brave heroic woman. And because she never backed down,

she  is where she is now.

Zillia Gibson East Palo Alto, CA 2013-04-27 This is inhumane treatment plain and simple.

Heike Meyer Germany 2013-04-27 Because i want the freedom for this woman and all other politicle prisoners.

marlis lindsay Peterborough, Ontario,

Canada

2013-04-27 Justice for all is a worthwhile cause, and humane treatment of incarcerated

people can lead to transformation and justice

Robert Harneis France 2013-04-27 USA today is destroying the moral authority of the West. This must stop.

sigrid meinel hampton bays, NY 2013-04-27 I believe in what Lynne's life has meant and want to get her out where, even

with a weak and ill voice, she can continue her patriotic work. There are not

enough of us. WE NEED LYNNE STEWART!

Karen Boyer Portland, OR 2013-04-27 In a country that is struggling with economic issues, and incarceration being

one very costly item, I am outraged that my tax dollars are going to this woman

whose freedom not only means her life, but also poses absolutely no threat to

society.  There is no good reason to keep her shackled behind bars.  Let her

go!

Judy Wylene Tucson, AZ 2013-04-27 Our criminal just system is untenably far from just. Counselor Stewart has been

a warrior for rights and for Right.

Gerard Cruz Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-27 Justice is important to me!

Mary Donovan Knoxville, United States

Minor Outlying Islands

2013-04-27 Lynne stewart deserves huMane release as she is terminally ill and no threat to

society

Liz Thomas Lincolnton, NC 2013-04-27 Because Lynne Stewart should not be punished for doing want lawyers

do...represent her clients.  If this happened to her, who will represent the

controversial (in a bad way) defendants?

Connie Kurtz West Palm Beach, FL 2013-04-28 Justice is important to me.

Kathleen Goering Moundridge, KS 2013-04-28 Be compassionate.
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Jared Paul Providence, RI 2013-04-28 Lynne's jailing makes me embarrassed to be an America. I'm sick to my

stomach.

Al McCullough Birmingham, AL 2013-04-28 I'm sick and tired of being ashamed of the US government! Can we not, at least

once, do the right thing?

Rosemarie Stupel Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-28 Lynne Steward is a fearless advocate for those who are powerless and a voice

for justice.  It's our turn now to defend her rights.  Otherwise who will be left to

speak out for us?

Lloyd Marbet Boring, OR 2013-04-28 ":Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere."   Martin Luther King

Daniel Shockley New York, NY 2013-04-28 Lynne Stewart's sentence was not supposed to be a death sentence. Even if it

was, death by cancer-treatment-delay is certainly torture and thus cruel and

unusual punishment.

Dmytro Semenov San Jose, CA 2013-04-28 Psychopaths in power should know that we are not blind and no longer eat

their lies

jeff brown London, United Kingdom 2013-04-28 because these people cannot be allowed to keep treating people like shit all the

time,things need to change and people need to wake up to whats happening in

this world

Dennis Ledden Rancho Murieta, CA 2013-04-28 Could not get the death penalty for her legal actions against the establishment,

so withholding medical care will achieve the same objective.  When she dies

they will no longer have to deal with her or legal defense representatives who

will learn the price for their actions.

susan carter toloed, OH 2013-04-28 How will Lynne's death while incarcerated benefit the state? Let her die in her

home with her family!

nancy waidtlow Fresno, CA 2013-04-28 Simple: no cruelty in my name. This is supposedly MY country.

Vickie  Wilson Colton,, CA 2013-04-28 Lynne can not get the care she deserves where she is at.  Sloan Kettering is an

excellent cancer center.

Mark Richter Santa Ana, CA 2013-04-28 I thought we had rules against torture....

Al Smith #1, NY 2013-04-28 Her case is a real threat to free speech in the united states and is designed to

frighten other lawyers from representing clients that are unpopular. Her cruel

punishment also violates her basic human dignity. We should oppose the same

treatment for any person.

Ramon Davila-Ortiz Bayamon, PR 2013-04-28 A life defending the poor,the marginalized and despised of the World deserves

a homelife NOT a prison...!!

Rhian Beutler Redlands, CA 2013-04-28 Because giving a voice to the voiceless should never be punished.

Ruddee Harris Midland, TX 2013-04-28 This is a serious injustice committed by certain people in our government.

Those same people would have us believe that those following Islam would be

evil.  Ms. Stewart stood up to challenge this and has been punished for

something that she never did.

Lanny Cotler Willits, CA 2013-04-28 Lynn fights for justice

Alexis Sanchez Inglewood, CA 2013-04-28 Medical Treatment for a cancer patient is needed especially when she has

fought hard for the oppressed!!

Spencer Ludtke Saint Paul, MN 2013-04-28 Lynne is one of many political prisoners that the powerful and connected want

to make some kind of example out of.  Show some compassion and end the

mockery.

John Mitchell Accokeek, MD 2013-04-28 Lynn's imprisonment is a disgrace, placing the U.S. in the same gutter league

as oppressive regimes to which we claim to be superior. the Bush cabal "hated

her for her freedom" and the basic human rights she threatened to protect.

Marie Gagliardi Ossining, NY 2013-04-28 Because it is a wrong that needs correcting.
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Kevin Griffith Sydney, Australia 2013-04-29 I believe in human rights.

ADENLE TOLA Agodi GRA, Ibadan,

Nigeria

2013-04-29 She's invested her time, resources and career helping the disadvantaged and

her health calls for her to be free from the stressful prison environment which

cannot but aid the sickness that is wasting her away.

joey racano los osos, CA 2013-04-29 The USA has become a scary place for left leaning activists

Elizabethd Sempadian Fresno, CA 2013-04-29 To keep any citizen, especially an  elderly, ill person who is no threat to anyone

shackled is so

beyond comprehension that I weep for my country. Persons attempting to do

what is right,

just as the whistleblowers who believe that to be free the truth

must be told, also end up in prison.  Weep for the USA.

Ann Gillespie Audubon, NJ 2013-04-29 Her trial and imprisonment is a disgrace.

Carol B Yucaipa, CA 2013-04-29 Because this is a clear case of persecution and abuse of power by an

authoritarian government and because it is morally and ethically WRONG!!

peter uzzell cheltenham, United

Kingdom

2013-04-29 The U.S. seems to be turning into a place where justice and fairness is no

longer important.

Imrana Bourgi Westbury, NY 2013-04-29 I don't know much about her, however, from the little that I know she is a

human rights activist.  Too few people dedicate their lives to bettering the lives

of others.  This is the least that anyone can do to thank such a person as well

as stand in solidarity with the principle of altruism.

Lynne Jackson Albany, NY 2013-04-29 Lynne Stewart has spent enough time in prison.  She has devoted her live to

helping others, especially those people who society would rather forget.  It is

time to let her go home.  Please, give her a compassionate release.

michelle fuller flushing, NY 2013-04-29 It is sickening to me that the US' 1% is willing to let Ms. Stewart die in prison for

defending her clients.  Meanwhile, these same degenerates are making blood

money via unnecessary wars /invasions for mineral resources that benefit Wall

Street speculators.

Andrew Stepanian Huntington, NY 2013-04-29 Lynn is a hero, and her treatment in this condition is a black-eye on our

democracy.

Ronald Adams New York, NY 2013-04-29 Consider this inprisionment to be another perversion of justice.

hsi hsien Tan 花蓮市, Taiwan 2013-04-29 human rights.

Shirley Thompson Rochester, NY 2013-04-29 It's important for Lynne to know that others stand with her, especially when her

own government assaults her rights and, now, endangers her very life.

Lucy Martin Denver, CO 2013-04-29 Because she violated an administrative order without intention to do anyone

harm, she is a good kind person who has fought hard battles for hundreds of

people and she is dying.  Her original sentence was within the range of

fairness, there was no reason to increase it to 10 years and now she is dying.

Enough.  This is ridiculous.  Has our Federal government no compassion

whatsoever?

Chris McCarthy Flushing, NY 2013-04-29 Ms. Stewart has devoted her life to social causes and that makes her a hero.

She should not be treated like some vile monster. Let her go free.

LEANN RAMIREZ UNIONTOWN, OH 2013-04-29 This is ridiculous - if they have to lock her up, she should be getting the

treatment in the prison.  Carswell AFB has a hospital...hell, we treat Nazi's in

prison - this makes no sense whatsoever.

Annie Paradise Jackman, ME 2013-04-29 This is barbaric. Free Lynne Stewart and stand up for justice.

Janine deManda Oakland, CA 2013-04-29 This is a grave injustice. It could be perpetrated against any attorney, any

activist. Such a wrong should be righted.
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Martha Alt Albany, CA 2013-04-29 Everyone in this country should have good legal counsel, it's an important part

of due process. No attorney should be punished for providing legal services to

anyone, even when charges are serious. Lynne Stewart did just that and

should not have been punished at all for doing her job. 

Now that she is seriously ill, she must be released so she can get the best

treatment possible. It is outrageous that the government has let her case get to

this point, but now she should be released immediately.

Thank you for your careful consideration.

Ann Buell Philomath, OR 2013-04-29 Everyone has a right to LIFE and that is being denied to her by obstructing her

health care she needs.  This is cruel and unusual punishment, and it is

barbaric.

Lynn Magnuson New Orleans, LA 2013-04-29 This woman belongs OUT of jail, regardless of what she's in there for ...

because medical care in prison is practically nonexistant for something like

cancer. She should be able to spend time with her family, something else

nearly nonexistant in prison.

Frederic Bois France 2013-04-29 In the spirit of Justice

Bou Berkenbosch Schouwen-Duiveland,

Netherlands

2013-04-29 It's a shame!

D. Willenborg -, Netherlands 2013-04-29 This is an example of how the future is given shape by the PTB IF we let them.

yvonne hoekema leeuwarden, Netherlands 2013-04-29 justice

Darrell MacKenzie Ste Anne, Canada 2013-04-29 The treatment of another human being like this is in-human!!!!

Sarah Mudd Ingatestone, United

Kingdom

2013-04-29 My husband died of cancer and I know how devastating the treatments can be.

Common humanity requires compassionate release of this principled woman.

Harriet  Barlow Minneapolis, MN 2013-04-29 Compassion demands Ms. Stewart's release from this inhuman treatment.

Gabriele Hennig Frankfurt, Germany 2013-04-29 The US have become the 'incarceration nation'. It's prisons are built to supress,

to display power and to shut up courageous people like Lynne or Mumia. Not

only should they be freed immediately, the US should stop imprisoning people

now, until they discussed 'crime and punishment' a bit more creatively, sought

to smooth over the deep cut between the rich an the poor and until they

thought about the reasons people commit crimes, as well as why some acts

are called crimes. And then they, as well as all other countries, can work on

how to deal with people who really are endangering persons, and how to

support prior victims. This system of locking people up, doesn't change anyone

for the better and it doesn't help victims either!!!

Be creative and release Lynne now!

Dave cook Berkeley, CA 2013-04-29 She's being railroaded and being made an example so everyone becomes

silent

Don Jacobs Sequim, WA 2013-04-29 Freedom is being stripped from the US every day. Soon we will be like Nazi

Germany. PLEASE have the courage to release her.

Giovanna Volpe Australia 2013-04-29 Lynne, whatever happens know that you are an inspiation all over the world

even here in Australia.  Stand Tall, we are with you and don't let the bastards

get you down.  Be well Giovanna

james ridgeway washington, DC 2013-04-29 she defends the constitution

Georgiana Hart South Orange, NJ 2013-04-29 It could be me

Jack Cohen-Joppa Tucson, AZ 2013-04-29 Lynne Stewart is an inspiration for all who seek justice. Her treatment by the

courts is, sadly, typical these days.

Marlen  Beach Kansas City, MO 2013-04-29 This is unconscionable.
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Ruth Klein Flushing, NY 2013-04-29 A prison sentence ought not be a death sentence due to horrendous

conditions!

James Grant Springfield, PA 2013-04-29 Uhuru! because we  love and care very much about and for Lynne Lynne

Stewart is a Human Being, a rear human being, Mrs. Stewart is innocent, she

is very ill and this is in humane treatment to allow this to be done to this angel ,

I call for her  release ,Now! today! Touch One! Touch All! Uhuru!

Karin Luner New York, NY 2013-04-29 Compassion with someone who has stage 4 cancer and needs the support of

family and friends needs no explanation.

Roger Dannenberg Pittsburgh, PA 2013-04-29 People who work for justice should not be in jail.

Michele Martin Santa Monica, CA 2013-04-29 This woman is old and sick and needs to be released NOW

Lillian Dammann Howard Beach, NY 2013-04-29 want Lynne Stewart to be @ home with family and under Hospice Care.  Do for

others as you would want done for you.

Lisa Cohen Croton-on-Hudson, NY 2013-04-29 Lynne is the mother of a friend, who was arrested for doing her job.

Byron Plumley Denver, CO 2013-04-29 I believe the sentence was unjust.  And, the continued imprisonment of Lynne

Stewart is cruel punishment.  Justice requires her release.

Karen Lachance Wellesley, MA 2013-04-29 Not letting someone with stage 4 breast cancer get the right medical treatment

is the same as sentencing them to death.

Norma Torres Carteret, NJ 2013-04-29 She deserves to receive the care she needs for her illness

John Joergensen Philadelphia, PA 2013-04-29 Lynne Stewart is one ot the few brave souls who steadfastly defend the

unpopular and defenceless.  She spent her life as a public servant in the truest

sense and does not deserve to die in prison.

Kevin Hall Houston, TX 2013-04-29 Simple.  I'm a criminal defense lawyer.  It could happen to me.

Lionel Heredia Marina Del Rey, CA 2013-04-29 This is every Americans Grandmother!!!! What evil has come to our land?

Nakashima Takeshi Hiroshima, Japan 2013-04-29 Who have a right to prison human being death ?

Above all , she fought all her life against the state crime then how can the State

judge her???

Claire Smith Plantation, FL 2013-04-29 As a nurse, pt care needs to be optimized.  Her level of disease requires

expertise & compassion.  She is not violent. Her care will cost too much to the

state state and her suffering will be too great.

Tanya Fuad San Diego, CA 2013-04-29 A lawyer who defended the underprivileged!  She is in urgent need of surgery

for cancer!

Gerard Ungerman Chico, CA 2013-04-29 The current treatment of Lynne Stewart is really an indictment against the

system that's crushing her.  It also makes a mockery of the sacred words

"Justice" and "Democracy".

Nancy Currah Casper, WY 2013-04-29 The world has watched in horror as the United States, once a great nation of

critical thinking and fairness, has slowly imploded from within.  Lynn Stewart's

release is now in your hands.  To adhere to the unjust reasoning that put her in

prison is no less complicit than those found guilty at Nuremberg for both blindly

and deliberately "just following orders.". Your role here is hugely important.  For

the love of God and country, please release this woman and restore some

measure of faith in our near collapsed system of just and compassionate law.

The country needs this and Lynn Stewart needs this. 

Her release is a win, win.

Michael Simkin Trumansburg, NY 2013-04-29 We cry out against the bureaucratic murder of Lynne Stewart.

Jessie VanderVeen Wyomissing, PA 2013-04-29 The 8th Amendment.
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Sudd Dongre Camarillo, CA 2013-04-29 This punishment is now in the realm of cruel and unususal punishment.

Compassionate response is now warranted by United States of America

Judicial system.

David Vickery Taroudant, Morocco 2013-04-29 The release of Lynne Stewart is important to me because I happen to live

among Muslims in Morocco. It angers me to see Muslims and their religion

maligned. It angers me to see the inhumane treatment that has also been

accorded to one of their defenders, Lynne Stewart.

Frank Lindh San Rafael, CA 2013-04-29 I am the father of John Walker Lindh.  I join in asking for compassionate or

lease for Lynn Stewart.

David Christie Halifax, VT 2013-04-29 Prosecution of a defense attorney is among the most dangerous powers of the

state. It should be carefully circumscribed, as it was not in this case. And in any

case there are the humanitarian grounds for compassionate release. Lynn

Stweart has devoted her life to defending others, she must be defended now.

maynard seider Philadelphia, PA 2013-04-29 She is very much in need of medical help and family and friend support and

very much deserves compassionate release.

M B Point Reyes Station, CA 2013-04-29 This is one of the most generous, intelligent, useful, and kind human beings

ever known; she deserves the compassion, not punishment. Punishing this

generous, brave woman is truly a crime, an attack on justice and human

dignity. 

Sharon North Yankee Hill, CA 2013-04-29 In addition to the basic inhuman treatment this citizen is receiving in the US

prison, the idea that a lawyer is imprisoned for the act of defending her client,

goes against everything that our country stands for.  You can do this!

Compassionate release is necessary now!

David Winter Williston, VT 2013-04-29 no one is free while others are oppressed

Jay Moore Houston, TX 2013-04-29 fk the police

cyndy williams Los Angeles, CA 2013-04-29 Lynn has served as an advocate to those oppressed by an unjust system and

government.Wearing ten pounds of shackles on bus to get chemo is a heinous

act inflicted by sick authority figures in a sicker system. FREE LYNN NOW!

jo braswell Van Nuys, CA 2013-04-29 Democracy and justice must prevail.

Judith Barr Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-29 That there are still people willing to fight for the underprivileged and provide

great council for them is inspiring. They should not be rewarded with

incarceration, let alone treated without dignity and compassion. 

My mother died of cancer, she was 79. I saw how weak and painful it was. I

cannot imagine going through that with 10lb shackles on wrist and ankle. She

needs to be released!!

Michael Green Los Angeles, CA 2013-04-29 Stewart's incarceration was intended to serve as a warning to all other

attorneys to bow down before the nicely manicured police state reigning over

us.

Laurie Buckley N. Hollywood, CA 2013-04-29 Anyone who is fighting for justice should not be condemned...

sally stix madison, WI 2013-04-29 I know Lynne. I support Lynne for doing her job. The ones who put her away for

doing her job are the real criminals.

Nicholas Agriesti Orange Vlg., OH 2013-04-29 This is important to me because I'm sick of all this Neo-McArthyism. More

whistle blowers and sympathizers have been prosercuted under Obama than

under Bush. This woman was doing her job. Her clientrs had a right to

representation. She is dying, and the feds won't release her to adequate care.

Bob Price San Francisco, CA 2013-04-29 Free Lynne Stewart and all political prisoners. Close Guantanamo and release

the detainees.

Pavel Guman Slovakia, Slovakia 2013-04-29 She`s one of America`s best
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Patricia Hammel Madison, WI 2013-04-29 I'm a lawyer who believes that the practice of law should not subject a

conscientious advocate to criminal penalties for representing an unpopular

client.

cindy postma Ithaca, NY 2013-04-29 I believe in the rights of individuals to die peaceably.  Lynn deserves this

especially as someone who has devoted her life to the oppressed.  She is

contrite; perhaps she made a mistake -- I don't know.  But her case is too sad.

I believe that someone so good deserves this much -- to be released and

permitted to get well.  She won't where she is.

Harold Martin Temple CIty, CA 2013-04-29 Ms. Stewart's incarceration is a stain on whatever America purports to stand

for.

Helene Versloot Amsterdam, Netherlands 2013-04-30 Anyone who fights for freedom should have everybody's suport

Margo George Oakland, CA 2013-04-30 Please President Obama, release Lynne Stewart.  I worked for your re-election

heart & soul.  As a breast cancer survivor and a lawyer, I beseech you to grant

her a compassionate release.

Jane Power Vancouver, BC, Canada 2013-04-30 Because it's so wildly unjust and unfair. This isn't my America.

Arthur Brennan Weare, NH 2013-04-30 I'm a retired superior court judge from NH and a veteran.  Lynne Stewart is a

shining example of an attorney and an American!  This is a shame and I am

deeply ashamed of the way she has been unjustly treated by a legal system

that has lost its integrity and independence.

Tim Rubald TAMARAC, FL 2013-04-30 This is of Constitutional and humanitarian importance.

Judith E. Klein New York, NY 2013-04-30 Justice delayed is justice denied.  What are we coming to as a country?

Brian Harrison Houston, TX 2013-04-30 I am a young lawyer, and Lynne Stewart inspires me to fight for people

marginalized and oppressed in society. Lynne's conviction was unjust and her

current detention further soils our legal system. Release Lynne now!

Ann Shirazi NY, NY 2013-04-30 Lynne is in desperate need of quality medical care and she should have access

to it in her hometown immediately

Angela Roberts pontefract, United

Kingdom

2013-04-30 It is apalling. A good sort being treated abysmally.

Annie Gwillym Walker Newport, United

Kingdom

2013-04-30 Lynne Stewart has done nothing to deserve this cruel and in humane

treatment.

Please get in touch with your humanity and release in order that she may

access the treatment she needs.

Dean Pasvankias Sausalito, CA 2013-04-30 The undiluted cruelty of preventing a critically ill person from receiving the

quality of medical care that is both needed, and unavailable to a shackled  74

year old woman, is abhorrent. Let her out.

Cesar Omar Sanchez West New York, NJ 2013-04-30 Because like her, I am also a human being who fights for those who has no

voice

Florence  Mason Philadelphia, PA 2013-04-30 How can criminal convict criminals? What right do the United States have to

put anyone away, when they are involved with criminal Activities themselves?

God said, Parents do not induce your children to raft. So, if they United States

is doing it in mass number, murder on top of murder, then how can it be the

accusers of others? Ye without sin let them cast the first STONE!

crea RYDER dublin, Ireland 2013-04-30 I am completely against the judicial system in the United States

Michael Gilfillan Thrums, Canada 2013-04-30 It's outrageous that she should be persecuted in this way for doing doing her

job.  She should be freed. compensated and changes made to prevent such

recurring. it is scandalous!
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barbara dane Oakland, CA 2013-04-30 Lynn Stewart is a fighter for justice and should be held in a place of honor, not

subjected to what amounts to torture while she is fighting for her life.  Release

her NOW!

Aileen Hongo El Segundo, CA 2013-04-30 Because I can't understand why we spend so much money and so little

compassion for the sick and dying in prison.

laurie palmer chicago, IL 2013-04-30 I believe she was unjustly charged, and I also believe that compassionate

release for someone who is suffering so much is necessary for us as a society

Fr. Miguel d'Escoto

Brockmann

Managua, Nicaragua 2013-04-30 In today's world it is increasingly difficult to find individuals with the intellectual

and ethical fortitude, compassion and love “to speak truth to power” and give

voice to those who have been silenced, shunned or wronged.  Lynne Stewart is

one such person.  She has repeatedly been an instrument to defend in U.S.

courts those whose narratives do NOT fit within the prevailing, ‘officially’

sanctioned narratives of our times. 

In so doing, Lynne Stewart represents the finest in the tradition of American

civil rights defenders.  That she should face criminal charges for her actions to

defend her client reflects the tragic state of affairs of the U.S. justice system

today.

I cannot help but feel compelled to stand in staunch support and love with a

true American heroine.

I urge others to do so, fearlessly and tenderly, so that Lynne--who has provided

solidarity, counsel and support to countless others in need, may feel an

outpouring of human solidarity and support in this poignant moment of her own

life story.

Lynne, you are NOT alone.  I stand—we stand—together in solidarity and love.

Lynne, you are in my prayers and actions.  Do know that I will channel a

request through the U.S. Embassy here in Managua asking for your immediate

release and will write to others in the United States and elsewhere to press for

your immediate release.  

Your brother,

Fr. Miguel d'Escoto Brockmann

Foreign Minister of Nicaragua, 1979-1990

President of UN General Assembly, 2008-2009

Dylan Marra Detroit, MI 2013-04-30 She is not guilty.

James Mackee New York, NY 2013-04-30 RELEASING Lynne Stewart is the ONLY human solution!

Evelyn Talmadge Austin, TX 2013-04-30 All our Constitutional rights must be protected.

Bo BERGKVIST Mexico 2013-04-30 Decency demands Ms Stewart be set free.

Erik Kurtz Portland, OR 2013-04-30 This is a violation of human rights. Shame on us.

Charles Goodson Dallas, TX 2013-04-30 because freedom is important

melinda leithold Inverness, CA 2013-04-30 We need to support those who tirelessly work for equality and safety for all

people. Ms. Stewart has spent her entire adult life helping the disempowered in

America and world.

Herschel Soles Portland, OR 2013-04-30 Prison is for persons that are a threat to society. Lynn is not a physical threat

and should receive a compassionate release from priuson
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Ralph Jones Ypsilanti, MI 2013-04-30 All of us, who lobby for true justice, should support this petition on Lynne

Stewart's behalf.

Jeanette Crowley West Milford, NJ 2013-04-30 In order to help propagate and maintain human rights and freedom for all.  God

bless Lynne Stewart !!!

N. Jo Lane South Pasadena, CA 2013-04-30 It is time for change.  A time for compassion, listening, understanding, saving a

life...not killing, torturing, control over.  Honor Lynne Stewart by releasing her

from prison this insane "crime" that she has been falsely accused actually is a

remarkable woman/attorney practicing the highest form of legal representation

of the oppressed in America.  This country must change and be who we claim

to be.  Please free Lynne Stewart immediately.

Gerry Masuda Duncan, AL 2013-04-30 Ms Stewart has dedicated her life to helping the oppressed legally.  She is a

very unusual role model for others to follow.  My knowledge of her case seems

to indicate oppression against this citizen and her work.

Tanya McDaniel Davis, CA 2013-04-30 I am a civil rights activist, whom has endured many horrific crimes. Although,

nobody will help me. I think it's inhumane to let people suffer. I wish all civil

rights activist were just and stood in gaps to defend and honor, rather than

exploit people pain, my pain. Misha Irizzary exploited me and posted a

personal more to her from me defending myself against her harassments.

While, telling lies to defend and try to glorify herself, submitting comments from

an anonymous s.f.newsletter that she wrote. I don't understand how any

activist could be so deceitful and cruel.  I wasn't going to respond to this email

because of my experience. Though, again, I didn't want to ignore this Womans

suffer. She is in my prayers.

Jessica Shepherd Eureka, CA 2013-04-30 the treatment of Lynne Stewart is in my opinion, cruel and unusual punishment

and I do not agree with it. I support the release of Lynne Stewart!

Karen Ingenthron Oakland, CA 2013-04-30 Lynne Stewart passed all requirements for Compassionate Release.

John Rodriguez New York, NY 2013-04-30 Because institutional abuse is a step towards governmental tyranny.

Kelvin Abraham London, United Kingdom 2013-04-30 The united state complain about human rights abuser and yet it is emerging as

the biggest human rights violator in the world. How can a 28 month sentence

turn into 10 years, because that person have dedicated their lives to fighting

injustice in her own back yard. 

Suzanne Bellamy New York, NY 2013-04-30 left w/o treatment prison is unforgiving for the ill; lack of healers & medicine is

rampant; cancer victims s/b compassionately released.

margaret western amityville, NY 2013-04-30 it is inhuman to keep her in prison a second more.

Stephen Matthews Woking, United Kingdom 2013-04-30 Where is the humanity in this system? Compassion is lacking here and it

seems its the bureaucrats "getting their own back" on a harmless sick woman.

SHAME on the men (I am sure it will all be men) who are behind this appalling

travesty of natural rights.

CJ Hinke Seattle, WA 2013-04-30 Human rights depend upon the fearlessness of a handful of lawyers like Lynne

Stewart.

Arliene Oey Malone, NY 2013-04-30 Lynne has been unjustly treated!

She needs relief NOW!

Bryant Horton Chattanooga, TN 2013-04-30 Oppression is to be fought in every good way.

margaret schadt johnson city, NY 2013-04-30 this is unreasonable persecution

Gordon Newbigging East Kilbride, United

Kingdom

2013-04-30 Display some basic human decency, if you have any.

Ruth Appleton Lissenden Gds, London,,

United Kingdom

2013-04-30 Human Rights are everyone's rights and anyone who defends these is a

hero/ine.  US has a bad track record and needs to face up to it.
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Hugh  Iglarsh Skokie, IL 2013-04-30 I don't like the idea of the government I pay taxes too having political prisoners

... it's my country, and my responsibility to speak out.

Carlos Gomez Valrico, FL 2013-04-30 Who will speak for me when they come for me

Mujahid Ibn Abdellah New York, NY 2013-04-30 Lynne is a true freedom fighter she has done so much for this country. She

never deserved this. The U.S. Government should be ashamed of themselves.

Incarcerating sick innocent old ladies. I pity you.

Ann Compton Wellford, SC 2013-04-30 Both my mother and I are breast cancer survivors. Cancer treatment should be

allowed/provided for anyone - no exceptions.

bob stern redway, CA 2013-04-30 lynne stewart is not a terrorist. she should not be in prison in the first

place.regardless, her life-threatening illness deserves compassion--release her

now.

Dawn FL New York, NY 2013-04-30 Lynne Stewart has helped more people in NYC than almost anyone with her

lifelong donation of legal services. She should be honored as a hero, not in jail.

Release her now!

Carolyn LaDelle Bennett Rochester, NY 2013-04-30 This is important because human rights for all is important; because the rule of

law is important to all people; because this attorney should never have been

imprisoned; it is important because morality demands Lynne Stewart's release.

Jennifer Hobbs Brooklyn, NY 2013-04-30 Lynn is a hero of justice who has been done a great injustice.

shaka at-thinnin oakland, CA 2013-04-30 the american people must take a real look at the criminal justice system and

root out it's antiquated practices. as it stands now once you go through the

door of an american prison you are truly a lost soul and subject to what manner

of treatment your captors deem tolerable. time for looking at incarceration as

black and white and invisible to the outside world is at an end. the nature and

specifics of each case must be viewed to determine what is just while also

being lawful. we are fast approaching three million in cells. this is not a subject

of pride. only the people giving voice to change will give it wings.

Muhammad Ali Bladensburg, MD 2013-04-30 May ALLAH's Justice be done.

Manny Daskal Arcata, CA 2013-04-30 Inhumanity is not what this country stands for

Janet Fennerty Chicago, IL 2013-04-30 Lynne is being treated very inhumanely and is not a subect for cruel and

heartless treatment and torturous conditions. Shw should be in a hospital

setting for God's sake!! How dare you!!

Reggie Ball Chicago, IL 2013-04-30 They should NOT be filming or spying on Lawyers when they are with their

clients.  This is legally wrong.  They should have given her immediate medical

care. Another victim of an anti-Islamic country...ie...the USA.

ronald panco san francisco, CA 2013-04-30 She should be released in the name of justice.

Marilyn Cornwell San Francisco, CA 2013-04-30 True justice is always important.
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Suzan Koch Mendota Heights, MN 2013-04-30 Although Lynn Stewart showed a serious error in legal judgement, while

demonstrating her basic humanity towards a prisoner, where no harm could

have or did come to others, and so should probably have received some

consequences, but not this venegeful hate filled retribution for the pure purpose

of degrading and reducing her to nothing, a person with no human rights

herself. It always seems that if women defy authority and stand up for the rights

of others, the worst punishments are meted out to them. The act of keeping

Lynn Stewart in prison is an inhumane and criminally negligent act, with the

intent of forcing her to die, and not only die, but to die in prison. Certainly can't

feel "proud to be an American", right now - everywhere I turn I see my

government and the both the Federal and state justice systems proceeding in

an inhumane and vengeful manner. Shame on all those who have had a hand

in this in seeing this injustice done, to Lynne Stewart. May the ghost of Lynne

Stewart's death haunt you until your release from this earthly plane. Suzan

Koch

Elaine Klaassen Minneapolis, MN 2013-05-01 Prisoners of all kinds should always be treated with humanity and compassion.

Noerena Abookire, Ph.D. Santa Monica, CA 2013-05-01 As a breast cancer survivor, I pray that Lynne will be able to be with her family

and loved ones as she deals with this terrible malady.

Robert Perillo Winston Salem, NC 2013-05-01 Justice for Lynne Stewart.

Vanessa Dixon Takoma Park, MD 2013-05-01 This is a cruel injustice unbecoming of the United States.

grant marcus ventura, CA 2013-05-01 Because I don't think someone should serve a life sentence in jail for

jurisprudently defending her client.  It has to do with both incarcerating an

innocent victim, and guaranteeing a right to due process for the rest of us.

dawn bove' minneapolis, MN 2013-05-01 she is obviously being persecuted. our government is wrong. she has a right to

medical treatment and her rights have been denied.

Kenoli Oleari El Sobrante, CA 2013-05-01 When defense attorneys are threatened like this, it interferes with  the

important right to a full and effective representation for defendants.  Access to

this kind of reperesentation is key to our justice system.

Samina Sundas Palo Alto, CA 2013-05-01 Her age and life threatening illness is a good reason to have some compassion

and mercy.

shobha b India 2013-05-01 because of humanity

Giulia Marra West Milford, NJ 2013-05-01 For justice. For peace. For mankind

Eric Palmquist Palo Alto, CA 2013-05-01 Brainless people, in positions of Authority (since the passage of the Bush Act)

taking themselves seriously are the downfall of Civilization and their wills must

be countered in all ways.

Michele & Rick Tingling-

Clemmons

Washington, DC 2013-05-01 Punishing our freedom fighters will not stop our outrage or fightback!  Release

Her Now!  Save Her Life!

Anne Fitzmaurice Berkeley, CA 2013-05-01 Lynne Stewart symbolizes courage and dedication to justice. She must not be

allowed to die in iprison.

Karen DeVito Vancouver, BC, Canada 2013-05-01 I support justice.

John Turnbull Vancouver, Canada 2013-05-01 The US legal system is all the rest of the world has left as a model. Don't let it

crumble.

Frances Chavez Santa Fe, NM 2013-05-01 I am physician and this is wrong and amoral.

eric norberg berkeley, CA 2013-05-01 defending humanity is doing right

René González Cortés Bogotá, Colombia 2013-05-01 Lynne Stewart ha representado para muchas personas en el mundo un

símbolo de dignidad. Especialmente para quienes ejercemos la profesión legal.

¡¡Libertad ya!!
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Lloyd Hart Oak Bluffs, MA 2013-05-01 Putting Lynne in prison on trumped up charges was done to intimidate the legal

profession from taking as clients and doing a good job defending so-called

terrorists.

Bron Dahlstrom Inverloch, Australia 2013-05-01 Lynne needs to be released to save her life.  I thought that there was supposed

to be free speech in the US.  Obviously there is not, if someone such as Lynne

can be jailed for exercising this right.

Rustie Woods Sebastopol, CA 2013-05-01 The crime was to have imprisoned Lynn Stewart in the first place. Now in light

of her medical condition there is absolutely no justification to deny her

compassionate release request.

Brigette Rouson Washington, DC 2013-05-01 Torture in and by the United States of America is unconscionable and illegal.

We must demand an end to this kind of inhumane treatment!

b dost brentwood, NY 2013-05-01 For the purpose & principles of restoring fair justice to The U S A & in the eyes

of the world & universe.

I personally worked on breast then brain cancer , state of the art prototypes &

have also been a legal jack in correctional facilities & know the scope of

Oxygen & also cancer ... and know Lynne Stewart should be released to obtain

proper, comprehensive medical attention for stage 4 cancer & overall health...

IMMEDIATELY.

Roberta McIntosh Dunedin, FL 2013-05-01 I am a strong support of women and Innocence. Too many injustices like this

have been done to women in prison.

Aristedes DuVal NYC, NY 2013-05-01 Attorney-Client Privilege.

Robin-John Stewart Philadelphia, PA 2013-05-01 At this point what is her incarceration doing for society or for her rehabilitation -

nothing.  This is a violation of human rights.

Phil Levins Tripoli, Libya 2013-05-01 freedom of speech...and our 'free' futures

Sian Harris Cardiff, United Kingdom 2013-05-01 show some compassion if this lady was a mass murderer she would get better

treatment no justice in this world anymore

Loreta (Lorie) Wood Vancouver, WA 2013-05-01 I am a member of NRCAT and thus am against torture wherever it exists.

Brenda Balanda Pt. Reyes Station, CA 2013-05-01 Can this country possibly get more misguided than imprisoning and shackling(!)

a 74 year old lawyer afflicted with breast cancer whose big "crime"

was to defend the human rights of her client?  I suppose the message you are

trying to send is for everyone to just shut up and get used to the fact that this is

the "New Amerika" where nobody has any rights at all except for the corporate

big boys and uber-wealthy.  Gee,

we can be so proud to be part of this destruction of the American Dream --

which is justice and equality for all.

Diane Eardley Los Angeles, CA 2013-05-01 What happened to Lynne Stewart is a sign of the disgrace this country is now

in.  Her 'crime' is defending her client.  This is ALL WRONG.  She is dying.

RELEASE LYNNE NOW!  PLEASE!

Renate Schönfeld Germany 2013-05-01 Free Lynne Stewart

Jed Hamilton Oakland, CA 2013-05-01 I have been I prison & it's NO PLACE for this woman!!!

ahmed hussein calgary, ab, Canada 2013-05-01 it is very disappointing to in prison poor sick lawyer and wearing ten pounds of

shackles her ankles and hands strongley demand to release her immediately

from prison

Donna Joss Bridgton, ME 2013-05-02 A lawyer should not be punished for doing her best to defend her client,

whatever the charges.  Lynn Stewart should be celebrated and honored.  What

does her treatment say about the sanctity of human rights in the U.S. justice

system?  Shame on them.

lynn coulthard Blowing Rock, NC 2013-05-02 This sounds like a human rights violation to me.



Name Location Date Comment

philip butcher Los Angeles, CA 2013-05-02 The greatest country in the world?

PAUL ULLRICH VALLEJO, CA 2013-05-02 "it dosen't matter if you black or white" Obama won't step up so we will

miuchael pigneguy los angeles, CA 2013-05-02 i'm tired of America's idealogical crusades . Lynne Stewart is yet another victim

of it's relentless pursuit of thise it feels threatened by. Pathetic, weak bully boy,

America.

Efrat Levy Albany, NY 2013-05-02 As a fighter for justice for all Lynne Stewart should celebrated, not incarcerated.

Compassion is a minimal step.

Sharon Pavlovich New York, NY 2013-05-02 Lynne Stewart has suffered because she is a fighter for justice.

Philip Green New York, NY 2013-05-02 police state injustice must be opposed.

Christopher Levenson Vancouver, BC, Canada 2013-05-02 because so-called democratic governments everywhere are increasingly

punishing those who peacefully disagree with

their policies or who defend those that do.

Rev. Frank Elliott Los Angeles, CA 2013-05-02 Because I believe in what The United States of America used to stand for and

think it should be reinstated.  Freedom and justice for all with a Free Press to

inform a Democratic Electorate!!!!

Manik Mukherjee Kolkata, India 2013-05-02 We from IACC always uphold the democratic rights of people and are

uncompromising in our opposition to injustice and tyranny of the state. Lynne

Stewart has fearlessly fought for the freedom of the oppressed people and is

an inspiration to all of us.

Laurel Powers Petaluma, CA 2013-05-02 What do you not understand about the Rule of Law and an individual's right to

competent representation by a lawyer?

Mishka Chudilowsky CA, AL 2013-05-02 Lynne Stewart is a hero not a criminal.

Elwood Groves II Maxwelton, WV 2013-05-02 The mistreatment and abuse of Lynn Stewart by her persecutors is an affront to

all decent Americans who believe in liberty and justice for all. May the demands

for her release from prison grow daily and resonate across this land from sea to

shining sea until justice is done on her behalf!!

Albert Jaccoma New York, NY 2013-05-02 I believe in the American Dream that waits to be realized.

David Barkin Mexico, Mexico 2013-05-02 This is an international outrage

D R University Place, WA 2013-05-02 Simple decency suffices

K E BAILEY III Hurdle Mills, NC 2013-05-02 because torturers still go free

Yvonne Green Cincinnati, OH 2013-05-02 This is the United States and I thought we did not do things like this or treat

people this way.  Please fix it.

Tynan Allison Coaldale, Canada 2013-05-02 Everyone who isn't a physical threat should be free, especially if they are ill and

fighting cancer.

Alvin Toby Basseterre, Saint Kitts

and Nevis

2013-05-02 she need to get the proper medical attention and to let her exercise her frre

speech and advocate for better treatment of the needy.

Barbara Stebbins Berkeley, CA 2013-05-02 Lynne Stewart has lived her life in the service of others. She deserves

compassion at this time and given the circumstances of her life right now.

Andy Mills Lower Gwynedd, PA 2013-05-02 THis is important to show mercy on someone who has a serious illness and

whose prison sentence has to be considered extreme.

Diana Carr Christina Lake BC,

Canada

2013-05-02 Lynne is clearly not a threat to society and her release is appropriate.

mary haas Morgantown, WV 2013-05-02 Humanitarian acts should not go unrespected by ANY Nation Especially the

USA!! This behavior of the US Attorney General should remember that there is

a Final Judgment Day that everyone has to answer for.



Name Location Date Comment

Hannah Gardner West Chester, PA 2013-05-02 Feels like the government is trying to kill someone for offering zealous

representation.

susan datri peekskill, NY 2013-05-02 lynne long time helper of people, spoke out for people's rights

Norma Wallace Pirie Johnson City,, TX 2013-05-02 By law, this woman should be freed.

Andrew Macdonald Killarney Heigts,

Australia

2013-05-02 The tyrants will take out the tall poppies then the rest.

Lindi Nubel Northport, NY 2013-05-03 Kindness to someone with stage 4 cancer must be shown.

David Arver Grand Rapids Charter

Township, MI

2013-05-03 I am tired of the legal system being used as a weapon to punish the already

repressed and to create fear amongst those who would exercise their human

rights. Basic health care is a right and withholding medical care is attempted

murder by the state.

Nicholas McDaniels Baltimore, MD 2013-05-03 Free Lynee

Marc Montgomery Chicago, IL 2013-05-03 Ms. Lynne Stewart is a dear and courageous human being who has dedicated

her life to Freedom, Life, Love, Peace and Joy...and may these Blessings be

hers...

Elizabeth Quincy Brooklyn, NY 2013-05-03 Lynne Stewart deserves the compassionate treatment offered by this release -

to be with her family in this time of need.

David Jette Seattle, WA 2013-05-03 I am now retired as a Professor of Medical Physics at Rush University in

Chicago.  My career has centered on improving radiation treatment for cancer.

Ms. Stewart is evidently in the terminal stage of cancer, and I can think of no

ethical justification for keeping her to die in prison.  Please have her released

immediately.

carol wald brooklyn, NJ 2013-05-03 In an age with few true heroes, Lynne Stewart's dedication to the rule of law

and the rights of all defendants is a beacon.

majid Maleki Somerset, NJ 2013-05-03 Lynne's conviction has been an injustice from the beginning.

Susan Platt Seattle, WA 2013-05-03 Lynne Stewart is a courageous fighter for democracy and equal rights

michael neuschatz Riverdale Park, MD 2013-05-03 only the marriage of courage and a sense of social justice can beget real

change

Aisha Karanja Nairobi, Kenya 2013-05-03 It is important for me  to be able to help fight for justice

Dorian Golub Boston, MA 2013-05-03 I feel her arrest was a further attempt to stifle dissent in the USA, to discourage

lawyers from defending the rights of those who resist the encroaching police

state that exists in America.

krystyn kavanagh toronto, Canada 2013-05-03 I cry out against the bureaucratic murder of Lynne Stewart.

John Shibley Morgantown, WV 2013-05-03 There are so infrequent occasions where our judicial and penal systems have

shown compassion, that the case of Lynne Stewart becomes a chance for

justice in its true sense to be served.  We know of her history and no way does

her imprisonment serve justice or human decency.

Todd Boyle Kirkland, WA 2013-05-03 A courageous woman and role model for the country.

ellen miller new york, NY 2013-05-03 because I want to be able to believe that america can maintain some

adherence to its' own laws rather than turning tail and becoming an even

weaker and more hypocritical state.  also because she is a true and staunch

person who has done much for others.  because she is a human in pain.

Sammar Miqbel Lodi, CA 2013-05-03 because she is innocent and is being punished because she was representing

a Muslim defendant and they wanted to make an example out of her to deter

other great lawyers from representing clients like this one



Name Location Date Comment

Bara  Berg St. Paul, MN 2013-05-03 As a physician, I am appalled at the medical neglect and maltreatment which is

changing a sentence of limited imprisonment to capital punishment.

How can we tolerate this cruelty inflicted upon someone whose only "crime"

was to threaten the U.S. government's desire for unquestioned power and

censorship violating any basis for democracy?

Joan Poss Fresno, CA 2013-05-04 Lynne Stewart is a heroine who stands for social justice.   She is an honorable

person with integrity.   She deserves to have some comfort in her struggle with

cancer.  Release her immediately.

Nasser Ahmed Toms river, NJ 2013-05-04 She is one in kind lawyer that she stood behind all her needy clients regardless

their race color or religion she is a true American and a real freedom fighter in a

Time there is no fighters she mus be released and hounered and I am sure

there will not be a big enough hall to gather her supporter . I am reserving my

seet at the first table 

Nasser ahmed

Joyce Antila Phipps Plainfied, NJ 2013-05-04 There's no question that Stewart did a stupid thing but this should not cost her

her life.  She has been an indefatigable fighter in the struggle for justice for the

underdog for a long time.

adebayo suaris Abuja, Nigeria 2013-05-04 this is important to me this is man inhumanity to man end this babaric action

now for posteritybecause of her state of health America is too civilised to allow

this wickedness in its teritory

Mary Heller Cranford, NJ 2013-05-04 I believe in First Amendment rights.

Linda Wilscam Rockville, CT 2013-05-04 Because incarcerating this woman has been an abomination from the start.

Rosemary Kean Dorchester, MA 2013-05-04 Lynne Stewart is a political prisoner who needs medical care of the highest

caliber. Get her out of Texas prison!

Joseph Maizlish Los Angeles, CA 2013-05-04 Prisoners' rights and everyone's basic rights are the same.  Even without

regard for Lynne's convicted offense, release is right!

Matthew Andrews Chelsea, MA 2013-05-04 Lawyers must be protected by the first amendment or else none of us are safe!

Corinne Kurtz Yonkers, NY 2013-05-04 Because this is such a gross injustice! Shame on our courts. Her infraction

was so minor. She is another example of one of worst things wrong with this

country , our penal system that doesn't blink at outgageous injustice and the

supportive courts and parole boards.etc. Another incredible example, the Move

9.

Marilyn Gabor Baltimore, MD 2013-05-04 Any of us could be Lynne Stewart.

Frank Krasnowsky Portland, OR 2013-05-04 Life is important

nancy  albert san juan, Puerto Rico 2013-05-04 The entire justice system in the US has become a mockery of the concept of

justice.

Elizabeth Dumez Arlington, VA 2013-05-04 Lynne is my life-long friend from college on. I know her work for justice and

representation of poor and marginalized people.

Barbara Larcom Baltimore, MD 2013-05-04 What has already happened to Lynne Stewart is a travesty of the so-called

"justice" system.  She was denied adequate healthcare for 18 months for a life-

threatening condition.  Compassionate release now!!



Name Location Date Comment

Gary Goodman Barberton, OH 2013-05-04 Elite crime has reached incomprehensible levels, JP Morgan and other banks

involved in money laundering that supports TERRORISM and narcotics, as well

as outright fraud in the millions and billions.

Lynne Stewart was convicted serious charges for the some very minor

violations of new post-9/11 rules regarding atty-client relations. She "conspired"

with her client and posted a public statement in a major int'l newspaper,

Reuters.

THIS SENTENCE was SADISTIC and is getting more sadistic by the day.

FREE LYNNE.

Wendy Rambo Shuford Baltimore, MD 2013-05-04 As a nurse I cannot imagine such cruel treatment.Shackles on feet and wrists

of a severly ill woman makess not sense.It seems that she is being givent the

death penatly even though it was not ordered.

Geraldine Bell Baltimore, MD 2013-05-04 She has helped so many others.  It's so wrong for her to be in prison. And now

that she is so ill with cancer, please release her.  I knew nothing about her till

15 minutes ago.  I've now read about her, some of her writings. The world's

such a better place because of her.  Please do not keep heri locked up,

especially with this illness.

Michael Lyon San Francisco, CA 2013-05-04 Fascism has many lawyers to make its acts legal. Free Lynne

Risvan C.A India 2013-05-04 It is worthy people like this who keep justice alive in this world.

Susan Spivack Cobleskill, NY 2013-05-04 I believe Lynne Steward has been unjustly jailed because of her progressive

work in support of giving every accused person a proper legal defense which is

one of the underlying principles of our democracy.  She should never have

been imprisoned.  In addition she has metastasized cancer and needs proper

treatment to have a small chance at survival.  To deny her freedom is to

condemn her to death--surely an improper penalty even for what the State has

accused her of.

Martha McCulloch Gardiner, NY 2013-05-04 She is a heroine fighting for justice and peace.  No wonder she is in prison in

the USA!

ray nakley youngstown, OH 2013-05-04 A POLITICAL PRISONER--PLAIN AND SIMPLE--HOW MANY

CONSTITUTIONAL VIOLATIONS HERE?  LET'S START WITH THE 8TH

AMENDMENT: MAKING ADEQUATE MEDICAL TREATMENT IMPOSSIBLE IS

A DEATH SENTENCE.  WHAT WOULD OUR POOR EXCUSE FOR A

GOVERNMENT DO WITHOUT THE EXCUSE OF 9/11.  MAKES YOU

WONDER IS ALL  THESE CONSPIRACY "NUTS" ARE REALLY CRAZY.

SUSAN LYONS ANN ARBOR, MI 2013-05-04 I am an oncologist and have tried to assist other prisoners who have little time

left in their lives.

Alice Sturm Sutter New York, NY 2013-05-04 Lynne Stewart dedicated her life to selflessly and tirelessly serving needy

clients. Her ongoing imprisonment and lack of adequate treatment is

disgraceful.

Nick Marra Pequannock, NJ 2013-05-04 She deserves to be out- she poses no threat!

Ann Wright Honolulu, HI 2013-05-04 Lynne should be able to spend the rest of her life with her family.  the

government has extracted more than an ounce of flesh for her alleged "crime."

Patricia Gallimore Visalia, CA 2013-05-04 All her work has been for all the people.  I do not feel it is right to have her die

in jail when the criminals who crashed our economy walk free.  She has more

right to her freedom than most of us do.  Please, free Lynne ASAP!

Paul Curtis El Sobrante, CA 2013-05-04 That an injustice be remedied, free Lynne Stewart now, (and cover the cost of

her delayed medical treatment).  It is hard to believe this can happen in the

USA.



Name Location Date Comment

Taryn Canney Lyman, ME 2013-05-04 Justice!!

Coral Wheeler Irvine, CA 2013-05-04 Nobody should be denied medical treatment or have it delayed while in prison.

Lynne Stewart deserves compassion and must be released from prison.

Barbara Jeske Stuart, FL 2013-05-04 This is sanctioned murder by those sworn to protect.  How bad can it get?

Tom Hayes Columbus, OH 2013-05-04 The charges that Lynne was convicted on were connected to Bush era "special

rules" which were illegitimate from their inception.  George W. Obama has not

addressed those attacks on the constitution and individual Americans.  That

has to change.

Susan Zipp Novato, CA 2013-05-04 Everyone deserves compassion, especially Lynne Stewart, who has become

yet another woman persecuted for her humanitarian and professional

leadership.  Stage 4 cancer is a medical priority, far outreaching any wrong-

doing real or implied.  Have mercy - make this case a priority and release

Lynne Stewart.

P John Anderson Mountain View, CA 2013-05-04 Lynne deserves the Presidential Medal of Freedom. As our president doesn't

understand freedom, at least let her out to receive long overdue treatment.

Jade Walker Philadelphia, PA 2013-05-04 The is so much injustice in Lynne not getting the medical attention she needs, it

is inhuman. I wish her so much healing.

Laura Rice Rochester, MN 2013-05-04 Many who are jailed should be free. Many who are free should be tried & jailed

or kept from harming others. She harmed none. She is a threat to none, but

those that build there house on lies & deceit.

Dr. Larry Semark Albuquerque, NM 2013-05-05 Ms. Steward has been treated unfairly.  Let her go.

Jeff Lyons Chicago, IL 2013-05-05 Lynns has alway stood up for the most opressed and disenfrachised. That is

why this vindictive system is treating Lynn with such crualty. They are trying to

punish her and scare others from being as heroic as she has always been!

Bea Dewing New York, NY 2013-05-05 No one should be punished for doing the right thing.  Lynne is a defender of the

poor and oppressed.  She deserves her freedom.

Rob Chadwick Scotts Mills, OR 2013-05-05 Justice for all

Richard Gawel cambridge, MA 2013-05-05 Lynn Stewart has given her life to help those who need it most.

Jules Orkin Bergenfield, NJ 2013-05-05 All life is sacred

Judith Goldfarb Youngsville, NY 2013-05-05 Because I'm an American, damn it!!!

chris keller san lorenzo, CA 2013-05-05 the government needs to stop making examples of people

John Reiman Oakland, CA 2013-05-05 The imprisonment and refusal to release Lynn Stewart is cruel and inhuman

and is just another sign of the deepening repression that was carried out by the

Bush administration and is being furthered by the Obama administration.

Robert Newton Ridgewood, NJ 2013-05-05 This woman is no threat to anyone.  She has lived a lifetime of public service.

She needs to be released now so she can be treated and receive hospice in

her own home.

G.Joy Robins Staten Island, NY 2013-05-05 Lynn Stewart is now being called a "terrorist" in the Staten Island Advance.

This is the same usage of the term the Syrian regiem is using to describe the

rebels fighting them. Lynn is a rebel too, having always fought for the

underdog. This underdog was the terrorist. She tried to give him the defense he

deserved under American law. She is a hero!

Ben Atteberry Minden, NV 2013-05-05 Because the government's abuse of civil rights has to stop.

Nancy Goedert Ferndale, MI 2013-05-05 This is a terrible injustice.  It's unconstitutional - unAmerican.

Julie Lien N.Y.C., NY 2013-05-05 She's a hero. She's a victim to this criminal system. Free Lynne Stewart! Time

is running out!
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Susan Englander San Francisco, CA 2013-05-05 Lynne Stewart was wrongly imprisoned and is now wrongly being denied

adequate health care. Release her now!

Aresh Javadi New York, NY 2013-05-05 Lynne and her son, helped with our charges of putting our bodies in front of

bulldozers of endangered community gardens in the south bronx. viva cabo

rojo!

christy summerfield Ann Arbor,, MI 2013-05-05 She represents no threat to anyone, let alone our country. To release her is the

compassionate thing to do. Her treatment has been horrific.

diana kimble Colfax, LA 2013-05-05 justice for all.

Robert Ovetz, Ph.D. Woodacre, CA 2013-05-05 Lynn has dedicated her life to serving the powerless and marginalized and

should not be treated this way or even be in prison.

Dennis Gong Columbus, OH 2013-05-05 Denial of decent health care to prisoners is vindictive and belies government

claims that the U.S. justice system is fair and humane.

STEVE SCOTT keaau, HI 2013-05-05 be humanitarian

tami Bryant San Francisco, CA 2013-05-05 She never should have been incarcerated in the first place. She is an attorney,

just doing her job. RELEASE HER NOW! It is the only humane and just thing to

do!

Laurie Spaeth Roscoe, NY 2013-05-05 There is no excuse for this hateful, purely vindictive treatment. Yes, "we cry out

against the bureaucratic murder of Lynne Stewart."

Anthony Ponce Lakewood, CA 2013-05-05 It would be appear to be most inhumane to not allow Lynne Stewart to obtain

the medical treatment she desperately needs. She does not pose a threat to

society, nor is she a danger to anyone. If this is is truly the land of the free and

the home of the brave, if this is truly a free country, then by all means do not

deny Lynne Stewart the right to proper medical treatment. This current

incarceration of Lynne Stewart is  nothing short of a circumvention of her Bill of

Rights as guaranteed under the 8th Amendment, particularly the clause

pertaining to cruel and unusual punishment. Her continued incarceration is a de

facto state sponsored death sentence. Please exonerate her and free her so

that she can try to defeat the breast cancer. She is nearly at death's doorstep

and ought to be with her family and in the care of medical professionals. Your

attention to this matter is appreciated.

Susie Kneedler Worthington, OH 2013-05-05 Lynne Stewart dedicated herself to prtoecting our rights under the US

Constitution to due process, a fair trial, and a fearless defense.

Joni Van Wieren Weed, CA 2013-05-05 No woman, who has ralayed for her fellow humans should suffer in prison.

Bruce  Summitt Arbyrd, MO 2013-05-05 I have been unjustly imprisoned with a potentially fatal condition. My strong will,

tenacity, and the help of a few well placed people saved my life. To die for

doing "the right thing" is the ultimate sacrifice. It is also needless and

senseless.

Gerard  Dailey Brunswick, ME 2013-05-05 This is no longer a political issue.  It has become one humanitarian.

Michele Fergus Chicago, IL 2013-05-05 It is inhumane and violation of human rights.

Molly Johanna Culligan St Paul, MN 2013-05-05 Lynne would do it for me

Josephine Keliipio Kailua-Kona, HI 2013-05-05 I believe in what she stands for.

Cynthia  Allaire Pomona, CA 2013-05-05 Lynne Stewart has worked for justice consistently. She is wrongly imprisoned,

and she should be released not just on medical grounds, but because she was

unjustly imprisoned in the first place. You can't have a justice system if the

accused are refused counsel, and you have to have attorney-client

confidentiality as well.

Elsbeth Fey Oakland, CA 2013-05-06 My mother died of breast cancer because she waited too long for treatment!
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Anita Stewart Tampa Bay, FL 2013-05-06 I have met her personally, she has always been there for the underdog and she

is a true American patriot!

Lori Price Bristol, CT 2013-05-06 Lori Price

Editor-in-Chief

Citizens for Legitimate Government

<a href="http://www.legitgov.org" rel="nofollow">http://www.legitgov.org</a>

Dana Schweers-

Hardaway

Morrisville, VT 2013-05-06 Because there is NOT ENOUGH COMPASSIONATE CARE IN THE USA,

PERIOD. I am experiencing that right now, under a very stressful situation

(death in family) while I, myself am not a well person.  I'm scared and hurt and

can only imagine HOW MUCH WORSE IT WOULD BE IN A TEXAS PRISON,

AS I GREW UP IN TEXAS. FREE HER NOW AND LET HER LIVE.

Elizabeth Stevens Woodstock, VT 2013-05-06 I have always admired Lynne Stewart.

Paul Bogosian Windsor, VT 2013-05-06 Because this is too ugly even for Sierra Leone, much less the U.S.

Moses Reyes Apopka, FL 2013-05-06 Because I support all of Cindy Sheehan's causes.

Any friend of Lynne Stewart is a friend of mine.

pilar  olabarria San Francisco, CA 2013-05-06 We need her, free and active

Marcia Newfield NY, NY 2013-05-06 compassion, compassion, compassion

Joel Simpson Union, NJ 2013-05-06 Lynne's sentence was clearly extremely excessive, a grave miscarriage of

justice. The circumstances surrounding her incarceration wreak of vendetta

against her for defending unpopular defendants. What would Edward Bennett

Williams say? He used to defend Mafia figures and wrote the book "One Man's

Freedom," standing up for the principle of our Justice system that everyone is

entitled to a vigorous defense. The proceedings against Lynne amount to a blot

on Constitutional principles and on the presumed impartiality of our system. It is

very disheartening to see the system abused so.

Robert Rodgers Morrisville, PA 2013-05-06 Compassion is one emotion we should all have.

Elihu Edelson Tyler, TX 2013-05-06 This nation puts itself to shame with its inhumanity.

Julie Aerts Auburn, WA 2013-05-06 Any friend of Cindy Sheehan's is a friend of mine...

cheryl L. Kates VICTOR, NY 2013-05-06 Lynn Stewart is and was a great advocate for many people. What has

happened to her is a travesty. She should be released from prison immediately

Patrick Kegley minneapolis, MN 2013-05-06 Lynne Stewart must be given her freedom to fight for the possibility of

overcoming the breast cancer... give her the hope to live whatever time she has

left to be here.  PK

Antoinette Respass New York, NY 2013-05-06 I know this woman her children and I was raised together.  She is already been

done injustice do to prejudice reasons.

Lamar Williams Harrisburg, PA 2013-05-06 "In her current setting, where trips to physicians involve attempting to walk with

10 pounds of shackles on her wrists and ankles, with connecting chains, Lynne

Stewart has lacked ready access to physicians and specialists under conditions

compatible with medical success."

Ellen Garvey Brooklyn, NY 2013-05-06 Have compassion.

Roland Mannsour Brooklyn, NY 2013-05-06 It is important to show compassion, politics aside.

gloria weber New York, NY 2013-05-06 lynne is a woman of high integrity with a long history working  for the good of

the community.
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Thomas Corsile Pittsburgh, PA 2013-05-06 We are not represented by justice.  The USA has fallen into the hands of unjust

representatives.  Citizens are outraged.  If we do not stand for something, we

stand for nothing.  That is the most vulnerable position for that which is Just &

Good and devastating to its survival.  I speak up today for the freedom and

justice for all in the name of love and compassion. Lynne is innocent of any

crime. Those that incarcerated her must hear this message. May God and the

goodness of mankind envelop this woman in the love we have for truth,

compassion and kindness.  This is an abomination of our justice system and it

must be brought to an end.  In the name of love may she be given what is left

of her life to live as she sees fit.

Leonore Tiefer New York, NY 2013-05-06 My tax money shouldn't be spent in further harassing this brave lawyer who is

deathly ill. Please release Lynne now.

Annie Crisafulli Lamoine, ME 2013-05-06 Lynne must be free due to her high risk medical condition.

Phyllis M Andrews New York, NY 2013-05-06 10003-2128

Marlene  Jenkins Albany,, NY 2013-05-06 I'm a cancer survivor, and I feel she deserves freedom.  She's always cared for

others. and devoted her life to others, one's who could not afford legal

representation.

Gail Hoover Parma Heights, OH 2013-05-06 I believe in those who fight for the oppressed.    Lynne has fought for the

oppressed, now the forces are turned against HER.     Where is the justice,

where is the compassion?     This woman deserves a pedestal, not a prison.

Kurt Dillon Cornwall, NY, Panama 2013-05-06 Lynn is a political prisoner. We wish to see her at home with her family and

friends.

Alice  Abell ny, NY 2013-05-06 I support Lynn Stewart's immediate release.

Richard Medina STATEN ISLAND, NY 2013-05-06 Lynne has helped many lower class people receive fair justice. When people

did not have the money to pay for a lawyer Lynne always took on the case.

Frieda Brown Okemos, MI 2013-05-06 Lynne Stewart should not be in prison!

J Sharkey Katonah, NY 2013-05-06 compassion

H. Joan Waitkevicz West Palm Beach, FL 2013-05-06 Ms Stewart is terminally ill and refractory to current therapies.  Her family is

willing to assume the financial and personal commitment her care requires.

She is not a threat to our nation's security.  Clemency at this time would be a

win- win situation.


